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Abstract
A lot of statistical tasks are faced daily by data scientists. Due to the increasing complexity
of analysed datasets, the need for more distribution-free and scalable algorithms has stimulated
the development of modern approaches to these tasks using machine learning techniques. For
instance, in many practical data science projects, practitioners encounter missing values. Sound
management of these missing entries is often the key to the success of any further modelling
task. A significant amount of literature proposing di↵erent imputation strategies exists, but
few papers discuss how to score/rank these imputations. In hypothesis testing, non-parametric
and distribution-free two-sample tests based on classification performance measures can be
considered. Moreover, beyond the rejection decision of such tests, providing an intensity level
of the distributional di↵erence brings additional relevant insights in real-world applications.
In statistical learning, the classical Random Forests algorithm is very popular to tackle unidimensional regression problems. It turns out that the algorithm can be extended to also tackle
general distributional regression in multiple dimensions, opening a wide range of applications.
In this thesis we investigate how methodologies and algorithms from machine learning,
more specifically from supervised and unsupervised learning, can be transferred to standard
statistical problems such as missing value imputation, hypothesis testing or conditional density
estimation. The common motivation underlying the thesis is to increase the toolbox of the data
scientist with flexible and versatile algorithms with sound statistical background.
In Paper A we introduce a sequence of two-sample tests derived from the correspondence
with classification. These tests are versatile and can be used in a wide range of applications
when practitioners want to make few assumptions about the distributional di↵erence and work
in the context of data sets with potentially heterogeneous data types.
In Paper B we tackle the subsequent task of constructing an intensity measure of the distributional di↵erence in the context of the two-sample testing problem. Namely, we construct
a high-probability lower bound on the total variation distance between the two samples. We
illustrate how this provides additional information when the test actually rejects the null.
In Paper C we introduce the distributional Random Forests algorithm (DRF) extending the
classical Random Forests algorithm to tackle the whole conditional distributional regression
problem in potentially multi-dimensional cases. We illustrate its usefulness in a broad range of
iii

applications.
In Paper D we introduce a scoring rule for imputation methods allowing to rank them
according to the likelihood of their imputations. We investigate the relevance and performance
of the proposed imputation scoring rule on di↵erent real-world data sets.
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Résumé
Un data scientist fait face régulièrement à un grand nombre de problèmes statistiques. A cause
de la complexité croissante des jeux de données, le besoin d’algorithmes se basant sur moins
d’hypothèses et facilement ’scalable’ a stimulé la recherche de nouvelles approches utilisant
des outils du machine learning. Par exemple, dans presque tout project pratique de data science
l’analyste fait face à des valeurs manquantes. Une bonne gestion des valeurs manquantes est
souvent la clé avant toute autre modélisation. Une partie significative de la litérature sur les
valeurs manquantes s’est intéressée au développement de nouvelles méthodes d’imputation.
Cependant il n’existe que peu de travaux sur le développement d’une stratégie d’évaluation de
la performance d’une méthode d’imputation. En tests d’hypothèses et plus précisément dans
le contexte du problème à deux échantillons, ces dernières années ont vu l’émergence de tests
basés sur la performance de classification. En plus du status de rejet ou non de l’hypothèse nulle,
il est aussi intéressant de mesurer l’intensité d’une di↵érence de distribution dans le cas d’un
rejet. En statistical learning, l’algorithme classique de forêts aléatoires (Random Forests) est
très populaire en régression uni-dimensionelle. Il se trouve que cet algorithme peut aussi être
adapté au contexte plus géneral de la régression distributionelle en potentiellement plusieurs
dimensions. Cette dernière extension ouvre la porte à un grand nombre d’applications.
Dans cette thèse, nous explorons comment diverses méthodes du machine learning, plus
particulièrement de l’apprentissage supervisé et non-supervisé peuvent être transférées vers
des problèmes classiques de statistiques comme l’imputation de valeurs manquantes, les tests
d’hypothèses ou encore l’estimation de densité conditionelle. La motivation commune aux
travaux constituant cette thèse est la volonté d’apporter de nouveaux outils statistiques flexibles
au data scientist répondant à des questions pratiques.
Dans l’Article A nous présentons plusieurs tests pour le problème à deux échantillons inspiré du problème de classification. Ces tests sont flexibles et peuvent être utilisés dans plusieurs
applications où l’analyste ne veut pas prendre beaucoup d’hypothèses et dans lesquelles le jeu
de donnés est potentiellement hétérogène.
Dans l’Article B nous faisons une étape de plus dans le contexte du problème à deux
échantillons, en construisant une mesure d’intensité de la di↵érence en distribution (dans le
cas où le test rejette). Plus précisément, nous construisons avec grande probabilité une borne
v

inférieure pour la distance en variation totale entre les deux échantillons.
Dans l’Article C nous présentons les forêts aléatoires distributionnelles (DRF), une extension de l’algorithme classique de forêts aléatoires (Random Forests) afin d’estimer de manière
générale les distributions conditionnelles potentiellement en dimensions multiples. Nous illustrons l’utilité de cette contribution dans une vaste gamme d’applications.
Dans l’Article D nous introduisons une règle d’évaluation pour les méthodes d’imputation
de valeurs manquantes basée sur la vraisemblance des valeurs imputées. Nous explorons l’utilité
et la performance de notre méthode d’évaluation dans une séquence de jeux de données réelles.
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1

Introduction

In the last two decades the collection, treatment and analysis of data has led to a ’data revolution’
in many sectors of the economy. The job of data scientist has emerged as a response to the desire to leverage data to produce knowledge. Thomas H. Davenport and D.J. Patil even qualified
it in an article published in the Harvard Business Review Home as “the sexiest job of the 21st
century”. However, data science remains a broad term with di↵erent components including in
particular statistics. Peter Bühlmann captures its speciality in an interview given in 20201 : “The
uniqueness of statistics is that it o↵ers the only framework in which uncertainties can be quantified as well”. Indeed, if actions are taken based on conclusions of statistical analysis, it is crucial
to quantify the uncertainty of the conclusions themselves. In response to the important role of
statistics in data science and to the increasing complexity of data collected, classical statistical
tools need to be adapted to the new problems and challenges. In particular, statistical problems
on growing, messier and heterogeneous data sets need to be solved. Assumptions should be
weak, allowing for sound statistical quantification of uncertainty. The complexity and size of
data sets naturally draw attention to the computational aspect of statistics summarized under
the name computational statistics. The relaxation of assumptions makes distributional metrics
attractive. We understand distributional metrics as the general notion of measures, divergence
or similarity between probability distributions in the general sense. Indeed distributional metrics have taken increasing importance in statistical and machine learning research in the recent
years. We can name as drivers to this new trend the emergence and popularity of Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN), the discovered applications of the Wasserstein distance and optimal transport (OT) ideas in data science problems, as well as the development of functional
data analysis and the usefulness of kernel methods in statistics.
In this thesis we explore di↵erent statistical tasks faced by data scientists in their every day
job. We focus first on modern approaches to the two-sample problem employing classification.
We then tackle conditional density estimation via Distributional Random Forests, an extension
of the classical and popular Random Forest algorithm with applications in a wide variety of
domains. Finally, we tackle the question of scoring imputations methods. The core common
1

the interview can be found here https://math.ethz.ch/research/seminar-for-statistics/

peter-buehlmann.html
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

idea in each of these works is the methodological development of statistical algorithms based on
distributional metrics. The thesis consists of four research papers, which I shortly summarize
here by highlighting their main ideas and contributions.
In Paper A we study a sequence of two-sample tests inspired by the classification literature.
We propose in particular a Random Forest permutation test allowing to run in short time a twosample test on heterogeneous data with no assumptions on the distributional shift. Theoretically,
we demonstrate the asymptotic normality of our test. Empirically, we study the asymptotic
power of our proposed test and demonstrate its usefulness on real-world applications linked to
cancer research and finance.
In Paper B we make one further contribution to the two-sample problem. We introduce
a framework for the construction of high probability lower-bounds (HPLB) on the total variation distance between the two samples. We study the theoretical properties of two suggested
estimators and showcase the usefulness of HPLB in a real-world climatic data set.
In Paper C we introduce the Distributional Random Forests (DRF), an extension of the
famous Random Forests algorithm to tackle general conditional distribution estimation. Beyond
providing an appealing theory making sense of DRF as a Random Forests in a reproducible
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), we provide a wide range of real-world applications showing its
versatility.
In Paper D we define and introduce a framework for the construction of scoring rules for
missing value imputation methods, helping researchers choose between multiple imputation
methods. We provide extensive simulations over real-world data sets and exemplify the usefulness of having an imputation scoring rule for any further statistical task.

2

On the Use of Random Forest for TwoSample Testing

2.1

Main Contribution

The main contribution of our work is the proposal of ‘hypoRF’, a non-parametric permutation
two-sample test based on the out-of-bag (OOB) error of a Random Forests classifier. We provide
extensive simulations showing good performances and present a framework using U-statistics
theory to study its asymptotic properties. Our test is available in the form of an R-package
called hypoRF on CRAN.

2.2 Motivation
The two-sample problem in statistics, i.e. the question ”Are two samples from a same distribution”, has seen a resurgence of interest in the last decades. The increasing dimensionality
and size of real data sets combined with the desire to impose less assumptions on the problem
have stimulated the development of new approaches and methods inspired by other fields. One
of these new approaches emanates from machine/statistical learning, more precisely from (binary) classification. Indeed classification works with labeled samples and aims at distinguishing
classes based on features. The correspondence with two-sample testing is direct: a classifier performing better than random at discriminating the two-samples supports a distributional di↵erence. On the other side, understanding the (binary) classification task as a two-sample problem
gives a statistical flavour to the performance assessment of a given classifier.

2.3 Problem Setup
We can formulate the two-problem as follows: let X1 , . . . , Xn0 and Y1 , . . . , Yn1 be a collection
of

d

iid

iid

-valued random vectors, such that Xi „ P and Yi „ Q, where P and Q are some Borel

3
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probability measure on

d

. The goal is to test
H0 : P “ Q, HA : P , Q.

To make the formal link to classification, we define labels `i “ 1 for each Xi and `i “ 0 for each
Yi to obtain the data pZ j , ` j q, j “ 1, . . . , N, for N “ n0 ` n1 , and Z j “ Xi or Z j “ Yi . On this
data, we train a classifier ĝ :

d

Ñ t0, 1u. If ĝ is able to “accurately” predict ` on some test

sample, it is taken as evidence against H0 .

2.4

Proposed Method

We propose and study di↵erent tests derived from classification performance measures. The
di↵erence between them depends on the choice of the test statistic and the nature of the test
construction. Among our proposed tests, we recommend the use of the permutation test involving the out-of-bag (OOB) error from the Random Forests classifier [34] that we call hypoRF.
More formally, we denote by ĝb pZq b “ 1, . . . , B the component trees of the Random Forests

classifier fitted on bootstrap sample from the original data. The class-wise OOB errors of such
an ensemble of learners trained on N observations is defined as
Eoob
0 “
Eoob
1 “

N
1 ÿ
1t`i “ 0u1tĝ´i pZi q , 0u,
n0 i“1
N
1 ÿ
1t`i “ 1u1tĝ´i pZi q , 1u.
n1 i“1

The OOB statistic Eoob
that ’hypoRF’ uses is the average of the class-wise OOB errors, namely,
1{2
1 oob 1 oob
Eoob
1{2 “ E0 ` E1 ,
2
2
where ĝ´i , represents the ensemble of learners not containing the ith observation for training. A

null distribution for Eoob
is obtained by permuting the labels of the two samples and recomputing
1{2
the OOB statistic. The choice of the Random Forest classifier is motivated by its known good

performance in real classification cases and its minimal amount of parameter tuning, which
basically renders ’hypoRF’ an easy-to-use non-parametric test. In addition the popular variable
importance of the Random Forests algorithm provide insight on the distributional di↵erence
when the test rejects. A significance level for the variable importance is also provided based
on the permutation test. We finally present a theoretical understanding of ’hypoRF’ in the
framework of U-statistics theory.

2.5. LINK TO DISTRIBUTIONAL METRICS

5

2.5 Link to Distributional Metrics
The underlying correspondence between binary classification and two-sample testing is implied
by a known result in minimax lower-bounds in hypothesis testing called Le Cam’s method. We
can formulate it simply as follows: for two probability measures P and Q on

d

if we draw a

sample Z from respectively P or Q then
inf tPpgpZq “ 0q ` QpgpZq “ 1qu “ 1 ´ TVpP, Qq
g

where the infimum is taken over all tests g :

d

Ñ t0, 1u and where TVpP, Qq denotes the

total variation distance between P and Q. The link between tests in the Le Cam’s method and

classifiers indicates that the test statistic of hypoRF is based on an estimate of the total variation
distance. More details on the theoretical implications of this correspondence can be found in
the accompanying paper.

2.6

Example

As an illustrative example of the practical use of hypoRF, we consider the following toy example: P and Q are chosen to be five-dimensional multivariate Gaussian probability distributions.
The covariance matrix of P is the identity and the distribution Q only di↵ers from P in the last
two components between which a positive correlation of 0.8 is imposed. the hypoRF test correctly rejects with a p-value of 0.0099. Figure 2.1 presents a visual summary of the test. The
right plot displays the last two components of the sampled points. On the top left, the estimated
means, by component and class, indicate that no distributional di↵erence is visible in the margins. The bottom left plot shows the variable importance measure for each component. We can
see that the last two components are picked-up as relevant variables, according to the threshold prescribed by the dotted red line. Thus our method correctly rejects in this example and
moreover delivers a hint which components might be responsible for the perceived di↵erence
in distribution.

CHAPTER 2. ON THE USE OF RANDOM FOREST FOR TWO-SAMPLE TESTING

“l “ 0” average
“l “ 1” average

“l “ 0”
“l “ 1”

1
0
-2

X5 ;Y5

-1

Average Value

2

3

6

75
70
65
60
55
50
45

Variable Importance

80

Overall p-value: 0.0099

Significance treshold

1

2

3

Column Index

4

5

X4 ;Y4

Figure 2.1: We sampled 300 observations from a d “ 5 dimensional multivariate normal, with no correlation

between the marginals. Likewise 300 observations were sampled from a multivariate normal, with the last two
marginals having a correlation of 0.8. The Random Forest used 500 trees.

3

High Probability Lower Bounds for the
Total Variation Distance

3.1

Main Contribution

The main contribution of our work is the introduction of a framework to construct high-probability
lower bounds (HPLB) on the total variation distance (TV) between probability measures based
on samples. We propose two HPLB estimators, study their respective asymptotic power and
provide practical remarks on its use in real contexts. Our estimators are available in the form of
an R-package called HPLB on CRAN.

3.2

Motivation

The classical question underlying the two-sample problem investigated in our first work is about
the rejection status of the null distribution. However, if a test rejects it would be interesting
to have an additional measure of the distributional di↵erence. This is especially interesting in
modern applications where any test would tend to reject in real applications with enough sample
size.

3.3 Problem Setup
We consider the same setup as the classical two-sample problem, namely let X1 , . . . , Xn0 and
Y1 , . . . , Yn1 be drawn respectively from probability measures P and Q. However, this time, the
goal is to to construct a quantity called ˆ (estimating some population quantity ) such that a
simple decision rule 1t ˆ ° 0u would be a valid test for the simple hypothesis H0 : P “ Q. In

addition, when the test rejects, the value would provide an insight about the ’intensity’ of the
distributional di↵erence between P and Q.

7
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Proposed Method

One natural question that one could ask when a test rejects the null hypothesis is ”how many
points actually support a distributional di↵erence”. This translates at the population level to the
notion of the total variation distance (TV) between the probability distributions P and Q. Our
work aims at the construction of an estimate ˆ satisfying
Pp ˆ ° TVpP, Qqq 6 ↵,
for ↵ P p0, 1q. We call such an estimate ˆ a high-probability lower bound (HPLB) for TVpP, Qq.

We propose two di↵erent estimators and investigate their respective asymptotic power and detection rates. Beyond theory we provide practical insights on the use of HPLBs in real-world
datasets.

3.5

Link to Distributional Metrics

The link to distributional metrics is very clear in the context of this work. Indeed, we construct
high-probability lower bounds for the total variation distance, the finest probability metric existing. Whereas our first work was indirectly using an estimator for the total variation distance
to construct valid tests, the present work directly targets the total variation distance between two
probability measures through the construction of a lower bound.

3.6

Example

As a Example we present in the accompanying paper an application about a climatic dataset provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA (https://www.esrl.noaa.
gov/psd/). This data set is a worldwide reanalysis containing daily observations over 4 meteorological variables. In one of our analysis, we compare the first half (years 1979-1999) of
the data with the second half (years 1999-2019) over all available locations on Earth. Figure 2
shows the results as a world heatmap. Interestingly, there is an area of very-high estimated TV
values in the pacific ocean o↵ the cost of South America. The water temperature in this area is
indicative of El Niño.

3.6. EXAMPLE

9

Figure 3.1: TV estimates by location using ˆ adapt when comparing the first half of the available time span with
the second half. A Random Forest is fitted using blocks of training and testing on the (di↵erenced) values of the 4
variables. Color changes from white (zero) to black (one).
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4

Distributional Random Forests: Heterogeneity Adjustment and Multivariate Distributional Regression

4.1

Main Contribution

The main contribution of our work is the proposal of the Distributional Random Forests algorithm (DRF), an adaption of the Random Forests algorithm to cope with multi-dimensional
conditional density estimation in a model- and target-free way. Beyond providing an elaborate
theory, we make it available as R (on CRAN) and python packages under the name drf.

4.2

Motivation

The Random Forests algorithm is a very popular method in statistical learning. It was at first
designed for conditional mean regression, but the statistical and machine learning communities
realized gradually its usefulness to tackle the estimation of other conditional statistical functionals (such as conditional quantiles). This motivates an adaption of the algorithm by mainly
rethinking the splitting criterion to cope with general distributional changes and with multivariate responses.

4.3

Problem setup

Let Y “ pY1 , Y2 , . . . , Yd q P Rd be a multivariate random variable representing the data of inter-

est, but whose joint distribution is heterogeneous and depends on some subset of a potentially
large number of covariates X “ pX1 , X2 , . . . , X p q P R p . We aim to estimate a certain target object
⌧pxq that depends on the conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq “ PpY | X1 “ x1 , . . . , X p “ x p q,

where x “ px1 , . . . , x p q is an arbitrary point in R p . The estimation target ⌧pxq can range from
simple quantities, such as the conditional expectations Er f pYq | Xs or quantiles Q↵ r f pYq | Xs
11
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for some function f :

Ñ

, to some more complicated aspects of the conditional distribu-

tion PpY | X “ xq, such as conditional copulas or conditional independence measures.

4.4

Proposed Method

We propose an adaption of the popular Random Forests algorithm, that we can Distributional
Random Forests (DRF), to cope with multivariate responses and general distributional heterogeneity detection. The criterion is based on a Maximal Mean Discrepancy (MMD) statistic with
many interesting properties. The splitting procedure partitions the data such that the distribution
of the multivariate response Y in the resulting leaf nodes is as homogeneous as possible, thus
defining neighborhoods of relevant training data points for every x. Repeating this many times
with randomization induces a weighting function wx pxi q which quantifies the relevance of each
training data point xi for a given test point x. The conditional distribution is then estimated by
an empirical distribution determined by these weights.
Therefore, DRF is used in two steps to estimate general conditional statistical functionals:
in the first step, we obtain the weighting function wx p¨q describing the conditional distribution
PpY | X “ xq in a target- and model-free way, which is then used as an input for the second

step (the statistical functional estimation). Even if the method used in the second step does
not directly support weighting of the training data points, one can easily resample the data set
with sampling probabilities equal to twx pxi quni“1 . The two-step approach is visualized in the
following diagram:

PpY | X “ xq

1) get wx p¨q with DRF

objective

⌧pPq

4.5

induced estimator

P̂pY | X “ xq

2) compute from wx p¨q

⌧pP̂q

Link to Distributional Metrics

The splitting criterion that we propose to cope with general distributional changes is actually an
MMD statistic, which is a distributional metrics implied by a reproducible kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS).

4.6

Example

As an illustrative example of the relevancy of DRF, we consider a 5-dimensional Y that is generGauss
ated from the equicorrelated Gaussian copula Y “ pY1 , . . . , Y5 q | X “ x „ C⇢pxq
conditionally

4.6. EXAMPLE
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on the covariates X with distribution Xi „ Up0, 1q p , where p “ 30 and n “ 5000. All Yi

have a Np0, 1q distribution marginally, but their conditional correlation for i , j is given by
CorpYi , Y j q “ ⇢pxq “ x1 .

The left plot in Figure 4.1 shows the resulting estimates of Cor pY1 , Y2 | X “ xq obtained

from DRFMMD , which uses the MMD splitting criterion that we propose and of the DRFCART

method, which aggregates the marginal CART criteria. We see that DRFMMD is able to detect
the distributional heterogeneity and provide good estimates of the conditional correlation. On
the other hand, DRFCART cannot detect the change in distribution of Y caused by X1 that well.
The distributional heterogeneity can not only occur in marginal distribution of the responses (a
case extensively studied in the literature), but also in their interdependence structure described
by the conditional copula Cx . Since DRFMMD relies on a distributional metric for its splitting
criterion, it is capable of detecting any change in distribution, whereas aggregating marginal
CART criteria for Y1 , . . . , Yd in DRFCART only captures the changes in the marginal means.

Figure 4.1: Estimated conditional correlation of Y1 and Y2 (left) and estimated conditional dependence quantified
by HSIC statistic (right), obtained by DRFMMD (blue) and DRFCART (red) respectively. For every test point, we set
X j “ 0.5, j , 1. Black dashed curve indicates the population values.
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Scoring Rules for Imputation Methods

5.1

Main Contribution

The main contribution of our work is the proposal of an imputation scoring rule allowing to
rank imputations methods. We provide our method as an R-package called Iscores on CRAN.

5.2 Motivation
Missing data is common issue faced prior to any statistical task in real data contexts. There
exists a broad range of imputation methods allowing to assess the variability of any further
statistical procedure. A relevant question is then ”How does one choose the ‘best’ method in
a given application?”. When the main statistical task in not known beforehand or could be not
unique, a desirable property of an appropriate imputation method would be to produce likely
imputations. Thus we target to construct a scoring rule which ranks imputations methods for a
given data set accordingly.

5.3 Problem Setup
The imputation problem can be formulate as follows: let X˚ P Rnˆp be a matrix of n samples
from a distribution P˚ on

p

. We denote by X the corresponding incomplete data set that is

actually observed. Alongside X we observe M P t0, 1unˆp , of which an entry mi j P t0, 1u is 1,
if entry xi˚j is missing, and 0, if it is observed. The observed data set X may be written in terms
of X˚ and M as
X “ X˚ ‚ p1nˆp ´ Mq ` NA ‚ M,
where ‚ denotes element-wise multiplication,

nˆp

is the n ˆ p matrix of ones, and NA is the

placeholder for a missing value. We further assume that each row xi (xi˚ ) of X (X˚ ) is a realiza-

tion of an i.i.d. copy of the random vector X (X ˚ ) with distribution P (P˚ ). Similarly, M is the
random vector in t0, 1u p encoding the missingness pattern of X.

15
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An imputation score is a function S NA pP, ¨q attributing a (real valued) score for any given

imputation distribution H, more precisely we target the construction of what we call a proper
score: S NA pP, ¨q is a proper I-Score if
S NA pP, Hq 6 S NA pP, P˚ q.
for any imputation distribution H.

5.4

Proposed Method

We propose in our work a specific imputation scoring rule inspired by generative adversarial
networks (GANs). Due to the nature of the missing value problem, we make use of random
projections combined with indirect density estimation through classification (the GAN idea) to
estimate the following score:
S NA pP, Hq “ ´EA„K DKL pHA || PA q,
where DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence and K is a distribution over random projections.

5.5

Link to Distributional Metrics

The link with distributional metrics is straightfoward in this work. The imputation score that
we propose is an averaged divergence measure (Kullback-Leibler) between the two probability
distributions of the observed data and the imputations.

5.6

Example

To illustrate the relevancy of a scoring rule for imputation, we consider a simple but visually
striking example. The synthetic dataset is a two-dimensional manifold representing a spiral.
Beyond the true missing data highlighted in blue on the top left of the Figure 5.1, three imputations methods (mice-cart, sample and loess) are displayed. Our scoring rule nicely ranks the
imputations methods according to the visual insight. That is in order: mice-cart, sample and
loess. In that sense, our score is able to detect likely imputations which would be beneficial for
a further statistical task. More details can be found in the accompanying paper.

5.6. EXAMPLE
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Figure 5.1: Imputations for the spiral example pn “ 1000, p “ 2q. Top row: True data (left) and mice-cart

(right), bottom row: sample (left) and loess (right). The complete observations are plotted in gray and the imputed
observations in blue.
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Concluding remarks

In this thesis we examined a range of statistical problems that can be tackle with new tools inspired by machine learning. We have seen how the two-sample problem can be approach with
modern methodologies linked to classification and how the ’e↵ect size’ of distributional differences can be measured. We also tackled the general conditional density estimation problem
at the core of a lot of machine learning applications with an adaption of the famous Random
Forests algorithm. Finally we have seen how modern indirect density estimation inspired by
the GAN literature help us constructing a scoring rule for imputation methods in the context of
missing values.
We expect the trend towards new methodological developments in statistics to continue
with the stimulation of new problems and questions in data science. Despite the desire for more
distribution-free and flexible methods, the orthogonal need for more explainable algorithms in
machine learning will be a big challenge in the coming years. Whatever happens, statistics will
remain a core component of the data science job.
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Abstract
Following the line of classification-based two-sample testing, tests based on the Random
Forest classifier are proposed. The developed tests are easy to use, require almost no
tuning, and are applicable for any distribution on

d.

Furthermore, the built-in variable

importance measure of the Random Forest gives potential insights into which variables
make out the di↵erence in distribution. An asymptotic power analysis for the proposed
tests is developed. Finally, two real-world applications illustrate the usefulness of the
introduced methodology. To simplify the use of the method, the R-package “hypoRF” is
provided.
Keywords: Random Forest, Distribution Testing, Classification, Kernel Two-Sample
Test, MMD, Total Variation Distance, U-statistics

1

Introduction

Two-sample testing via classification methods is an old idea tracing back to the work of [80].
Generally speaking, one adapts the output of a classifier to construct a two-sample test. Let
X1 , . . . , Xn0 and Y1 , . . . , Yn1 be a collection of

d

iid

iid

-valued random vectors, such that Xi „ P and

Yi „ Q, where P and Q are some Borel probability measure on
H0 : P “ Q, HA : P , Q.

d

. The goal is to test

(1)

Given these iid samples of vectors, we define labels `i “ 1 for each Xi and `i “ 0 for each Yi to

obtain the data pZ j , ` j q, j “ 1, . . . , N, for N “ n0 ` n1 , and Z j “ Xi or Z j “ Yi . On this data,
23
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we train a classifier ĝ :

d

Ñ t0, 1u. If ĝ is able to “accurately” predict ` on some test sample,

it is taken as evidence against H0 . In this work, we assume the data is generated from a mixture
distribution
iid

Z j „ p1 ´ ⇡qP ` ⇡Q,
such that n1 „ Binp⇡, Nq, where Bin denotes the Binomial distribution. While our exposition
will be valid for general classifiers, we specifically target the use of the Random Forest (RF)
classifier in this work. Random Forest is a powerful and flexible method developed by [34],
known to have a remarkably stable performance in applications (see e.g. the extensive work of
[77]).
This approach to testing was used in scientific applications, especially in the field of neuroscience. We refer to [131] for an excellent literature overview. More recently, a lot of additional
work has been produced in this direction in the statistical literature, see e.g., [131]; [197]; [153];
[32]; [84]; [129]; [42]. The closest relation to our work appears to be the extensive recent work
of [131]. Our first out-of-sample test in Section 2.1, though derived independently, is very
closely related to their test in Section 9.1. Moreover, [131, Proposition 9.1] provide a consistency result for general classifiers under mild assumptions. We add to this discussion, by
showing that under imbalance these assumptions nonetheless break down for the Bayes classifier, such that a test based on this classifier is not consistent. [131] also provide a rule of
thumb on when to use classification-based tests, as opposed to more fine-tuned statistical tests
designed for a specific problem. We extend this discussion by adding a recommendation when
to use the RF-based test, as opposed to kernel-based tests, as for instance proposed in [93], [96],
[49] and [121]. These tests are natural competitors to classification-based tests and our work
indicates that:
1. If the di↵erences between P, Q can be found in the marginal distributions, even sparsely
so, the RF-based test tends to perform very well. We demonstrate in Section 4.2 that
the RF-based test succeeds in an example with marginal di↵erences, that is difficult for
kernel-based tests.
2. If the change is mostly found in the dependency structure, or copula, kernel tests like
MMD may be preferable. As is demonstrated in Appendix 2 the RF-based test still has
power, but less so than the kernel-based tests.
In addition, the Random Forest classifier brings two features to the two-sample testing problem: The out-of-bag (OOB) statistics and the variable importance measures. The former is used
to increase sample efficiency, compared to a test based on a holdout sample, while the latter
provides insights into the source of distributional di↵erences.
Our work also shares similarities with [197], [84] and [129]. The work of [84] focuses on
the use of the in-sample classification error as a test statistic in the balanced case. [197] focuses
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Figure 1: (Intro) We sampled 300 observations from a d “ 5 dimensional multivariate normal, with no correlation

between the marginals. Likewise 300 observations were sampled from a multivariate normal, with the last two
marginals having a correlation of 0.8. The Random Forest used 500 trees.

attention on the power of di↵erent classifier-based test statistics for specific alternatives. They
also seem to be the first to propose the use of bootstrap-based classification tests. The work
of [129] presents a di↵erent approach based on regression and focuses on local testing, i.e.
determining where the distributional di↵erence appears.
The next two subsections list our contributions and demonstrate the advantages of our
method with a small toy example. Section 2 introduces the two tests used, the first based on
out-of-sample observations and the second on the OOB statistics. It closes with a theoretical
insight into the consistency of classifier-based tests. Section 3 extends this theoretical insight
into an asymptotic power analysis for a version of the OOB error-based test, using U-statistics
theory. Finally, Section 4 discusses the role of the variable importance measure of the Random
Forest and demonstrates the power of our tests with simulated as well as two real-world data
sets.

1.1 Contributions
Our work di↵erentiates itself from the existing literature in several aspects:
- The out-of-sample test based on the class-wise errors in Proposition 2.1, though similar
to the one in [131, Proposition 1], requires less assumptions to conserve the level asymptotically (though [131] focus on a setting, where both the number of observations N Ñ 8
as well as the dimension d Ñ 8. In our work, d is assumed to be fixed).
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- We show that no test based on the Bayes classifier is consistent for ⇡ , 1{2 in Lemma
2.1, but that a simple change in the classifier’s “cuto↵” restores consistency.
- We utilize the OOB error and variable importance measure in this context to both increase
the power of the test and extract more meaning in practice. As shown in simulations, the
increase in power with the OOB test is substantial.
- We analyze the asymptotic normality of an OOB error-based test statistic using U-statistics
theory and use it to derive an expression for the approximate power of the test in Section
3.
- We provide empirical evidence in Section 4.2, and in Appendix 2, that our test constitutes
an important complementary method to powerful kernel-based tests, leading to improved
performance in some traditionally difficult examples.
- Finally, we provide the R-package hypoRF available on CRAN, with an implementation
of the method.

1.2

Motivational example

We consider a toy example to demonstrate the proposed methodology underlying the Random
Forest classifier two-sample test. We choose P and Q to be five-dimensional multivariate Gaussian probability distributions. The covariance matrix of P is the identity and the distribution Q
only di↵ers from P in the last two components between which a positive correlation of 0.8 is
imposed. The OOB statistics-based two-sample test correctly rejects with a p-value of 0.0099
(details are given in Section 2.2). Figure 1 presents a visual summary of the test. The right plot
displays the last two components of the sampled points. On the top left, the estimated means,
by component and class, indicate that no distributional di↵erence is visible in the margins. The
bottom left plot shows the variable importance measure for each component (as presented in
Section 4.1). We can see that the last two components are picked-up as relevant variables,
according to the threshold prescribed by the dotted red line.
Thus our method correctly rejects in this example and moreover delivers a hint which components might be responsible for the perceived di↵erence in distribution.

2

Framework

Let Z1 , . . . , ZN be random vectors with values in Ä
t0, 1u, collected in a dataset DN “

N
tpZi , li qui“1
iid

d

and l1 , . . . , lN corresponding labels in

with

Zi „ p1 ´ ⇡qP ` ⇡Q.
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A sample Zi coming from the mixture component P (respectively Q) is labeled li “ 0 (respectively li “ 1). Let ĝpZq :“ gpZ, DNtrain q be a classifier trained on a subset DNtrain of size
Ntrain † N of the observed data.

Given the setting above, we now present two tests based on the discriminative ability of ĝ.

The first such test uses an independent test set and is very similar to the test proposed by [131].
The second test in Section 2.2 is entirely new and uses the OOB error to obtain its decision rule.

2.1 Out-of-sample test
Let Ntest “ N ´ Ntrain be the number of test points. Moreover, n0, j is the number of observations
coming from class 0, and n1, j the number of observations from class 1, for j P ttrain, testu. We

assume throughout the paper that n0, j > 1, n1, j > 1. If there is no di↵erence in the distribution
of the two groups, it clearly holds that
Pp`i “ 1|Zi q “ Pp`i “ 1q “ ⇡,
in other words, `i is independent of Zi . If ⇡ “ 1{2, a test can be constructed by considering the
overall out-of-sample classification error,
L̂pĝq “

Ntest
1 ÿ
1tĝpZi q , `i u,
Ntest i“1

which under the null hypothesis of equal distributions has Ntest L̂pĝq „ BinpNtest , 1{2q. Here,

1tĝpZi q , `i u takes the value 1 if ĝpZi q , `i and 0 otherwise. In an e↵ort to extend this
principle for general ⇡, we instead use an approach based on the class-wise errors
pĝq

L̂0 “

1
n0,test

ÿ

ti:`i “0u

pĝq

1tĝpZi q , 0u, L̂1 “

1
n1,test

ÿ

ti:`i “1u

1tĝpZi q , 1u,

similar to [131]. Define, for j P t0, 1u, the true class-wise loss for a given classifier ĝ as
pĝq

Lj

“ PpĝpZq , j|DNtrain , ` “ jq. As shown in the proof of Proposition 2.1, conditioned on
pĝq

the training data and the number of observations from class j P t0, 1u, n j,test L̂ j |DNtrain , n j,test „
pĝq

pĝq

Binpn j,test , L j q. The loss L j depends on the classifier and is generally not known, even under
H0 . However if P “ Q, it holds that
pĝq

pĝq

L0 ` L1 “ PpĝpZq “ 0|DNtrain , ` “ 1q ` PpĝpZq “ 1|DNtrain , ` “ 0q
“ PpĝpZq “ 0|DNtrain q ` PpĝpZq “ 1|DNtrain q
“ 1,

pĝq

where we used independence of ` and Z when P “ Q. As a side-note, this shows that L0 `
pĝq

L1 “ 1 will be true, as soon as ` and ĝpZq are independent. This follows if P “ Q, but also
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if ĝ negates the dependence between ` and Z, which essentially means it has no discriminating
abilities.
pĝq

Thus under H0 , L0
p1 ´

pĝq
pqL̂0

`

pĝq
pL̂1

and

pĝq

pĝq

“ 1 ´ L1 . Define for p P r0, 1s the linear combination, L̂ p

ˆ c :“ 1{2

d

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

:“

pĝq

L̂0 p1 ´ L̂0 q L̂1 p1 ´ L̂1 q
`
.
n0,test
n1,test

Let moreover,
ĝpDN q :“ pĝpZ1 q, . . . , ĝpZN qq .
We are then able to formulate the following decision rule:
!
pĝq
B pĝpDNtest qq :“ 1 L̂1{2 ´ 1{2 † ˆ c
where

´1

´1

)

p↵q ` ✏Ntest ,

(2)

p↵q is the ↵ quantile of the standard normal distribution and ✏Ntest is a decreasing

sequence of small non-random numbers. Then

Proposition 2.1. There exists a sequence ✏Ntest , such that the decision rule in (2) conserves the
level asymptotically, i.e.
lim sup P p B pĝpDNtest qq “ 1q 6 ↵,
Ntest Ñ8

under H0 : P “ Q.

Proposition 2.1 is related to the first part of Proposition 9.1. in [131]. Note that we did not
put any restrictions on how L0ĝ , L1ĝ change individually and in particular, we made no assumption
on how Ntrain behaves, as Ntest goes to infinity. The reason for including the sequence ✏N is that,
when Ntrain increases with Ntest , boundary cases are possible, in which the variance L0ĝ p1 ´ L0ĝ q `

L1ĝ p1 ´ L1ĝ q decreases as 1{Ntest or faster, while still being nonzero for finite N. In this case the
pĝq

asymptotic normality of pL̂1{2 ´ 1{2q{ ˆ c breaks down and it becomes increasingly difficult to

control the behavior of the acceptance probability under the Null. Adding ✏N makes it possible
to circumvent this difficulty, albeit at the price of a potential loss in asymptotic power in these
boundary cases. If Ntrain grows at the same rate as Ntest , such boundary cases appear unlikely
in practice. In fact, for a Random Forest classifier, it rather seems the classifier just outputs the
pĝq

pĝq

majority class for all Ntrain large enough, such that ˆ c “ 0 and L̂1{2 “ 0, L̂1{2 “ 1 or vice versa.
In this case the level is guaranteed, even if ✏N “ 0 for all N. We will in the following simply
take ✏Ntest “ 0 for the remainder of this paper. The test is summarized in Algorithm 1.

We briefly highlight the connection between the above decision rule and the one based on the

overall classification error L̂pĝq , in the case of ⇡ “ 1{2 and ✏Ntest “ 0. Since, for ⇡ˆ “ n1,test {Ntest .
pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

L̂pĝq “ p1 ´ ⇡ˆ qL̂0 ` ⇡ˆ L̂1 “ L̂⇡ˆ ,

(3)
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and ⇡ˆ Ñ ⇡ “ 1{2 a.s., it holds that |L̂pĝq ´ L̂1{2 | Ñ 0, a.s. Consequently, the (unconditional)
pĝq

limiting distribution of L̂1{2 is the same as that of L̂pĝq or,
?

Ntest

´

pĝq
L̂1{2

¯

´ 1{2
a
Ñ Np0, 1q,
1{4
pĝq

under H0 . In particular, the asymptotic variance of L̂1{2 under the null is the variance of L̂pĝq and
thus one would expect the two tests to behave roughly the same for a large sample size, in the
case of ⇡ “ 1{2. However, as we demonstrate in Section 2.3, focusing on an equally weighted
in-class loss, instead of the overall loss L̂pĝq , can be beneficial when ⇡ , 1{2.
Algorithm 1 BinomialTest – functionpZ, `, ...q
Require: Z P RNˆd , ` P t0, 1uN
Ntrain
DNtrain – p`i , Z i qi“1

Training of a classifier, ĝp.q on DNtrain
∞N
1
err0 – n0,test
1t`i “ 0u1tĝpZi q , 0u
train `1
∞i“N
N
1
err1 – n1,test i“Ntrain `1 1t`i “ 1u1tĝpZi q , 1u

err1{2 – 12 err0 ` 12 err1
a
sig – 1{2 err0 p1 ´ err0 q{n0,test ` err1 p1 ´ err1 q{n1,test

if sig ° 0

pvalue –

´

err1{2 ´1{2
sig

else if sig ““ 0 then
end if

¯

pvalue – 1terr1{2 ´ 1{2 ° 0u

return pvalue
Naturally, the split in training and test set is not ideal. For finite sample sizes, one would
like to have as many (test) samples as possible to detect di↵erences. At the same time, it
would be preferable to have the classifier trained on many data points. This in fact resembles a
bias-variance trade-o↵, similar to what was described in [153]: Let g˚1{2 be the Bayes classifier
defined in Section 2.3. For ⇡ “ 1{2, there is a trade-o↵ between the closeness of Lpĝq to L

pg˚
q
1{2

,

which may be achieved through a large training set and the closeness of L̂pĝq to Lpĝq , which is
generally only true in large test sets.

2.2

Out-of-bag test

For the purpose of overcoming the arbitrary split in training and testing, Random Forest delivers
an interesting tool: the OOB error introduced in [34]. Since each tree is build on a bootstrapped
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sample taken from DN , there will be approximately 1/3 of the trees that are not using the ith
observation p`i , Zi q. Thus we may use this ensemble of trees not containing observation i to

obtain an estimate of the out-of-sample error for i. We slightly generalize this here, in assuming
we have an ensemble learner g: That is, we assume to have iid copies of a random element ⌫,
⌫1 , . . . , ⌫B , such that each ĝ⌫b pZq :“ gpZ, DNtrain , ⌫b q is a di↵erent classifier. We then consider the
average

ĝpZq :“

B
1ÿ
ĝ⌫ pZq.
B b“1 b

(4)

For B Ñ 8, this is (a.s.) ĝpZq “ E⌫ rĝ⌫ pZqs. For Random Forest, ⌫ usually represents the
bootstrap sampling of observations and the sampling of variables to consider at each splitpoint
for a given tree.
Let as before, n0 :“

∞N

i“1

1t`i “ 0u and n1 :“

∞N

i“1

1t`i “ 1u, with n0 > 1, n1 > 1. We

assume in the following that each ĝ⌫b pZq uses a bootstrapped sample from the original data, as
Random Forest does. The class-wise OOB error of such an ensemble of learners trained on N
observations is defined as
Eoob
0
Eoob
1

N
1 ÿ
“
1t`i “ 0u1tĝ´i pZi q , 0u,
n0 i“1
N
1 ÿ
“
1t`i “ 1u1tĝ´i pZi q , 1u,
n1 i“1

oob
oob
Eoob
p “ p1 ´ pqE0 ` pE1 ,

where ĝ´i , represents the ensemble of learners not containing the ith observation for training.

Unfortunately, the test statistic Eoob
is difficult to handle; due to the complex dependency
1{2

structure between the elements of the sum, it is not clear what the (asymptotic) distribution
under the null is. For theoretical purposes, we consider in Section 3 a solution based on the
concept of U-statistics. Here, we recommend using the OOB error together with a permutation
test. See e.g., [87] or [131], who use it in conjunction with the out-of-sample error evaluated on
oob
a test set: We first calculate the class-wise OOB errors Eoob
0 , E1 and then reshu✏e the labels K
`
˘N
times to obtain K permutations, 1 , . . . , K say. For each of these new datasets Zi , ` k piq i“1 ,

k P t1, . . . , Ku, we calculate the OOB errors
Eoob,k
:“
j

N
1 ÿ
1t`
n j i“1

k piq

“ ju1tĝ´i pZi q , `

k piq

u,

for j P t0, 1u. Under H0 , p`1 , . . . , `N q and pZ1 , . . . , ZN q are independent and each Eoob
is simply
1{2

an iid draw from the distribution F of the random variable Eoob
|pZ1 , . . . , ZN q. As such we can
1{2

accurately approximate the ↵ quantile F ´1 p↵q of said distribution by performing a large number
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of permutations and use the decision rule
oob pDN q

!
)
´1
“ 1 Eoob
6
F
p↵q
.
1{2

(5)

Thus, as in the decision in Equation (2), the rejection region depends on the data at hand.
Nonetheless, the level will be conserved, as proven e.g. in [102, Theorem 1].
Heuristically, this procedure will have power under the alternative, as in this case there
is some dependence between p`1 , . . . , `N q and pZ1 , . . . , ZN q, formed by the di↵erence in the
distribution of the Zi . The OOB error Eoob
will thus be di↵erent than the ones observed under
1{2
permutations.

The whole procedure is described in Algorithm 2. We name this test “hypoRF”.
Algorithm 2 hypoRF – functionpZ, K, ...q
Require: Z P RNˆd , ` P t0, 1uN , K
N
DN – p`i , Zi qi“1
∞N
n j – i“1 1t` k piq “ ju

Training of an ensemble learner ĝp.q on DN
∞N
OOB j – n1j i“1
1tĝ´i pZi q , ju1t`i “ ju
OOB1{2 – 1{2pOOB0 ` OOB1 q
for k in 1:K do
`
DkN – `
OOBkj –

, Zi
∞N

k piq

1
nj

˘N

i“1

i“1 1tĝ´i pZi q , ju1t`

OOBk1{2 – 1{2pOOBk0 ` OOBk1 q

∞K
mean – K1 k“1
OOBk1{2
b
∞K
1
k
2
sig –
k“1 pOOB1{2 ´ meanq
K´1
if sig ° 0

pvalue –

else if sig ““ 0
end if

1
K`1

´∞

K
k“1

1tOOBk1{2

“ ju

† OOB1{2 u ` 1

pvalue – 1tOOB1{2 ´ mean ° 0u

return pvalue

k piq

¯
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2.3

What classifier to use

The foregoing tests are valid for any classifier g :Ñ t0, 1u. In practice, most classifiers try to
approximate the Bayes classifier: Let for p, q the densities of P, Q
⌘pzq :“ Er`|zs “

⇡qpzq
,
⇡qpzq ` p1 ´ ⇡qppzq

(6)

then the Bayes classifier is given as g˚1{2 pZq “ 1t⌘pZq ° 1{2u, see e.g., [59]. It is the classifier
pg˚ q

with minimal classification error, designated the Bayes error L⇡ 1{2 “ Ppg˚1{2 pZq , `q. Under
H0 , this Bayes error will be minp⇡, 1 ´ ⇡q.

An interesting question is whether g˚1{2 leads to a consistent test in our framework. We first

define consistency for a hypothesis test: Let ⇥ be the space of tuples of all distributions on
d

, ✓ “ pP, Qq P ⇥, ⇥0 “ tpP, Qq : P “ Qu, ⇥1 “ tpP, Qq : P , Qu. Let

:N Ñ t0, 1u

be a decision rule and p✓q :“ E✓ r s. Following e.g., [228] we call a test consistent at level ↵
(for ⇥1 ), if lim supN sup✓P⇥0 p✓q 6 ↵ and for any ✓ P ⇥1 , lim inf N p✓q “ 1. For theoretical
purposes, we extend this definition also to

that depend on the unknown ✓ itself, for instance

via the densities of P and Q respectively.
Under the assumption of equal class probabilities ⇡ “ 1{2 the Bayes error has the property

that,

L

pg˚
q
1{2

“ 1{2p1 ´ T VpP, Qqq,

(7)

where T VpP, Qq is the total variation distance between P, Q: T VpP, Qq “ 2 supA |PpAq´ QpAq|,
with the supremum taken over all Borel sets on
probability measures on

d

d

. As T V defines a metric on the space of all

, it holds that P “ Q ñ T VpP, Qq “ 0. Consequently, as soon

as there is any di↵erence in P and Q, T VpP, Qq ° 0 and L
a test based on

g˚1{2

pg˚
q
1{2

† 1{2. Thus we would expect

to be consistent. More generally, [131] prove that if the classifier ĝ is such

that
pĝq

pĝq

L̂0 “ L0 ` oP p1q, L̂1 “ L1 ` oP p1q, for L0 , L1 P p0, 1q with L0 ` L1 “ 1 ´ ", for " ° 0,

(8)

then the decision rule in (2) is consistent.
Unfortunately, this assumption doesn’t hold for g˚1{2 , if ⇡ , 1{2. In this case, simple counpg˚ q

pg˚ q

terexamples show that even when P, Q are di↵erent, it might still be that L0 1{2 ` L1 1{2 “ 1.
Lemma 2.1. Take X Ä
is consistent.

and ⇡ , 1{2. Then no decision rule of the form, pDN q “ pg˚1{2 pDN qq

Thus even though we allow the classifier g˚1{2 to depend for each pP, Qq P ⇥1 on the densities

p of P and q of Q, we are not able to construct a consistent test. The problem appears to be
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that the Bayes classifier minimizes the overall classification loss, so that condition (8) cannot
hold. In doing so, it focuses too much on the overrepresented class. Indeed, we might define the
following alternative classifier: For given P, Q let g˚⇡ be the classifier that minimizes the error
g
L1{2
, i.e. a classifier that solves the problem
g
arg mintL1{2
: g :Ñ t0, 1u a classifieru.

(9)

It turns out a slight variation to the Bayes classifier solves this problem:
Lemma 2.2. The classifier
g˚⇡ pzq “ 1 t⌘pzq ° ⇡u ,

(10)

is a solution to (9). Moreover it holds that

˚

˚

1 ´ T VpP, Qq “ L0g⇡ ` L1g⇡ ,

(11)

for any ⇡ P p0, 1q.
Thus for this classifier a generalization of (7) holds for any ⇡ P p0, 1q. In particular, it now

yields a consistent test:
The decision rule

˚
B pg⇡ pDN qq

in (2) is consistent for any ⇡ P p0, 1q.

Since this theoretical classifier needs no training, the two testing approaches coincide with
an evaluation of the classifier loss on the overall data DN . While this analysis with theoretical
classifiers is by no means sufficient for the much more complicated case of a classifier ĝ trained
on data, it suggests that adapting the “cuto↵” in a given classifier might improve consistency
issues. Indeed, we use the classifier
ĝpzq “ 1t⌘pzq
ˆ
° ⇡ˆ u,
where ⇡ˆ is an estimate of the prior probability based on the training data. As long as the later is
used (as opposed to the test data), the tests above are still valid.

3

Tests based on U-Statistics

To avoid the splitting in training and test set, we introduced an OOB error-based test in Section
2.2. In this section, we discuss a potential framework to analyse a version of such a test theo∞Ntrain
∞Ntrain
retically. For Ntrain 6 N, let again, n0,train “ i“1
1t`i “ 0u and n1,train “ i“1
1t`i “ 1u. Let
D´i
Ntrain denote the data set without observation p`i , Zi q. Then we consider the class-wise OOB

error based on Ntrain observations:

1
hNtrain pp`1 , Z1 q, . . . , p`Ntrain , ZNtrain qq :“
2
“

˜

1
n0,train

Ntrain
1 ÿ
"oob ,
2 i“1 i

ÿ

i:`i “0

1tĝ´i pZi q “ 1u `

1
n1,train

ÿ

i:`i “1

1tĝ´i pZi q “ 0u
(12)

¸
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where
"oob
i

:“ 1tĝ´i pZi q , `i u

ˆ

1 ´ `i
`i
`
n0,train n1,train

˙

,

ĝ
for ĝ´i trained on D´i
Ntrain . Also recall that L j “ PpĝpZq “ j|DNtrain , ` , jq for j P t0, 1u and
pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

L1{2 “ 1{2pL0 ` L1 q. We assume that the number of classifiers in the ensemble, B Ñ 8, so

that ĝpZq Ñ E⌫ rĝ⌫ pZqs, almost surely. We refer to the function hNtrain as kernel of size Ntrain and
define the incomplete U-Statistics,
Û N,K :“

1ÿ
hNtrain ppZi1 , `i1 q, . . . , pZiNtrain , `iNtrain qq,
K

(13)

where the sum is taken over K randomly chosen subsets of size Ntrain - see e.g., [140], [82],
[167], [181]. We assume that K goes to infinity as N goes to infinity. Since we are only
considering learners for which the ith sample point is not included, we may simply see ĝ´i as

an infinite ensemble build on the dataset D´i
Ntrain only. Consequently, with the assumption of an
pĝq

infinite number of learners, the OOB error is “almost” unbiased for ErL1{2 s.
pĝ q

Lemma 3.1. ErhNtrain pp`1 , ZNtrain q, . . . , p`Ntrain , ZNtrain qqs “ ErL1{2´i s.
pĝ q

Here, ErL1{2´i s refers to the expected value of the error based on the classifier trained on

Ntrain ´ 1 data points. As such, it does not depend on i. This is essentially the same result as in

[155] in the case of the leave-one-out error.

pĝ q

We are now able to show that hNtrain in (12) is a symmetric function, unbiased for ErL1{2´i s:
pĝ q

Lemma 3.2. hNtrain is a valid kernel for the expectation ErL1{2´i s.
Combining arguments from [167] and [231], we obtain the conditions for asymptotic normality listed in Theorem 1. Though both paper consider the asymptotic distribution of a Random Forest prediction at a fixed z, the U-Statistics theory they develop can be used in our context as well. We also refer to [181] and [61], who already refined the results of [167] for asymptotic normality of a U-statistics with growing kernel size. [181] in particular, derived a similar
result to Theorem 1 independently from us. Let for random variables ⇠1 , ⇠2 , Vp⇠1 q, Covp⇠1 , ⇠2 q
be the variance and covariance respectively and define for the following, for c P t1, . . . , Ntrain u,
⇣c,Ntrain “ VpErhNtrain ppZ1 , `1 q, . . . , pZNtrain , `Ntrain qq|pZ1 , `1 q, . . . , pZc , `c qsq.

(14)

In particular, ⇣1,Ntrain and ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain will be of special interest. [140] provides an immediate
important result:
Lemma 3.3. Ntrain ⇣1,Ntrain 6 ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
Lemma 3.3, which is actually true for any U-statistics, shows that, whenever the second
´1
moment of the kernel hNtrain exists, ⇣1,Ntrain “ OpNtrain
q. Then
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Theorem 1. Assume that for N Ñ 8, Ntrain “ Ntrain pNq Ñ 8 and K “ KpNq Ñ 8,
2
KNtrain
⇣1,Ntrain
lim
“ 0,
N
N ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
?
KNtrain
lim
“ 0.
N
N

(15)
(16)

Then,
?

pĝ

q

KpÛ N,K ´ ErL1{2´1 sq D
a
Ñ Np0, 1q.
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain

(17)

Condition (15) is hard to control in general, but with Lemma 3.3, it can be seen that choosing
KNtrain
Ñ 0,
N

(18)

is sufficient for both (15) and (16). If K “ logpNtrain q1`d , this corresponds to the condition

logpNtrain q1`d Ntrain {N Ñ 0 required by [231]. In the context of Random Forest, Theorem 1
essentially proves that the OOB error of a prediction function that is bounded, is asymptotically

normal if the number of trees is “high” and if K forests are trained on subsamples such that (15)
and (16) are true. Since the OOB error with infinite learners is essentially the leave-one-out
error in the context of cross-validation, this also means that a test of the cross-validation error
could be derived under much weaker assumption as for instance in [82]. The key reason for the
generality of the result, as was also realized by [181], is that K should be chosen small relative to
N. This introduces additional variance, such that conditions on ⇣1,Ntrain usually required in such
results, see e.g., [61], can be replaced by (18). This has an additional computational advantage,
but it may come at the price of reduced power, as will be seen in Corollary 3.
[167, Section 3] also provide a consistent estimate for ⇣c,Ntrain , denoted ⇣ˆc,Ntrain , for any c P
t1, . . . , Ntrain u. As its population counterpart, this estimator is also bounded by 1 for all c and
Ntrain in our case. Thus if for a classifier (15) and (16) are true, the decision rule
$
,
’
/
.
& ?KpÛ ´ 1{2q
N,K
´1
b
pĝpDN qq “ 1
†
p↵q ,
’
/
%
⇣ˆN ,N
train

(19)

train

constitutes a valid test. To illustrate Theorem 1, Figure 2 displays the simulated distribution of
?
pĝ q
KpÛ N,K ´ ErL1{2´i sq
b
Z“
,
(20)
⇣ˆNtrain ,Ntrain

?
for P “ Npµ1 , I10ˆ10 q and Q “ Npµ2 , I10ˆ10 q, with µ1 “ 0 and µ2 “ 0.4{ 10 ¨ 1. We simulated

S “ 500 replications using N “ 6000, K “ 2 ˚ logpNq “ 17 and Ntrain “ N{pK ˚ logplogpNqqq “
163.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the asymptotic normality of the OOB error based test-statistic for the Random Forest
?
classifier. In this example, P “ Np0, I10ˆ10 q and Q “ Np0.4{ 10 ¨ 1, I10ˆ10 q, an N “ 6000, K “ 2logpNq “ 17
were chosen over 500 replications.

With this at hand, we can construct another test:
p
Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 hold true and that ⇣ˆNtrain ,Ntrain {⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain Ñ 1. Then the

decision rule in (19) conserves the level asymptotically and has approximate power
d
˜
¸
K
pĝ q
´1
p↵q `
p1{2 ´ ErL1{2´i sq .
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain

(21)

The test has thus power going to one, as soon as
pĝ q

lim sup ErL1{2´i s † 1{2.
N

(22)

Condition (31) mirrors condition (A9) in [131], in that it asks for a better than chance prediction
in expectation. Crucially, Corollary 3 also illustrates the downside of the weak assumptions
?
used in Theorem 1: The power is dependent on K, as well as the accuracy of the trained
classifier through ErLpĝ´i q s. Since our theory requires that K is of small order compared to N,

we lose power, at least theoretically. In practice, it appears from simulations with Random
Forest that ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain decreases to zero and roughly behaves like 1{Ntrain . From the asymptotic
power expression above, it can be seen that this would o↵set the small order K. Nonetheless,
the test of Corollary 3 appears less powerful than the Binomial and hypoRF test. In the example
pĝ q

of Figure 2, plugging the estimate of ErL1{2´i s obtained from the 500 repetitions into (21) and
averaging, we obtain an expected power of 0.63. The actual power, i.e. the fraction of rejected
tests over the 500 repetitions, is given as 0.61. The Binomial test with Random Forest on the
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other hand, reaches a power of 1. This illustrates that the test derived in this section, still
lacks behind the test that uses sample-splitting. Nonetheless, modern U-statistics theory gives
powerful theoretical tools to construct OOB-error based tests with tractable asymptotic power.

4

Application

In this section, we first describe the proposed significance threshold for the variable importance
measure and apply the hypoRF test to simulated and real application cases. In the simulation
section, we will compare the hypoRF to recent kernel-based tests by investigating the power of
a selected scenario. A more extensive simulation study is given in Appendix 2. In Section 4.3,
two real data sets from biology and finance are considered.

4.1

Variable importance measure

Variable importance measures in the context of Random Forest are practical tools introduced
by [34]. As a by-product of the hypoRF test of Section 2.2, we obtain a significance threshold
for such a given variable importance measure: For each permutation, we record the maximum
variable importance measure I over all variables, thus approximating the distribution of I under H0 . The estimated 1 ´ ↵ quantile of this distribution will then be used as the significance

threshold. Every variable with an importance measure above this threshold will be called significant. This should serve as an additional hint, in which components a rejection decision might
originate from. We will use in all instances the “Gini” importance measure or “Mean Decrease
Impurity”, see e.g., [29, Section 5].
Obtaining p-values for the variable importance measure by permuting the response vector
was developed much earlier in [7] and further developed in [117]. As we are not directly
interested in p-values for each variable, our approach di↵ers slightly and is more in the spirit of
the Westfall-Young permutation approach, see e.g., [236]. Since we use a permutation approach
already to define the decision rule of the hypoRF test, the significance threshold for the variable
importance arises without any additional cost.
Figure 1 in Section 1.2 demonstrates that in this example the Random Forest is able to
correctly identify the e↵ect of the last two components. This appears remarkable, as there is
only a change in dependence, but no marginal change. On the other hand, one could imagine a
situation, where no significant variable may be identified, but the test overall still rejects. This is
illustrated in Figure 3. In this example, instead of endowing only the last two components with
correlations, we introduced correlations of 0.4 between all variables when changing from P to
Q. Again the hypoRF test manages to di↵erentiate between the two distributions. However this
time, no significant variables can be identified. This seems sensible, as the source of change is
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Figure 3: (Application) We sampled 300 observations from a d “ 5 dimensional multivariate normal, with no

correlation between the marginals. Likewise 300 observations were sampled from a multivariate normal, where
the pairwise correlation between the columns is 0.4. The Random Forest used 500 trees.

divided equally between the di↵erent components in this example. Any situation could also be
a mixture of the above extreme examples: There could be one or several significant variables,
but the test still rejects, even after removing them. Section 4.3 will show real-world examples
in which some variables can be identified to be significant in the above sense.

4.2

Simulation

In what follows, we will demonstrate the power of the proposed tests through simulation, and
compare it with 3 kernel methods and a recently proposed Random Forest test based on the
classification probability. To this end, we will use both the first version of the test, as described
in Algorithm 1 (“Binomial” test), and the refined version in Algorithm 2 (“hypoRF” test). For
the latter, as mentioned in Section 2.2, we will use K “ 100 permutations. For the Binomial test
described in Algorithm 1 we decided to set Ntrain “ Ntest , as taking half of the data as training

and the other half as test set seems to be a sensible solution a priori. To conduct our simulations
we will use the R-package “hypoRF” developed by the authors, which consists of the “hypoRF”
function including the two proposed tests. For each pair of samples, we run all tests and save
the decisions. The estimated power is then the fraction of rejected among the S tests.
The 3 kernel-based tests include the “quadratic time MMD” [93] using a permutation approach to approximate the H0 distribution (“MMDboot”), its optimized version “MMD-full”,
as well as the “ME” test with optimized locations, “ME-full” [121]. The original idea of the
“MMD-full” was formulated in [96], however they subsequently used a linear version of the
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MMD. We instead use the approach of [121], which uses the optimization procedure of [96] together with the quadratic MMD from [93]. A Python implementation of these methods is available from the link provided in [121] (https://github.com/wittawatj/interpretable-test).
Among these tests, it seems the MMDboot still is somewhat of a gold-standard, with newer
methods such as presented in [96], [49] and [121], more focused on developing more efficient
versions of the test that are nearly as good. Nonetheless, the new methods often end up being
surprisingly competitive or even better in some situations, as recently demonstrated in [121].
Thus our choice to include MMD-full, ME-full as well. For all tests, we use a Gaussian kernel,
which is a standard and reasonable choice if no a priori knowledge about the optimal kernel is
available. The Gaussian kernel requires a bandwidth parameter , which is tuned in MMD-full
and ME-full based on training data. For MMDboot we use the “median heuristic”, as described
in [93, Section 8], which takes

to be the median (Euclidean) distance between the elements

in pZi q2n
i“1 .

Finally, we consider the method of [42], which is a test based on the classification probabil-

ity of Random Forest. We would like to emphasize that their first publication on arXiv appeared
more than 6 months after our first upload on arXiv. As such, we do not view them as a direct competitor. Nonetheless, it seems interesting to compare their performance to the one of
hypoRF, as they use a permutation approach based on the in-sample probability estimates.
We would like to stress that we did not use any tuning for the parameters of the RF-based
tests, just as we did not use any tuning for MMDboot. As such, comparing the MMD/ME-full
to the other methods might not be entirely fair. On the other hand, our chosen sample size might
be too small for the optimized versions to work in full capacity. In particular, all optimized tests
su↵er from a similar drawback as our Binomial test: The tuning of the method takes up half
of the available data. While [121] find that ME-full outperforms the MMD, they only observe
settings where the latter also uses half of the data to tune its kernel, as proposed in [96]. In our
terminology, they only compare ME-full to MMD-full, instead of MMDboot. It seems unclear
a priori what happens if we instead employ the median heuristic for the MMD and let it use
all of the available data, as in [93]. It should also be said that both optimization and testing
of the ME-full scale linearly in N, making its performance below all the more impressive. On
the other hand, the optimization depends on some hyperparameters common in gradient-based
optimization, such as step size taken in the gradient step, the maximum number of iterations, etc.
As this optimization is rather complicated for large d, some parameter choices sometimes lead
to a longer runtime of the ME than the calculation-intensive hypoRF and CPT-RF. In general,
it seems both runtime and performance of ME-full are in practice highly dependent on the
chosen hyperparameters; we tried 3 di↵erent sets of parameters based on the code in https:
//github.com/wittawatj/interpretable-test with very di↵erent power results. The
setting used in this simulation study is the exact same as used in their simulation study.
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As discussed in [191], changing the parameters of our experiments (for instance the dimen-

sion d) should be done in a way that leaves the Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence constant.
When varying the dimension d we generally follow this suggestion, though in our case, this is
not as imminent; whatever unconscious advantage we might give our testing procedure is also
inherent in the competing methods. Finally, also note that, while our methods would be in principle applicable to arbitrary classifiers, we did not compare our proposed tests with tests based
on other classifiers, such as those used in [153]. Rather, we believe the choice of classifiers for
binary classification is a more general problem and should be studied separately, as for example
done extensively in [77]. The only exception to this, is our use of an LDA classifier-based test
for the example of a Gaussian mean-shift in Appendix 2.0.1.
Where not di↵erently stated, we use for the following experiments: N “ 600 observations,

300 per class, d “ 200 dimensions, K “ 100 permutations and 600 trees for the RF-based

tests. In some examples, we additionally study a sparse case, where the intended change in
distribution appears only in c † d components. Throughout, notation such as
P“
with !t > 0,

∞T

t“1

!t “ 1, µt P

d

T
ÿ
t“1

, ⌃t P

!t Npµt , ⌃t q,
dˆd

means P is a discrete mixture of T d-valued

Gaussians. Moreover, if P1 , . . . , Pd are distributions on
P“
their product measure on

d

d
π

, we will denote by

P j,

j“1

. In other words, in this case, we simply take all the components of

X to be independent.
The prime example which we present here in the main text is rather challenging. Let P “
Npµ, ⌃q with µ set to 50 ¨ 1 and ⌃ “ 25 ¨ Idˆd . For the alternative, we consider the mixture
Q “ Hc ` p1 ´ qP,
P r0, 1s, and Hc some distribution on

d

. This is a “contamination” of P by Hc with

determining the contamination strength. Here, we take Hc to be another independent pd ´ cq-

variate Gaussian together with c components that are in turn independent Binomialp100, 0.5q
distributed. We thereby choose parameters such that the Binomial components in Hc have
the same mean and variance as the Gaussian components and such that di↵erentiating between
Binomial and Gaussian is known to be difficult. Figure 4 displays two realizations of a Gaussian
and Binomial component respectively. We take d “ 200 and c to be 10% of 200, or c “ 20.

This problem is difficult; the Binomial and Gaussian components can hardly be di↵erenti-

ated by eye, the contamination level varies and the contamination is only in c out of d components actually detectable. Moreover, the combination of discrete and continuous components
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Figure 4: (Contamination) Illustration of the di↵erence in marginals in the c columns of Hc .

means the optimal kernel choice might not be clear, even with full information. Thus even for
300 observations for each class, no test displays any power until we reach a contamination level
of 0.5. However, for higher contamination levels, Figure 5 clearly displays the superiority of the
RF-based tests: None of the kernel tests appear to significantly rise over the level of 5%. On the
other hand, the two proposed tests slowly grow from around 0.05 to almost 0.4 in the case of the
hypoRF test. Interestingly, while relatively close at first, the di↵erence in power between the
Binomial test and the hypoRF grows and is starkest for

“ 1, again demonstrating the benefit

of using the OOB error as a test statistic. Although slightly worse than the hypoRF, the CPTRF is also clearly beating the Binomial test, highlighting the benefit of using the permutation
approach with (in-sample) classification probabilities.
Finally, we consider the case d “ c, so that Hc simply consists out of d independent Bino-

mial distributions. The result is displayed in Figure 6 and all RF-based tests are now extremely
strong, while the kernel tests fail to detect any signal.
More simulation examples can be found in Appendix 2.

4.3 Real Data
As a first application, we consider a high-dimensional microarray data set from [193]. The data
set is about breast cancer, originally provided by [90]. They examined 168 patients with 2905
gene expressions, each over a five-year period. The 111 patients with no metastasis of small
node-negative breast carcinoma after diagnosis were labeled “good”, and the 57 patients with
early metastasis were labeled “poor”.
The application of the hypoRF to the two groups is summarized in Figure 7. The test detects a
clear di↵erence between the groups “good” and “poor” with “8p23”, “8p21” and “3q25” being
the most important (and significant) genes. There seems to be a high correlation between the
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Figure 5: (Contamination) A point in the figure represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test and a

P p0.5, 0.55, ..., 1q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled 300 observations from the contaminated

distribution with

P p0.5, 0.55, ..., 1q and c “ 20. Likewise 300 observations were sampled from d “ 200

independent standard normal distributions. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a minimal node size to consider
a random split of 4.
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Figure 6: (Contamination) A point in the figure represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test and a

P p0.5, 0.55, ..., 1q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled 300 observations from the contaminated

distribution with

P p0.5, 0.55, ..., 1q and d “ c. Likewise 300 observations were sampled from d “ 200 inde-

pendent standard normal distributions. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a minimal node size to consider a
random split of 4.
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genes that are located close to each other (especially within the same chromosome). This has
the e↵ect that the Random Forest takes a more or less arbitrary choice at a split point between
those highly correlated genes. This in turn is reflected in the variable importance measure. For
this reason, one should be careful when interpreting the variable importance measure on a gene
level. It appears that chromosomes 8 and 3 play an important role in distinguishing the two
groups. This finding is in line with [90, Figure 2, p. 1129].
In the second example, we are interested in the relative importance of financial risk factors
(asset-specific characteristics). We claim that a financial risk factor has explanatory power if
it contributes significantly to the classification of individual stock returns above or below the
overall median. We use monthly stock return data from the Center for Research in Security
Prices (CRSP). Our sample period starts in January 1977 and ends in December 2016, totaling
40 years. Additionally, we obtain the 94 stock-level predictive characteristics used by [98]
from Dacheng Xiu’s webpage - see, http://dachxiu.chicagobooth.edu. Between 1977
and 2016 we only use stocks for which we have a full return history. This leads to 501 stocks
with 94 stock-specific characteristics. The group “positive” contains stocks and time points for
which the return was above the overall median and vice versa for the “negative” group. The two
groups are balanced and contain more than 120’000 observations each.
The application of the hpyoRF test on the two groups is summarized in Figure 8. The ordering of
the di↵erent risk factors is in line with the findings in [98, Figure 5, p. 34], 1-month momentum
being the most important characteristic.
One could argue that stocks that are at time point t close to the overall median are more or less
randomly assigned to one of the two groups. Hence, a possible option is to only assign a stock
and time point to a certain group if the return is above (below) a certain threshold, i.e., overall
median ˘✏. However, we observed that the result is very robust for di↵erent values of ✏.

5

Discussion

We discussed in this paper two easy to use and powerful tests based on Random Forest and
empirically demonstrated their efficacy. We presented some consistency and power results and
showed a way of adapting the Bayes classifier to obtain a consistent test. This adaptation consisted simply in changing the “cuto↵” of the classifier. Especially the test based on the OOB
statistics (hypoRF) proved to be powerful and additionally delivered a way to assess the significance of individual variables. This was demonstrated in applications using medical and
financial data.
After our first publication on arXiv, [42] developed an approach based on a smooth transformation of the in-sample probabilities. Interestingly, experiments using their approach with
OOB probability estimates, as a hybrid of their and our methodology, delivered very promising
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Figure 7: (Genes) The variable importance (gene importance) combined with the average gene expression is illustrated. The test rejects the null hypothesis that the two groups “good” and “poor” come from the same distribution
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random split of 4.
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results. Investigating this further could lead to a further improve in power for RF-based tests.

1

Proofs

1.1

Proofs to Section 2

Proposition 1.1 (Restatement of Proposition 2.1). The decision rule in (2) conserves the level
asymptotically, i.e.
lim sup P p B pĝpDNtest qq “ 1q 6 ↵,
Ntest Ñ8

under H0 : P “ Q.

Proof. Let HN “ tDNtrain , n1,test u. Note that, n1,test , n0,test contain the same probabilistic information, so it does not matter which we condition on. We first prove that,
pĝq

pĝq

n j,test L̂ j |HN , „ Binpn j,test , L j q,
pĝq

(23)

pĝq

for j P t0, 1u and L̂0 , L̂1 are conditionally independent given DNtrain , n1,test . To prove (23) first
note that by exchangeability (due to iid sampling),
ÿ

D

i:`i “ j

n j,test

1tĝpZi q , `i u “

ÿ
i“1

1tĝpZi q , ju,

j P t0, 1u. Conditional on HN , the above is a sum of n j,test iid, elements 1tĝpZi q , ju, with
1tĝpZi q , ju|HN „ Binp1, PpĝpZi q , j|HN qq.
Finally, since the event ĝpZi q , j is independent of n j,test ,
PpĝpZi q , j|HN q “ PpĝpZi q , j|DNtrain q

“ PpĝpZi q , `i |DNtrain , `i “ 0q
pĝq

“ Lj .
pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

Let ˜ 2c :“ L0 p1 ´ L0 q ` L1 p1 ´ L1 q and recall that
ˆ 2c

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

L̂ p1 ´ L̂0 q L̂1 p1 ´ L̂1 q
“ 0
`
.
ntest,0
ntest,1

Moreover, set for all Ntest :

1
⌫ ,
Ntest
for some ✏ ° 0 and ⌫ P p1{2, 1q. Note that we assume Ntest Ñ 8, while Ntrain might also
✏Ntest :“ ✏ ¨

increase to infinity at any rate, or stay constant. Let for the following
"
*
n1,test
E :“
Ñ⇡ .
Ntest
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n1,test
Ntest

Then PpEq “ 1, as

Ñ ⇡ a.s.

First assume for a realized sequence of DNtrain , Ntest ˜ 2c Ñ 8 holds. Then for a realized

sequence of n1,test , with the property that n1,test {Ntest Ñ ⇡ (i.e. on E), it holds that
lim sup P p B pDN q “ 1|HN q 6

p

Ntest Ñ8

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

´1

p↵qq “ ↵.

pĝq

Indeed, if Ntest L0 p1 ´ L0 q Ñ 8 and Ntest L1 p1 ´ L1 q Ñ 8, then conditional on HN ,
pĝq

L̂1{2 ´ 1{2
ˆc

Ñ Np0, 1q,

(24)
pĝq

pĝq

by the Lindeberg-Feller Central Limit Theorem. On the other hand assume Ntest L0 p1´L0 q Ñ
pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

8 does not hold, but Ntest L1 p1´L1 q Ñ 8 is still true. The former holds if and only if Ntest L0
pĝq

does not go to infinity (i↵ L0
Then we may write
pĝq
L̂1{2

´ 1{2

ˆc

¨

?

pĝq

pĝq
Ntest pL̂0

˚
“˝b

pĝq

Ñ 0) or Ntest p1 ´ L0 q does not go to infinity (i↵ L0

pĝq
L1 p1

´

for j P t0, 1u. In this case,

´ jq

pĝq
L1 q

b

`

pĝq

?

˛ b

pĝq
Ntest pL̂1

´ p1 ´ jqq ‹
b
‚
pĝq
pĝq
L1 p1 ´ L1 q

pĝq

pĝq

L1 p1 ´ L1 q
?
,
Ntest ˆ c

pĝq

L1 p1 ´ L1 q p
?
Ñ 1.
Ntest ˆ c

Moreover, for all ° 0,
¨
˛
?
ˇ
Ntest
˚
ˇ pĝq
‹
pĝq
P˝ b
ˇL̂0 ´ L0 | ° |HN ‚ 6
pĝq
pĝq
L1 p1 ´ L1 q

Ntest
2 Lpĝq p1
1

´

pĝq
L1 q

pĝq

VpL̂0 |HN q
pĝq

pĝq

L0 p1 ´ L0 q
“
2 Lpĝq p1 ´ Lpĝq q
n0,test

«
pĝq

Ntest

1
pĝq
L0 p1
pĝq
L1 p1

´
´

1
pĝq
L0 q
,
pĝq
L1 q

pĝq

on E. Since Ntest L1 p1 ´ L1 q Ñ 8 is still true, this means that
pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

L0 p1 ´ L0 q
L1 p1 ´ L1 q
on E and thus,
?

pĝq

Ntest pL̂0 ´ jq
b
“
pĝq
pĝq
L1 p1 ´ L1 q

?

“

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

pĝq

Ntest L0 p1 ´ L0 q
Ntest L1 p1 ´ L1 q

Ñ 0,

?
pĝq
pĝq
pĝq
Ntest pL̂0 ´ L0 q
Ntest pL0 ´ 0q
p
b
` b
Ñ 0,
pĝq
pĝq
pĝq
pĝq
L1 p1 ´ L1 q
Ntest L1 p1 ´ L1 q

Ñ 1).
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and (24) remains true. Finally note that ✏Ntest is of too small order to make a di↵erence in that
?
?
pĝq
case, since by the above Ntest pL̂1{2 ´ 1{2q “ OP p1q, while Ntest ✏Ntest Ñ 0.

Now assume that Ntrain , DNtrain are such that lim inf Ntest Ntest ˜ 2c Ñ 8 does not hold. In this

case, using again Markov’s inequality,

Ntest pL̂1{2 ´ 1{2q “ OP p1q,
i.e. lim MÑ8 lim supNtest PpNtest pL̂1{2 ´ 1{2q ° M|HN q “ 0. Thus,
´
¯
pĝq
1´⌫
P p B pDN q “ 1|HN q 6 P Ntest pL̂1{2 ´ 1{2q ° ✏ ¨ Ntest
|HN Ñ 0,
1´⌫
as ✏ ¨ Ntest
Ñ 8.

Thus we have shown that for a realized sequence of DNtrain , n1,test , with the property that

n1,test {Ntest Ñ ⇡, it holds that
lim sup P p B pDN q “ 1|HN q 6 ↵.
Ntest Ñ8

On the other hand,
lim sup P p B pDN q “ 1q “
Ntest Ñ8

“ lim sup E rP p B pDN q “ 1|DNtrain , n1,test q 1E s
Ntest Ñ8
„
⇢
6 E lim sup P p B pDN q “ 1|DNtrain , n1,test q 1E
Ntest Ñ8

6 ↵.
⇤
Lemma 1.1 (Restatement of Lemma 2.1). Take Ä
form, pDN q “

pg˚1{2 pDN qq

and ⇡ , 1{2. Then no decision rule of the

is consistent.

Proof. We first show that if ⇡ , 12 , one can construct pP, Qq P ⇥1 that the Bayes classifier is not

able to di↵erentiate. Consider ⇡ ° 1{2, d “ 1 and Q being the uniform distribution on p0, 1q,

with density qpzq “ 1tz P p0, 1qu. We write q “ 1p0, 1q for short. P is a mixture of Q and
another uniform on R Ä p0, 1q, so that

p “ p1 ´ ↵q1p0, 1q ` ↵

1R
.
|R|

Giving Q a label of 1 and P a label of 0 when observing p1 ´ ⇡qP ` ⇡Q, and taking |R| “ 1{2,
the Bayes classifier is then given as g˚1{2 pzq “ 1t⌘pzq ° 1{2u, where
$
&⇡{p⇡ ` p1 ´ ⇡qp1 ` ↵qq, if z P R
⌘pzq :“
.
%⇡{p⇡ ` p1 ´ ⇡qp1 ´ ↵qq, if z < R
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Simple algebra shows that for any ↵ † minp⇡{p1 ´ ⇡q ´ 1, 1q, ⌘pzq ° 1{2 and thus g˚1{2 pzq “ 1
pg˚ q

pg˚ q

pg˚ q

pg˚ q

for all z P p0, 1q. In particular, L0 1{2 “ 1 and L0 1{2 “ 0 and both L0 1{2 ` L1 1{2 “ 1 and
L

pg˚
q
1{2

“ 1 ´ ⇡ “ minp⇡, 1 ´ ⇡q.

On the other hand, for any ✓0 P ⇥0 , simple evaluation of ⌘pzq shows that g˚1{2 pzq “ 1 for all

z. Consequently, for ✓1 “ pP, Qq in the above example and ✓0 P ⇥0 arbitrary, it holds that
E✓0 r f pg˚1{2 pDN qqs “ E✓1 r f pg˚1{2 pDN qqs,
for any bounded measurable function f : t0, 1uN Ñ

. In particular, since the test conserves

the level by assumption, p✓1 q “ p✓0 q 6 ↵ and the test has no power.

⇤

Lemma 1.2 (Restatement of Lemma 2.2). The classifier
g˚⇡ pzq “ 1 t⌘pzq ° ⇡u ,

(25)

is a solution to (9). Moreover it holds that
˚

˚

1 ´ T VpP, Qq “ L0g⇡ ` L1g⇡ ,

(26)

for any ⇡ P p0, 1q.
Proof. We show Relation (26) for the classifier
g˚ pzq :“ 1 t⌘pzq ° ⇡u .
If this is true, it will immediately follows that g˚ “ g˚⇡ . Indeed, let h# P be the push-forward
measure of P through a measurable function h :Ñ
g, it holds that
˚

. Taking h “ g, for an arbitrary classifier

˚

1 ´ pL0g⇡ ` L1g⇡ q “ T VpP, Qq

> PpgpXq “ 0q ´ QpgpYq “ 0q

“ PpgpZq “ 0|` “ 0q ´ PpgpZq “ 0|` “ 1q
“ 1 ´ pL0g ` L1g q,

where the first inequality follows, because tx : gpxq “ 0u and ty : gpyq “ 0u are two Borel sets
on . Consequently, it also holds for any classifier g that

˚
1
1 ˚
g˚
g
⇡
L1{2
“ pL0g ` L1g q > pL0g⇡ ` L1g⇡ q “ L1{2
,
2
2

or g˚ “ g˚⇡ .
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It remains to prove (26) for g˚ : It is well-known that (one of) the sets attaining the maximum
in the definition of T VpP, Qq is given by A˚ :“ tz : qpzq 6 ppzqu. It is possible to rewrite A˚ :
"
*
⇡qpzq
p1 ´ ⇡qppzq
⇡
˚
A “ z:
6
p1 ´ ⇡qppzq ` ⇡qpzq 1 ´ ⇡ p1 ´ ⇡qppzq ` ⇡qpzq
"
*
⇡
“ z : ⌘pzq 6
p1 ´ ⌘pzqq
1´⇡
“ tz : ⌘pzq 6 ⇡u.

Thus
T VpP, Qq “ PpA˚ q ´ QpA˚ q “ Pp⌘pzq 6 ⇡|` “ 0q ´ Pp⌘pzq 6 ⇡|` “ 1q

“ 1 ´ Pp⌘pzq ° ⇡|` “ 0q ´ Pp⌘pzq 6 ⇡|` “ 1q

“ 1 ´ pPp⌘pzq ° ⇡|` “ 0q ` Pp⌘pzq 6 ⇡|` “ 1qq
˚

˚

“ 1 ´ pL0g⇡ ` L1g⇡ q.

⇤
[Restatement of Corollary 2.3] The decision rule
⇡ P p0, 1q.

˚
B pg⇡ pDN qq

in (2) is consistent for any

Proof. We restate here the decision rule in (2) for completeness,
! ˚
)
pg⇡ q
˚
´1
pg
pD
qq
“
1
L̂
´
1{2
†
ˆ
p↵q
`
✏
B ⇡
N
c
N ,
1{2
since Ntest “ N.

First we show that the decision rule conserves the level, for ✏N “ 0 for all N. Since, for any
pg˚ q

pg˚ q

P, Q, P “ Q, ⌘pzq “ ⇡, L̂0 ⇡ “ 1 and L̂1 ⇡ “ 0 a.s., so that for all ✓0 P ⇥0 and any sample size,
pg˚ q

p✓0 q “ P✓0 pL̂1{2⇡ † 1{2q “ 0.
Thus in particular sup⇥0 p✓0 q “ 0 6 ↵.

Assume ✓ P ⇥1 , so that T VpP, Qq ° 0. We assume first that also T VpP, Qq † 1. Since now

the classifier itself does not need to be estimated, it holds that
pg˚
⇡q

N j L̂ j

pg˚
⇡q

|N j „ BinpN j , L j

q,
pg˚ q

pg˚ q

as proven in Proposition 2.1. Since 1 ° T VpP, Qq ° 0, 0 † L0 ⇡ ` L1 ⇡
pg˚ q
NL j ⇡ p1

´

pg˚ q
Lj ⇡ q

Ñ 8 for j “ 0 or j “ 1. Conditional on any sequence of N0 , N1 , such that

N0 Ñ 8 and N1 Ñ 8, as N Ñ 8,
a

pg˚ q

pg˚ q

† 1, so that

D

pg˚ q

pg˚ q

N0 pL̂0 ⇡ ´ L0 ⇡ q Ñ Np0, L0 ⇡ p1´ L0 ⇡ qq and

a

pg˚ q

pg˚ q

D

pg˚ q

pg˚ q

N1 pL̂1 ⇡ ´ L1 ⇡ q Ñ Np0, L1 ⇡ p1´ L1 ⇡ qq,
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pg˚ q

pg˚ q

and since L̂0 ⇡ , L̂1 ⇡ are conditionally independent, it holds that
pg˚ q

1{2

c

pg˚ q

L̂1{2⇡ ´ L1{2⇡
pg˚ q
pg˚ q
L̂0 ⇡ p1´L̂0 ⇡ q

N0

`

pg˚ q
pg˚ q
L̂1 ⇡ p1´L̂1 ⇡ q

“

pg˚ q

pg˚ q

L̂1{2⇡ ´ L1{2⇡
ˆc

D

Ñ Np0, 1q,

N1

as in Proposition 2.1. Consequently,
¨ ˚
˛
¨ ˚
pg q
pg⇡ q
pg˚
⇡q
ˇ
L̂1{2⇡ ´ 1{2
L̂
´
L
1{2
1{2
ˇ
´1
P˝
†
p↵qˇN0 ‚ “ P ˝
†
ˆc
ˆc

˛
pg˚ q
L1{2⇡ ´ 1{2 ˇˇ
´1
p↵q ´
ˇN0 ‚.
ˆc

Now for any realized sequence of N0 , N1 such that N0 Ñ 8 and N1 Ñ 8, as N Ñ 8, this
pg˚ q

´1{2

probability goes to 1, since L1{2⇡ ´1{2 † 0 and ˆ c “ OpN0

q Ñ 0. Since N1 {N Ñ ⇡, a.s., and

N0 “ N ´ N1 , this will be true for almost all sequences. Thus applying dominated convergence

to the above conditional result, one sees that
¨ ˚
pg q
L̂1{2⇡ ´ 1{2
P˝
†
ˆc
pg˚ q

´1

˛

p↵q‚ Ñ 1.

If T VpP, Qq “ 1 on the other hand, L1{2⇡ “ 0 and ˆ c “ 0 a.s. and trivially the rejection

probability becomes

pg˚ q

PpL̂1{2⇡ † 1{2q “ 1.
⇤

1.2

Proofs to Section 3
pĝ q

Lemma 1.3 (Restatement of Lemma 3.1). ErhNtrain pp`1 , ZNtrain q, . . . , p`Ntrain , ZNtrain qqs “ ErL1{2´i s.
Proof. First we note that
ĝ

´i
ErL1{2
s“

1
pPpĝ´i pZi q , `i |`i “ 1q ` Ppĝ´i pZi q , `i |`i “ 0qq .
2

Let Bpiq 6 B be the number of classifiers in the ensemble, not containing observation i.
Since we assume that each classifier in the ensemble receives a bootstrapped version of DNtrain ,
there is a probability p ° 0, that any given classifier ĝ⌫b will not contain observation i. Since
this bootstrapping is done independently for each classifier, we have that Bpiq „ Binpp, Bq.
Thus as B Ñ 8, also Bpiq Ñ 8 a.s. and thus ĝ´i pZq “ E⌫ rĝ⌫ pD´i
Ntrain qpZqs, or
ˆ
˙
1 ´ `i
`i
oob
Er"i s “ Er1tĝ´i pZi q , `i u
`
s
n0,train n1,train
„
⇢
„
⇢
1 ´ `i
`i
“ E 1tĝ´i pZi q , `i u
` E 1tĝ´i pZi q , `i u
.
n0,train
n1,train
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Now, since `i “ 1t`i “ 1u, it holds that
„
⇢
„
⇢
`i
1
E 1tĝ´i pZi q , `i u
“E
¨ Ppĝ´i pZi q , `i , `i “ 1|n1,train q
n1,train
n1,train
„
⇢
Pp`i “ 1|n1,train q
“E
¨ Ppĝ´i pZi q , `i , |n1,train , `i “ 1q
n1,train
„
⇢
Pp`i “ 1|n1,train q
“E
¨ Ppĝ´i pZi q , `i , |`i “ 1q,
n1,train
since the event ĝ´i pZi q , `i is independent of n1,train given the event `i “ 1. Finally,
«
ff
„
⇢
Nÿ
train
Pp`i “ 1|n1,train q
Pp`i “ 1|n1,train q
1
E
“
E
n1,train
Ntrain
n1,train
i“1
« «
ffff
Ntrain ˇ
1
1 ÿ
ˇ
“
E E
`i ˇn1,train
Ntrain
n1,train i“1
“

1

Ntrain

.

Similarly,
„

⇢
1 ´ `i
1
E 1tĝ´i pZi q , `i u
“
Ppĝ´i pZi q , `i , |`i “ 0q.
n0,train
Ntrain
Thus indeed,
ĝ

´i
ErhNtrain pp`1 , ZNtrain q, . . . , p`Ntrain , ZNtrain qqs “ Ntrain Er"oob
1 s “ ErL1{2 s.

⇤
pĝ q

Lemma 1.4. hNtrain is a valid kernel for the expectation ErL1{2´i s.
Proof. Unbiasedness was proven above. Symmetry follows, since for any two permutations
2,

there exists i, j such that
"oob
1 piq

1 p jq

1,

:“ u, and thus
ˆ
˙
1 ´ ` 1 piq
` 1 piq
´ 1 piq
“ Er1tgpZ 1 piq , DNtrain , ✓q , ` 1 piq u
`
|DN1train s
n0,train
n1,train
ˆ
˙
1 ´ `u
`u
´u
`
|DN1train s
“ Er1tgpZu , DNtrain , ✓q , `u u
n0,train
n1,train
ˆ
˙
1 ´ `u
`u
´u
“ Er1tgpZu , DNtrain , ✓q , `u u
`
|DN2train s
n0,train
n1,train
“

2 piq

“ "oob
,
2 p jq
s
where DNtrain
“ pZ

s p1q

(12) does not change.

,`

s p1q

q, . . . , pZ

s pNtrain q

,`

We also need a well-known auxiliary result:

s pNtrain q

q, s P t1, 2u. But that means the sum in
⇤
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Lemma 1.5. Let p⇠N qN , ⇠ be an arbitrary sequence of random variables. If every subsequence
D

D

has a subsequence such that ⇠Npkplqq Ñ ⇠, then ⇠N Ñ ⇠.

Theorem 2 (Restatement of Theorem 1). Assume that for N Ñ 8, Ntrain “ Ntrain pNq Ñ 8 and
K “ KpNq Ñ 8,

lim
N

2
KNtrain
⇣1,Ntrain
“ 0,
N ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
?
KNtrain
lim
“ 0.
N
N

(27)
(28)

Then,
?

pĝ

q

KpÛ N,K ´ ErL1{2´1 sq D
a
Ñ Np0, 1q.
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain

(29)

Proof. Let for the following ⇠i “ pZi , `i q for brevity and consider the complete U-statistics
Û N :“ `

where the sum is taken over all

`

N

Ntrain

1
N
Ntrain

˘

˘

ÿ

hNtrain p⇠i1 , . . . , ⇠iNtrain q,

(30)

possible subsets of size Ntrain 6 N from t1, . . . , Nu. From

the “H-Decomposition”, see e.g., [140], the variance of Û N can be bounded as,
2
2
Ntrain
Ntrain
VpÛ N q 6
⇣1,Ntrain `
Vphq
N
N2
N2
N2
6 train ⇣1,Ntrain ` train
⇣N ,N ,
N
N 2 train train

see also [231, Lemma 7]. Thus it holds for all " ° 0 that
¨?
˛
ĝ´1
K|Û N ´ ErL1{2
s|
KVpÛ N q
a
P˝
° "‚ 6 2
" ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
ˆ
˙
2
2
KNtrain
⇣1,Ntrain
1 KNtrain
“ 2
`
"
N ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
N2
Ñ 0,

by (27) and (28).
We now use the idea of [140, Lemma A] to prove (17): As in [167], we denote by SN,Ntrain “
` N ˘
tS j : j “ 1, . . . , Ntrain
u all possible subsamples of size Ntrain sampled without replacement. Let

MN,Ntrain “ pMS 1 , . . . , MS pN,Ntrain q q be the number of times each subsample appears when sampling
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K times. Then MN,Ntrain |⇠1 , ⇠2 , . . . is multinomial distributed. Thus
¯
? ´
˜
¸
ĝ´1
train
K Û N,K ´ ErL1{2
s
ÿ
? ´1 N,N
a
D
ĝ´1
a
“ K
MS i phNtrain pS i q ´ ErL1{2 sq { ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
i“1
˜pN,N q
¸
train
ÿ
1
K
D
ĝ´1
?
` N ˘ phNtrain pS i q ´ ErL1{2 sq `
“ a
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain K
i“1
Ntrain
˜pN,N q
¸
train
ÿ
1
K
ĝ´1
?
pMS i ´ ` N ˘ qphNtrain pS i q ´ ErL1{2
sq
a
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain K
i“1
Ntrain
?
ĝ´1
KpÛ N ´ ErL1{2 sq
D
a
“
`
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
¨
˛
ĝ´1
pN,N
train q
ph
pS
q
´
ErL
sq
ÿ
?
N
i
train
1
K
1{2
‚.
a
K˝
pMS i ´ ` N ˘ q
(31)
K i“1
⇣
Ntrain ,Ntrain
Ntrain
ĝ

´1
Let ai “ phNtrain pS i q ´ ErL1{2
sq{

a
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain , as in [140]. Then

Û N,2 “

ˆ

N
Ntrain

˙´1 pN,N
train q
ÿ

a2i ,

i“1

is again a U-statistics with ErÛ N,2 s “ 1 and
2
N2
1 Ntrain
ĝ´1 2
VpErphNtrain pS i q ´ ErL1{2
sq |⇠1 sq ` train
" ˆN
N2
˙
Ntrain
“O
N

Pp|Û N,2 ´ 1| ° "q 6

“ opKq,
p

using Lemma 3.3. Thus, Û N,2 Ñ 1 and this will be true for any given subsequence as well.
Similarly,

ˆ

N
Ntrain

˙´1 pN,N
train q
ÿ
i“1

ai 6

?

ĝ

´1
KpÛ N ´ ErL1{2
sq p
a
Ñ 0.
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain

a.s.

For each given subsequence we can thus choose a further subsequence such that Û N,2 Ñ 1, as
?
a
a.s.
ĝ´1
well as KpU ´ ErL1{2
sq{ ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain Ñ 0. Then it follows from (31) and the same characteristic function arguments as in [140, Lemma A] that,
´ ?
¯
ĝ´1
lim Erexp ◆t KpÛ N,K ´ ErL1{2 sq{⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain s “
NÑ8
ˆ 2˙
”
´ ?
¯ı
t
ĝ´1
lim E exp ◆t KpÛ N ´ ErL1{2 sq{⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain ¨ exp ´
NÑ8
2
ˆ 2˙
t
“ exp ´
,
2
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where we suppressed the dependence on the chosen subsequence. Thus the subsequence converges in distribution to Np0, 1q and by Lemma 1.5, so does the overall sequence.
⇤
[Restatement of Corollary 3] Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 hold true and that
p
⇣ˆNtrain ,Ntrain {⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain Ñ 1

. Then the decision rule in (19) conserves the level asymptotically and has approximate power
d
˜
¸
K
pĝ q
´1
p↵q `
p1{2 ´ ErL1{2´i sq .
(32)
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
Proof. From Theorem 1 and the assumption that ⇣ˆNtrain ,Ntrain is a consistent estimator, it follows
that

?

ĝ

ĝ

´i
KpÛ N,K ´ ErL1{2
sq D
b
Ñ Np0, 1q.
ˆ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain

´i
In particular, under H0 , as ErL1{2
s “ 1{2:

?

KpÛ N,K ´ 1{2q D
b
Ñ Np0, 1q,
ˆ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain

so that the decision rule (19) attains the right level as K Ñ 8. Moreover, under the alternative,
for t˚ :“

´1

p↵q,

¨

?

˛

KpÛ N,K ´ 1{2q
‹
b
† t˚ ‚
⇣ˆNtrain ,Ntrain
¨?
˛
?
ĝ´i
ĝ´i
KpErL1{2 s ´ 1{2q ‹
˚ KpÛ N,K ´ ErL1{2 sq
b
b
“ P˝
† t˚ ´
‚
ˆ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
ˆ⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain
¨
˛
?
ĝ´i
Kp1{2 ´ ErL1{2
sq
‚` oP p1q.
a
“ ˝t˚ `
⇣Ntrain ,Ntrain

˚
P˝

2

Further Simulations

Additional simulation examples can be found in the next three subsections.

⇤
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Gaussian Mean Shift

The classical and most prominent example of two-sample testing is the detection of a meanshifts between two Gaussians. That is, we assume PX “ Npµ1 , Idˆd q and PY “ Npµ2 , Idˆd q so
that the testing problem reduces to

H0 : µ1 “ µ2 vs H1 : µ1 , µ2 .
?
We will implement this by simply taking µ2 “ µ1 ` p { dq ¨ 1, for some P

.

It appears clear that our test should not be the first to choose here. For d much smaller

than n, the optimal test would be given by Hotelling’s test [107]. For d approaching and even
superseding n, the MMD with a Gaussian kernel, or an LDA classifier as in [131], might be the
logical next choice. For this reason, we also included the LDA classifier in this example. For all
the other examples, the simulated power of the LDA two-sample test is always no better than
the level - as expected. Allowing the trees in the forest to grow fully, i.e., setting the minimum
node size to a low number like 1, one observes a type of overfitting of the Random Forest. Thus
we would expect our test to be beaten at least by MMDboot. Surprisingly this does not happen:
As can be seen in Figure 9, all the RF-based tests display an impressive amount of power,
where our hypoRF test is the strongest in all the provided mean shift scenarios. The Binomial
test is even stronger than MMDboot and LDA, which seems surprising given the known strong
performance of the MMD and LDA in this situation. The hypoRF test on the other hand towers
above all others, together with MMD-full. In fact, the hypoRF and Binomial test almost appear
to give respectively an upper and lower bound for the MMD-full in this example. Aside from
the impressive power of our tests, it is also interesting to note the di↵erence between MMDfull and MMDboot. While this seems not surprising, given that MMD-full is essentially the
optimized version of MMDboot, we will see in subsequent examples that their power ranking
is often reversed.
To make the example more interesting, one might ask what happens if the mean shift is
not present in all of the d components, but only in c † d of them? This was noted to be a
difficult problem in [49]. We therefore study a “sparse” case c “ 2 (1% out of d “ 200) and a
?
“moderately sparse” case c “ 20 (10% out of d “ 200), now considering µ2 “ µ1 ` p { cq ¨ 1.
?
?
Note that there is some advantage here, as we now scale only by a factor of c † d. Thus,
if a test is able to detect the sparse changes well, it should display a higher power than before.
Indeed as seen in Figure 10, the performance of the kernel tests are remarkably stable (given
the randomness inherent in the simulation), when changing from c “ d “ 200 to c “ 20 to
c “ 2. On the other hand, the performance of the RF-based tests appear to increase. Thus

the odds only shift in favor of our tests and the test of [42]: For c “ 20 the optimized MMD,
MMD-full, is still very competitive, though MMDboot, ME-full, and LDA fall further behind.

While the hypoRF, the CPT-RF and the fully optimized MMD test reach a power of close to
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Figure 9: (Mean Shift) A point in the figure represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test and a
P p0, 0.0667, 0.1334, 0.2, . . . , 1q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled 300 observations from a

d “ 200 dimensional multivariate normal distribution with a mean shift of

?

d

and likewise n “ 300 observations

from d “ 200 independent standard normal distributions. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a minimal node
size to consider a random split of 4.

1, the remaining kernel tests and LDA stay below 0.7. The Binomial test, on the other hand,
displays almost the same performance as MMD-full, ending with a power of a bit over 0.8. Its
performance is amplified in the sparse case, in which the Binomial, CPT-RF and hypoRF test
beat the other tests by a large margin. The power of both tests quickly increases from around
0.05 to 1, as

passes from 0.2 to 1. While the performance of the Binomial test is impressive,

the hypoRF test manages to pick up the nuanced changes even faster, at times almost doubling
the power of the Binomial test. Though the price to pay for this is a much higher computational
e↵ort.
It should be said that both the sparse and moderately sparse case here are tailor-made for
a RF-based classifier; not only are the changes only appearing in a few components, but they
appear marginally and are thus easy to detect in the splitting process of the trees. Nonetheless,
it seems surprising how strong the tests perform. We will now turn to more complex examples,
where changes in the marginals alone are not as easy, or even impossible to detect.
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(a) c “ 20, moderately sparse case.
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(b) c “ 2 sparse case.
Figure 10: (Mean Shift) A point in the figures represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test and a

P p0, 0.125, 0.25, ..., 1q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled n “ 300 observations from a d “ 200

dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution, where c columns have a shift in mean of

?

c

and likewise n “ 300

observations from d “ 200 independent standard normal distributions. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a
minimal node size to consider a random split of 4.
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2.0.2

Changing the Dependency Structure

The previous example focused only on cases where the changes in distribution can be observed
marginally. For these examples, it would in principle be enough to compare the marginal distributions to detect the di↵erence between Q and P. An interesting class of problems arises
when we instead leave the marginal distribution unchanged but change the dependency structure when moving from P to Q. We will hereafter study two examples; the first one concerning a
simple change from a multivariate Gaussian with independent components to one with nonzero
correlation. The second one again takes P to have independent Gaussian components, but induces a more complex dependence structure on Q, via a t-copula. Thus for what follows, we
set P “ Np0, Idˆd q.

First, consider Q “ Np0, ⌃q, where ⌃ is some positive definite correlation matrix. As for any

d there are potentially dpd ´ 1q{2 unique correlation coefficients in this matrix, the number of
possible specifications is enormous even for small d. For simplicity, we only consider a single

correlation number ⇢, which we either use (I) in all dpd ´ 1q{2 or (II) in only c † dpd ´ 1q{2
cases.

Figure 11 displays the result of case (I). Now the superiority of our hypoRF test is challenged, though it manages to at least hold its own against MMD-full and ME-full. The roles of
MMD-full and MMD are also reversed, the latter now displaying a much higher power, that in
fact dwarfs the power of all other tests. MMD-full displays together with the Binomial test the
smallest amount of power, both apparently su↵ering from the decrease in sample size. ME-full
on the other hand, which su↵ers the same drawback, manages to put up a very strong performance, on par with the hypoRF. This is all the more impressive, keeping in mind that the ME is
a test that scales linearly in N. Case (II) can be seen in Figure 12. Again the resulting “sparsity”
is beneficial for our test, with the hypoRF now being on par with the powerful MMD test, and
with ME-full only slightly above the Binomial test.
In the second example, we study a change in dependence, which is more interesting than the
simple change of the covariance matrix. In particular, Q is now given by a distribution that has
standard Gaussian marginals bound together by a t-copula, see e.g., [55] or [160, Chapter 5].
While the density and cdf of the resulting distribution Q are relatively complicated, it is simple
and insightful to simulate from this distribution, as described in [55]: Let x ﬁÑ tv pxq denote
the cdf of a univariate t-distribution with ⌫ degrees of freedom, and T ⌫ pRq the multivariate

t-distribution with dispersion matrix R and ⌫ degrees of freedom. We first simulate from a
multivariate t-distribution with dispersion matrix R and degrees of freedom ⌫, to obtain T „
T ⌫ pRq. In the second step, simply set Y :“ p

´1

ptv pT 1 qq, . . . ,

´1

T

ptv pT p qqq . We denote Q “

T p⌫, Rq. What kind of dependency structure does Y have? It is well known that T „ t⌫ pRq has
D

T “ G´1{2 N,
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Figure 11: (Dependency) A point in the figure represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test and

a ⇢ P p0, 0.01, 0.02..., 0.15q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled 300 observations from a d “
60 dimensional multivariate normal distribution with ⇢ P p0, 0.01, 0.02..., 0.15q, representing Q. Likewise 300

observations were sampled from a d “ 60 dimensional multivariate normal distribution using ⇢ “ 0, representing
P. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a minimal node size to consider a random split of 4.
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Figure 12: (Dependency) A point in the figure represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test
and a ⇢ P p0, 0.025, 0.05..., 0.375q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled 300 observations from
a d “ 10 dimensional multivariate normal distribution with c “ 4 values in the correlation matrix equal to

⇢ P p0, 0.025, 0.05..., 0.375q, representing Q. Likewise 300 observations were sampled from a multivariate normal

distribution using ⇢ “ 0, representing P. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a minimal node size to consider
a random split of 4.
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with N „ Np0, Rq and G „ Gammap⌫{2, ⌫{2q independent of N. As such, the dependence
induced in T, and therefore in Q, is dictated through the mutual latent random variable G. It

persists, even if R “ Idˆd and induces more complex dependencies than mere correlation. These

dependencies are moreover stronger, the smaller ⌫, though this e↵ect is hard to quantify. One
reason this dependency structure is particularly interesting in our case is that it spans more than
two columns, contrary to correlation which is an inherent bivariate property. We again study the
case (I) with all d components tied together by the t-copula, and (II) only the first c “ 20 † d

components having a t-copula dependency, while the remaining d ´ c “ 180 columns are again
independent Np0, 1q.

The results for case (I) are shown in Figure 13. Now our tests, together with ME-full cannot
compete with CPT-RF, MMD and MMD-full. However for the ME-full, this very much depends
again on the hyperparameters chosen, for some settings ME-full was as good as MMD-full.
Though there appears to be no clear way how to determine this. Both MMD-based tests manage
to stay at almost one, even for ⌫ “ 8, which seems to be an extremely impressive feat. The

CPT-RF test falls behind the two MMD-based tests, but has still an impressively high power,
compared to our hypoRF test. Our best test, on the other hand, loses power quickly for ⌫ ° 4,
while the Binomial test does so even for ⌫ ° 2. The results for case (II) shown in Figure 14, are

similarly insightful. Given the difficulty of this problem, it is not surprising that almost all of
the tests fail to have any power for ⌫ ° 3. The exception is once again the MMD, performing

incredibly strong up to ⌫ “ 5. The performance of MMDboot is not only interesting in that it
beats our tests, but also in how it beats all other kernel approaches in the same way. In particular,
MMD-full stands no chance, which again is likely, in part, due to the reduced sample size the
MMDboot has available for testing. Though hard to generalize, it appears from this analysis
that a complex, rather weak dependence, is a job best done by the plain MMDboot.
2.0.3

Multivariate Blob

A well-known difficult example is the “Gaussian Blob”, an example where “the main data variation does not reflect the di↵erence between between P and Q” [96], see e.g., [96] and [121].
We study here the following generalization of this idea: Let T P N, µ “ pµt qTt“1 , µt P

d

, and

⌃ “ p⌃t qTt“1 , with ⌃t a positive definite d ˆ d matrix. We consider the mixture
Npµ, ⌃q :“

T
ÿ
1
Npµt , ⌃t q.
T
t“1

For µ, we will always use a baseline vector of size d, w say, and include in µ all possible
enumerations of choosing d elements from w P
d

of T “ c possibilities and each µt P

d

d

with replacement. This gives a total number

is one possible such enumeration. For example, if

c “ d “ 2 and w “ p1, 2q then we may set µ1 “ p1, 1q, µ2 “ p2, 2q, µ3 “ p1, 2q, µ4 “ p2, 1q.
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Figure 13: (Dependency) A point in the figure represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test and a
v P p1, 1.5, ..., 8q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled 300 observations from the Student-t Copula

with R “ Idˆd , v P p1, 1.5, ..., 8q and d “ 60 standard normally distributed margins and likewise 300 observations

from the multivariate normal. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a minimal node size to consider a random
split of 4.
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Figure 14: (Dependency) A point in the figure represents a simulation of size S “ 200 for a specific test and
a v P p1, 1.5, ..., 8q. Each of the S “ 200 simulation runs we sampled 300 observations from a d ´ c “ 180

dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution and a d “ 20 dimensional Student-t Copula with R “ Idˆd , v P
p1, 1.5, ..., 8q and standard normally distributed margins, representing Q. Likewise 300 observations were sampled
from a multivariate normal distribution, representing P. The Random Forest used 600 trees and a minimal node
size to consider a random split of 4.
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d Blobs ME-full MMD MMD-full Binomial hypoRF

600 2

22

0.056

0.054

0.072

0.204

0.306

600 2

32

0.064

0.048

0.070

0.070

0.190

600 3

2

3

0.052

0.040

0.060

0.088

0.116

600 3

33

0.056

0.060

0.060

0.064

0.084

Table 1: (Blob) Power for di↵erent N, d and number of Blobs. Each power was calculated with a simulation of
size S “ 500 for a specific test.

We will refer to each element of this mixture as a “Blob” and study two experiments where we
change the covariance matrices ⌃t of the blobs when changing from P to Q, i.e.,
P “ Npµ, ⌃X q, Q “ Npµ, ⌃Y q.
Obviously it quickly gets infeasible to simulate from Npµ, ⌃q, as with increasing d the number of blobs explodes. Though, as shown below, this difficulty can be circumvented when ⌃t is
diagonal for all t. The example also considerably worsens the curse of dimensionality, as even
for small d the numbers of observations in each Blob is likely to be very small. Thus for 300
observations, we have a rather difficult example at hand.
We will subsequently study two experiments. The first one takes w “ p1, 2, 3q, ⌃1,X “

⌃2,X “ . . . “ ⌃t,X “ Idˆd and ⌃1,Y “ ⌃2,Y “ . . . “ ⌃t,Y “ ⌃ to be a correlation matrix with
nonzero elements on the o↵-diagonal. In particular, we generate ⌃ randomly at the beginning
of the S trials for a given d, such that (1) it is a positive definite correlation matrix and (2) it has
?
a ratio of minimal to maximal eigenvalue of at most 1 ´ 1{ d. For d “ 2, this corresponds to
the original Blob example as in [96], albeit with a less strict bound on the eigenvalue ratio. The
resulting distribution for d “ 1 and d “ 2 is plotted in Figure 15.

Table 1 displays the result of the experiment with our usual set-up and a variation of d “ 2, 3

and the number of blobs being 2d and 3d . Very surprisingly our hypoRF test is the only one
displaying notable power throughout the example. MMD and MMD-full are not able to detect
any di↵erence between the distribution with this sample size. Interestingly, the ME which we
would have expected to work well in this example is also only at the level. However, this again
depends on the specification chosen for the hyperparameters of the optimization. For another
parametrization, we obtained a power of 0.116 for d “ 2, blobs “ 22 and 0.082 for d “ 2 and
blobs “ 32 , all other values being on the level.

The second experiment takes w “ p´5, 0, 5q and for all t, ⌃t,X , ⌃t,Y to be diagonal and

generated similarly to µ. That is, we take ⌃t,X “ diagp
d draws with replacement from a base vector vX P

d

2
t,X q,

where each

t,X

is a vector including

, and analogously with ⌃t,Y . In this case,
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it is possible to rewrite P and Q, as
P“
with
PX “

and

d
π
j“1

PX and Q “

d
π

PY ,

j“1

1
1
1
Npw1 , v21,X q ` Npw2 , v22,X q ` Npw3 , v23,X q,
3
3
3

1
1
1
Npw1 , v21,Y q ` Npw2 , v22,Y q ` Npw3 , v23,Y q.
3
3
3
As such, it is feasible to simulate from P and Q, even for large d, by simply simulating d times
PY “

from PX and PY . We consider w “ p´5, 0, 5q and the standard deviations
pv1,X , v2,X , v3,X q “ p1, 1, 1q ,
pv1,Y , v2,Y , v3,Y q “ p1, 2, 1q .

The change between the distributions is subtle even in notation; only the standard deviation
of the middle mixture component is changed from 1 to 2. This has the e↵ect that the middle
component gets spread out more, causing it to melt into the other two. The resulting distribution
for d “ 1 and d “ 2 is plotted in Figure 16. Unsurprisingly, P looks quite similar as in Figure
15. The marginal plots (d “ 1) appear to be very di↵erent, though this is only an e↵ect of

having centers p´5, 0, 5q instead of p1, 2, 3q. On the other hand, while not clearly visible, it
can be seen that the di↵erent blobs of Q display di↵erent behavior in variance; every Blob in
positions p2, 1q, p2, 2q, p2, 3q, p1, 2q, p3, 2q on the 3 ˆ 3 grid has its variance increased.

The results of the simulations are seen in Figure 17. The Binomial, CPT-RF and hypoRF

test display a power quickly increasing with dimensions, regardless of the decreasing number
of observations in each Blob. This also holds true, to a smaller degree, for the ME-full, which
due to its location optimization appears to be able to adapt to the problem structure. However,
its power considerably lacks behind the RF-based tests. In contrast, the behavior of the MMDbased tests quickly deteriorates as the number of samples per Blob decreases. Indeed from a
kernel perspective, all points have more or less the same distance from each other, whether they
are coming from P or Q. Thus the extreme power of the MMD to detect “joint” changes in
the structure of the data (i.e., dependency changes) cements its downfall here, as it is unable to
detect the marginal di↵erence.
This example might appear rather strange; it has a flavor of a mathematical counterexample,
simple or even nonsensical on the outset, but proving an important point: While the di↵erences
between P and Q are obvious to the naked eye if only one marginal each is plotted with a
histogram, the example manages to completely fool the kernel tests (under a Gaussian kernel at
least). As such it is not only a demonstration of the merits of our test but also a way of fooling
very general kernel tests. It might be interesting to find real-world applications, where such data
structure is likely.
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Figure 15: (Blob) Illustration of the original Blob example. Below: Illustration for d “ 2. Above: First marginals
of P and Q respectively.
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No. Acronym Firm Characteristic

Frequency Literature

1

absacc

Absolute accruals

Annual

[18]

2

acc

Working capital accruals

Annual

[209]

3

aeavol

Abnormal earnings announcement volume Quarterly

[142]

4

age

Years since first Compustat coverage

Annual

[119]

5

agr

Asset growth

Annual

[52]

6

baspread

Bid-ask spread

Monthly

[9]

7

beta

Beta

Monthly

[73]

8

betasq

Beta squared

Monthly

[73]

9

bm

Book-to-market

Annual

[196]

10

bmia

Industry-adjusted book-to-market

Annual

[12]

11

cash

Cash holdings

Quarterly

[178]

12

cashdebt

Cash flow to debt

Annual

[177]

13

cashpr

Cash productivity

Annual

[43]

14

cfp

Cash flow to price ratio

Annual

[58]

15

cfpia

Industry-adjusted cash flow to price ratio

Annual

[12]

16

chatoia

Industry-adjusted change in asset turnover

Annual

[211]

17

chcsho

Change in shares outstanding

Annual

[185]

18

chempia

Industry-adjusted change in employees

Annual

[12]

19

chinv

Change in inventory

Annual

[219]

20

chmom

Change in 6-month momentum

Monthly

[85]

21

chpmia

Industry-adjusted change in profit margin

Annual

[211]

22

chtx

Change in tax expense

Quarterly

[218]

23

cinvest

Corporate investment

Quarterly

[220]

24

convind

Convertible debt indicator

Annual

[225]

25

currat

Current ratio

Annual

[177]

26

depr

Depreciation / PP&E

Annual

[104]

27

divi

Dividend initiation

Annual

[168]

28

divo

Dividend omission

Annual

[168]

29

dolvol

Dollar trading volume

Monthly

[48]

30

dy

Dividend to price

Annual

[151]

31

ear

Earnings announcement return

Quarterly

[133]

32

egr

Growth in common shareholder equity

Annual

[195]

33

ep

Earnings to price

Annual

[23]

34

gma

Gross profitability

Annual

[176]

35

grcapx

Growth in capital expenditures

Annual

[10]

36

grltnoa

Growth in long term net operating assets

Annual

[72]

37

herf

Industry sales concentration

Annual

[111]

38

hire

Employee growth rate

Annual

[25]

39

idiovol

Idiosyncratic return volatility

Monthly

[5]

40

ill

Illiquidity

Monthly

[8]

41

indmom

Industry momentum

Monthly

[171]

42

invest

Capital expenditures and inventory

Annual

[172]

43

lev

Leverage

Annual

[27]

44

lgr

Growth in long-term debt

Annual

[195]

45

maxret

Maximum daily return

Monthly

[17]

46

mom12m 12-month momentum

Monthly

[118]
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No. Acronym

Firm Characteristic

Frequency Literature

47

mom1m

1-month momentum

Monthly

[118]

48

mom36m

36-month momentum

Monthly

[118]

49

mom6m

6-month momentum

Monthly

[118]

50

ms

Financial statement score

Quarterly

[170]

51

mvel1

Size

Monthly

[19]

52

mveia

Industry-adjusted size

Annual

[12]

53

nincr

Number of earnings increases

Quarterly

[22]

54

operprof

Operating profitability

Annual

[74]

55

orgcap

Organizational capital

Annual

[70]

56

pchcapxia

Industry adjusted change in capital exp.

Annual

[2]

57

pchcurrat

Change in current ratio

Annual

[177]

58

pchdepr

Change in depreciation

Annual

[104]

59

pchgmpchsale

Change in gross margin - change in sales

Annual

[2]

60

pchquick

Change in quick ratio

Annual

[177]

61

pchsalepchinvt

Change in sales - change in inventory

Annual

[2]

62

pchsalepchrect

Change in sales - change in A/R

Annual

[2]

63

pchsalepchxsga Change in sales - change in SG&A

Annual

[2]

64

ppchsaleinv

Change sales-to-inventory

Annual

[177]

65

pctacc

Percent accruals

Annual

[100]

66

pricedelay

Price delay

Monthly

[110]

67

ps

Financial statements score

Annual

[182]

68

quick

Quick ratio

Annual

[177]

69

rd

R&D increase

Annual

[68]

70

rdmve

R&D to market capitalization

Annual

[99]

71

rdsale

R&D to sales

Annual

[99]

72

realestate

Real estate holdings

Annual

[222]

73

retvol

Return volatility

Monthly

[11]

74

roaq

Return on assets

Quarterly

[16]

75

roavol

Earnings volatility

Quarterly

[79]

76

roeq

Return on equity

Quarterly

[112]

77

roic

Return on invested capital

Annual

[39]

78

rsup

Revenue surprise

Quarterly

[125]

79

salecash

Sales to cash

Annual

[177]

80

saleinv

Sales to inventory

Annual

[177]

81

salerec

Sales to receivables

Annual

[177]

82

secured

Secured debt

Annual

[225]

83

securedind

Secured debt indicator

Annual

[225]

84

sgr

Sales growth

Annual

[138]

85

sin

Sin stocks

Annual

[105]

86

sp

Sales to price

Annual

[20]

87

stddolvol

Volatility of liquidity (dollar trading volume) Monthly

[48]

88

stdturn

Volatility of liquidity (share turnover)

[48]

89

stdacc

Accrual volatility

Quarterly

[18]

90

stdcf

Cash flow volatility

Quarterly

[114]

91

tang

Debt capacity/firm tangibility

Annual

[6]

92

tb

Tax income to book income

Annual

[143]

93

turn

Share turnover

Monthly

[54]

94

zerotrade

Zero trading days

Monthly

[152]

Table 3: (Riskfactors) Table 2 continued.
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Abstract
The statistics and machine learning communities have recently seen a growing interest in
classification-based approaches to two-sample testing. The outcome of a classificationbased two-sample test remains a rejection decision, which is not always informative
since the null hypothesis is seldom strictly true. Therefore, when a test rejects, it would
be beneficial to provide an additional quantity serving as a refined measure of distributional di↵erence. In this work, we introduce a framework for the construction of highprobability lower bounds on the total variation distance. These bounds are based on a
one-dimensional projection, such as a classification or regression method, and can be interpreted as the minimal fraction of samples pointing towards a distributional di↵erence.
We further derive asymptotic power and detection rates of two proposed estimators and
discuss potential uses through an application to a reanalysis climate dataset.
Keywords. two-sample testing, distributional di↵erence, classification, higher-criticism

1

Introduction

Two-sample testing is a classical statistical task recurring in various scientific fields. Based
on two samples Xi , i “ 1, . . . , m and Y j , j “ 1, . . . , n drawn respectively from probability

measures P and Q, the goal is to test the hypothesis H0 : P “ Q, against potentially any
alternative. The trend in the last two decades towards the analysis of more complex and large-

scale data has seen the emergence of classification-based approaches to testing. Indeed, the
idea of using classification for two-sample testing traces back to the work of [80]. Recently this
use of classification has seen a resurgence of interest from the statistics and machine learning
77
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communities with empirical and theoretical work ([130]; [197]; [153]; [101]; [32]; [84]; [129];
[42]) motivated by broader applied scientific work as well-explained in [130].
However, as already pointed out in [80], it is practically very unlikely that two samples come
from the exact same distribution. It means that with enough data and using a “universal learning
machine” for classification, as Friedman called it, the null will be rejected no matter how small
the di↵erence between P and Q is. Therefore, in many situations when a classification-based
two-sample test rejects, it would be beneficial to have an additional measure quantifying the
actual distributional di↵erence supported by the data.
Practically, one can observe that with two finite samples some fraction of observations
will tend to illuminate a distributional di↵erence more than others. At a population level,
this translates to the fraction of probability mass one would need to change from P to see
no di↵erence with Q. It is well known that this is an equivalent characterization of the total
variation distance between P and Q, see e.g. [144]. We recall that for two probability distributions P and Q on measurable space pX, Aq the total variation (TV) distance is defined as
TVpP, Qq “ supAPA |PpAq ´ QpAq|.

Therefore, based on finite samples of P and Q, a finer question than “is P di↵erent from Q ?”
could be stated as “What is a probabilistic lower bound on the fraction of observations actually
supporting a di↵erence in distribution between P and Q ?”. This would formally translate into
the construction of an estimate ˆ satisfying
Pp ˆ ° TVpP, Qqq 6 ↵,
for ↵ P p0, 1q. We call such an estimate ˆ a high-probability lower bound (HPLB) for TVpP, Qq.

An observation underlying our methodology is that uni-dimensional projections of distributions
act monotonically on the total variation distance. Namely for a given (measurable) projection
⇢ : X Ñ I Ñ R,
TV p⇢# P, ⇢# Qq 6 TV pP, Qq ,

(1)

where ⇢# P is the push-forward measure of P, defined as ⇢# PpAq :“ Pp⇢´1 pAqq for a measurable
set A. The construction of an HPLB for a given projection ⇢ is the focus of our work. They

are used as a proxies for TV pP, Qq through (1). The gap depends on the informativeness of the

selected projection ⇢ about the distributional di↵erence between P and Q. This naturally established a link with classification and provides insights on how to look for “good projections”.
Nevertheless, the focus of the present paper is not to derive conditions on how to construct optimal projections ⇢, but rather an analysis of the construction and properties of HPLBs for fixed
projections. As a by-product, we address an issue that seems to have gone largely unnoticed
in the literature on classification and two-sample testing. Namely, given a function ⇢ :Ñ r0, 1s

estimating the probability of belonging to the first sample say, what is the “cuto↵” t˚ allowing
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True Class
0

True Class

1

0

1

0 5121 5150

0 9987 9925

1 4879 4850

1

13

75

Table 1: Confusion matrices for 2 di↵erent thresholds, t “ 0.5 (left) and t “ 0.7 (right). P-values are given as 0.65
and 9 ˆ 10´4 respectively.

for the best possible detection of distributional di↵erence for the binary classifier
⇢t pZq :“ 1t⇢pZq ° tu.

(2)

In line with the Bayes classifier, t˚ “ 1{2 is often used in classification tasks. However, we

show that for the detection of distributional di↵erence, this is not always the best choice. The
next section illustrates this issue through a toy example.

1.1

Toy motivating example

As an illustrative example highlighting the importance of the choice of cuto↵ for a binary classifier, let us consider two probability distributions P and Q on R12 with mutually independent
margins defined as follows: P “ N12 pµ, ⌃q where ⌃ “ I is the 12 ˆ 12 identity matrix and

µ “ p0, . . . , 0q and Q “ p1 ´ "qP ` "C, where C “ N12 pµC , ⌃q, with µC “ p3, 3, 0, . . . , 0q and

" “ 10´2 . We assume to observe an iid sample X1 , . . . , Xn from P and Y1 , . . . , Yn from Q. Figure
1 shows the projection of samples from P and Q on the first two components.
Consider ⇢ :

12

Ñ r0, 1s to be a function returning an estimate of the probability that

an observation Z belongs to the sample of Q, obtained for instance from a learning algorithm
trained on independent data. Assume we would like to test whether there is a significant di↵erence between a sample of P and a sample from Q based on the binary classifier ⇢t as defined in
(2).
Table 1 (left) presents the confusion matrix obtained from a Random Forest classifier ⇢t
trained on n “ 101 000 samples of P and Q (as defined above) with the usual cuto↵ of t “

0.5. Based on this matrix, one can use a permutation approach to test H0 : P “ Q. The
corresponding p-value is 0.65, showing that, despite the high sample size, the classifier is not
able to di↵erentiate the two distributions.
However this changes if we instead use a cuto↵ of t “ 0.7. Using the same permutation

approach, we obtain a p-value of 9 ˆ 10´4 . The corresponding confusion matrix is displayed on
Table 1 (right).

This observation supports that even though t “ 0.5 links to the optimal Bayes rate, depend-

ing on the choice of alternative (how P and Q di↵er), di↵erent cuto↵s induce vastly di↵erent
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Figure 1: Projections on first two margins of 101 000 samples from P (blue) and Q (grey).

detection powers. Put di↵erently, t “ 0.5 is not always optimal for detecting a change in distri-

bution. In this work, we will explore why this is the case and how this impacts the construction
of HPLBs for TVpP, Qq and their (asymptotic) statistical performances. As an empirical illustration, we show at the end of Section 2.3 that, for the same simulation setting, the HPLB based
on a cuto↵ of 0.5 will be zero, while the one that adaptively chooses the “optimal” cuto↵ will
be positive.

1.2

Contribution and relation to other work

Direct estimators or bounds for the total variation distance have been studied in previous work
when the distributions are assumed to be discrete or to belong to a known given class (e.g. [224];
[200]; [120]; [60]; [135]; [175]). Our work aims at constructing lower bounds on the total
variation distance based on samples from two unknown distributions. The goal is to provide
additional information over the rejection status of classification-based two-sample tests. We
summarize our contributions as follows:
Construction of HPLBs: We provide a framework for the construction of high probability lower bounds for the total variation distance based on (potentially unbalanced)
samples and propose two estimators derived from binary classification. The first estimator ˆ bayes , assumes the fixed cuto↵ 1{2, whereas the second one ˆ adapt , is cuto↵-agnostic.
Despite the somewhat complicated nature of the latter estimator, we show that is a valid
HPLB.
Asymptotic detection and power boundaries: We give power and detection rates for the
proposed estimators for local alternatives with decaying power rate TVp⇢# PN , ⇢# QN q9N ´ ,
´1 †

† 0, for N “ m ` n. We summarize the main result as follows: Consider the

minimal rate ´1 †

† 0 for which a di↵erence in P and Q could still be detected, if the

optimal cuto↵ t˚ in (2) for a given P, Q was known – this will be referred as the “oracle
rate”. The estimator ˆ adapt always attains the oracle rate, whereas ˆ bayes only attains the
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oracle rate if the optimal cuto↵ is actually t˚ “ 1{2. We also obtain the same favorable
results for ˆ adapt when considering a sequence ⇢ˆ N , estimated on independent data.
Application: We show the potentially use and efficacy of HPLBs on the total variation
distance in two di↵erent types of applications based on a climate reanalysis dataset.
Software: We provide implementations of the proposed estimators in the R-package
HPLB available on CRAN.
From a technical point of view, the construction of our lower bound estimators relate to the
higher-criticism literature ([63]; [64]) and is inspired by similar methodological constructions
of high-probability lower bounds in di↵erent setups (e.g. [164]; [161]; [165]). It has also some
similarities with the problem of semi-supervised learning in novelty detection ([31]).
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the classification framework for constructing lower bounds on total variation distance and describes our proposed estimators. Power
and detection rates guarantees of our proposed estimators are presented in Section 3. In Section
4 we generalize our framework beyond binary classification and in Section 5 we present three
di↵erent applications of our estimators in the context of a climate dataset.

2

Theory and methodology

Let P and Q be two probability measures on and ⇢ :Ñ I be any measurable function mapping
to some subset I Ä R. If not otherwise stated, we consider I “ r0, 1s. The following chain of
inequalities for TVpP, Qq will form the starting point of our approach:

TVpP, Qq > TVp⇢# P, ⇢# Qq > sup |⇢# P pp0, tsq ´ ⇢# Q pp0, tsq| .
tPI

(3)

For any such ⇢, one can define a binary classifier ⇢t :Ñ t0, 1u based on the cuto↵ t by ⇢t pzq :“

1t⇢pzq ° tu. Before diving into more details, let us introduce our setup and some necessary
notation.

Setup and notation: Where not otherwise stated, we assume to observe two independent
iid samples X1 , . . . , Xm from P and Y1 , . . . , Yn from Q. We define
Zi :“

$
&X

i

%Y
i

if 1 6 i 6 m,
if m ` 1 6 i 6 m ` n,

and attach a label `i :“ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , m and `i :“ 1, for i “ m ` 1, . . . , m ` n. Both m and n

are assumed to be non-random with N “ m ` n such that m{N Ñ ⇡ P p0, 1q, as N Ñ 8. For
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notational convenience, we also assume that m 6 n. We denote by f and g the densities of P, Q
respectively.1 We define F :“ ⇢# P and G :“ ⇢# Q and introduce the empirical measures
m

n

1ÿ
1ÿ
F̂m ptq :“
1t⇢pXi q 6 tu, Ĝn ptq :“
1t⇢pY j q 6 tu,
m i“1
n j“1
of all observations t⇢i ui“1,...,N := t⇢pZi qui“1,...,N . Denote by ⇢pzq , z P t1, . . . , Nu, the zth order

statistic of p⇢i qi“1,...,N . Throughout the text, q↵ pp, mq is the ↵-quantile of a binomial distribution
with success probability p and number of trials m symbolized by Binomialpp, mq. Similarly, q↵

is the ↵-quantile of a standard normal distribution, denoted Np0, 1q. Finally, for two functions

h1 , h2 : N Ñ r0, 8q, the notation h1 pNq — h2 pNq, as N Ñ 8 means lim supNÑ8 h1 pNq{h2 pNq 6

a1 P p0, `8q and lim supNÑ8 h2 pNq{h1 pNq 6 a2 P p0, `8q. The first part of our theoretical
analysis centers around the projection ⇢˚ :Ñ r0, 1s given as
⇢˚ pzq :“

gpzq
.
f pzq ` gpzq

(4)

As a remark, if we put a prior probability ⇡ “ 1{2 on observing a label ` of 1, ⇢˚ is the posterior
probability of observing a draw from Q, referred to as the Bayes probability.

We now formally state the definition of a high-probability lower bound for the total variation
distance, using the notation

:“ TVpP, Qq from now on:

Definition 2.1. For a given ↵ P p0, 1q, an estimate ˆ “ ˆ ppZ1 , `1 q, . . . , pZN , `N qq satisfying
Pp ˆ ° q 6 ↵

(5)

will be called high-probability lower bound (HPLB) at level ↵. If instead only the condition
lim sup Pp ˆ ° q 6 ↵
NÑ8

(6)

holds, we will refer to ˆ as asymptotic high-probability lower bound (asymptotic HPLB) at level
↵.
Note that an estimator ˆ depends on a function ⇢. When necessary, this will be emphasized
with the notation ˆ ⇢ throughout the text. Whenever ⇢ is not explicitly mentioned it should be
understood that we consider ⇢ “ ⇢˚ .

The above definition is very broad and does not entail any informativeness of the (asymptotic) HPLB. For instance, ˆ “ 0 is a valid HPLB, according to Definition 2.1. Consequently,
for " P p0, 1s, we study whether for a given (asymptotic) HPLB ˆ ,
Pp ˆ ° p1 ´ "q q Ñ 1,
1

Wlog, we assume that the densities exist with respect to some common dominating measure.

(C" )
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as N Ñ 8. This entails several cases: if " “ 1, then (C" ) means the (detection) power goes to 1.
If (C" ) is true for all " P p0, 1s, it corresponds to consistency of ˆ . One could also be interested
in a non-trivial fixed ", i.e. in detecting a fixed proportion of . In order to quantify the strength
of a given (asymptotic) HPLB, we examine how fast may decay to zero with N, such that ˆ
still exceeds a fraction of the the true

with high probability. More precisely, we assume that

the signal vanishes at a rate N , for some ´1 † † 0, i.e. 1 ° :“ N — N , as N Ñ 8. If
for a given estimator ˆ , " P p0, 1s and ´1 6 p"q † 0, (C" ) is true for all ° p"q, we write ˆ
attains the rate p"q. To quantify the strength of an estimator ˆ , we will study the smallest such
rate p"q it can attain for a given ", denoted as

ˆ

p"q. Formally,

Definition 2.2. For a given (asymptotic) HPLB ˆ and for " P p0, 1s, we define
r´1, 0q : for all ° 0 and — N , Pp ˆ ° p1 ´ "q q Ñ 1u.

ˆ

p"q :“ inft

0

P

Of course, attaining the true , might be unrealistic in general. In such cases it is also possible to regard

as the total variation distance between the two distributions after the projection

through ⇢, TVp⇢# P, ⇢# Qq, as described in more detail in Section 3.
In the following, we aim to construct informative (asymptotic) HPLBs for TVpP, Qq. To
put the previously introduced rates into perspective, we first introduce an “optimal” or oracle
rate. In Section 2.2 we introduce binary classification asymptotic HPLBs focusing on the fixed
cuto↵ 1{2. Section 2.3 will then introduce a more data adaptive asymptotic HPLB that indeed
considers the supremum over all available cuto↵s in the sample.

2.1

Oracle rate

In light of (3) and the notation introduced in the last section, for ptN qN>1 Ä I a (nonrandom)
sequence of cuto↵s, we define the estimator

ˆ ⇢ ptN q “ F̂m ptN q ´ Ĝn ptN q ´ q1´↵ ptN q,
where ptq is the theoretical standard deviation of F̂m ptq ´ Ĝn ptq,
c
Fptqp1 ´ Fptqq Gptqp1 ´ Gptqq
ptq “
`
.
m
n

(7)

(8)

Using (3), it can be shown that:
propositionoraclelevel Let
in (7) is an asymptotic HPLB of

° 0. For any sequence ptN qN>1 Ä I of cuto↵s, ˆ ⇢ ptN q defined
(at level ↵) for any ⇢ :Ñ I.

The condition

° 0 arises from a technicality – for “ 0, one can construct a sequence ptN qN>1
such that the level cannot be conserved. Since ˆ ⇢ ptN q only serves as a theoretical tool, this is not
an issue. However the same problem will arise later in Section 3.2.
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Naturally, the performance of ˆ ⇢ ptN q will di↵er depending on the choice of the sequence

ptN qN>1 and the choice of ⇢. Ideally we would like to choose the “optimal sequence” ptN˚ qN>1 to
reach the lowest rate

possible. We might even want to attain the smallest possible rate

if we

are able to freely choose ptN qN for each given

° . This rate is technically the rate obtained
by a collection of estimators, whereby for each ° a potentially di↵erent estimator ˆ ptN p qq
may be used. More formally, given " P p0, 1s, let for the following the oracle rate

oracle

oracle

p"q be

the smallest rate such that for all °
p"q there exists a sequence ptN qN>1 Ä I such that
⇢
ˆ
ˆ
(C" ) is true for “ ptN q. If there exists a sequence ptN˚ qN>1 Ä I independent of ° oracle p"q,
we may define the oracle estimator
ˆ⇢

oracle

In this case

oracle

“ F̂m ptN˚ q ´ Ĝn ptN˚ q ´ q1´↵ ptN˚ q.
˚

p"q is the smallest rate attained by ˆ ⇢oracle for a given ". Clearly,

(9)
oracle

˚

depends on ⇢ as well, whenever ⇢ “ ⇢ in (4), the dependence on ⇢ is omitted.

p"q

Since ptN˚ qN>1 corresponds to a specific nonrandom sequence, Proposition 2.1 ensures that
ˆ⇢
ˆ⇢
oracle is an asymptotic HPLB. Clearly, even if oracle is defined, it will not be available in

practice, as ptN˚ qN>1 is unknown. However, the oracle rate it attains should serve as a point of
comparison for other asymptotic HPLBs. We close this section by considering an example:

Let P, Q be defined by P “ pN P0 ` p1 ´ pN qQ0 and Q “ p1 ´ pN qP0 ` pN Q0 , where

pN P r0, 1s and P0 , Q0 have a uniform distribution on r´1, 0s and r0, 1s respectively. In this

example, only pN is allowed to vary with N, while P0 , Q0 stay fixed. If we assume pN ° 0.5,
N

“ 2pN ´ 1 and

— N i↵ pN ´ 1{2 — N . Thus

propositionExamplezeroprop For the setting of Example 2.1, assume pN ° 0.5 for all N,

and pN ´ 1{2 — N . Then

oracle

p"q “ ´1{2 for all " P p0, 1s. This rate is attained by the oracle

estimator in (9) with tN˚ “ 1{2 for all N.

2.2

Binary classification bound

Let us fix a cuto↵ t P r0, 1s. From the binary classifier ⇢t pZq “ 1t⇢pZq ° tu we can define the

in-class accuracies as A⇢0 ptq :“ Pp⇢t pXq “ 0q and A⇢1 ptq :“ Qp⇢t pYq “ 1q. From there, relation
(3) can be written in a more intuitive form:

“
‰
T VpP, Qq > sup A⇢0 ptq ` A⇢1 ptq ´ 1.
tPr0,1s

(10)

Thus, the (adjusted) maximal sum of in-class accuracies for a given classifier is still a lower
bound on

“ T VpP, Qq. As it can be shown that the inequality in (10) is an equality for ⇢ “ ⇢˚

and t “ 1{2, it seems sensible to build an estimator based on A⇢0 p1{2q ` A⇢1 p1{2q ´ 1. Define the
∞
∞
in-class accuracy estimators Â⇢0 p1{2q “ m1 mi“1 p1 ´ ⇢1{2 pXi qq and Â⇢1 p1{2q “ 1n nj“1 ⇢1{2 pY j q. It
follows as in Proposition 2.1, that:
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Proposition 2.1. ˆ ⇢bayes :“ Â⇢0 p1{2q ` Â⇢1 p1{2q ´ 1 ´ q1´↵ ˆ p1{2q with
ˆ p1{2q “
is an asymptotic HPLB of

d

Â⇢0 p1{2qp1 ´ Â⇢0 p1{2qq Â⇢1 p1{2qp1 ´ Â⇢1 p1{2qq
`
m
n

(11)

(at level ↵) for any ⇢ : X Ñ r0, 1s.

It should be noted that if ˆ p1{2q in ˆ ⇢bayes is replaced by p1{2q in (8), we obtain ˆ ⇢ p1{2q.
Consequently, it should be the case that if tN˚ “ 1{2, the rate attained by ˆ ⇢bayes is the oracle rate.
We now demonstrate this in an example:

Compare a given distribution Q with the mixture P “ p1 ´

“contamination” distribution and

N

P p0, 1q. Then, TVpP, Qq “

assume that Q and C are disjoint, then TVpC, Qq “ 1 and
oracle

p"q and

ˆ bayes

N qQ ` N C,

p"q coincide:

where C serves as a

N TVpC, Qq. If we furthermore

N

“

N.

propositionbasicpowerresultBinomial For the setting of Example 2.2,
´1, for all " P p0, 1s.

Then the oracle rate
ˆ bayes

p"q “

oracle

p"q “

˚
Indeed, it can be shown that here ˆ ⇢ p1{2q gives rise to the oracle estimator in (9). It may there˚
fore not be surprising that ˆ ⇢
attains the rate oracle p"q. A small simulation study illustrating

bayes

Proposition 2.2 is given in Figure 5 in 2.1.
While ˆ ⇢bayes is able to achieve the oracle rate in some situations, it may be improved: Taking a

cuto↵ of 1/2, while sensible if no prior knowledge is available, is sometimes suboptimal. This
is true, even if ⇢˚ is used, as we demonstrate with the following example:
Define P and Q by P “ p1C1 ` p1 ´ p1 qp2 P0 ` p1 ´ p1 qp1 ´ p2 qQ0 and Q “ p1C2 `

p1 ´ p1 qp2 Q0 ` p1 ´ p1 qp1 ´ p2 qP0 , where C1 , C2 , P0 , Q0 are probability measures with disjoint
support and p1 , p2 P p0, 1q.

Proposition 2.2. For the setting of Example 2.2, let p2 ° 0.5, p2 “ 0.5 ` opN ´1 q. Then the
˚
oracle rate is oracle p"q “ ´1, while ˆ ⇢
attains the rate ˆ bayes p"q “ ´1{2, for all " P p0, 1s.
bayes

It can be shown that choosing tN “ 0 for all N, leads to the oracle rate of ´1 in this example.
˚
This is entirely missed by ˆ ⇢ .
˚

bayes

Importantly, ˆ ⇢bayes could still attain the oracle rate in Example 2.2, if the cuto↵ of 1{2 was
˚
adapted. In particular, using ˆ ⇢
with the decision rule ⇢˚ pzq “ 1t⇢˚ pzq ° 0u would identify
bayes

0

only the examples drawn from C1 as belonging to class 0. This in turn, would lead to the desired

detection rate. Naturally, this cuto↵ requires prior knowledge about the problem at hand, which
is usually not available. In general, if ⇢ is any measurable function, potentially obtained by
training a classifier or regression function on independent data, a cuto↵ of 1/2 might be strongly
suboptimal. We thus turn our attention to an HPLB of the supremum in (3) directly.
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2.3

Adaptive binary classification bound

In light of relation (3), we aim to directly account for the randomness of supt pF̂m ptq ´ Ĝn ptqq “

supz pF̂m p⇢pzq q ´ Ĝn p⇢pzq qq. We follow [78] and define the counting function Vm,z “ mF̂m p⇢pzq q
for each z P Jm,n :“ t1, . . . , m ` n ´ 1u. Using mF̂m p⇢pzq q ` nĜn p⇢pzq q “ z, it is possible to write:
ˆ
˙
m`n
mz
F̂m p⇢pzq q ´ Ĝn p⇢pzq q “
Vm,z ´
.
(12)
mn
m`n
A well-know fact (see e.g., [78]) is that under H0 : F “ G, Vm,z is a hypergeometric ran-

dom variable, obtained by drawing without replacement z times from an urn that contains m
circles and n squares and counting the number of circles drawn. We denote this as Vm,z „

Hypergeometricpz, m ` n, mq and simply refer to the resulting process z ﬁÑ Vm,z as the hypergeometric process. Though the distribution of Vm,z under a general alternative is not known, we

will now demonstrate that one can nonetheless control its behavior, at least asymptotically. We
start with the following definition, inspired by [164]:
Definition 2.3 (Bounding function). A function Jm,n ˆ r0, 1s Q pz, ˜ q ﬁÑ Qm,n,↵ pz, ˜ q is called a
bounding function at level ↵ if

Pp sup rVm,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, qs ° 0q 6 ↵.

(13)

zPJm,n

It will be called an asymptotic bounding function at level ↵ if instead
lim sup Pp sup rVm,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, qs ° 0q 6 ↵.
NÑ8

(14)

zPJm,n

In other words, for the true value , Qm,n,↵ pz, q provides an (asymptotic) type 1 error control
for the process z ﬁÑ Vm,z (often the dependence on ↵ will be ommited). For
[78] shows that such an asymptotic bounding function is given by

“ 0 the theory in

c
zm
m n N´z
Qm,n,↵ pz, ˜ q “ Qm,n,↵ pz, 0q “
` ↵,m
z.
m`n
NNN´1
Assuming access to a bounding function, we can define the estimator presented in Proposition 2.3.
propositionwitsearch Let Qm,n,↵ be an (asymptotic) bounding function and define,
#
+
“
‰
ˆ ⇢ “ inf ˜ P r0, 1s : sup Vm,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, ˜ q 6 0 .
zPJm,n

Then ˆ ⇢ is an (asymptotic) HPLB of

(15)

(at level ↵) for any ⇢ :Ñ I.

The proof of Proposition 2.3 is given in 7.1.
Since we do not know the true , the main challenge in the following is to find bounding
functions that would be valid for any potential

> 0. We now introduce a particular type of
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such a bounding function. With ˜ P r0, 1s, ↵ P p0, 1q, mp ˜ q “ m ´ q1´ ↵3 p ˜ , mq, and np ˜ q “
n ´ q1´ ↵ p ˜ , nq, we define
3

$
’
’
z, if 1 6 z 6 q1´ ↵3 p ˜ , mq
’
&
Qm,n,↵ pz, ˜ q “ m, if m ` np ˜ q 6 z 6 m ` n
’
’
’
%q ↵ p ˜ , mq ` sq `Ṽ ˜ , z P t1, . . . , mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q ´ 1u˘ , otherwise
1´ 3
mp q,z
↵{3

(16)

`
˘
where Ṽm,z denotes the counting function of a hypergeometric process and sq↵ Ṽm,z , z P J is a
simultaneous confidence band, such that
ˆ
˙
“
`
˘‰
lim sup P sup Ṽm,z ´ sq↵ Ṽm,z , z P J ° 0 6 ↵.
NÑ8

(17)

zPJ

`
“
`
˘‰
˘
Note that Equation (17) includes the case P supzPJ Ṽm,z ´ sq↵ Ṽm,z , z P J ° 0 6 ↵ for all

N. Depending on which condition is true, we obtain a bounding function or an asymptotic

bounding function:

propositionQfunctions Qm,n,↵ as defined in (16) is an (asymptotic) bounding function.
The proof of Proposition 2.3 is given in 7.1.
`
˘
A valid analytical expression for sq↵{3 Ṽmp ˜ q,z , z P t1, . . . , mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q ´ 1u in (16) based
on the theory in [78] is given in Equation (42) of 3. We will denote the asymptotic bounding

function when combining (16) with (42) by QA . The asymptotic HPLB that arises from (15)
with projection ⇢ and bounding function QA will be referred to as ˆ ⇢adapt . Alternatively, we
`
˘
may choose sq↵{3 Ṽmp ˜ q,z , z P t1, . . . , mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q ´ 1u by simply simulating S times from
the process Ṽmp ˜ q,z , z “ 1, . . . , mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q. For S Ñ 8, condition (17) then clearly holds true.
This is especially important, for smaller sample sizes, where the (asymptotic) QA could be a
potentially bad approximation.
We close this section by considering once again the introductory example in Section 1.1.
Our two proposed estimators applied to this example give ˆ ⇢bayes “ 0 and ˆ ⇢adapt “ 0.0022.
Thus, as one would expect from the permutation test results, ˆ ⇢
is able to detect a di↵erence,
adapt

whereas ˆ ⇢bayes is not. While it is difficult in this case to determine the true , we can show for
˚
˚
another example, that ˆ ⇢
attains the rate ˆ ⇢
could not:
adapt

bayes

Proposition 2.3. Let P, Q be defined as in Example 2.2 with p2 ° 0.5, p2 “ 0.5 ` opN ´1 q.
Then

ˆ adapt

p"q “

oracle

p"q “ ´1, independent of ".

A small simulation study illustrating Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 is given in Figure 5 in 2.1. In
the next section, we generalize the results in Examples 2.2 and 2.2 and show that ˆ ⇢
always
adapt

attains the oracle rate.
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Theoretical guarantees

This section studies some of the theoretical properties of our proposed lower-bounds. We start
˚
in Section 3.1 by assuming access to the “ideal” classifier ⇢˚ and show that in this case, the ˆ ⇢
adapt

˚

can asymptotically detect a nonzero TV with a better rate than ˆ ⇢bayes . More generally, our main
˚
results in Proposition 3.1 and 3.1 show that ˆ ⇢
achieves the same asymptotic performance as
adapt

ˆ ⇢˚ , which is free to “choose” a sequence of cuto↵s ptN qN . Though we use ⇢˚ for simplicity, all

of the results in this section also hold true for any arbitrary (fixed) ⇢ : X Ñ r0, 1s, and also if
we replace

by the TV distance on the projection,

“
‰
p⇢q “ sup A⇢0 ptq ` A⇢1 ptq ´ 1 :“ sup rPp⇢pXq 6 tq ´ Qp⇢pYq 6 tqs
tPr0,1s

such that

(18)

tPr0,1s

:“ p⇢˚ q “ T VpP, Qq.

Section 3.2 then extends the main result of Section 3.1 from ⇢˚ to a sequence ⇢ˆ “ ⇢ˆ N ,
ˆ
estimated on independent training data, showing that ˆ ⇢adapt
and ˆ ⇢ˆ have the same asymptotic
detection power. Finally, we discuss sufficient conditions for the consistency of ˆ ⇢ˆ . We
adapt

restrict to I “ r0, 1s throughout this section.

3.1

Using ⇢˚

We start by studying the asymptotic properties of the proposed asymptotic HPLB estimators,
assuming access to ⇢˚ in (4). Recall that for a fixed " P p0, 1s,
minimal rate such that for all
i.e.

°

oracle

oracle

p"q was defined as the

p"q there exists a sequence ptN qN>1 Ä I such that (C" ),

Pp ˆ ° p1 ´ "q q Ñ 1,

˚
is true for ˆ “ ˆ ⇢ ptN q. Consider for " P p0, 1s the following conditions on ptN qN>1 :

ptN q

lim inf
NÑ8

N

> 1 ´ ",

(19)

and
lim

N

N

ptN q

N

“ 8, if lim inf

ptN q

° 1 ´ ",
NÑ8
ptN q
N
ˆ
˙
ptN q
ptN q
´ p1 ´ "q “ 8, if lim inf
“ 1 ´ ",
N

lim

N

NÑ8

N

(20a)
(20b)

where ptN q :“ FptN q ´ GptN q and ptq is defined as in (8). We then refer to Condition (20), i↵
(20a) and (20b) are true:

(20a) and (20b) hold.

(21)
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p"q as the smallest element of r0, 1s with the property that for all

°

p"q there exists a sequence ptN qN>1 Ä I such that (19) and (20) are true. Intuitively,

this means that a given rate is achieved for ptN qN>1 if either FptN q ´ GptN q is strictly larger
than p1 ´ "q

N

and the variance decreases fast relative to

FptN q ´ GptN q is exactly equal to p1 ´ "q

faster decrease in the variance

N

N

(Condition (19) and (20a)), or

in the limit, which needs to be balanced by an even

ptN q (Condition (19) and (20b)). As a side remark, (20b) is

problematic for " “ 1, if ptN q “ 0 for infinitely many N. In this case, it should be understood
that (20b) is taken to be false.

The following proposition confirms that the two definitions of

oracle

p"q coincide:

propositionoracleprop Let ´1 † † 0 and " P p0, 1s fixed. Then there exists a ptN qN>1 such
˚
that (C" ) is true for ˆ ⇢ ptN q i↵ there exists a ptN qN>1 such that (19) and (20) are true.

If we consider a classifier with cuto↵ t P I, ⇢t pzq “ 1t⇢pzq ° tu and, as in Section 2.2, define
˚

˚

in-class accuracies A0 ptq :“ A⇢0 ptq, A1 ptq :“ A⇢1 ptq, we may rewrite ptq in a convenient form
c
A0 ptqp1 ´ A0 ptqq A1 ptqp1 ´ A1 ptqq
ptq “
`
.
(21)
m
n
?
Since N N does not go to infinity for 6 ´1{2, the divergence of the ratio in (20) is only

achieved, if both A0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq and A1 ptN qp1 ´ A1 ptN qq go to zero sufficiently fast. In our
context, this is often more convenient to verify directly.
˚
The binary classification estimator ˆ ⇢ takes tN “ 1{2 and, since Fp1{2q ´ Gt p1{2q “
bayes

(19) is true for any ". Thus a given rate
formally in the following corollary:
˚
corollarynofastratebinomial ˆ ⇢

bayes

true for tN “ 1{2 and all

is achieved i↵ (20) is true for tN “ 1{2. This is stated

attains the rate

ˆ bayes

° .

p"q “

for all " P p0, 1s, i↵ (20) is

The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1 and is given in 7. We thus write

instead of

ˆ bayes

N,

p"q. It should be noted (20) is always true for

and only the case of

° ´1{2. As such,

ˆ bayes

ˆ bayes

> ´1{2

† ´1{2 is interesting in Corollary 3.1.
˚
Finally, the adaptive binary classification estimator ˆ ⇢adapt always reaches at least the rate

“ ´1{2. In fact, it turns out that it attains the oracle rate:
propositionnewamazingresult Let ´1 †

˚
ˆ⇢
adapt

† 0 and " P p0, 1s fixed. Then (C" ) is true for

i↵ there exists a ptN qN>1 such that (19) and (20) are true.

This immediately implies: For all " P p0, 1s,

oracle

p"q “

ˆ adapt

p"q.

The next section shows that this result can be generalized to ⇢ˆ estimated from independent

data.
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3.2

Estimated ⇢

In this section we assume that ⇢ˆ is a “probability function” in r0, 1s, estimated from data. In
that case sample-splitting should be used, i.e. the function ⇢ˆ is estimated independently on a
training set using a learning algorithm which is then used to compute an (asymptotic) HPLB
based on an independent test set. Sample-splitting is important to avoid spurious correlation
between ⇢ and the (asymptotic) HPLB, not supported by our theory. Formally we assume,
(E1) ⇢ˆ “ ⇢ˆ Ntr is trained on a sample of size Ntr , pZ1 , `1 q, . . . , pZNtr , `Ntr q, and evaluated on an
independent sample pZ1 , `1 q, . . . , pZNte , `Nte q, with Ntr ` Nte “ N,

(E2) Nte , Ntr Ñ 8, as N Ñ 8, with mte {Nte Ñ ⇡ P p0, 1q,
where as before m j denotes the number of draws from P (with label 0) and n j the number of
draws from Q (with label 1), for j P tte, tru.

In practice, most probability estimates try to approximate the Bayes probability (see e.g.,

ptpr):
⇢B pzq “

p1 ´ ⇡qgpzq
,
⇡ f pzq ` p1 ´ ⇡qgpzq

(22)

B
with Bayes classifier ⇢1{2
pzq “ 1t⇢B pzq ° 1{2u. It is the classifier resulting in the maximal
B

B

overall accuracy, denoted the Bayes accuracy: ⇡A⇢0 p1{2q ` p1 ´ ⇡qA⇢1 p1{2q. Clearly, ⇢B “ ⇢˚

B
for ⇡ “ 1{2. More generally, it can be shown that ⇢1´⇡
pzq “ ⇢˚1{2 pzq.
Let as before, ˆ ⇢ˆ
be the estimator obtained when using ⇢ˆ and p⇢q
ˆ be defined as in (18) for
adapt

⇢ “ ⇢.
ˆ Similarly, for a sequence ptN qN>1 Ä I, we define ˆ ⇢ˆ ptN q to be the theoretical estimator (7)

using ⇢.
ˆ Conditioning on the training data through ⇢,
ˆ allows for a generalization of the Theory
in Section 3.1 to estimated ⇢.
The first step, is to extend the theory in Section 3.1 to the case of arbitrary (nonrandom)
sequences p⇢N qN>1 . While the proofs of the results in Section 3.1 are applicable almost one-toone in this case, there is one issue arising from the estimator ˆ ⇢ . We exemplify this in the
bayes

following:
Assume both X1 , . . . , Xn , Y1 , . . . , Yn uniform on r0, 1s and ⇢N such that for some C ° 0,

⇢N,1{2 pZq “ 1pC{n,1q pZq. Then: propositionBinomialmightnotconservelevel For the setting of
Example 3.2, let ⇠1 , ⇠2 be independently Poisson distributed, with mean C. Then Pp ˆ ⇢N p1{2q °
?
?
0q Ñ Pp⇠1 ´⇠2 ° q1´↵ 2Cq. It can be shown numerically that Pp⇠1 ´⇠2 ° q1´↵ 2Cq ° 1´↵,
for some C. Thus, ˆ ⇢N p1{2q is not a valid asymptotic HPLB.
The case above appears rather exotic, and might not be realistic. What is more, we used
ˆ ⇢N p1{2q in the above example, with the true variance included, instead of ˆ ⇢N . In this case,
bayes

the accuracies A⇢0N p1{2q, A⇢1N p1{2q cannot even be estimated reliably, so it is not clear what
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exactly will happen if p1{2q is estimated. However none of these problems are of concern for
ˆ ⇢ˆ , which conserves the level in any case:
adapt

ˆ
propositionHPLBwithestimatedrho Assume (E1) and (E2). Then ˆ ⇢adapt
is an (asymptotic)

HPLB of

(at level ↵).

Thus, we will focus in this section only on the adaptive estimator. We first generalize Propositions 3.1 and 3.1 to this case.
Proposition 3.1. Let ´1 †

6 0 and " P p0, 1s fixed. Assume that

N

(E2) hold. Then the following is equivalent

“ Nte and that (E1) and

(i) there exists a sequence ptNte qNte >1 such that (C" ) is true for ˆ ⇢ˆ ptNte q,
ˆ
(ii) (C" ) is true for ˆ ⇢adapt
.

The main message of Proposition 3.1 is that for ⇢ˆ estimated on independent training data,
ˆ ⇢ˆ
adapt

still has the same asymptotic performance as an estimator that is free to choose its cuto↵
for any given sample size. And this holds despite the fact that even for “ 0, ˆ ⇢ˆ
is a valid
adapt

HPLB, which is not clear for ˆ ⇢ˆ ptN q, as seen in Example 3.2.

ˆ
In practice, one might be more interested under what conditions ˆ ⇢adapt
is consistent for

a fixed . To answer this question, we first restate consistency for a sequence of classifiers,
assuming

does not change:

Definition 3.1. A sequence of classifiers ⇢ˆ N,tN “ ⇢ˆ tN , N P N, is consistent, if
p

˚

˚

A⇢0ˆ N ptN q ` A⇢1ˆ N ptN q Ñ A⇢0 p1{2q ` A⇢1 p1{2q.
This is the standard definition of consistency, see e.g., [Definition 6.1]ptpr, with two small
modifications: We consider accuracies instead of classification errors and instead of the Bayes
accuracy in the limit, we consider the equally weighted accuracy of ⇢˚ . As such the definition
is a special case of the -consistency of NIPS20143 2b30a25.
A simple consequence of Proposition 3.1 is that a classifier that is consistent for the equally
weighted sum of in-class errors, also leads to a consistent estimate of .
corollaryestimatedrhoresulttwo Assume that is fixed and that there exists a sequence ptNtr q,
such that the sequence of classifiers ⇢ˆ Ntr ,tN is consistent. Then (C" ) is true for ˆ ⇢ˆ , for all
adapt

tr

" ° 0.

In essence, for a given sequence of estimated ⇢,
ˆ it is enough that there exists a sequence of
cuto↵s leading to a consistent classifier, for ˆ adapt to be consistent. As is well-known (see e.g.,
ptpr and NIPS20143 2b30a25q,
Lemma 3.1. Assume that mtr {Ntr Ñ ⇡ P p0, 1q and that

p

Er|⇢ˆ Ntr ´ ⇢B | | ⇢ˆ Ntr s Ñ 0.
Then ⇢ˆ Ntr ,tNtr is consistent for tNtr “ mtr {Ntr .

(23)
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ˆ
This is a relatively straightforward sufficient condition for the consistency of ˆ ⇢adapt
. We

would like to note however that, as shown in ptpr for the Bayes classifier, (23) usually is much
stronger than consistency of the classifier in Definition 3.1.
We close this section with two examples:
Assume access to the Bayes classifier ⇢B and ⇡ , 1{2. In this case, hediger2020use showed
B
that no test based on ⇢1{2
has power higher than its level. In our case, this translate to an

inconsistent estimate of

⇢B
bayes .

On the other hand, it is well-known that

B

B

˚

˚

A⇢0 p1 ´ ⇡q ` A⇢1 p1 ´ ⇡q “ A⇢0 p1{2q ` A⇢1 p1{2q,
so the cuto↵ of 1 ´ ⇡ fixes the issue and indeed leads to both a consistent estimate and a
consistent test.

Combining the arguments in [Theorem 3.1]biauconsistency and ptpr, if X, Y are supported
on r0, 1sd and ⇢ˆ is a Random Forest using random splitting, then (23) holds. For an adapted
version of this Random Forest, the result can also be extended to distributions of X, Y on

d

,

see [Theorem 3.2]biauconsistency.
Of course, as before, even if ⇢ˆ is not consistent, we might still be able to detect a signal,
giving us an indication of the strength of di↵erence between two distributions. That is, the
result of Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 hold more generally, as long as p⇢q
ˆ converges in
probability to some p⇢q 6 , which may again be seen as the total variation distance on the
projected space. In the next section, we move on from the question of consistency and study
how one might find a ⇢ in practice in a more general framework.

4

Practical considerations

In this section we put the methodology introduced in Section 2 in practical perspectives. We first
generalize our setting to allow for more flexible projections: Let P “ tPt , t P Iu be a family

of probability measures defined on a measurable space pX, Aq indexed by a totally ordered set

pI, ®q. We further assume to have a probability measure µ on I and independent observations
N
T “ tpzi , ti qui“1
such that zi „ Pti conditionally on ti P I drawn from µ, for 1 6 i 6 N. Given

s P I, and a function ⇢ : X Ñ I, we define two empirical distributions denoted F̂m,s and Ĝn,s

obtained from “cutting” the set of observations T at s. Namely if we assume that out of the
N “ m ` n observations, m of them have their index ti smaller or equal to s and n strictly above,

we have for y P I

N

N

1ÿ
1ÿ
F̂m,s pyq “
t⇢pzi q 6 y, ti 6 su, and Ĝn,s pyq “
t⇢pzi q 6 y, ti ° su.
m i“1
n i“1
≥
These empirical distributions correspond to the population mixtures F s 9 t6s ⇢# Pt dµptq and
≥
G s 9 t°s ⇢# Pt dµptq. We will similarly denote the measures associated to F s and G s as P s
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and Q s respectively and will use the two notations interchangeably. Note that we assumed
m, n deterministic so far, which changes in the above framework, where m „ Binp⇡, Nq, with
⇡ :“ PpT 6 sq. Still, with a conditioning argument, one can show that, whenever the level is
guaranteed for nonrandom m, n, it will also be once m, n are random.
The question remains how to find a good ⇢ in practice. As our problems are framed as a
split in the ordered elements of I, it always holds that one sample is associated with higher t P I

than the other. Consequently, we have power as soon as we find a ⇢ : X Ñ I that mirrors the

relationship between T and ZT . It therefore makes sense to frame the problem of finding ⇢ as
a loss minimization, where we try to minimize the loss of predicting T P I from Z P X: For a
given split point s, consider ⇢ s that solves

⇢ s :“ arg min ErL s phpZq, T qs,

(24)

hP

where is a collection of functions h : X Ñ I and L s : I ˆ I Ñ

`

is some loss function.

As before, we assume to have densities f s , g s , for P s , Q s respectively. For simplicity, we also
assume that time is uniform on I “ r0, 1s. As it is well-known, taking to be all measurable
`
˘2
functions h : X Ñ I and Lp f pzq, tq “ f pzq ´ 1ps,1s ptq , we obtain the supremum as
⇢1,s pzq :“ Er1ps,1s pT q|zs “

p1 ´ sqg s pzq
,
s f s pzq ` p1 ´ sqg s pzq

(25)

which is simply the Bayes probability in (4). Taking instead Lp f pzq, tq “ p f pzq ´ tq2 , yields
ErT |Zs. Some simple algebra shows that if there is only one point of change s˚ , i.e. T is
independent of Z conditional on the event T 6 s˚ or T ° s˚ , ErT | zs can be expressed as:
⇢2,s˚ pzq “

1 ˚
ps ` ⇢1,s˚ pzqq ,
2

(26)

which is a shifted version of ⇢1,s˚ pzq. Contrary to ⇢1,s , the regression version ⇢2,s˚ does not
depend on the actual split point s we are considering.

In Section 5 we try to approximate (25) and (26) by using the Random Forest of [34]. That
is, the function ⇢ is fitted on a training set using a learning algorithm which is then used to
compute an (asymptotic) HPLB based on an independent test set, as in Section 3.2.

5

Numerical examples

Distributional change detection in climate is a topic of active research (see e.g. [207] and
the references therein). We will demonstrate the estimator ˆ adapt in three applications using
the NCEP Reanalysis 2 data provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado,
USA, from their website at https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/. The analyses were run using the R-package HPLB (see https://github.com/lorismichel/HPLB). We mention that
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the estimator ˆ bayes gives comparable results and is ommited here. This dataset is a worldwide
reanalysis containing daily observations of the 4 variables:
- air temperature (air): daily average of temperature at 2 meters above ground, measured
in degree Kelvin;
- pressure (press): daily average of pressure above sea level, measured in Pascal;
- precipitation (prec): daily average of precipitation at surface, measured in kg per m2 per
second;
- humidity (hum): daily average of specific humidity, measured in proportion by kg of air;
over a time span from 1 st of January 1979 to 31th January 2019. Each variable is ranging not
only over time, but also over 21 592 locations worldwide, indexed by longitude and latitude coordinates, as (longitude, latitude). All variables are first-di↵erenced to reduce dependency and
seasonal e↵ects before running the analyses. Figure 2 displayed the 4 time series corresponding
to the geo-coordinates (-45,-8) (Brazil).
The potential changes in distribution present in this dataset could require a refined analysis
and simple investigation for mean and/or variance shift might not be enough. Moreover, detecting “small” changes, as ˆ adapt is designed to do, could be of interest. In addition, thanks to the
equivalent characterization of TV explained in Section 1, ˆ adapt represents the minimal percentage of days on which the distribution of the considered variables has changed. We present 2
types of analyses to illustrate the use of the (asymptotic) HPLBs introduced in this paper:
(A) temporal climatic change-map: a study of the change of climatic signals between two
periods of time (1 st of January 1979 to 15th of January 1999 against 16th of January 1999
to 31th January 2019) across all 21 592 locations.
(B) fixed-location change detection: a study of the change of climatic signals over several
time points for a fixed location.
For analysis (A), compare the first half (years 1979-1999) of the data with the second half
(years 1999-2019) over all available locations. That is P s corresponds to the distribution of
the first half of the (di↵erenced) data, while Q s corresponds to the second. The projection ⇢ is
chosen to be a Random Forest classification. To this end, sample-splitting is applied and the
available time-span is equally divided into 4 consecutive time blocks, of which the middle two
are used as a training set, while the remaining two are used as a test set. The goal is thereby,
as with di↵erencing, to reduce the dependence between observations due to the time-structure
of the series. Figure 2 shows the results as a world heatmap. Interestingly, there is an area of
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Figure 2: TV estimates by location using ˆ adapt when comparing the first half of the available time span with the
second half. A Random Forest is fitted using blocks of training and testing on the (di↵erenced) values of the 4
variables. Color changes from white (zero) to black (one).

very-high estimated TV values in the pacific ocean o↵ the cost of South America. The water
temperature in this area is indicative of El Niño.
Analysis (B) illustrates the mixture framework introduced in Section 4 in a time series context where the ordering is given by time. We analyse the change in distribution for the four
climatic variables for 3 split points chosen uniformly over the time span. The location is thereby
fixed to the coordinates (-45,-8) chosen from the analysis in (A). At each split point s, the distribution of the observations with time points below s is compared to the future observations.
In the context of Section 4, a regression model predicting time is an option to quickly evaluate
ˆ⇢
for several di↵erent splits. This corresponds to taking the squared error loss in Section
adapt

4. Here a Random Forest regression is used to predict time from the four variables. Each data
point within a period defined by two splits is allocated into two sets (train and test) as follows:
the first and last quartiles of the period are allocated to the training set, the rest (i.e. the middle part) is allocated to the testing set. Single splits through time can be then readily analyzed
using ˆ adapt on the test data. In addition to the analysis with real data here, 2.2 shows some
simulations results.
Figure 4 in the supplemental material summarizes the result of the analysis with split points
s considered marked in Figure 2 by blue breaks: While Figure 2 indicates that some change
might be expected even after di↵erencing, this impression is only confirmed for precipitation
in Figure 4. This hints at the fact that a shift is appearing in precipitation while for the other
variables no change can marginally be detected. More interesting change is detectable once
all 4 variables are considered jointly. This is illustrated on the right in Figure 4, where the
estimated TV climbs to a (relatively) high value of around 0.14 between 1995 and and 2000.
This corresponds to the high signal observed in Figure 2 for these coordinates, only that here,
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the regression approach leads to a slightly lower ˆ adapt .

6

Discussion

We proposed in this paper two probabilistic lower bounds on the total variation distance between
two distributions based on a one-dimensional projection. We theoretically characterized power
rates given a sequence of (potentially random) projections ⇢N and showed that the adaptive
estimator always reaches the best possible rate. Application to a climate reanalysis dataset
showcased potential use of these estimators in practice.

7

Proofs

Here we present the proofs of our main results. We start with a few preliminaries: In Section 2,
we defined for two functions h1 , h2 : N Ñ r0, `8q, the notation h1 pNq — h2 pNq to mean that
both (1) lim supNÑ8 h1 pNq{h2 pNq 6 a1 , for some a1 P
a2 , for some a2 P

`

`

and (2) lim supNÑ8 h2 pNq{h1 pNq 6

. If instead only (1) is known, we write h1 pNq “ Oph2 pNqq (translated as

“asymptotically larger equal”). If (1) is known to hold for a1 “ 0, we write h1 pNq “ oph2 pNqq
(translated as “asymptotically strictly smaller”).

The technical lemmas of Section 7.3 should serve as a basis for the results in Section 7.1
to 7.2. They ensure that we may focus on the most convenient case, when ptN qN>1 is such that
N ptN q Ñ 8 (Lemma 7.4) or m

F

shows that,

ZN :“

Ñ 8 (Lemma 7.6) holds. For these sequences, Lemma 7.3

F̂m ptN q ´ Ĝn ptN q ´ pFptN q ´ GptN qq D
Ñ Np0, 1q, for N Ñ 8.
ptN q

Similarly, pVm,tN ´ mA0 ptN qq{

F

(27)

D

Ñ Np0, 1q due to the Lindeberg-Feller CLT (see e.g., [Chapter

2]vaart1 998q.Wenowsummarizethemainproo f ideas f orthemostimportantresults.ForPropositions2.1and3.1, pro
respectively, we use Lemma 7.3 and 7.4 to obtain (27). From this, Proposition 2.1 directly follows. It moreover implies that Proposition 3.1 holds i↵
N rp1 ´ "q ´ ptN q{ N s
R1 “
Ñ ´8 ñ (19) and (20),
ptN q

(28)

where as in Section 3, ptN q “ FptN q ´ GptN q. This is simple, as both (19) and (20) were
designed such that this equivalence holds.

We start in a similar manner to obtain the power result for ˆ adapt in Proposition 3.1. We first
restate the bounding function QA , for zptq P tq1´↵ p ˜ , mq, . . . , m ` np ˜ qu,
d
˜
˜
np q
mp q
mp ˜ q np ˜ q Np ˜ q ´ zptq
Qm,n,↵ pzptq, ˜ q “ q1´ ↵3 p ˜ , mq
` zptq
` ↵3 ,mp ˜ q
pzptq ´ q1´ ↵3 p ˜ , mqq,
Np ˜ q
Np ˜ q
Np ˜ q Np ˜ q Np ˜ q ´ 1
(29)
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with Np ˜ q “ mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q. Using Lemma 7.5 we show that what we would like to prove,
PpVm,tN ° Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, ˜ q @ ˜ P r0,

" sq

Ñ 1 ñ (19) and (20),

(30)

can be replaced by the much simpler
PpVm,tN ° Q̃p " qq Ñ 1 ñ (19) and (20),

(31)

Q̃p ˜ q “ m ˜ p1 ´ ⇡q ` mr⇡A0 ptN q ´ p1 ´ ⇡qA1 ptN q ` p1 ´ ⇡qs,

(32)

where

can be seen as the “limit” of an appropriately scaled Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, ˜ q. Using the structure of
the problem and the asymptotic normality of pVm,tN ´ mA0 ptN qq{

F,

we show that the result

simplifies to showing (28), which was already done in Proposition 3.1. Finally, the same arguments can be applied to extend Proposition 3.1 and 3.1 to the case of a nonrandom sequence
p⇢N qN>1 and from there, trough a combination of a conditioning and a subsequence arguments,

to sequences ⇢ˆ N estimated from independent data.
On the other hand, to prove that ˆ adapt is an asymptotic HPLB, we need to prove Propositions
2.3 and 2.3. The former is immediate with an infimum argument, whereas the latter requires
some additional concepts, which we introduce now: It is well-known that the probability measures P and Q can be decomposed in terms of three probability measures HP , HQ , HP,Q such that
P “ HP ` p1 ´ qHP,Q and Q “ HQ ` p1 ´ qHP,Q , where the mixing weight is

“ TVpP, Qq,

see e.g., [144]. These decompositions allow us to view the sampling from P and Q respectively

as equivalent to sampling from mixture distributions. Indeed we associate to X (equivalently
for Y) the latent binary indicator W P , which takes value 1 if the component specific to P, HP , is
”selected” and zero otherwise. It holds by construction that PpW P “ 1q “ TVpP, Qq. Observations drawn from HP (HQ ) will be referred to as Distributional Witnesses of P (Q). The number

of samples from HP , HQ is denoted ⇤P , ⇤Q respectively.
¯ P P N, ⇤
¯ Q P N be numbers such that
We then introduce a bounding operation: Let ⇤
¯ P > ⇤P and ⇤
¯ Q > ⇤Q . If ⇤
¯ P ° ⇤P or ⇤
¯ Q ° ⇤Q , a precleaning is performed: We randomly
⇤

¯ P ´ ⇤P non-witnesses from the sample of F and ⇤
¯ Q ´ ⇤Q non-witnesses
choose a set of ⇤
from the sample of G and mark them as witnesses. Thus we artificially increase the number
¯ P, ⇤
¯ Q . Given this sample of witnesses and non-witnesses and
of witnesses left and right to ⇤

starting simultaneously from the first and last order statistics Zp1q and ZpNq , for i P t1, . . . , Nu
¯ P and Zpiq is not a witness
in the combined sample, we do the following procedure: If i † ⇤
from F, replace it by a witness from F, randomly chosen out of all the remaining F-witnesses
¯ Q and ZpN´i`1q is not a witness from G, replace it by a
in tZpi`1q , . . . ZpNq u. Similarly, if i † ⇤

witness from G, randomly chosen out of all the remaining G-witnesses in tZp1q , . . . ZpN´iq u. We
¯ P, ⇤
¯ Q u. Implementing the same counting process that produced
then repeat this, until i “ maxt⇤
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Vm,z in the original sample leads to a new counting process z ﬁÑ V̄m,z with the witnesses of F

and G on the first and last positions respectively. Lemma 7.1 collects some properties of this
process, which is now much more well-behaved than the original Vm,z :
Lemma 7.1. V̄m,z obtained from the bounding operation above has the following properties:
(i) P p@z P Jm,n : V̄m,z > Vm,z q “ 1, i.e. it stochastically dominates Vm,z .
¯ P observations and stays constant for the
(ii) It increases linearly with slope 1 for the first ⇤
¯ Q observations.
last ⇤
¯ P † m and ⇤
¯ Q † n and for z P t⇤
¯ P ` 1, . . . , N ´ ⇤
¯ Q ´ 1u, it factors into ⇤
¯ P and a pro(iii) If ⇤
`
˘
¯ P, m ` n ´ ⇤
¯P´⇤
¯ Q, m ´ ⇤
¯P .
cess Ṽm´⇤¯ P ,z´⇤¯ P , with Ṽm´⇤¯ P ,z´⇤¯ P „ Hypergeometric z ´ ⇤

Proof. (i)-(iii) are immediate consequences of how the process V̄m,z is constructed.

⇤

Thus, we use the bounding operation described in Lemma 7.1 to bound the original Vm,z
process pointwise for each z by the well behaved V̄m,z . The randomness of this process is essentially the one of the hypergeometric process Ṽmp ˜ q,z , z “ 1, . . . , mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q ´ 1, as introduced

in Section 2.3. The assumptions put on the bounding function Q, then ensure that we conserve
the level. The next three Section will provide the proofs of the main results, while Section 7.3
collects the aforementioned technical lemmas.

7.1

Proofs for Section 2

In this section, we prove the main results of Section 2, except for Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.2 and
2.3 connected to Examples 2.2 and 2.2. Their proofs will be given in Section 7.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.1 From Lemma 7.4 (III) in Section 7.3, we may assume that for the
given pP, Q, ptN qN>1 , ⇢q, N ptN q Ñ `8, as N Ñ 8. In this case, the result follows from
Lemma 7.3 and

> ptN q > FptN q ´ GptN q.

The exact same proof can also be used to show that Proposition 2.1 holds true, for

° 0 for all finite N. Proposition 2.1 follows directly from Proposition
2.1 by exchanging ptN q with the consistent estimator used in ˆ ⇢bayes and after checking that the
´1 †

6 0, as long as

“N ,

case (NC) cannot happen, for a fixed ⇢. !
)
“
‰
˜
˜
Proof of Proposition 2.3 Let, Gm,n :“
P r0, 1s : supzPJm,n Vm,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, q 6 0 . Then,
⇢
c
Pp ˆ ° q 6 Pp P Gm,n q 6 ↵, by definition of Qm,n,↵ .
Proof of Proposition 2.3 Let ⇤P , ⇤Q be the Distributional Witnesses of P and Q, as above.
Define the events AP :“ t⇤P 6 q1´ ↵3 p , mqu, AQ :“ t⇤Q 6 q1´ ↵3 p , nqu and A “ AP X AQ ,

such that PpAc q 6 2↵{3. On A, we overestimate the number of witnesses on each side by
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construction. In this case we are able to use the bounding operation described above with
¯ P “ q1´ ↵ p , mq and ⇤
¯ Q “ q1´ ↵ p , nq to obtain V̄m,z from Lemma 7.1. The process V̄m,z has
⇤
3
3
$
’
’
z,
if 1 6 z 6 q1´ ↵3 p , mq
’
&
V̄m,z “ m,
if m ` np q 6 z 6 m ` n
’
’
’
%Ṽ
if q1´ ↵3 p , mq † z † m ` np q,
m,z´q1´ ↵ p ,mq ` q1´ ↵3 p , mq,
3

where mp q “ n ´ q1´ ↵3 p , mq, np q “ n ´ q1´ ↵3 p , nq, and Ṽm,z´q1´ ↵ p
q1´ ↵3 p , mq, mp q, mp q ` np qq. Then

Pp sup rVm,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, qs ° 0q 6
zPJm,n

3

,mq

„ Hypergeometricpz ´

2↵
` Pp sup rV̄m,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, qs ° 0 X Aq
3
zPJm,n

. Now, V̄m,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, q ° 0 can only happen for z P J˜m,n, :“ tq1´ ↵3 p , mq ` 1, . . . , m ` np q ´
1u, as by construction V̄m,z ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, q “ 0, for z < J˜m,n, . Thus the result follows by definition
`
˘
of sq↵{3 Ṽmp q,z , z “ 1, . . . , mp q ` np q ´ 1 .

7.2 Proofs for Section 3

Proof of Proposition 3.1 According to Lemma 7.4 we are allowed to focus on sequences
ptN qN>1 such that N ptN q Ñ 8. For ptN qN>1 Ä I such a sequence, it holds that
`
˘
˚
Pp ˆ ⇢ ptN q ° p1 ´ "q N q “ P rpF̂m ptN q ´ Ĝn ptN q ´ ptN qqs{ ptN q ° q1´↵ ´ R1 .
D

With the same arguments as in Proposition 2.1, pF̂m ptN q ´ Ĝn ptN q ´ ptN qq{ ptN q Ñ Np0, 1q.
` ˚
˘
Thus, P ˆ ⇢ ptN q ° p1 ´ "q N Ñ 1, i↵ the divergence of the left of (28) holds, i.e., R1 Ñ ´8.
For

° ´1{2, (20), (19) and R1 Ñ ´8 are all true for tN “ 1{2, so there is nothing

to prove in this case. For
lim inf NÑ8 ptN q{

N

6 ´1{2, assume (19) and (20) are true for ptN qN>1 . Then if

° 1 ´ " and R1 Ñ ´8 holds, as rp1 ´ "q ´ inf M>N pt M q{

but finitely many N and

N{

Ms

ptN q Ñ `8, by (20a). If instead lim inf NÑ8 ptN q{

† 0 for all

N

“ 1 ´ ",

the statement follows immediately from (20b). This shows one direction. On the other hand,
assume for all ptN qN>1 (19) or (20) is false. We start by assuming the negation of (19), i.e.,
lim inf NÑ8 ptN q{

N

lim inf NÑ8 ptN q{

N

† 1 ´ ". Then there exists for all N an M > N such that pt M q{

M

6

1 ´ ", which leads to a direct contradiction of R1 Ñ ´8. Now assume (20a) is wrong, i.e.
° 1 ´ ", but lim inf NÑ8

N{

ptN q † 8. Since ptN q{

N

P r0, 1s for all

N, the lower bound will stay bounded away from ´8 in this case. The negation of (20b) on the

other hand, leads directly to a contradiction with R1 Ñ ´8. Consequently, by contraposition,
the existence of a sequence ptN qN>1 such that (20) and (19) are true is necessary.

Proof of Corollary 3.1 Since Fptq “ A0 ptq and 1´Gptq “ A1 ptq, it holds that p1{2q{ ˆ p1{2q Ñ
1 almost surely. Thus, the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 with tN “ 1{2 give
the result.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1 Let for the following " P p0, 1s be arbitrary. For a sequence ptN qN>1

and a given sample of size N we then define the (random) zptN q “ mF̂ptN q ` nĜptN q. Since by
definition the observations ⇢˚p1q , . . . ⇢˚pzptN qq are smaller tN , the classifier ⇢˜ tN pzq :“ 1t⇢˚ pzq ° tN u

will label all corresponding observations as zero. As such the number of actual observations
coming from P in ⇢˚p1q , . . . ⇢˚pzptN qq , Vm,tN , will have Vm,tN „ BinpA0 ptN q, mq. The goal is to

show (30). For this purpose, Lemma 7.6 allows us to focus on ptN qN>1 such that mA0 ptN qp1 ´
A0 ptN qq Ñ 8. A sufficient condition for PpVm,tN ° Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, ˜ q @ ˜ P r0, " sq Ñ 1 on the
left of (30) is

P

˜

sup ˜ Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, ˜ q ´ mA0 ptN q
a
a
°
mA0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq
mA0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq
Vm,tN ´ mA0 ptN q

¸

Ñ 1,

(33)

while a necessary condition is given by
˜
¸
Vm,tN ´ mA0 ptN q
Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, " q ´ mA0 ptN q
P a
° a
Ñ 1,
mA0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq
mA0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq
Let Q̃p ˜ q be defined as in (32) and note that sup ˜ Pr0,

(34)

Q̃p ˜ q “ Q̃p " q and Q̃p " q ´ mA0 ptN q “
V
´mA0 ptN q
D
mp1 ´ ⇡qr " ´ ptN qs. We now show (31). Since again ? m,tN
Ñ Np0, 1q, due to the
"s

Lindeberg-Feller CLT ([228]), PpVm,tN ° Q̃p " qq holds i↵
Q̃p " q ´ mA0 ptN q
a
“ p1 ´ ⇡q
mA0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq

N rp1

To prove this claim, we show that
b

N
A0 ptN qp1´A0 ptN qq
m

mA0 ptN qp1´A0 ptN qq

´ "q ´ ptN q{
b

Ñ `8 ñ

A0 ptN qp1´A0 ptN qq
m

N

ptN q

Ns

(35)

Ñ ´8.

(36)

Ñ `8.

In this case, (35) is equivalent to R1 Ñ ´8 and it follows from exactly the same arguments as

in the proof of Proposition 3.1 that (35) is true i↵ there exists a ptN q such that (20) and (19) hold.
To prove (36), first assume that the left claim holds true. This implies that A0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq “
opN 2

`1

q, which means that either A0 ptN q “ opN 2

A0 ptN q “ opN

2 `1

`1

q or p1 ´ A0 ptN qq “ opN 2

q. Since by definition A0 ptN q ` A1 ptN q ´ 1 “ ptN q “ Op

1 ´ A1 ptN q “ OpN q ` opN 2

`1

q “ opN 2

The same applies for 1 ´ A0 ptN q “ opN

`1

2 `1

N q,

`1

q. Assume

this means that

q and thus also A1 ptN qp1 ´ A1 ptN qq “ opN 2

`1

q.

q. Writing ptq as in (21) this immediately implies

the claim on the right. On the other hand, assume

Ñ `8. This in turn means (40) below
b
A0 ptN qp1´A0 ptN qq
holds and thus A0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq “ opN 2 `1 q and N {
Ñ `8. This proves
m
N

ptN q

(36). Using the arguments of the proof of Proposition 3.1 this demonstrates that (35) is true i↵
there exists a ptN q such that (19) and (20) hold.

It remains to show that PpVm,tN ° Q̃p " qq implies (33) and is implied by (34). More specifD

ically, as (20) demands that (40) holds, we can use (41) by Lemma 7.5. For ZN Ñ Np0, 1q,
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p

Q1,N Ñ ´8 and c ` ON 6 Q2,N {Q1,N , with c ° 0 and ON Ñ 0, it holds that PpZN ° Q2,N q Ñ 1.

Using this argument first with Q1,N “ Q̃p " q ´ mA0 ptN q and Q2,N “ Qm,n,↵ pzptN q,
and repeating it with Q1,N “ Qm,n,↵ pzptN q,

"q

" q ´ mA0 ptN q,

´ mA0 ptN q and Q2,N “ Q̃p " q ´ mA0 ptN q, (41)

shows that PpVm,tN ° Q̃p " qq implies (33) and is implied by (34).

Proof of Proposition 2.1 First note that ⇢pzq “ p1´ pq1t´1 6 z 6 0u` p1t0 6 z 6 1u and thus

A0 ptN q “ p1t1 ´ p 6 tN 6 pu ` 1ttN ° pu and A1 ptN q “ p1t1 ´ p 6 tN 6 pu ` 1ttN † 1 ´ pu.

Take any

6 ´1{2. Then for

N{

ptN q Ñ 8 to be true it is necessary that A0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq

and A1 ptN qp1 ´ A1 ptN qq go to zero. But due to the form of A0 ptN q, A1 ptN q and the fact that

p Ñ 0.5, it is clear that this is only possible for tN P r1 ´ p, psc for all but finitely many N.

However for such tN , ptN q “ A0 ptN q ` A1 ptN q ´ 1 “ 0. Similarly, a sequence ptN qN>1 that
satisfies (20), cannot satisfy condition (19). Thus for

6 ´1{2 for any sequence ptN qN>1 most

one of the two conditions (19) and (20) can be true and thus ´1{2 6

hand, for
oracle

“ ´1. Since

N

p"q. On the other

° ´1{2, taking tN “ 1{2 independently of , satisfies conditions (19) and (20).
ˆ bayes

Proof of Proposition 2.2 We show that
?
m

oracle

˚
A⇢0 p1{2q

“

N

and

“ ´1, from which it immediately follows that

˚
A⇢1 p1{2q

“ 1, it follows for any

Ñ 8, for N Ñ 8. By Proposition (3.1) this implies

ˆ bayes

“ ´1.

° ´1,

N{

p1{2q “

Proposition 7.1. For the setting of Example 2.2, let " P p0, 1s be arbitrary and p2 ° 0.5,
˚
˚
p2 “ 0.5 ` opN ´1 q. Then ˆ ⇢adapt attains the oracle rate ˆ adapt “ oracle “ ´1, while ˆ ⇢bayes attains
the rate

ˆ bayes

“ ´1{2.

Proof. We first find the expression for

N.
´1

Since p2 ° 0.5, one finds

p1 q r2p2 ´ 1s and, since p2 ´ 1{2 “ opN q, it immediately holds that p1 —

N

“ p1 ` p1 ´

N.

Let

be arbitrary and take tN “ 0 for all N. Then ptN q “ p1 and it holds that

N{

´1

° ´1

ptN q “

1 ` p1 ´ p1 q{p1 r2p2 ´ 1s Ñ 1, as 2p2 ´ 1 “ opN q by assumption. Combining this with
?
˚
˚
the fact that A⇢0 p0q “ p1 — N , and A⇢1 p0q “ 1 thus N { ptq — m N Ñ 8, it follows
that

oracle

“ ´1 and therefore also

ˆ adapt

˚

˚

“ ´1. On the other hand A⇢0 p1{2q “ A⇢1 p1{2q “

p1 ` p1 ´ p1 qp2 Ñ 0.5, so (20) cannot be true for any
that ˆ bayes only attains a rate ˆ bayes “ ´1{2.

6 ´1{2. From Corollary 3.1 it follows

⇤

Proposition 2.2 and 2.3 then immediately follow from Proposition 7.1. We continue with
ˆ
the proofs for Section 3.2. We first establish that ˆ ⇢adapt
is still an asymptotic HPLB.
Proof of Proposition 3.2 We first note that Propositions 2.3 and 2.3 hold true also for a sequence
p⇢N qNPN , instead of just a single arbitrary ⇢. Thus conditioning on ⇢ˆ trained on independent
data, we have in particular that pointwise, lim supNÑ8 Pp ˆ ⇢ˆ ° |⇢q
ˆ 6 ↵. Using Fatou’s Lemma
dudley, shows the result.

Proof of Proposition 3.2 It holds that A⇢0N p1{2q “ C{n and 1´A⇢1N p1{2q “ C{n and, Pp ˆ ⇢N p1{2q °
0q “ PpnF̂n⇢N p1{2q ´ nĜ⇢nN p1{2q ° q1´↵ n p1{2qq. Define ⇠01 “ nF̂n⇢N p1{2q „ BinomialpC{n, nq
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and ⇠02 “ nĜ⇢nN p1{2q „ BinomialpC{n, nq. Then by the Poisson convergence theorem and due
?
to independence, ⇠01 ´ ⇠02 converges in distribution to ⇠1 ´ ⇠2 . Additionally, n p1{2q Ñ 2C,
proving the result.

For " P p0, 1s the goal in the following is to establish that for all subsequences, there exists

a further subsequence Np`pkqqq such that

lim inf Pp ˆ ° p1 ´ "q
kÑ8

ˆ Ntr p`pkqq q
Np`pkqq |⇢

“ 1, a.s.

(37)

This suggests that for a given " we need to check the following adapted conditions on ptNte qNte >1 :
For any subsequence Np`q, we find a further subsequence Np`pkqq, such that
lim inf TNp`pkqq :“ lim inf
kÑ8

⇢ˆ Ntr p`pkqq

kÑ8

ptNte p`pkqq q

Np`pkqq

> 1 ´ " a.s.,

(38)

and
lim

lim

Np`pkqq

kÑ8

⇢ˆ Ntr p`pkqq

ptNte p`pkqqq q

Np`pkqq

“ 8 a.s., if lim inf TNp`pkqq ° 1 ´ " a.s., (39a)
kÑ8
ptNte p`pkqqq q
`
˘
TNp`pkqq ´ p1 ´ "q “ 8 a.s., if lim inf TNp`pkqq “ 1 ´ " a.s., (39b)

kÑ8

⇢ˆ Ntr p`pkqq

kÑ8

where for F ⇢ˆ ptq :“ Pp⇢pXq
ˆ
6 t|⇢q
ˆ and G⇢ˆ ptq :“ Pp⇢pYq
ˆ
6 t|⇢q,
ˆ
´ ⇢ˆ
¯1{2
⇢
ˆ
⇢
ˆ
⇢
ˆ
F ptqp1´F ptqq
G ptqp1´G ptqq
suptPr0,1s ⇢ˆ ptq and ⇢ˆ ptq “
`
.
mte
nte

⇢ˆ

ptq “ F ⇢ˆ ptq ´ G⇢ˆ ptq, p⇢q
ˆ “

We now generalize Propositions 3.1 and 3.1 to this case:

Proposition 7.2. Let ´1 †

6 0 and "1 P p0, 1s fixed. Assume that

and (E2) hold. Then the following is equivalent

N

“ Nte and that (E1)

(i) there exists a ptNte qNte >1 such that (38) and (39) are true for ",
(ii) (C" ) is true for ˆ ⇢ˆ ptN q,
ˆ
(iii) (C" ) is true for ˆ ⇢adapt
.

Proof. For a (nonrandom) sequence p⇢N qN>1 (instead of fixed ⇢) and ptN qN>1 , we define (19) and
(20) to be true, if (19) and (20) with ptN q replaced by
by

⇢N

ptN q hold.

⇢N

ptN q and ptN q “

⇢˚

ptN q replaced

The same arguments as in Proposition 3.1 and 3.1 show that (19) and (20) hold if and only
if lim inf kÑ8 Pp ˆ ⇢N ptN q ° p1 ´ "q q “ 1 and lim inf kÑ8 Pp ˆ ⇢N ° p1 ´ "q q “ 1. Through
adapt

N
conditioning, we now extend this to ⇢.
ˆ The arguments are the same for ˆ ⇢adapt
and ˆ ⇢N ptN q and
thus we will write ˆ to mean either of them.

First assume (38) and (39) are true for an " P p0, 1s, ⇢ˆ and sequence ptN qN . Considering only

the chosen subsequence Np`pkqq and conditioning on p⇢ˆ Np`pkqq qk , this gives a sequence ⇢k “
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⇢ˆ Np`pkqq such that (19) and (20) are true and by the above this means (37) holds. Since Pp ˆ °

is bounded, we can use Fatous lemma to obtain, that every subsequence has a
further subsequence with lim inf kÑ8 Pp ˆ ° p1 ´ "q Np`pkqq q “ 1. An argument by contradiction
p1 ´ "q

ˆ Ntr q
N |⇢

shows that then the liminf of the overall sequence must be 1 as well. Now assume (C" ) is true.
`
˘
Then, by definition, P ˆ ° p1 ´ "q N Ñ 1. But this is also true for any subsequence and thus
≥
(37) must also hold. Indeed this simply follows from the fact that limkÑ8 | fk |dP “ 0 implies
that limkÑ8 | fk | “ 0 a.s., applied to fk “ 1 ´ Pp ˆ ° p1 ´ "q Np`pkqq |⇢ˆ Ntr p`pkqq q > 0. But with that,

by the same arguments as above (connecting to a nonrandom sequence ⇢k ), (37) implies (38)
and (39).
⇤
Again, Proposition 7.2 would be still valid, if was replaced everywhere by p⇢q,
ˆ assuming
p

that p⇢q
ˆ converges to a limit p⇢q P r0, 1s in probability. For instance, if p⇢q
ˆ Ñ 0, at a rate
N , ´1 †

† 0. Proposition 3.1 then follows directly from Proposition 7.2.

Proof of Proposition 3.2 Due to consistency, it holds for all " P p0, 1s that there exists for each
subsequence a further subsequence, such that lim inf kÑ8

⇢ˆ Ntr p`pkqq

ptNte p`pkqq q{ > 1 ´ " a.s., for

tNte p`pkqq :“ tNtr p`pkqq . Thus for the sequence tNtr and all " P p0, 1s, (38) is true. Moreover, since
is fixed here, (39) is clearly also true, proving the result.

7.3 Technical Results
Lemma 7.2. Let p P r0, 1s, ↵ P p0, 1q with 1 ´ ↵ ° 0.5 and p" :“ p1 ´ "qp. Then mp ´
q1´↵ pp" , mq — mp". More generally, if p “ pm — m , ´1 †
mpm ´ q1´↵ pp" , mq — mpm ".

† 0, and p" :“ p1 ´ "qpm , then

Proof. This follows directly from the Central Limit Theorem.

⇤

As we do not constrain the possible alternatives P, Q and sequences ptN qN>1 , some proofs

have several cases to consider. In an e↵ort to increase readability we will summarize these

di↵erent cases here for reference: We first introduce a “nuisance condition”. This condition
arises when ptN qN61 or the sequence of alternatives is such that the variance

ptN q converges

to zero fast, namely if lim inf NÑ8 N ptN q † `8, which we will refer to as (NC). The case

in which we are mainly interested is however is the negation of (NC), limNÑ8 N ptN q “ `8,

which we reference as (MC). We first show an important limiting result, in the case (MC), on
which much of our results are based:
Lemma 7.3. Let ´1 †

6 0, where

“ 0 constitutes the constant case

⇢ :Ñ I and any sequence ptN qN>1 Ä I such that (MC) holds, (27) is true.

N

“ . Then for any
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b
FptN qp1´FptN qq
Proof. Let F :“
and
m
b
2
2
F ` G . From (MC) we require m
1
F

G
F

:“

b

GptN qp1´GptN qq
,
m

Ñ 8 or n

G

so that we may write

Ñ 8.

ptN q “

By the Lindenberg-Feller CLT (see e.g., [228]), it holds for N Ñ 8 (and thus m, n Ñ 8),
D

Ñ 8 and similarly for 1G pĜm ptN q´GptN qq. We rewrite
? 2
1´!
` pĜn ptN q ´ GptN qq G N , with !N :“ F { ptN q. Using this

pF̂m ptN q´FptN qq Ñ Np0, 1q, if m

ZN “ pF̂m ptN q ´ FptN qq !NF

F

representation, straightforward arguments show that for any subsequence of ZN , there exists a
further subsequence converging in distribution to Np0, 1q, proving the result.

⇤

The next lemma ensures that we can for all intents and purposes ignore sequences ptN qN>1

for which (NC) is true.

Lemma 7.4. Let ´1 †
(NC) holds, then

† 0 and " P p0, 1s arbitrary. If for a sequence ptN qN>1 and ⇢ “ ⇢˚ ,

(I) (19) or (20) is not true,
(II) (C" ) is not true for

˚
“ ˆ ⇢ ptN q.

Furthermore, if for ´1 † † 0, a sequence ptN qN>1 and ⇢ :Ñ I, (NC) holds then,
`
˘
(III) lim supNÑ8 P ˆ ⇢ ptN q °
“ 0.
(III) is also true for the constant case,

“ 0, as long as

° 0.

The proof involves checking various di↵erent cases to generate contradictions. It is not
insightful and we omit it for space reasons.
Lemma 7.4 also immediately implies for ˆ ptN q that if (C" ) or (19) are true, then limN N ptN q “

`8 must hold.

Lemma 7.5. Let ´1 †

† 0 be fixed and as above

N

— N . Define for ptN qN>1 , zptN q “

mF̂ptN q ` nĜptN q and Qm,n,↵ , Q̃ as in (29) and (32). Assume that for the given ,
A0 ptN qp1 ´ A0 ptN qq “ opN 2

`1

q and A1 ptN qp1 ´ A1 ptN qq “ opN 2

`1

q,

(40)

then for c P p0, `8q,
c ` oP p1q 6

Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, " q ´ mA0 sup ˜ Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, ˜ q ´ mA0 1
6
6 ` oP p1q.
c
Q̃p " q ´ mA0
Q̃p " q ´ mA0

(41)

Proof. Note that zptN q is random, while everything else is deterministic. First,
d
np " q
zptN q
mp " q np " q Np " q ´ zptN q
q1´ ↵3 p " , mq
`
mp " q ` ↵3 ,mp " q
pzptN q ´ q1´ ↵3 p " , mqq
Np " q Np " q
Np " q Np " q Np " q ´ 1
6 sup Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, ˜ q 6
˜ Pr0, " s

zptN q
n
q1´ ↵3 p " , mq
`
m`
Np " q Np " q

↵
3 ,m

d

m
n N ´ zptN q
zptN q.
Np " q Np " q Np " q ´ 1
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Additionally for all ˜ P r0,

with pN “ r⇡A0 ptN q´p1´⇡qA1 ptN q`p1´⇡qs, using Lemma
7.2 and the assumption that m{N Ñ ⇡, as N Ñ 8, it can be verified that: mp ˜ q{Np ˜ q Ñ ⇡,
np ˜ q{Np ˜ q Ñ 1 ´ ⇡,
" s,

zpt q

N
´ A0 ptN q p
q1´ ↵3 p ˜ , mq
zptN q{Np " qpmp " q{mq ´ A0 ptN q p
Np " q
Ñ 1, R2 :“
Ñ 1 and R3 :“
Ñ 1.
pN ´ A0 ptN q
pN ´ A0 ptN q
m˜

Let for the following for two random variables index by N XN ® YN mean that PpXN 6
YN q Ñ 1, as N Ñ 8. Then,
ˆ
˙ ”
q1´ ↵3 p " , mq{m np1 ´ "q N
pt M q ı
´
´1
N m
sup Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, ˜ q ´ mA0 ®
´ p1 ´ ⇡qR2 inf
sup pM ´
M>N
Np
q
˜
M>N
"
M
" N
d
↵
,m
m
n N ´ zptN q zptN q p
` N´ 3
Ñ d1 p1 ´ ⇡q rp1 ´ "q ´ d2 s ,
m
Np " q Np " q Np " q ´ 1 m
where d1 “ lim supNÑ8 N ´
N

´

´1

m

` N´

N

ptN q

P p0, 8q, d2 “ lim inf NÑ8

N

P pp1 ´ "q

N , 1s.

Similarly,

ˆ
˙ ”
q1´ ↵3 p " , mq{m np " q "
pt M q ı
˜
sup Qm,n,↵ pzptN q, q ´ mA0 ©
´ R3 p1 ´ ⇡q sup
inf M ´
M>N
Np " q N
˜
M>N
"
M
d
↵
mp " q np " q Np " q ´ zptN q zptN q ´ q1´ ↵3 p
3 ,mp " q
Ñ d3 p1 ´ ⇡q rp1 ´ "q ´ d4 s ,
m
m
Np " q Np " q Np " q ´ 1

where d3 “ lim inf NÑ8 N ´

N

P p0, 8q, d4 “ lim inf NÑ8

ptN q
N

P pp1 ´ "q

N , 1s.

The conver-

gence in probability follows from the above and because mp " q{m — 1 ´ " Ñ 1. Additionally,
„
⇢
pt M q
´
´1
N m pQ̃p " q ´ mA0 q 6 p1 ´ ⇡q p1 ´ "q ´ inf
sup pM ´ M q Ñ d1 p1 ´ ⇡q rp1 ´ "q ´ d2 s ,
M>N

and
N

´

„

´1

m pQ̃p " q ´ mA0 q > p1 ´ ⇡q p1 ´ "q ´ sup

M>N

M>N

M

pt M q
M

⇢

inf pM ´

M>N

Mq

Ñ d3 p1 ´ ⇡q rp1 ´ "q ´ d4 s .

Thus taking, c “ d3 p1 ´ ⇡q rp1 ´ "q ´ d4 s {d1 p1 ´ ⇡q rp1 ´ "q ´ d2 s we obtain (41).
Lemma 7.6. Let ´1 †

† 0 and " P p0, 1s arbitrary and define
˚

A0 ptN qq{m. If for a sequence ptN qN>1 and ⇢ “ ⇢ , lim inf NÑ8 m

F

2
F ptN q

† `8, then

⇤

“ A0 ptN qp1 ´

(I) (19) or (20) is not true,
(II) (C" ) is not true for

˚

“ ˆ ⇢adapt .

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.4 and is omitted as well.
⇤

M

M
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Additional Data Analysis

The replication of the empirical analysis done in Section 4 in the main paper can be found on
https://github.com/lorismichel/HPLB_replications. In the following, we present
two additional figures relevant for the analysis.

Figure 3: Temperature, pressure, precipitation and humidity at geo-coordinates (-45,-8) (Brazil) over the time
period ranging from 1979 to 2019 (on the left). Corresponding di↵erenced series (on the right). The vertical
dashed blue lines are the breaks used in analysis (B).

Figure 4: Top rows: High-probability lower bounds on total variation corresponding to 8 breaks for di↵erenced
temperature, pressure, precipitation and humidity. On the left the marginal analysis, on the right the joint analysis.
Bottom row: Corresponding analysis of marginal density estimates and pair plots.
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Simulations

2.1 Illustration of Results in Examples 2.2 and 2.2

Figure 5: Illustration of Proposition 2.2 in Example 2.2. For a range of di↵erent , ´ ¨ logpNq is plotted against

N. For each p , Nq combination and for 100 repetitions, data was generated from the distribution in Example

2.2. The dots indicate the number of times the estimator was strictly larger than zero, with points ranging from
white (constituting values smaller 0.05) to black (constituting a value of 1). The red line shows a slope of -1 for
comparison.
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Figure 6: Illustration of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 of Example 2.2. For a range of di↵erent , ´ ¨ logpNq is
plotted against N. For each p , Nq combination and for 100 repetitions, data was generated from the distribution in
Example 2.2. The dots indicate the number of times the estimator was strictly larger than zero, with points ranging

from white (constituting values smaller 0.05) to black (constituting a value of 1). The red and blue lines show
slopes of -1 and -1/2 for comparison.

2.2

Change Detection

We illustrate the change detection described in Section 5 in some simple simulation settings.
As in Section 4 we study independent random variables Xt , t P I, with each Xt „ Pt and µ being
the distribution of T on I. In all examples, we take µ to be the uniform distribution on p0, 1q and

1) simulate independently first t from µ and then Xt from Pt to obtain a training and test set,
each of size n “ 101 000,
2) train a Random Forest Regression predicting t from Xt on the training data, resulting in
the projection ⇢,
3) given ⇢, evaluate ˆ adapt on the test data for 19 s ranging from 0.05 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05.
The first simulation considers 3 settings with univariate random variables Xt :
(a) A mean-shift, with Xt „ Np0, 1q for 0 6 t 6 1{2, Xt „ Np1, 1q for 1{3 † t 6 2{3 and
Xt „ Np2, 1q for 2{3 † t 6 1.
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(b) A variance shift, with Xt „ Np0, 1q for 0 6 t 6 1{2, Xt „ Np0, 2q for 1{3 † t 6 2{3 and
Xt „ Np0, 3q for 2{3 † t 6 1.

(c) A continuous mean-shift, with Xt „ Np2t, 1q.
Results are given in Figure 7.
The second simulation illustrates a covariance change in a bivariate example: For t 6 0.5,
Xt “ pXt,1 , Xt,2 q „ Np0, ⌃0 q, while for t ° 0.5, Xt “ pXt,1 , Xt,2 q „ Np0, ⌃1 q, with
˜
¸
˜
¸
1 0.5
1
´0.5
⌃0 “
and ⌃1 “
.
0.5 1
´0.5
1
The upper and middle part of Figure 8 plots the marginal distributions Xt,i against t. In all
T “ 1000 cases,

⇢
adapt

(correctly) does not identify any changes in the two marginals. The

change is however visible when considering the two variables jointly.

Figure 7: Top row: 3 regimes of mean-shifts. Middle row: 3 regimes of increasing variance, Bottom row: continuous mean-shift

3

Analytical bounding function

`
˘
Here we give an analytical expression for sq↵{3 Ṽmp ˜ q,z , z “ 1, . . . , mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q ´ 1 in (16)
based on the theory in [78]:
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Figure 8: Top and middle row: marginal distributions; Bottom row: joint distribution.

The following is a valid simultaneous confidence band in (16):
`
˘
sq↵{3 Ṽmp ˜ q,z , z “ 1, . . . , mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q ´ 1 “ pz ´ q1´ ↵3 p ˜ , mqq
↵{3,mp ˜ q w

with
↵,mp ˜ q

and

`

˘
z ´ q1´ ↵3 p ˜ , mq, mp ˜ q, mp ˜ q ,

“

mp ˜ q
`
mp ˜ q ` np ˜ q

(42)

b
logplogplogpmp ˜ qqqq ´ logp⇡q ` 2x↵{3
b
2 logplogpmp ˜ qqq `
,
˜
2 2 logplogpmp qqq
wpz, m, nq “

c

m n N´z
z.
NNN´1

Proof. Applying Lemma 7.2 with p “ 1 and p" :“ , mp q, np q go to infinity as m, n Ñ 8.
Moreover, since we assume m{N Ñ ⇡ 6 1{2, it holds that
lim

NÑ8

mp q
⇡
“
6 1.
1´⇡
np q

Thus for all but finitely many N, it holds that mp q 6 np q. Combining this together with the
fact that Ṽm,z´q ↵ p ,mq ´ Qm,n,↵ pz, q, z P J˜m,n, , is just a hypergeometric process adjusted by the
1´ 3
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correct mean and variance, it follows from the arguments in [78]:
´
”
lim sup P sup Ṽm,z´pq1´ ↵ p
NÑ8

zP J˜m,n,

´

Thus (14) indeed holds.

mp q
mp q ` np q
¯ ↵
`
˘ı
↵
°0 6 .
q w z ´ q1´ 3 p , mq, mp q, np q
3

3

↵{3,mp

,mqq

´ pz ´ q1´ ↵3 p , mqq

⇤
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Abstract
Random Forests [35] is a successful and widely used regression and classification
algorithm. Part of its appeal and reason for its versatility is its (implicit) construction
of a kernel-type weighting function on training data, which can also be used for targets
other than the original mean estimation. We propose a novel forest construction for
multivariate responses based on their joint conditional distribution, independent of the
estimation target and the data model. It uses a new splitting criterion based on the
MMD distributional metric, which is suitable for detecting heterogeneity in multivariate
distributions. The induced weights define an estimate of the full conditional distribution,
which in turn can be used for arbitrary and potentially complicated targets of interest.
The method is very versatile and convenient to use, as we illustrate on a wide range of
examples. The code is available as Python and R packages drf.
Keywords.

causality, distributional regression, fairness, Maximal Mean Discrep-

ancy, Random Forests, two-sample testing

1

Introduction

In practice, one often encounters heterogeneous data, whose distribution is not constant, but depends on certain covariates. For example, data can be collected from several di↵erent sources,
its distribution might di↵er across certain subpopulations or it could even change with time, etc.
Inferring valid conclusions about a certain target of interest from such data can be very challenging as many di↵erent aspects of the distribution could potentially change. As an example,
115
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in medical studies, the e↵ectiveness of a certain treatment might not be constant throughout the
population but depend on certain patient characteristics such as age, race, gender, or medical
history. Another issue could be that di↵erent patient groups were not equally likely to receive
the same treatment in the observed data.
Obviously, pooling all available data together can result in invalid conclusions. On the other
hand, if for a given test point of interest one only considers similar training data points, i.e. a
small homogeneous subpopulation, one may end up with too few samples for accurate statistical
estimation. In this paper, we propose a method based on the Random Forest algorithm [35]
which in a data-adaptive way determines for any given test point which training data points
are relevant for it. This in turn can be used for drawing valid conclusions or for accurately
estimating any quantity of interest.
Let Y “ pY1 , Y2 , . . . , Yd q P Rd be a multivariate random variable representing the data

of interest, but whose joint distribution is heterogeneous and depends on some subset of a
potentially large number of covariates X “ pX1 , X2 , . . . , X p q P R p . Throughout the paper, vector
quantities are denoted in bold. We aim to estimate a certain target object ⌧pxq that depends on the
conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq “ PpY | X1 “ x1 , . . . , X p “ x p q, where x “ px1 , . . . , x p q
is an arbitrary point in R p . The estimation target ⌧pxq can range from simple quantities, such

as the conditional expectations Er f pYq | Xs [35] or quantiles Q↵ r f pYq | Xs [162] for some
function f :

d

Ñ

, to some more complicated aspects of the conditional distribution PpY |

X “ xq, such as conditional copulas or conditional independence measures. Given the observed
data tpxi , yi quni“1 , the most straightforward way of estimating ⌧pxq nonparametrically would

be to consider only the data points in some neighborhood Nx around x, e.g. by considering
the k nearest neighbors according to some metric. However, such methods typically su↵er

from the curse of dimensionality even when p is only moderately large: for a reasonably small
neighborhood, such that the distribution PpY | X P Nx q is close to the distribution PpY |

X “ xq, the number of training data points contained in Nx will be very small, thus making

the accurate estimation of the target ⌧pxq difficult. The same phenomenon occurs with other
methods which locally weight the training observations such as kernel methods [204], local
MLE [76] or weighted regression [50] even for the relatively simple problem of estimating the
conditional mean ErY | X “ xs for fairly small p. For that reason, more importance should be
given to the training data points pxi , yi q for which the response distribution PpY | X “ xi q at
point xi is similar to the target distribution PpY | X “ xq, even if xi is not necessarily close to x
in every component.

In this paper, we propose the Distributional Random Forest (DRF) algorithm which estimates the multivariate conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq in a locally adaptive fashion. This
is done by repeatedly dividing the data points in the spirit of the Random Forest algorithm [35]:
at each step, we split the data points into two groups based on some feature X j in such a way
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that the distribution of Y for which X j 6 l, for some level l, di↵ers the most compared to the
distribution of Y when X j ° l, according to some distributional metric. One can use any multi-

variate two-sample test statistic, provided it can detect a wide variety of distributional changes.
As the default choice, we propose a criterion based on the Maximal Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
statistic [92] with many interesting properties. This splitting procedure partitions the data such
that the distribution of the multivariate response Y in the resulting leaf nodes is as homogeneous
as possible, thus defining neighborhoods of relevant training data points for every x. Repeating
this many times with randomization induces a weighting function wx pxi q as in [147, 148], described in detail in Section 2, which quantifies the relevance of each training data point xi for
a given test point x. The conditional distribution is then estimated by an empirical distribution
determined by these weights [162]. This construction is data-adaptive as it assigns more weight
to the training points xi that are closer to the test point x in the components which are more
relevant for the distribution of Y.
Our forest construction does not depend on the estimation target ⌧pxq, but it rather estimates
the conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq directly and the induced forest weights can be used
to estimate ⌧pxq in a second step. This approach has several advantages. First, only one DRF

fit is required to obtain estimates of many di↵erent targets, which has a big computational
advantage. Furthermore, since those estimates are obtained from the same forest fit, they are
mutually compatible. For example, if the conditional correlation matrix tpYi , Y j | X “ xqudi, j“1

were estimated componentwise, the resulting matrix might not be positive semidefinite, and
as another example, the CDF estimates P̂pY 6 y | X “ xq might not be monotone in y, see
Figure 6. Finally, it can be extremely difficult to tailor forest construction to more complex
targets ⌧pxq. The induced weighting function can thus be used not only for obtaining simple
distributional aspects such as, for example, the conditional quantiles, conditional correlations,
or joint conditional probability statements, but also to obtain more complex objectives, such
as conditional independence tests [244], heterogeneous regression (see also Section 4.4 for
more details) [136, 232] or semiparametric estimation by fitting a parametric model for Y,
having nonparametrically adjusted for X [30]. Representation of the conditional distribution via
the weighting function has a great potential for applications in causality such as causal e↵ect
estimation or as a way of implementing do-calculus [180] for finite samples, as we discuss in
Section 4.4.
Therefore, DRF is used in two steps: in the first step, we obtain the weighting function wx p¨q

describing the conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq in a target- and model-free way, which

is then used as an input for the second step. Even if the method used in the second step does
not directly support weighting of the training data points, one can easily resample the data set
with sampling probabilities equal to twx pxi quni“1 . The two-step approach is visualized in the
following diagram:
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PpY | X “ xq

1) get wx p¨q with DRF

objective

⌧pPq

1.1

induced estimator

P̂pY | X “ xq

2) compute from wx p¨q

⌧pP̂q

Related work and our contribution

Several adaptations of the Random Forest algorithm have been proposed for targets beyond
the original one of the univariate conditional mean ErY | X “ xs: for survival analysis [108],
conditional quantiles [162], density estimation [186], CDF estimation [109] or heterogeneous

treatment e↵ects [232]. Almost all such methods use the weights induced by the forest, as
described in Section 2, rather than averaging the estimates obtained per tree. This view of
Random Forests as a powerful adaptive nearest neighbor method is well known and dates back
to [147, 148]. It was first used for targets beyond the conditional mean in [162], where the
original forest construction with univariate Y was used [35]. However, the univariate response
setting considered there severely restricts the number of interesting targets ⌧pxq and our DRF
can thus be viewed as an important generalization of this approach to the multivariate setting.
In order to be able to perform certain tasks or to achieve a better accuracy, many forest-based
methods adapt the forest construction by using a custom splitting criterion tailored to their specific target, instead of relying on the standard CART criterion. In [243] and [109], a parametric
model for the response Y | X “ x „ f p✓pxq, ¨q is assumed and recursive splitting is performed

based on a permutation test which uses the user-provided score functions. Similarly, [13] estimate certain univariate targets for which there exist corresponding score functions defining the
local estimating equations. The data is split so that the estimates of the target in resulting child
nodes di↵er the most. This is di↵erent, though, to the target-free splitting criterion of DRF,
which splits so that the distribution of Y in child nodes is as di↵erent as possible.
Since the splitting step is extensively used in the algorithm, its complexity is crucial for
the overall computational efficiency of the method, and one often needs to resort to approximating the splitting criterion [186, 13] to obtain good computational run time. We propose a
splitting criterion based on a fast random approximation of the MMD statistic [94, 245], which
is commonly used in practice for two-sample testing as it is able to detect any change in the
multivariate distribution of Y with good power [92]. DRF with the MMD splitting criterion
also has interesting theoretical properties as shown in Section 3 below.
The multivariate response case has not received much attention in the Random Forest literature. Most of the existing forest-based methods focus on either a univariate response Y or on
a certain univariate target ⌧pxq. One interesting line of work considers density estimation [186]
and uses aggregation of the CART criteria for di↵erent response transformations. Another ap-
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proach [134, 201, 116] is based on aggregating standard univariate CART splitting criteria for
Y1 , . . . , Yd and targets only the conditional mean of the responses, a task which could also be
solved by separate regression fits for each Yi . In order to capture any change in the distribution
of the multivariate response Y, one needs to not only consider the marginal distributions for
each component Yi , but also to determine whether their dependence structure changes, see e.g.
Figure 8.
There are not many methods that nonparametrically estimate the joint multivariate conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq in the statistics or machine learning literature. Other than
a few simple classical methods such as k-nearest neighbors and kernel regression, there are

methods based on normalizing flows such as Inverse Autoregressive Flow [132] or Masked Autoregressive Flow [179] and also conditional variants of several popular generative models such
as Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks [169] or Conditional Variational Autoencoder
[210]. The focus of these methods is more on the settings with large d and small p, such as image or text generation. The comparison of DRF with the competing methods for distributional
estimation can be found in Section 4.1.
Our contribution, resulting in the proposal of the Distributional Random Forest (DRF), can
be summarized as follows: First, we introduce the idea of forest construction based on sequential multivariate two-sample test statistics. It does not depend on a particular estimation target
and is completely nonparametric, which makes its implementation and usage very simple and
universal. Not only does it not require additional user input such as the log-likelihoods or score
functions, but it can be used even for complicated targets for which there is no obvious forest construction. Furthermore, it has a computational advantage as only a single forest fit is
needed for producing estimates of many di↵erent targets that are additionally compatible with
each other. Second, we propose an MMD-based splitting criterion with good statistical and
computational properties, for which we also derive interesting theoretical results in Section 3.
It underpins our implementation, which we provide as R and Python packages drf. Finally,
we show on a broad range of examples in Section 4 how many di↵erent statistical estimation
problems, some of which not being easily tractable by existing forest-based methods, can be
cast to our framework, thus illustrating the usefulness and versatility of DRF.

2

Method

In this section we describe the details of the Distributional Random Forest (DRF) algorithm. We
closely follow the implementations of the grf [13] and ranger [239] R-packages. A detailed
description of the method and its implementation and the corresponding pseudocode can be
found in the Appendix 1.
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Forest Building

The trees are grown recursively in a model-free and target-free way as follows: For every parent
node P, we determine how to best split it into two child nodes of the form C L “ tX j 6 lu and

CR “ tX j ° lu, where the variable X j is one of the randomly chosen splitting candidates and

l denotes its level based on which we perform the splitting. The split is chosen such that we
maximize a certain (multivariate) two-sample test statistic
D ptyi | xi P C L u , tyi | xi P CR uq ,

(1)

which measures the di↵erence of the empirical distributions of the data Y in the two resulting
child nodes C L and CR . Therefore, in each step we select the candidate predictor X j which
seems to a↵ect the distribution of Y the most, as measured by the metric Dp¨, ¨q. Intuitively, in
this way we ensure that the distribution of the data points in every leaf of the resulting tree is as
homogeneous as possible, which helps mitigate the bias caused by pooling the heterogeneous
data together. A related idea can be found in GRF [13], where one attempts to split the data
so that the resulting estimates ⌧ˆ L and ⌧ˆ R , obtained respectively from data points in C L and CR ,
di↵er the most:

n L nR
pˆ⌧L ´ ⌧ˆ R q2 ,
2
nP

(2)

where we write nP “ |ti | xi P Pu| and nL , nR are defined analogously.

One could construct the forest using any metric Dp¨, ¨q for empirical distributions. However,

in order to have a good accuracy of the overall method, the corresponding two-sample test using
Dp¨, ¨q needs to have a good power for detecting any kind of change in distribution, which is a
difficult task in general, especially for multivariate data [15, 217]. Another very important aspect of the choice of distributional metric Dp¨, ¨q is the computational efficiency; one needs to be

able to sequentially compute the values of D ptyi | xi P C L u , tyi | xi P CR uq for every possible

split very fast for the overall algorithm to be computationally feasible, even for moderately large
datasets. Below, we propose a splitting criterion based on the MMD two-sample test statistic
[92] which has both good statistical and computational properties.
In contrast to other forest-based methods, we do not use any information about our estimation target ⌧ in order to find the best split of the data, which comes with a certain trade-o↵.
On one hand, it is sensible that tailoring the splitting criterion to the target should improve the
estimation accuracy; for example, some predictors might a↵ect the conditional distribution of
Y, but not necessarily the estimation target ⌧ and splitting on such predictors unnecessarily reduces the number of training points used for estimating ⌧. On the other hand, our approach has
multiple benefits: it is easier to use as it does not require any user input such as the likelihood
or score functions and it can also be used for very complicated targets for which one could not
easily adapt the splitting criterion. Furthermore, only one DRF fit is necessary for producing
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estimates of many di↵erent targets, which has both computational advantage and the practical
advantage that the resulting estimates are mutually compatible (see e.g. Figure 5).
Interestingly, sometimes it could even be beneficial to split based on a predictor which
does not a↵ect the target of estimation, but which a↵ects the conditional distribution. This is
illustrated by the following toy example. Suppose that for a bivariate response pY1 , Y2 q we are
interested in estimating the slope of the linear regression of Y2 on Y1 conditionally on p “ 30
predictors X, i.e. our target is ⌧pxq “ pY1 , Y2 | Xxq{VpY1 | Xxq. This is one of the main use

cases for GRF and its variant which estimates this target is called Causal Forest [232, 13]. Let
us assume that the data has the following distribution:
˜« ff ˇ
¸
˜« ff «
ff¸
2
Y1 ˇˇ
x1
0
P
,
ˇ Xx „ N
2
Y2 ˇ
x1
0

X „ Np0, I p q,

(3)

i.e. X1 a↵ects only the mean of the responses, while the other p ´ 1 predictors have no e↵ect.
In Figure 1 we illustrate the distribution of the data when n “ 300, p “ 30,

“ 0.2, together

with the DRF and GRF splitting criteria. The true value of the target is ⌧pxq “ 0, but when

is

not too big, the slope estimates ⌧ˆ on pooled data will be closer to 1. Therefore, the di↵erence of
⌧ˆ L and ⌧ˆ R between the induced slope estimates for a candidate split, which is used for splitting
criterion (2) of GRF, might not be large enough for us to decide to split on X1 , or the resulting
split might be too unbalanced. This results in worse forest estimates for this toy example, see
Figure 1.

2.2 Weighting Function
Having constructed our forest, just as the standard Random Forest [35] can be viewed as the
weighted nearest neighbor method [147], we can use the induced weighting function to estimate
the conditional distribution at any given test point x and thus any other quantity of interest ⌧pxq.
This approach is commonly used in various forest-based methods for obtaining predictions
[109, 186, 13].
Suppose that we have built N trees T1 , . . . , TN . Let Lk pxq be the set of the training data

points which end up in the same leaf as x in the tree Tk . The weighting function wx pxi q is
defined as the average of the corresponding weighting functions per tree [148]:
N
1 ÿ pxi P Lk pxqq
wx pxi q “
.
N k“1 |Lk pxq|

The weights are positive add up to 1:

∞n

i“1

(4)

wx pxi q “ 1. In the case of equally sized leaf nodes,

the assigned weight to a training point xi is proportional to the number of trees where the test
point x and xi end up in the same leaf node. This shows that forest-based methods can in
general be viewed as adaptive nearest neighbor methods. The sets Lk pxq of DRF will contain
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Figure 1: Top left: Illustration of data distribution for the toy example (3) when n “ 300, p “ 30. Bottom: The
corresponding MMD (12) (left) and GRF (2) splitting criteria (right) at the root node. The curves of di↵erent colors

correspond to di↵erent predictors, with X1 denoted in black. Top right: Comparison of the estimates of DRF and
Causal Forest [13] which respectively use those splitting criteria. Test points were randomly generated from the
same distribution as the training data. Black dashed line indicates the correct value of the target quantity.

data points pxi , yi q such that PpY | X “ xi q is close to PpY | X “ xq, thus removing bias due to
heterogeneity of Y caused by X. On the other hand, since the trees are constructed randomly

and are thus fairly independent [35], the leaf sets Lk pxq will be di↵erent enough so that the

induced weights wx pxi q are not concentrated on a small set of data points, which would lead to
high estimation variance. Such good bias-variance tradeo↵ properties of forest-based methods
are also implied by their asymptotic properties [28, 230], even though this is a still active area
of research and not much can be shown rigorously.
One can estimate the conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq from the weighting function by

using the corresponding empirical distribution:

P̂pY | X “ xq “
where

yi

n
ÿ
i“1

wx pxi q ¨

yi ,

(5)

is the point mass at yi .

The weighting function wx pxi q can directly be used for any target ⌧pxq in a second step and

not just for estimating the conditional distribution. For example, the estimated conditional joint
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CDF is given by
F̂Y|Xx ptq “ P̂pY1 6 t1 , . . . , Yd 6 td | Xxq “

n
ÿ
i“1

wx pxi qpXdj“1 tpyi q j 6 t j uq.

(6)

It is important to point out that using the induced weighting function for locally weighted
estimation is di↵erent than the approach of averaging the noisy estimates obtained per tree
[232], originally used in standard Random Forests [35]. Even though the two approaches are
equivalent for conditional mean estimation, the former approach is often much more efficient
for more complex targets [13], since the number of data points in a single leaf is very small,
leading to large variance of the estimates.
For the univariate response, the idea of using the induced weights for estimating targets
di↵erent than the original target of conditional mean considered in [35] dates back to Quantile
Regression Forests (QRF) [162], where a lot of emphasis is put on the quantile estimation, as
the number of interesting targets is quite limited in the univariate setting.
In the multivariate case, on the other hand, many interesting quantities such as, for example,
conditional quantiles, conditional correlations or various conditional probability statements can
easily be directly estimated from the weights.
By using the weights as an input for some other method, we can accomplish some more complicated objectives, such as conditional independence testing, causal e↵ect estimation, semiparametric learning, time series prediction or tail-index estimation in extreme value analysis.
As an example, suppose that our data Y come from a certain parametric model, where the parameter ✓ is not constant, but depends on X instead, i.e. Y | X “ x „ f p✓pxq, ¨q, see also [243].
One can then estimate the parameter ✓pxq by using weighted maximum likelihood estimation:
ˆ
✓pxq
“ arg max
✓P⇥

n
ÿ
i“1

wx pxi q log f p✓, yi q.

Another example is heterogeneous regression, where we are interested in the regression fit of an
outcome Y P

on certain predicting variables W P

s

conditionally on some event tX “ xu.

This can be achieved by weighted regression of Y on W, where the weight wx pxi q assigned to
each data point pwi , yi q is obtained from DRF with the multivariate response pY, Wq P
predictors X P

p

s`1

and

, for an illustration see Section 4.4.

The weighting function of DRF is illustrated on the air quality data in Figure 2. Five years

(2015 ´ 2019) of air pollution measurements were obtained from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) website. Six main air pollutants (nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ), carbon monoxide

(CO), sulphur dioxide (SO2 ), ozone (O3 ) and coarse and fine particulate matter (PM10 and
PM2.5)) that form the air quality index (AQI) were measured at many di↵erent measuring sites
in the US for which we know the longitude, latitude, elevation, location setting (rural, urban,
suburban) and how the land is used within a 1{4 mile radius. Suppose we would want to know
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Figure 2: Top: the characteristics of the important training sites, for a fixed test site whose position is indicated
by a black star and whose characteristics are indicated in the title. The total weight assigned corresponds to
the symbol size. Bottom: estimated joint conditional distribution of two pollutants NO2 and PM2.5, where the
weights correspond to the transparency of the data points. Green area corresponds to ’Good’ air quality category
(AQI 6 50).

the distribution of the pollutant measurements at some new, unobserved, measurement site. The
top row illustrates for a given test site, whose characteristics are indicated in the plot title, how
much weight in total is assigned to the measurements from a specific training site. We see that
the important sites share many characteristics with the test site and that DRF determines the
relevance of each characteristic in a data-adaptive way. The bottom row shows the corresponding estimates of the joint conditional distribution of the pollutants (we choose 2 of them for
visualization purposes) and one can clearly see how the estimated pollution levels are larger
for the suburban site than for the rural site. The induced weights can be used, for example,
for estimating the joint density (whose contours can be seen in the plot) or for estimating the
probability that the AQI is below a certain value by summing the weights in the corresponding
region of space.

2.3

Distributional Metric

In order to determine the best split of a parent node P, i.e. such that the distributions of the
responses Y in the resulting child nodes C L and CR di↵er the most, one needs a good distributional metric Dp¨, ¨q (see Equation (1)) which can detect change in distribution of the response Y
when additionally conditioning on an event tX j ° lu. Testing equality of distributions from the
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corresponding samples is an old problem in statistics, called two-sample testing problem. For
univariate data, many good tests exist such as Wilcoxon rank test [237], Welch’s t-test [234],
Wasserstein two-sample testing [192], Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [157] and many others, but
obtaining an efficient test for multivariate distributions has proven to be quite challenging due
to the curse of dimensionality [81, 21].
Additional requirement for the choice of distributional metric Dp¨, ¨q used for data splitting

is that it needs to be computationally very efficient as splitting is used extensively in the algo-

rithm. If we construct N trees from n data points and in each node we consider mtry candidate
variables for splitting, the complexity of the standard Random Forest algorithm [35] in the univariate case is ØpN ˆmtryˆn log nq provided our splits are balanced. It uses the CART splitting
criterion, given by:

1
nP
where yL “

1
nL

∞

xi PC L

˜

ÿ

xi PC L

pyi ´ yL q2 `

ÿ

xi PCR

¸

pyi ´ yR q2 ,

(7)

yi and yR is defined analogously. This criterion has an advantage that not

only it can be computed in ØpnP q complexity, but this can be done for all possible splits tX j 6 lu

as cuto↵ level l varies, since updating the splitting criterion when moving a single training data
point from one child node to the other requires only Øp1q computational steps (most easily seen
by rewriting the CART criterion as in (13)).
If the time complexity of evaluating the DRF splitting criterion (1) for a single splitting
candidate X j and all cuto↵s l of interest (usually taken to range over all possible values) is at least
nc for some c ° 1, say Øp f pnP qq for some function f :

Ñ

, then by solving the recursive

relation we obtain that the overall complexity of the method is given by ØpN ˆ mtry ˆ f pnqq
[4], which can be unfeasible even for moderately large n if f grows too fast.

The problem of sequential two-sample testing is also central to the field of change-point
detection [238, 38], with the slight di↵erence that in the change-point problems the distribution
is assumed to change abruptly at certain points in time, whereas for our forest construction we
only are interested in finding the best split of the form tX j 6 lu and the conditional distribution

PpY | tX P Pu X tX j 6 luq usually changes gradually with l. The testing power and the com-

putational feasibility of the method play a big role in change-point detection as well. However,
the state-of-the-art change-point detection algorithms [145, 158] are often too slow for our purpose as sequential testing is done ØpN ˆ mtry ˆ nq times for forest construction, much more
frequently than in change-point problems.
2.3.1

MMD splitting criterion

Even though DRF could in theory be constructed with any distributional metric Dp¨, ¨q, as a
default choice we propose splitting criterion based on the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
statistic [92]. Let pH, x¨, ¨yH q be the RKHS of real-valued functions on

d

induced by some
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positive-definite kernel k, and let ' :
kpu, vq “ x'puq, 'pvqyH .

Ñ H be the corresponding feature map satisfying that

The MMD statistic DMMDpkq pU, Vq for kernel k and two samples U “ tu1 , . . . , u|U| u and

V “ tv1 , . . . , v|V| u is given by:

|U|
|V|
|U| |V|
1 ÿ
1 ÿ
2 ÿÿ
DMMDpkq pU, Vq “
kpui , u j q `
kpvi , v j q ´
kpui , v j q.
|U|2 i, j“1
|V|2 i, j“1
|U||V| i“1 j“1

(8)

MMD compares the similarities, described by the kernel k, within each sample with the similarities across samples and is commonly used in practice for two-sample testing. It is based on
the idea that one can assign to each distribution P its embedding µpPq into the RKHS H, which
is the unique element of H given by

(9)

µpPq “ EY„P r'pYqs.

The MMD two-sample statistic (8) can then can then equivalently be written as the squared
distance between the embeddings of the empirical distributions with respect to the RKHS norm
¨H :
DMMDpkq pU, Vq “ ˚µ
recalling that

˜

y is the point mass at y.

|U|

1 ÿ
|U| i“1

ui

¸

´µ

˜

|V|

1 ÿ
|V| i“1

vi

¸2

,

(10)

H

As the sample sizes |U| and |V| grow, the MMD statistic (10) converges to its population

version, which is the squared RKHS distance between the corresponding embeddings of the
data-generating distributions of U and V. Since the embedding map µ is injective for characteristic kernel k, we see that MMD is able to detect any di↵erence in the distribution. Even
though the power of the MMD two sample test also deteriorates as the data dimensionality
grows, since the testing problem becomes intrinsically harder [194], it still has good empirical
power compared to other multivariate two-sample tests for a wide range of k [94].
However, the Øpp|U| ` |V|q2 q complexity for computing DMMDpkq pU, Vq from (8) is too

large for many applications. For that reason, several fast approximations of MMD have been
suggested in the literature [94, 242]. As already mentioned, the complexity of the distributional
metric Dp¨, ¨q used for DRF is crucial for the overall method to be computationally efficient,

since the splitting step is used extensively in the forest construction. We therefore propose
splitting based on an MMD statistic computed with an approximate kernel k̃, which is also a
fast random approximation of the original MMD [245].
Bochner’s theorem (see e.g. [235, Theorem 6.6]) gives us that any bounded shift-invariant
kernel can be written as
kpu, vq “

ª

d

ei!

T pu´vq

d⌫p!q,

(11)
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i.e. as a Fourier transform of some measure ⌫. Therefore, by randomly sampling the frequency
vectors !1 , . . . , !B from normalized ⌫, we can approximate our kernel k by another kernel k̃ (up
to a scaling factor) as follows:
kpu, vq “

ª

T pu´vq

d

ei!

d⌫p!q «

B
1 ÿ i!T pu´vq
e b
“ k̃pu, vq,
B b“1

where we define k̃pu, vq “ xr
'puq, 'r pvqyCB as the kernel function with the feature map given by
¯T
1
1 ´ i!T u
T
i!TB u
1
?
?
p
'r puq “
'˜ !1 puq, . . . , '˜ !B puqq “
e ,...,e
,
B
B
Tu

r! puq “ ei!
which is a random vector consisting of the Fourier features '

P C [189]. Such

kernel approximations are frequently used in practice for computational efficiency [190, 139].
As a default choice of k we take the Gaussian kernel with bandwidth , since in this case we
have a convenient expression for the measure ⌫ and we sample !1 , . . . , !B „ Nd p0,

´2

Id q. The

is chosen as the median pairwise distance between all training responses tyi uni“1 ,

bandwidth

commonly referred to as the ’median heuristic’ [97].

From the representation of MMD via the distribution embeddings (10) we can obtain that
MMD two-sample test statistic DMMDpk̃q using the approximate kernel k̃ is given by
´

|U|

|V|

DMMDpk̃q tui ui“1 , tvi ui“1

¯

2

|U|
|V|
B
1ÿ 1 ÿ
1 ÿ
“
'˜ !b pui q ´
'˜ ! pvi q .
B b“1 |U| i“1
|V| i“1 b

Interestingly, DMMDpk̃q is not only an MMD statistic on its own, but can also be viewed as a

random approximation of the original MMD statistic DMMDpkq (8) using kernel k; by using the
kernel representation (11), it can be written (the derivation can be found in the Appendix 2) as
DMMDpkq

´

|U|
|V|
tui ui“1 , tvi ui“1

¯

2

ª

“

d

|U|
|V|
1 ÿ
1 ÿ
'˜ ! pui q ´
'˜ ! pvi q d⌫p!q.
|U| i“1
|V| i“1

Finally, our DRF splitting criterion Dp¨, ¨q (1) is then taken to be the (scaled) MMD statistic

nL nR
DMMDpk̃q
n2P

ptyi | xi P C L u , tyi | xi P CR uq with the approximate random kernel k̃ used instead

of k, which can thus be conveniently written as:

2

B
1 ÿ n L nR 1 ÿ
1 ÿ
'
˜
py
q
´
'˜ !b pyi q ,
!
i
b
B b“1 n2P nL x PC
nR x PC
i

L

i

(12)

R

where we recall that nP “ |ti | xi P Pu| and nL , nR are defined analogously. The additional
scaling factor

nL nR
n2P

in (12) occurs naturally and compensates the increased variance of the test

statistic for unbalanced splits; it also appears in the GRF (2) and CART (see representation (13))
splitting criteria.
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The main advantage of the splitting criterion based on DMMDpk̃q is that by using the repre-

sentation (1) it can be easily computed for every possible splitting level l in ØpBnP q complexity,

whereas the MMD statistic DMMDpkq using kernel k would require Øpn2P q computational steps,
which makes the overall complexity of the algorithm Ø pB ˆ N ˆ mtry ˆ n log nq instead of
much slower Ø pN ˆ mtry ˆ n2 q.

We do not use the same approximate random kernel k̃ for di↵erent splits; for every parent

B
node P we resample the frequency vectors t!b ub“1
defining the corresponding feature map

'.
˜ Using di↵erent k̃ at each node might help to better detect di↵erent distributional changes.

Furthermore, having di↵erent random kernels for each node agrees well with the randomness
of the Random Forests and helps making the trees more independent. Since the MMD statistic
DMMDpk̃q used for our splitting criterion is not only an approximation of DMMDpkq , but is itself

an MMD statistic, it inherits good power for detecting any di↵erence in distribution of Y in the
child nodes for moderately large data dimensionality d, even when B is reasonably small. One
could even consider changing the number of random Fourier features B at di↵erent levels of the
tree, as nP varies, but for simplicity we take it to be fixed.
There is some similarity of our MMD-based splitting criterion (12) with the standard variance reduction CART splitting criterion (7) when d “ 1, which can be rewritten as:
nL nR
n2P

˜

1 ÿ
1 ÿ
yi ´
yi
nL x PC
nR x PC
i

L

i

R

¸2

.

(13)

The derivation can be found in Appendix 2. From this representation, we see that the CART
splitting criterion (7) is also equivalent to the GRF splitting criterion (2) when our target is the
univariate conditional mean ⌧pxq “ ErY | Xxs which is estimated for C L and CR by the sample

means ⌧ˆ L “ yL and ⌧ˆ R “ yR . Therefore, as it compares the means of the univariate response Y in

the child nodes, the CART criterion can only detect changes in the response mean well, which is
sufficient for prediction of Y from X, but might not be suitable for more complex targets. Similarly, for multivariate applications, aggregating the marginal CART criteria [134, 201] across
di↵erent components Yi of the response can only detect changes in the means of their marginal
distributions. However, it is possible in the multivariate case that the pairwise correlations or
the variances of the responses change, while the marginal means stay (almost) constant. For
an illustration on simulated data, see Figure 7. Additionally, aggregating the splitting criteria
over d components of the response Y can reduce the signal size if only the distribution of a few
components change. Our MMD-based splitting criterion (12) is able to avoid such difficulties
as it implicitly inspects all aspects of the multivariate response distribution.
If we take a trivial kernel kid pyi , y j q “ yi y j with the identity feature map 'id pyq “ y, the cor-

responding distributional embedding (9) is given by µpPq “ EY„P Y and thus the corresponding

splitting criterion based on DMMDpkid q (10) corresponds exactly to the CART splitting criterion
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(7), which can be seen from its equivalent representation (13). Interestingly, Theorem 3 in Section 3 below shows that the MMD splitting criterion with kernel k can also be viewed as the
abstract CART criterion in the RKHS H corresponding to k [75]. Moreover, it is also shown

that DRF with the MMD splitting criterion can thus be viewed asymptotically as a greedy minimization of the squared RKHS distance between the corresponding embeddings of our estimate
P̂pY | Xxq and the truth PpY | Xxq averaged over x, thus justifying the proposed method. In

Section 3, we exploit this relationship to derive interesting theoretical properties of DRF with
the MMD splitting criterion.

3

Theoretical Results

In this section we exploit the properties of kernel mean embedding in order to relate DRF with
the MMD splitting criterion to an abstract version of the standard Random Forest with the
CART splitting criterion [35] when the response is taking values in the corresponding RKHS.
We further exploit this relationship to adapt the existing theoretical results from the Random
Forest literature to show that our estimate (5) of the conditional distribution of the response
is consistent with respect to the MMD metric for probability measures and with a good rate.
Finally, we show that this implies consistency of the induced DRF estimates for a range interesting targets ⌧pxq, such as conditional CDFs or quantiles. The proofs of all results can be found
in the Appendix 2.
Recalling the notation from above, let pH, x¨, ¨yH q be the Reproducing kernel Hilbert space
d

induced by the positive definite kernel k :

ˆ

d

Ñ

sponding feature map. The kernel embedding function µ : Mb p
signed Borel measure P on

d

d

and let ' :
d

to an element µpPq P H defined by
ª
µpPq “
'pyqdPpyq,

Ñ H be its corre-

q Ñ H maps any bounded

d

d

see (9). Boundedness of k ensures that µ is indeed defined on all of Mb p
of k ensures that H is separable [113].

q, while continuity

By considering the kernel embedding µp¨q and using its linearity, we can write the embed-

ding of the distributional estimate µpP̂pY | Xxqq of DRF (5) as the average of the embeddings
of the empirical distributions of Y in the leaves containing x over all trees:
¨
˛
N
N
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
1
1
1 ÿ
1
˝
‚
µpP̂pY | Xxqq “
µ
“
µp
yi
N k“1
N k“1 |Lk pxq| x PL pxq
|Lk pxq| x PL pxq
i

k

i

k

yi q.

(14)

This is analogous to the prediction of the response for the standard Random Forest, but where we
average the embeddings µp

yi q

“ 'pyi q instead of the response values themselves. Therefore,
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by using the kernel embedding, we can shift the perspective to the RKHS H and view DRF as

the analogue of the original Random Forest for estimation of µpPpY | X “ xqq “ Er'pYq | Xxs
in some abstract Hilbert space.

With this viewpoint, we can relate the MMD splitting criterion to the original CART criterion (7), which measures the mean squared prediction error for splitting a certain parent node
P into children C L and CR . On one hand, from Equation (13) we see that the CART criterion
∞
∞
measures the squared distance between the response averages n1L xi PCL yi and n1R xi PCR yi in
the child nodes, but on the other hand, Equation (10) shows that the MMD splitting criterion
measures the RKHS distance between the embeddings of the empirical response distributions
in C L and CR . This is summarized in the following theorem, which not only shows that the
MMD splitting criterion can be viewed as the abstract CART criterion in the RKHS H [75], but

also that DRF with the MMD splitting criterion can be viewed as greedy minimization of the
average squared distance between the estimated and true conditional distributions, as measured
by the RKHS norm between the corresponding embeddings to H:
theoremMMDCART For any split of a parent node P into child nodes C L and CR , let
∞
∞
P̂split pxq “ jPtL,Ru px P C j q n1j xi PC j yi denote the resulting estimate of the distribution PpY |
Xxq when x P P. Then the MMD splitting criterion is equivalent to the abstract version of the
CART criterion (7) on H:
arg max
split

n L nR
1 ÿ
pty
D
|
x
P
C
u,
ty
|
x
P
C
uq
“
arg
min
˚µp
i
i
L
i
i
R
MMDpkq
nP x PP
n2P
split
i

yi q

2

´ µpP̂split pxi qqH .

Moreover, for any node P and any fixed distributional estimator P̂pY | Xxq, we have:
1 ÿ
˚µp
nP x PP
i

”
ı
2
2
q
´
µp
P̂pY
|
Xx
qq
“
V
`
E
µp
P̂pY
|
Xqq
´
µpPpY
|
Xqq
|
X
P
P
` Ø p pn´1{2 q,
yi
i H
P
H

”
ı
where VP “ E µp Y q ´ µpPpY | Xqq2H | X P P is a deterministic term not depending on the
estimates P̂pY | Xxq.

In conclusion, DRF with the MMD splitting criterion can be viewed as the standard Random

Forest with the CART splitting criterion, but with the response µp Y q taking values in an abstract
RKHS H instead of

. Therefore, one could in principle derive properties of DRF by adapting

any theoretical result for standard Random Forests from the literature. However, a lot of care
is needed for making the results rigorous in this abstract setup, as many useful properties of
need not hold for infinite-dimensional H. The remaining part of this section is inspired by the
results from [232].

We suppose that the forest construction satisfies the following properties, which significantly
facilitate the theoretical considerations of the method and ensure that our forest estimator is well
behaved, as stated in [232]:
(P1) (Data sampling) The bootstrap sampling with replacement, usually used in forest-based
methods, is replaced by a subsampling step, where for each tree we choose a random
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subset of size sn out of n training data points. We consider sn going to infinity with n,
with the rate specified below.
(P2) (Honesty) The data used for constructing each tree is split into two parts; the first is used
for determining the splits and the second for populating the leaves and thus for estimating
the response.
(P3) (↵-regularity) Each split leaves at least a fraction ↵ 6 0.2 of the available training sample
on each side. Moreover, the trees are grown until every leaf contains between  and 2 ´1
observations, for some fixed tuning parameter  P N.

(P4) (Symmetry) The (randomized) output of a tree does not depend on the ordering of the
training samples.
(P5) (Random-split) At every split point, the probability that the split occurs along the feature
X j is bounded below by ⇡{p, for some ⇡ ° 0 and for all j “ 1, . . . , p.
The validity of the above properties are easily ensured by the forest construction. For more
details, see Appendix 1.
From Equation (14), the prediction of DRF for a given test point x can be viewed as an
element of H. If we denote the i-th training observation by Zi “ pxi , µp

yi qq

P

p

ˆ H, then

by (14) we estimate the embedding of the true conditional distribution µpPpY | Xxqq by the
average of the corresponding estimates per tree:
µpP̂pY | Xxqq “

N
1 ÿ
T px; " j , Z j q,
N j“1

where Zk is a random subset of tZi uni“1 of size sn chosen for constructing the j-th tree T j and " j

is a random variable capturing all randomness in growing T j , such as the choice of the splitting
candidates. T px; ", Zq denotes the output of a single tree: i.e. the average of the terms µp
over all data points Zi contained in the leaf Lpxq of the tree constructed from " and Z.

Yi q

Since one can take the number of trees N to be arbitrarily large, we consider an “idealized”

version of our estimator, as done in [231], which we denote as µ̂n pxq:
ˆ ˙´1
ÿ
n
µ̂n pxq “
E" T px; "; tZi1 , . . . , Zisn uq,
(15)
sn
i1 †i2 †...†i sn
` ˘
where the sum is taken over all snn possible subsets of tZi uni“1 . We have that µpP̂pY | Xxqq Ñ
µ̂n pxq as N Ñ 8, while keeping the other variables constant, and thus we assume for simplicity
that those two quantities are the same.

Our main result shows that, under similar assumptions as in [231], the embedding of our
conditional distribution estimator µn pxq “ µpP̂pY | Xxqq consistently estimates µpxq B µpPpY |
Xxqq with respect to the RKHS norm with a certain rate:
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theoremconsistency Suppose that our forest construction satisfies properties (P1)–(P5). Assume additionally that k is a bounded and continuous kernel and that we have a random design
with X1 , . . . , Xn independent and identically distributed on r0, 1s p with a density bounded away
from 0 and infinity. If the subsample size sn is of order n for some 0 †

† 1, the mapping

x ﬁÑ µpxq “ Erµp Y q | Xxs P H,
is Lipschitz and supxPr0,1s p Er}µp Y q}2H | Xxs † 8, we obtain the consistency w.r.t. the RKHS
norm:

for any

` ˘
µ̂n pxq ´ µpxqH “ o p n´ ,
´
¯
logp1´↵q
† 12 min 1 ´ , logp↵q ⇡p ¨ .

(16)

Remark. The rate in (16) is analogous to the one from [232], who used it further to derive the
asymptotic normality of the random forest estimator in
that there exists a sequence of real numbers

n

. Indeed, one can show in our case

Ñ 0, such that pµ̂n pxq ´ µpxqq{

n

as a random

element of H is “asymptotically linear”, in the sense that it is indistinguishable asymptotically

from an average of independent random elements in H. Unfortunately, this alone is not enough
to establish asymptotic normality of pµ̂n pxq ´ µpxqq{

n

research.

as an element of H, a task left for future

The above result shows that DRF estimate P̂pY | Xxq converges fast to the truth PpY | Xxq

in the MMD distance, i.e. the RKHS distance between the corresponding embeddings. Even
though this is interesting on its own, ultimately we want to relate this result to estimation of
certain distributional targets ⌧pxq “ ⌧pPpY | Xxqq.

For any f P H, we have that the DRF estimate of the target ⌧pxq “ Er f pYq | Xxs equals the

dot product x f, µ̂n pxqyH in the RKHS:
x f, µ̂n pxqyH “

B

f,

ª

d

F
ª
'pyqdP̂py | Xxq
“
H

d

f pyq dP̂py | Xxq “

n
ÿ
i“1

wx pxi q f pyi q,

where we recall the weighting function wx p¨q induced by the forest (4). Therefore, the consistency result (16) in Theorem 3 directly implies that
n
ÿ
i“1

p

wx pxi q f pyi q “ x f, µ̂n pxqyH Ñ x f, µpxqyH “ Er f pYq | Xxs

for any f P H,

(17)

i.e. that the DRF consistently estimates the targets of the form ⌧pxq “ Er f pYq | Xxs, for f P H.
From (16) we also obtain the rate of convergence when sn — n :
ˇ
ˇ
n
ˇÿ
ˇ
`
˘
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ wx pxi q f pyi q ´ Er f pYq | Xxsˇ “ o p n´ fH ,
ˇi“1
ˇ
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as in Theorem 3. When k is continuous, it is well known that all elements of H are con-

tinuous, see e.g. [113]. Under certain assumptions on the kernel and its input space, holding for
several popular kernels, (e.g. the Gaussian kernel) [212], we can generalize the convergence result (17) to any bounded and continuous function f :

d

Ñ

, as the convergence of measures

P̂pY | Xxq Ñ PpY | Xxq in the MMD metric will also imply their weak convergence, i.e. k
metrizes weak convergence [212, 206, 205]:

Assume that one of the following two sets of conditions holds:
(a) The kernel k is bounded, (jointly) continuous and has
ª ª
kpx, yqdPpxqdPpyq ° 0 @P P Mb p
Moreover, y ﬁÑ kpy0 , yq is vanishing at infinity, for all y0 P

d

d

qzt0u.

(18)

.

(b) The kernel k is bounded, shift-invariant, (jointly) continuous and ⌫ in the Bochner representation in (11) is supported on all of
a closed and bounded subset of

d

d

. Moreover, Y takes its values almost surely in

.

Then, under the conditions of Theorem 3, we have for any bounded and continuous function
f :

d

Ñ

that DRF consistently estimates the target ⌧pxq “ Er f pYq | Xxs for any x P r0, 1s p :
n
ÿ
i“1

p

wx pxi q f pyi q Ñ Er f pYq | Xxs.

Recalling the Portmanteau Lemma on separable metric spaces, see e.g. [66, Chapter 11],
this has several other interesting consequences, such as the consistency of CDF and quantile
estimates; Let FY|Xx p¨q be the conditional CDF of Y and for any index 1 6 i 6 d, let FYi |Xx p¨q

be the conditional CDF of Yi and FY´1
p¨q its generalized inverse, i.e. the quantile function. Let
i |Xx
F̂Yi |Xx p¨q and F̂Y´1
p¨q be the corresponding DRF estimates via weighting function (6). Then we
i |Xx

have the following result:

Under the conditions of Corollary 3, we have
p

F̂Y|Xx ptq Ñ FY|Xx ptq
p

F̂Y´1
ptq Ñ FY´1
ptq
i |Xx
i |Xx
for all points of continuity t P

4

d

and t P

of FY|Xx p¨q and FY´1
p¨q respectively.
i |Xx

Applications and Numerical Experiments

The goal of this section is to demonstrate the versatility and applicability of DRF for many
practical problems. We show that DRF can be used not only as an estimator of the multivariate
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conditional distribution, but also as a two-step method to easily obtain out-of-the box estimators
for various, and potentially complex, targets ⌧pxq.
Our main focus lies on the more complicated targets which cannot be that straightforwardly
approached by conventional methods. However, we also illustrate the usage of DRF for certain
applications for which there already exist several well-established methods. Whenever possible
in such cases, we compare the performance of DRF with the specialized, task-specific methods
to show that, despite its generality, there is at most a very small loss of precision. However, we
should point out that for many targets such as, that can not be written in a form of a conditional
mean or a conditional quantile, for example, conditional correlation, direct comparison of the
accuracy is not possible for real data, since no suitable loss function exists and the ground truth
is unknown. Finally, we show that, in addition to directly estimating certain targets, DRF can
also be a very useful tool for many di↵erent applications, such as causality and fairness.
Detailed descriptions of all data sets and the corresponding analyses, together with additional simulations can be found in the appendix.

4.1

Estimation of Conditional Multivariate Distributions

In order to provide good estimates for any target ⌧pxq “ ⌧pPpY | Xxqq, our method needs to
estimate the conditional multivariate distribution PpY | Xxq well. Therefore, we first investigate
here the accuracy of the DRF estimate (5) of the full conditional distribution and compare its
performance with the performance of several existing methods.
There are not many algorithms in the literature that nonparametrically estimate the multivariate conditional distribution PpY | X “ xq. In addition to a few simple methods such as the

k-nearest neighbors or the kernel regression, which locally weight the training points, we also
consider advanced machine learning methods such as the Conditional Generative Adversarial
Network (CGAN) [169, 3], Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) [210] and Masked
Autoregressive Flow [179]. It is worth mentioning that the focus in the machine learning literature has been more on applications where d is very large (e.g. pixels of an image) and p is very
small (such as image labels). Even though some methods do not provide the estimated conditional distribution in a form as simple as DRF, one is still able to sample from the estimated
distribution and thus perform any subsequent analysis and make fair comparisons between the
methods.
We first illustrate the estimated distributions of the above method on a toy example where
n “ 1000, p “ 10, d “ 2 and
Y2 | Xx,

|ù

Y1

Y1 | Xx „ Upx1 , x1 ` 1q,

Y2 | Xx „ Up0, x2 q,

X „ Up0, 1q p .

(19)

That is, in the above example X1 a↵ects the mean of Y1 , whereas X2 a↵ects the both mean and
variance of Y2 , and X3 , . . . , X p have no impact. The results can be seen in Figure 3 for the above
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Figure 3: The illustration of the estimated joint conditional distribution obtained by di↵erent methods for the
toy example (19). For 1000 randomly generated test points Xtest „ Up0, 1q p the top row shows the estimated

distribution of the response component Y1 , whereas the bottom row shows the estimated distribution of Y2 . The 0.1
and 0.9 quantiles of the true conditional distribution are indicated by a dashed black line, whereas the conditional
mean is shown as a black solid line.

methods. We see that, unlike some other methods, DRF is able to balance the importance of the
predictors X1 and X2 and thus to estimate the distributions of Y1 and Y2 well.
One can do a more extensive comparison on real data sets. We use the benchmark data
sets from the multi-target regression literature [221] together with some additional ones created
from the real data sets described throughout this paper. The performance of DRF is compared
with the performance of other existing methods for nonparametric estimation of multivariate
distributions by using the Negative Log Predictive Density (NLPD) loss, which evaluates the
logarithm of the induced multivariate density estimate [188]. As the number of test points grows
to infinity, NLPD loss becomes equivalent to the average KL divergence between the estimated
and the true conditional distribution and is thus able to capture how well one estimates the whole
distribution instead of only its mean.
In addition to the methods mentioned above, we also include the methods that are intended
only for mean prediction, by assuming that the distribution of the response around its mean
is homogeneous, i.e. that the conditional distribution P pY ´ ErY | Xs | Xxq does not depend

on x. This is fitted by regressing each component of Y separately on X and using the pooled
residuals. We consider the standard nonparametric regression methods such as Random Forest
[35], XGBoost [44], and Deep Neural Networks [88].
The results are shown in Table 1. We see that DRF performs well for a wide range of sample
size and problem dimensionality, especially in problems where p is large and d is moderately
big. It does so without the need for any tuning or involved numerical optimization. More
detailed analysis and descriptions of each competing method and the loss function can be found
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[0][3.5em] [45][1.8em]jura [45][1.8em]slump [45][1.8em]wq [45][1.8em]enb [45][1.8em]atp1d [45][1
n

359

103

1K

768

337

p

15

7

16

8

370

d

3

3

14

2

6

DRF

3.9

4.0

22.5

2.1

7.3

CGAN

10.8

5.3

27.3

3.5

10.4

CVAE

4.8

37.8

36.8

2.6

MAF

4.6

4.5

23.9

3.0

°1K

k-NN

4.5

5.0

23.4

2.4

8.8

kernel

4.1

4.2

23.0

2.0

6.6

RF

7.1

12.1

35.2

5.7

12.7

XGBoost

11.4

38.3

25.9

3.0

DNN

4.0

4.2

23.3

2.6

°1K

8.0

8.6

Table 1: NLPD loss computed on out-of-sample observations for the estimated conditional distributions obtained
by several di↵erent methods (corresponding to rows) for many real data sets (corresponding to columns). The best
method is indicated in bold. Detailed description of both the data sets and the competing methods can be found in
Appendix 3.

in the Appendix 3.

4.2

Estimation of Statistical Functionals

Because DRF represents the estimated conditional distribution P̂pY | X “ xq “

∞

i

wx pxi q ¨

yi

in a convenient form by using weights wx pxi q, a plug-in estimator ⌧pP̂pY | X “ xqq of many
common real valued statistical functionals ⌧pPpY | X “ xqq P

can be easily constructed from

wx p¨q.

We first investigate the performance for the classical problem of univariate quantile esti-

mation on simulated data. We consider the following three data generating mechanisms with
p “ 40, n “ 2000 and Xi Up´1, 1q p :
• Scenario 1: Y „ Np0.8 ¨ pX1 ° 0q, 1q (mean shift based on X1 )
• Scenario 2: Y „ Np0, p1 ` pX1 ° 0qq2 q (variance shift based on X1 )
• Scenario 3: Y „ pX1 6 0q ¨ Np1, 1q ` pX1 ° 0q ¨ Expp1q (distribution shift based on X1 ,
constant mean and variance)

The first two scenarios correspond exactly to the examples given in [13].
In Figure 4 we can see the corresponding estimates of the conditional quantiles for DRF,
Quantile Regression Forest (QRF) [162], which uses the same forest construction with CART
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of predictions of the 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 quantiles against X1 for randomly generated 500 test
data points Xtest „ Up´1, 1q p . The true values of the quantiles are displayed by black dashed lines. The columns
corresponds to di↵erent methods DRF (red), GRF (green), QRF (blue), TRF (purple). The rows correspond to
di↵erent simulation scenarios. The first two are taken from [13].

splitting criterion as the original Random Forest [35] but estimates the quantiles from the induced weighting function, Generalized Random Forests (GRF) [13] with a splitting criterion
specifically designed for quantile estimation and Transformation Forests (TRF) [109]. We see
that DRF is performing very well even compared to methods that are specifically tailored to
quantile estimation. For more detailed analysis and some additional examples, such as the univariate mean regression, we refer the reader to Appendix 4.
The multivariate setting is however more interesting, as one can use DRF to compute much
more interesting statistical functionals ⌧pxq. We illustrate this in Figure 5 for the the air quality
data set, described in Section 2.2. The left plot shows one value of the estimated multivariate
CDF, specifically the estimated probability of the event that the air quality index (AQI) is at most
50 at a given test site. This corresponds to the ”Good” category and means that the amount
of every air pollutant is below a certain threshold determined by the EPA. Such probability
estimates can be easily obtained by summing the weights of the training points belonging to the
event of interest.
In order to investigate the accuracy of the conditional CDF obtained by DRF, we compare
the estimated probabilities with estimates of the standard univariate classification forest [35]
with the response pAQI 6 50q. In the left plot of Figure 6, we can see that the DRF estimates of
the PpAQI 6 50 | X “ xq (also visualized in Figure 5) are quite similar to the estimates of the
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Figure 5: Estimates of the probability PpAQI 6 50 | test siteq (left) and the conditional correlation (right) derived
from the DRF estimate of the multivariate conditional distribution.

classification forest predicting the outcome pAQI 6 50q. Furthermore, the cross-entropy loss

evaluated on the held-out measurements equals 0.4671 and 0.4663 respectively, showing almost
no loss of precision. In general, estimating the simple functionals from the weights provided by
DRF comes usually at a small to no loss compared to the classical methods specifically designed
for this task.
In addition to the classical functionals ⌧pxq in the form of an expectation Ep f pYq | X “ xq

or a quantile Q↵ p f pYq | X “ xq for some function f : Rd Ñ R, which can also be computed by solving the corresponding one-dimensional problems, additional interesting statistical
functionals with intrinsically multivariate nature that are not that simple to estimate directly are
accessible by DRF, such as, for example, the conditional correlations pYi , Y j | Xxq. As an illus-

tration, the estimated correlation of the sulfur dioxide (SO2 ) and fine particulate matter (PM2.5)
is shown in the right plot of Figure 5. The plot reveals also that the local correlation in many
big cities is slightly larger than in its surroundings, which can be explained by the fact that the
industrial production directly a↵ects the levels of both pollutants.

Figure 6: Left: Comparison of the CDF estimates obtained by DRF (displayed also in the left plot of Figure 5) and
by the classification forest. Right: Example how the CDF estimated by using the classification forest (blue) need
not be monotone, whereas the DRF estimates (red) are well-behaved.

A big advantage of the target-free forest construction of DRF is that all subsequent targets
are computed from same the weighting function wx obtained from a single forest fit. First, this
is computationally more efficient, since we do not need for every target of interest to fit the
method specifically tailored to it. For example, estimating the CDF with classification forests
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requires fitting one forest for each function value. Secondly and even more importantly, since
all statistical functionals are plug-in estimates computed from the same weighting function, the
obtained estimates are mathematically well-behaved and mutually compatible. For example, if
we estimate pYi , Y j | Xxq by separately estimating the terms pYi , Y j | Xxq, VpYi | Xxq, and VpY j |

Xxq, one can not in general guarantee the estimate to be in the range r´1, 1s, but this is possible
with DRF. Alternatively, the correlation or covariance matrices that are estimated entrywise are
guaranteed to be positive semi-definite if one uses DRF. As an additional illustration, Figure 6
shows that the estimated (univariate) CDF using the classification forest need not be monotone
due to random errors in each predicted value, which can not happen with the DRF estimates.

4.3 Conditional Copulas and Conditional Independence Testing
One can use the weighting function not only to estimate certain functionals, but also to obtain
more complex objects, such as, for example, the conditional copulas. The well-known Sklar’s
theorem [208] implies that at a point x P R p , the conditional CDF PpY 6 y | X “ xq “ PpY1 6

y1 , . . . , Yd 6 yd | X “ xq can be represented by a CDF Cx on r0, 1sd , the conditional copula at x,

and d conditional marginal CDFs FYi |Xx pyq “ PpYi 6 y | X “ xq for 1 6 i 6 d, as follows:
`
˘
PpY 6 y | X “ xq “ Cx FY1 |Xx py1 q, . . . , FYd |Xx pyd q .
(20)

Copulas capture the dependence of the components Yi by the joint distribution of the corre-

sponding quantile levels of the marginal distributions: FYi |Xx pYi q P r0, 1s. Decomposing the full

multivariate distribution to marginal distributions and the copula is a very useful technique used
in many fields such as risk analysis or finance [46]. Using DRF enables us to estimate copulas
conditionally, either by fitting certain parametric model or nonparametrically, directly from the
weights.

Figure 7: Estimated conditional joint distribution of pY1 , Y2 q and conditional copulas obtained by DRF at di↵erent
test points x, where x1 equals 0.25 and 0.75 respectively. The red lines are the contours of the true multivariate
density function.

To illustrate this, consider an example where the 5-dimensional Y is generated from the
Gauss
equicorrelated Gaussian copula Y “ pY1 , . . . , Y5 q | X “ x „ C⇢pxq
conditionally on the
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covariates X with distribution Xi Up0, 1q p , where p “ 30 and n5000. All Yi have a Np0, 1q
distribution marginally, but their conditional correlation for i , j is given by CorpYi , Y j q “
⇢pxq “ x1 . Figure 7 shows that DRF estimates the full conditional distribution at di↵erent

test points x quite accurately and thus we can obtain a good nonparametric estimate of the
conditional copula as follows. First, for each component Yi , we compute the corresponding
marginal CDF estimate F̂Yi |Xx p¨q from the weights. Second, we map each response yi Ñ ui B
`
˘
F̂Y1 |Xx ppyi q1 q , . . . , F̂Yd |Xx ppyi qd q . The copula estimate is finally obtained from the weighted
∞
distribution ni“1 wx pxi q ui , from which we sample the points in Figure 7 in order to visualize
the copula.

If we want to instead estimate the copula parametrically, we need to find the choice of pa-

rameters for a given model family which best matches the estimated conditional distribution,
e.g. by weighted maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). For the above example, the correlation parameter of the Gaussian copula can be estimated by computing the weighted correlation
with weights twx pxi quni“1 . The left plot in Figure 8 shows the resulting estimates of the conditional correlation Cor pY1 , Y2 | X “ xq obtained from DRFMMD , which uses the MMD splitting

criterion (12) described in Section 2.3.1, and DRFCART , which aggregates the marginal CART
criteria [134, 201]. We see that DRFMMD is able to detect the distributional heterogeneity and
provide good estimates of the conditional correlation. On the other hand, DRFCART cannot detect the change in distribution of Y caused by X1 that well. The distributional heterogeneity
can not only occur in marginal distribution of the responses (a case extensively studied in the
literature), but also in their interdependence structure described by the conditional copula Cx ,
as one can see from decomposition (20). Since DRFMMD relies on a distributional metric for its
splitting criterion, it is capable of detecting any change in distribution [92], whereas aggregating marginal CART criteria for Y1 , . . . , Yd in DRFCART only captures the changes in the marginal
means.

Figure 8: Estimated conditional correlation of Y1 and Y2 (left) and estimated conditional dependence quantified by
HSIC statistic (right), obtained by DRFMMD (blue) and DRFCART (red) respectively. For every test point, we set
X j “ 0.5, j , 1. Black dashed curve indicates the population values.

This is further illustrated for a related application of conditional independence testing, where
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we compute some dependence measure from the obtained weights. For example, we can test
Y2 conditionally on the event X “ x by using the Hilbert Schmidt Inde-

|ù

the independence Y1

pendence Criterion (HSIC) [95], which measures the di↵erence between the joint distribution
and the product of the marginal distributions. The right plot of Figure 8 shows that the DRFMMD

estimates are quite close to the population value of the HSIC, unlike the ones obtained by
DRFCART .

4.4 Heterogeneous Regression and Causal E↵ect Estimation
In this and the following section, we illustrate that, in addition to direct estimation of certain
targets, DRF can also be a useful tool for complex statistical problems and applications, such
as causality.
Suppose we would like to investigate the relationship between some (univariate) quantity of
interest Y and certain predictors W from heterogeneous data, where the change in distribution
of pW, Yq can be explained by some other covariates X. Very often in causality applications, W

is a (multivariate) treatment variable, Y is the outcome, which is commonly, but not necessarily,
discrete, and X is a set of observed confounding variables for which we need to adjust if we are
interested in the causal e↵ect of W on Y. This is illustrated by the following causal graph:
X
W

Y

The problem of nonparametric confounding adjustment is hard; not only can the marginal
distributions of Y and W be a↵ected by X, thus inducing spurious associations due to confounding, but the way how W a↵ects Y can itself depend on X, i.e. the treatment e↵ect might be
heterogeneous. The total causal e↵ect can be computed by using the adjustment formula [180]:
ª
ErY | dopWwqs “ ErY | dopWwq, Xxs PpXx | dopWwqqdx
ª
“ ErY | Ww, Xxs PpXxqdx.
(21)
However, implementing do-calculus for finite samples and potentially non-discrete data might
not be straightforward and comes with certain difficulties. The standard approach would be to
estimate the conditional mean ErY | Ww, Xxs nonparametrically by regressing Y on pX, Wq

with some method of choice and to average out the estimates over di↵erent x sampled from
the observed distribution of X. Using DRF for this is not necessary, but has an advantage that
one can easily estimate the full interventional distribution PpY | dopWwqq and not only the
interventional mean.
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Another way to compute the causal e↵ect is explained in the following, which allows to add
more structure to the problem. We use DRF to first fit the forest with the multivariate response
pW, Yq and the predictors X. In this way, one can for any point of interest x obtain the joint
distribution of pW, Yq conditionally on the event Xx and then the weights twx pxi quni“1 can be

used as an input for some regression method for regressing Y on W in the second step. This
conditional regression fit might be of separate interest and it can also be used for estimating
the causal e↵ect ErY | dopWwqs from (21), by averaging the estimates ErY | Ww, Xxs over x,
where x is sampled from the empirical observation of X. In this way one can efficiently exploit
and incorporate any prior knowledge of the relationship between W and Y, such as, for example,
monotonicity, smoothness or that it satisfies a certain parametric regression model, without
imposing any assumptions on the e↵ect of X on pW, Yq. Furthermore, one might be able to
better extrapolate to the regions of space where PpWw, Xxq is small, compared to the standard

approach which computes ErY | Ww, Xxs directly, by regressing Y on pW, Xq. Extrapolation is
crucial for causal applications, since for computing ErY | dopWwqs we are interested in what

would happen with Y when our treatment variable W is set to be w, regardless of the value
achieved by X. However, it can easily happen that for this specific combination of X and W
there are very few observed data points, thus making the estimation of the causal e↵ect hard
[180].

Figure 9: Left: Visualization of heterogeneous synthetic example (22). Middle: Gray points depict joint distribution of pW, Yq conditionally on Xx, for some choices of x indicated in the top left corner. Black curve indicates

the true conditional mean ErY | Ww, Xxs, the blue curve represents the estimate obtained by DRF with response

pW, Yq and predictors X in combination with smoothing splines regression, whereas the red curve represents the

estimate obtained by standard Random Forest. Right: The corresponding estimates for both methods of the causal
e↵ect ErY | dopWwqs computed from (21). The true causal e↵ect is denoted by a black dashed curve.

As an illustration, we consider the following synthetic data example, with continuous out-
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come Y, continuous univariate treatment W, n “ 5000 and p “ 20:
X „ Up0, 5q p ,

W | X „ NpX2 , 1q,

Y | X, W „ NpX2 ` X1 sinpWq, 1q.

(22)

A visualization of the data can be seen on the left side of Figure 9; treatment W a↵ects Y nonlinearly, X2 is a confounding variable that a↵ects the marginal distributions of Y and W and X1
makes the treatment e↵ect heterogeneous. The middle part of Figure 9 shows the conditional
regression fits, i.e. the estimates of ErY | Ww, Xxs as w varies and x is fixed. We see that com-

bination of DRF with response pY, Wq and predictors X with the smoothing splines regression
of Y on W (blue curve) is more accurate than the estimates obtained by standard Random Forest

[35] with response Y and predictors pW, Xq (red curve). Furthermore, we see that the former

approach can extrapolate better to regions with small number of data points, which enables us
to better estimate the causal e↵ect ErY | dopWwqs from (21), by averaging the corresponding
estimates of ErY | Ww, Xxs over observed x, as shown in the right plot of Figure 9.

The conditional regression fit ErY | Ww, Xxs is related to the concept of the conditional

average treatment e↵ect (CATE) as it quantifies the e↵ect of W on Y for the subpopulation for
which X “ x. There exist many successful methods in the literature for estimating the causal
e↵ects and the (conditional) average treatment e↵ects for a wide range of settings [1, 45, 232,

136]. Due to its versatility, DRF can easily be used when the underlying assumptions of existing
methods are violated, when some additional structure is given in the problem or for the general,
nonparametric, settings [115, 71, 127]. Appendix 4 contains additional comparisons with some
existing methods for causal e↵ect estimation.
4.4.1

Births data

We further illustrate the applicability of DRF for causality-related problems on the natality
data obtained from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) website, where we
have information about all recorded births in the USA in 2018. We investigate the relationship
between the pregnancy length and the birthweight, an important indicator of baby’s health.
Not only is this relationship complex, but it also depends on many di↵erent factors, such as
parents’ race, baby’s gender, birth multiplicity (single, twins, triplets...) etc. In the left two plots
of Figure 10 one can see the estimated joint distribution of birthweight and pregnancy length
conditionally on many di↵erent covariates, as indicated in the plot. The black curves denote the
subsequent regression fit, based on smoothing splines and described in detail in Appendix 3. In
addition to the estimate of the mean, indicated by the solid curve, we also include the estimates
of the conditional 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles, indicated by dashed curves, which is very useful in
practice for determining whether a baby is large or small for its gestational age. Notice how
DRF assigns less importance to the mother’s race when the point of interest is a twin (middle
plot), as in this case more weight is given to twin births, regardless of the race of the parents.
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Figure 10: Left and middle: estimated relationship of pregnancy length and birthweight, conditionally on the
criteria indicated in the upper left corner. Right: estimated interventional e↵ect of twin birth on the birthweight for
a fixed pregnancy length. In all plots the solid curves denote the estimated conditional mean and the dashed denote
the estimated 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles.

Suppose now we would like to understand how a twin birth T causally a↵ects the birthweight B, but ignoring the obvious indirect e↵ect due to shorter pregnancy length L. For example, sharing of resources between the babies might have some e↵ect on their birthweight. We
additionally need to be careful to adjust for other confounding variables X, such as, for example, the parents’ race, which can a↵ect B, T and L. We assume that this is represented by the
following causal graph:
X
T

B
L

In order to answer the above question, we investigate the causal quantity PpB | dopT t, Llqq.

Even though one cannot make such do-intervention in practice, this quantity describes the total
causal e↵ect if the birth multiplicity and the length of the pregnancy could be manipulated and
thus for a fixed pregnancy length l, we can see the di↵erence in birthweight due to T . We
compute this quantity as already stated above, by using DRF with subsequent regression fits
(described in detail in Appendix 3), which has the advantage of better extrapolating to regions
with small probability, such as long twin pregnancies (see middle plot of Figure 10). In the right
plot of Figure 10 we show the mean and quantiles of the estimated interventional distribution
and we see that, as one might expect, a twin birth causes smaller birthweight on average, with
the di↵erence increasing with the length of the pregnancy.

4.5

Fairness

Being able to compute di↵erent causal quantities with DRF could prove useful in a range of
applications, including fairness [137]. We investigate the data on approximately 1 million fulltime employees from the 2018 American Community Survey by the US Census Bureau from
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which we have extracted the salary information and all covariates that might be relevant for
salaries. In the bottom left plot of Figure 11 one can see the distribution of hourly salary
of men and women (on the logarithmic scale). The overall salary was scaled with working
hours to account for working part-time and for the fact that certain jobs have di↵erent working
hours. We can see that men are paid more in general, especially for the very high salaries. The
di↵erence between the median hourly salaries, a commonly used statistic in practice, amounts
17% for this data set.
We would like to answer whether the observed gender pay gap in the data is indeed unfair,
i.e. only due to the gender, or whether it can at least in part be explained by some other factors,
such as age, job type, number of children, geography, race, attained education level and many
others. Hypothetically, it could be, for example, that women have a preference for jobs that are
paid less, thus causing the gender pay gap.
In order to answer this question, we assume that the data is obtained from the following
causal graph, where G denotes the gender, W the hourly wage and all other factors are denoted
by X:
X
G

W

i.e. G is a source node and W is a sink node in the graph. In order to determine the direct effect of the gender on wage that is not mediated by other factors, we would like to compute the
distribution of the nested counterfactual Wpmale, Xpfemaleqq, which is interpreted in the datagenerating process as the women’s wage had they been treated in same way as men by their
employers for determining the salary, but without changing their propensities for other characteristics, such as the choice of occupation. Therefore, it can be obtained from the observed
distribution as follows:
P pWpmale, Xpfemaleqqq “
“

ª
ª

P pWpGmale, Xxqq PpXx | Gfemaleqdx
P pW | Gmale, Xxq PpXx | Gfemaleqdx,

(23)

Put in the language of the fairness literature, it quantifies the unfairness when all variables X
are assumed to be resolving [128], meaning that any di↵erence in salaries directly due to factors
X is not viewed as gender discrimination. For example, one does not consider unfair if people
with low education level get lower salaries, even if the gender distribution in this group is not
balanced.
There are several ways how one can compute the distribution of Wpmale, Xpfemaleqq from
(23) with DRF. The most straightforward option is to take W as the response and pG, Xq as
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Figure 11: Top row: Estimated joint distribution of wage and gender for some fixed values of other covariates X
indicated in the top left part of each plot. Bottom row: observed overall distribution of salaries (left), estimated
counterfactual distribution P pWpmale, Xpfemaleqqq of women’s salaries (middle) and the quantile comparison of
the counterfactual distribution of women’s salaries and the observed distribution of men’s salaries (right).

predictors in order to compute the conditional distribution P pW | Gmale, Xxq. However, with

this approach it could happen that for predicting P pW | Gmale, Xxq we also assign weight

to training data points for which Gfemale. This happens if in some trees we did not split
on variable G, which is likely, for example, if PpG “ male | Xxq is low. Using salaries of

both genders to estimate the distribution of men’s salaries might be an issue if our goal is to
objectively compare how women and men are paid.
Another approach is to take pW, Gq as a multivariate response and X as the predictors for

DRF and thus obtain joint distribution of pW, Gq conditionally on the event Xx. In this way

we can also quantify the gender discrimination of a single individual with characteristics x
by comparing his/her salary to the corresponding quantile of the salary distribution of people
of the opposite gender with the same characteristics x [184]. This is interesting because the
distribution of salaries, and thus also the gender discrimination, can be quite di↵erent depending
on other factors such as the industry sector or job type, as illustrated for a few choices of x in
the top row of Figure 11.
Finally, by averaging the DRF estimates of P pW | Xx, Gmaleq, conveniently represented via

the weights, over di↵erent x sampled from the distribution PpX | Gfemaleq, we can compute

the distribution of the nested counterfactual Wpmale, Xpfemaleqq. In the middle panel in the
bottom row of Figure 11 a noticeable di↵erence in the means, also called natural direct e↵ect
in the causality literature [180], is still visible between the observed distribution of women’s
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salaries and the hypothetical distribution of their salaries had they been treated as men, despite
adjusting for indirect e↵ects of the gender via covariates X. By further matching the quantiles
of the counterfactual distribution P pWpmale, Xpfemaleqqq with the corresponding quantiles of

the observed distribution of men’s salaries in the bottom right panel of Figure 11, we can also
see that the adjusted gender pay gap even increases for larger salaries. Median hourly wage
for women is still 11% lower than the median wage for the hypothetical population of men
with exactly the same characteristics X as women, indicating that only a minor proportion of
the actually observed hourly wage di↵erence of 17% can be explained by other demographic
factors.

5

Conclusion

We have shown that DRF is a flexible, general and powerful tool, which exploits the wellknown properties of the Random Forest as an adaptive nearest neighbor method via the induced
weighting function. Not only does it estimate multivariate conditional distributions well, but it
constructs the forest in a model- and target-free way and is thus an easy to use out-of-the-box
algorithm for many, potentially complex, learning problems in a wide range of applications,
including also causality and fairness, with competitive performance even for problems with
existing tailored methods.

1

Implementation Details

Here we present the implementation of the Distributional Random Forests (DRF) in detail.
The code is available in the R-package drf and the Python package drf. The implementation
is based on the implementations of the R-packages grf [13] and ranger [239]. The largest
di↵erence is in the splitting criterion itself and the provided user interface. Algorithm 3 gives
the pseudocode for the forest construction and computation of the weighting function wx p¨q.
• Every tree is constructed based on a random subset of size s (taken to be 50% of the size
of the training set by default) of the training data set, similar to [232]. This di↵ers from
the original Random Forest algorithm [35], where the bootstrap subsampling is done by
drawing from the original sample with replacement.
• The principle of honesty [28, 57, 232] is used for building the trees (line 4), whereby for
each tree one first performs the splitting based on one random set of data points Sbuild , and
then populates the leaves with a disjoint random set Spopulate of data points for determining

the weighting function wx p¨q. This prevents overfitting, since we do not assign weight to
the data points which we used to built the tree.
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for Distributional Random Forest
procedure BuildForest(set of samples S “ tpxi , yi quni“1 , number of trees N)
for i “ 1, . . . , N

Ssubsample = Subsample(S)

Sbuild , Spopulate – SplitSamples(Ssubsample )
Ti – CreateNewTree(Sbuild )
BuildTree(RootNode(Ti ))

PopulateLeaves(Ti , Spopulate q

end for

return F “ tT1 , . . . , TN u

end procedure

procedure BuildTree(current node N)
if StoppingCriterion(N) then
return
end if
S – GetSamples(N)

I – GetSplitVariables()
C – InitializeSplits()
for idx P I, level l

SL , SR – ChildSamples(S, idx, l)

test statistic v = SplittingCriterion(SL , SR )
AddNewSplitCandidate(C, v, SL , SR , idx, l)

end for

SL , SR , idx, l – FindBestSplit(C)
NL – CreateNode(SL )

NR – CreateNode(SR )
BuildTree(NL ),

BuildTree(NR )

Children(Nq – NL , NR
Split(Nq – idx, l
return

end procedure
procedure GetWeights(forest F , test point x)
vector of weights w = Zeros(n)
for i “ 1, . . . , |F |

L = GetLeafSamples(Ti , x)
for idx P L

wridxs “ wridxs + 1{p|L| ¨ |F |q

end for
end for
return w
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• We borrow the method for selecting the number of candidate splitting variables from the
grf package [13]. This number is randomly generated as minpmaxpPoissonpmtryq, 1q, pq,
where mtry is a tuning parameter. This di↵ers from the original Random Forests algorithm, where the number of splitting candidates is fixed to be mtry.
• The number of trees built is N “ 2000 by default.
• The factor variables in both the responses and the predictors are encoded by using the onehot encoding, where we add an additional indicator variable for each level l of some factor
variable Xk . This implies that in the building step, if we split on this indicator variable, we
divide the current set of data points in the sets where Xk “ l and Xk , l. This works well if
the number of levels is not too big, since otherwise one makes very uneven splits and the
dimensionality of the problem increases significantly. Handling of categorical problems
is a general challenge for the forest based methods and is an area of active research [122].
We will leave improving on this approach for the future development.
• We try to enforce splits where each child has at least a fixed percentage (chosen to be
10% as the default value) of the current number of data points. In this way we achieve
balanced splits and reduce the computational time. However, we cannot enforce this if we
are trying to split on the variable Xi with only a few unique values, e.g. indicator variable
for a level of some factor variable.
• All components of the response Y are scaled for the building step (but not when we populate the leaves). This ensures that each component of the response contributes equally
to the kernel values, and consequently to the MMD two-sample test statistic. Plain usage
of the MMD two-sample test would scale the components of Y at each node. However,
this approach favors always splitting on the same variables, even though their e↵ect will
diminish significantly after having split several times.
• By default, in step 20 of the Algorithm 3, we use the MMD-based splitting criterion given
by
B
ÿ
ÿ
1 ÿ |SL ||SL |
1
1
'
py
q
´
'!k pyi q
!
i
k
B k“1 p|SL | ` |SR |q2 |SL | px ,y qPS
|SR | px ,y qPS
i

The Gaussian kernel kpx, yq “
width

p

?1
e
2⇡ qd

i

L

´˚x´y22
2 2

i

i

2

R

is used as the default choice, with the band-

chosen as the median pairwise distance between all training responses tyi uni“1 ,

commonly referred to as the ’median heuristic’ [97]. However the algorithm can be used
with any choice of kernel, or in fact with any two-sample test.
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• The number B of random Fourier features is fixed and taken to be 20 by default. The
performance of the trees empirically shows stability for large range of B. Smaller values
of B help making the trees more independent which could improve the performance. One
could even use an adaptive strategy of choosing B, possibly increasing B as the depth of
the tree increases, but we decided to keep B fixed for simplicity.
• We compute variable importance similarly as for the original Random Forest algorithm
[35, 239], by sequentially permuting each variable and investigating the decrease in the
performance. However, since we target the full conditional distribution of the multivariate
response, as our performance measure we use for every test point px, yq the MMD distance

between the estimated joint distribution P̂pY | Xxq, described by the DRF weights, and
the point mass

2

y.

Derivations and Proofs

In this section we present proofs and further details for the results in Sections 2.3.1 and 3, in
the order in which they appear. Sections 2.1 and 2.3 derive the splitting criterion presented in
Equation (12) in the main text, with Section 2.3 showing that the CART criterion can be written
in an analogous way. Section 2.4 provides background and proves to the statements in Section
3.

2.1

Expressing MMD test statistic as an integral in the feature space

The biased MMD two-sample statistic is given as
1 ÿ
1 ÿ
2 ÿÿ
kpu
,
u
q
`
kpv
,
v
q
´
kpui , v j q
i
j
i
j
m2 i, j
n2 i, j
mn i j
1 ÿ
1 ÿ
1 ÿÿ
1 ÿÿ
“ 2
kpui , u j q ` 2
kpvi , v j q ´
kpui , v j q ´
kpv j , ui q
m i, j
n i, j
mn i j
mn i j

DMMD ptui umi“1 , tvi uni“1 q “

Assume that the kernel k is bounded and shift-invariant, then by Bochner’s theorem there
≥
T
exist a measure ⌫ such that k can be written as kpx, yq “ d ei! px´yq d⌫p!q.
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Let us write 'U! “

“

ª

d

˜

1
m

∞

i

ei!

Tu
i

and 'V! “

1
n

∞

i

T

ei! vi . We can now write DMMD as

DMMD ptui umi“1 , tvi uni“1 q “

¸
1 ÿ i!T pui ´u j q
1 ÿ i!T pvi ´v j q
1 ÿ ÿ i!T pui ´v j q
1 ÿ ÿ i!T pv j ´ui q
e
` 2
e
´
e
´
e
d⌫p!q
m2 i, j
n i, j
mn i j
mn i j
ª ´
ª
¯
2
U U
V V
U V
V U
“
'! '! ` '! '! ´ '! '! ´ '! '! d⌫p!q “
'U! ´ 'V! d⌫p!q
d

d

“
Ty

where '! pyq “ ei!
show.

ª

m

d

2

n

1ÿ
1ÿ
'! pui q ´
'! pvi q d⌫p!q,
m i“1
n i“1

P C are the corresponding Fourier features, which is what we wanted to

2.2 Approximate kernel and its MMD
When the kernel k is bounded and shift invariant, we have seen that it can be written as kpx, yq “
≥
i!T px´yq
d⌫p!q. This integral can be approximated by sampling from ⌫: Let !1 , . . . , !B „ ⌫
d e
be a random sample from the measure ⌫. Then we can write
ª
B
1 ÿ i!b T px´yq
1
T
kpx, yq “
ei! px´yq d⌫p!q «
e
“ xr
'puq, 'r pvqyCB “ k̃pu, vq,
B b“1
B
d

where 'r puq “ p'!1 puq, . . . , '!B puqqT is a random complex vector consisting of the Fourier
Tu

features '! puq “ ei!

P C. The kernel k̃ is analogous to the kernel k, but where the measure ⌫
∞B
is replaced by the empirical measure ⌫˜ “ B1 b“1
!b :
ª
T
k̃px, yq “
ei! px´yq d⌫˜ p!q.
d

Analogously as in the section 2.1, we can now write the MMD for the kernel k̃ as:
2
2
ª
m
n
B
m
n
1ÿ
1ÿ
1ÿ 1ÿ
1ÿ
DMMDpk̃q “
'! pui q ´
'! pvi q d⌫˜ p!q “
'!b pui q ´
'!b pvi q ,
n
B
m
n
d m
i“1
i“1
i“1
i“1
b“1

which can also additionally be interpreted as the approximation of DMMD . Therefore, our splitting criterion is obtained as the MMD of the random approximate kernel k̃:
2

B
1 ÿ n L nR 1 ÿ
1 ÿ
'
py
q
´
'!b pyi q .
!b i
B b“1 n2P nL x PC
nR x PC
i

The scaling factor

nL nR
n2P

L

i

R

occurs naturally and penalizes the increased variance of the sample

MMD statistic when nL or nR are small: it appears when we rewrite the CART criterion in the
related form, see section 2.3.
This representation of the MMD is the key why we use the approximate kernel k̃ instead
of k. This splitting criterion can be computed in ØpBnP q complexity, by updating the sums
∞
∞
xi PC L '!k pyi q and
xi PCR '!k pyi q in Øp1q computations, whereas this is not possible for DMMD .
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CART criterion rewritten

Standard CART criterion used in Random Forests [35] is the following: we repeatedly choose
to split the parent node P of size nP in two children C L and CR , of sizes nL and nR respectively,
such that the expression

˜
¸
ÿ
1 ÿ
pYi ´ Y L q2 `
pYi ´ Y R q2
nP iPC
iPCR
L
∞
is minimized, where Y L “ n1L iPCL Yi and YR is defined similarly.
∞
We now have Y “ n1P iPP Yi “ nnPL Y L ` nnRP Y R , which gives Y ´ Y L “
can write

ÿ

iPC L

pYi ´ Y L q2 “
“

ÿ

iPC L

ÿ

ÿ

iPC L

pYi ´ Y ` Y ´ Y L q2 “

pYi ´ Yq2 ` 2

ÿ

ÿ

iPC L

pYi ´ Y `

(24)

nR
pY R
nP

´ Y L q, so we

nR
pY R ´ Y L qq2
nP

n L n2
nR
pY R ´ Y L q
pYi ´ Yq ` 2 R pY R ´ Y L q2
nP
nP
iPC L

nL n2R
nR
“
pYi ´ Yq ` 2 pY R ´ Y L q ¨ nL pY L ´ Yq ` 2 pY R ´ Y L q2
nP
nP
iPC L
ÿ
nL n2
nR nL
nR
“
pYi ´ Yq2 ` 2
pY R ´ Y L q ¨ pY L ´ Y R q ` 2 R pY R ´ Y L q2
nP
nP
nP
iPC L
ÿ
nL n2R
2
“
pYi ´ Yq ´ 2 pY R ´ Y L q2
nP
iPC L
2

Similarly we obtain
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
n2 nR
pYi ´ Y R q2 “
pYi ´ Y ` Y ´ Y R q2 “
pYi ´ Yq2 ´ L 2 pY R ´ Y L q2 ,
nP
iPCR
iPCR
iPCR

which gives us that the CART criterion (24) can be written as
˜
¸
2
2
ÿ
n
n
n
n
1 ÿ
L
R
pYi ´ Yq2 ´ 2 R pY R ´ Y L q2 `
pYi ´ Yq2 ´ L 2 pY R ´ Y L q2
nP iPC
nP
nP
iPCR
L
ÿ
1
nL nR
“
pYi ´ Yq2 ´ 2 pY R ´ Y L q2 ,
nP iPP
nP

since nL ` nR “ nP . Since the first term depends only on the parent node and not on the chosen
split, we conclude that minimizing the CART criterion (24) is equivalent to maximizing the
following expression

n L nR
pY L ´ Y R q2 .
(25)
n2P
This equivalent criterion can be interpreted as comparing the di↵erence in the means of the

resulting child nodes, i.e. we will choose the split such that the means in the child nodes are as
heterogeneous as possible. The scaling factor
due to the increased variance of Y L or Y R .

nL nR
n2P

appears naturally, penalizing uneven splits
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2.4 Proofs for Section 3
2.4.0.1

Preliminaries. We first set notation and define basic probabilistic concepts on the

separable Hilbert space pH, x, ¨, yH q. We thereby mostly refer to [113] and [183]. Let p⌦, A, Pq

be the underlying probability space. Let pH, x¨, ¨yH q be the Hilbert space induced by the kernel
k and µ : Mb p

d

q Ñ H be the embedding function of, µpPq P H for all bounded signed

Borel measures P on

d

. Throughout we assume that k is bounded and continuous in its two

arguments. Boundedness of k ensures that µ is indeed defined on all of Mb p
nuity of k :

d

ˆ

d

Ñ

d

q, while conti-

ensures H is separable. Thus measurability issues can be avoided,

in particular, a map ⇠ : p⌦, Aq Ñ pH, BpHqq is measurable i↵ x⇠, f yH is measurable for all
f P H. Moreover, a quick check reveals that µpPq is linear on Mb p

define

Er⇠s :“

ª

H

d

q. If Er}⇠}H s † 8, we

⇠dP P H,

where the integral is meant in a Bochner sense. Separability and Er}⇠}H s † 8 mean this
integral is well-defined and moreover

FpEr⇠sq “ ErFp⇠qs,
for any continuous linear function F : H Ñ
f P H. Define moreover for q > 1,

.1 In particular, Erx⇠, f yH s “ xEr⇠s, f yH for all

Lq p⌦, A, Hq “ t⇠ : p⌦, F q Ñ pH, BpHqq measurable, with Er}⇠}q s † 8su
Lq p⌦, A, Hq “ Set of equivalence classes in Lq p⌦, A, Hq

Vp⇠q :“ Er}⇠ ´ Er⇠s}2 s “ Er}⇠}2 s ´ Er}⇠}s2 , ⇠ P L2 p⌦, A, Hq

p⇠1 , ⇠2 q “ Erx⇠1 ´ Er⇠1 s, ⇠2 ´ Er⇠2 syH s “ Erx⇠1 , ⇠2 yH s ´ xEr⇠1 s, Er⇠2 syH , ⇠1 , ⇠2 P L2 p⌦, A, Hq.
It is well-known, that pLq , } ¨ }Lq pHq q is a Banach space, with
}⇠}Lq pHq “ Er}⇠}qH s1{q .
We can then also define conditional expectation. For a sub ´ algebra F Ä A, ⇠ P L1 p⌦, A, Hq,
Er⇠ | F s is the (a.s.) unique element such that

(C1) Er⇠ | F s : p⌦, F q Ñ pH, BpHqq is measurable and Er⇠ | F s P L1 p⌦, F , Hq,
(C2) Er⇠F s “ ErEr⇠ | F sF s for all F P F .
See e.g. [223] or [183, Chapter 1]. (C2) in particular means that ErEr⇠ | F ss “ ErEr⇠ | F s⌦ s “

Er⇠s, since ⌦ P for any -algebra. It can also be shown that FpEr⇠ | F sq “ ErFp⇠q | F s for
all linear and continuous F : H Ñ
Moreover,
1

and that }Er⇠ | F s}H 6 Er}⇠}H | F s [183, Chapter 1].

Here and later Fp⇠q is meant to mean Fp⇠p!qq for all ! P ⌦.
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(C3) For ⇠ P L2 p⌦, A, Hq, Er⇠ | F s is the orthogonal projection into L2 p⌦, F , Hq,
again we refer to [223]. We note that, as with conditional expectation on

, Er⇠ | F s is only

defined uniquely a.s. As such all (in)equalitie statements hold only a.s. However, we will often
not explicitly write this going forward.
We then define Er⇠ | Xs “ Er⇠ |

pXqs. The following Proposition shows that this notion

is well-defined and some further properties of Hilbert space-valued conditional expectation, in
addition to (C1) – (C3):

Proposition 2.1. Let pH1 , x¨, ¨y1 q, pH2 , x¨, ¨y2 q be two separable Hilbert spaces, X, X1 , X2 P
L1 p⌦, A, H1 q and ⇠1 , ⇠2 , ⇠ P L1 p⌦, A, H2 q.2

(C4) There exists a measurable function h : pH1 , BpH1 qq Ñ pH2 , BpH2 qq, such that Er⇠ |
pXqs “ hpXq “ Er⇠ | Xs,

(C5) If ⇠1 P L2 p⌦, A, H1 q, ⇠2 P L2 p⌦, pXq, H1 q, then Erx⇠1 , ⇠2 yH1 | Xs “ xEr⇠1 | Xs, ⇠2 yH1 ,
(C6) If X2 and p⇠, X1 q are independent, then Er⇠ | X1 , X2 s “ Er⇠ | X1 s,
(C7) ErEr⇠ | X1 , X2 s | X1 s “ ErEr⇠ | X1 s | X1 , X2 s “ Er⇠ | X1 s.
Proof. We will use the following fact in the proof: Under the assumption of separability, all
relevant notions of measurability are the same, see e.g. [113, Chapter 2, 7]. In particular, ⇠ P
Lq p⌦, F , H2 q, for any q > 1, means that ⇠ : p⌦, F q Ñ pH2 , BpH2 qq is measurable, which in
turns means there exists a sequence of simple functions
fn “

mn
ÿ

gk A k ,

(26)

k“1

with gk P H2 and Ak P F for all k and such that fn Ñ ⇠ a.s. on H2 and even } fn ´ ⇠}Lq pHq Ñ 0,
see e.g. [183, Proposition 1.2].

For (C4), we note that by (C1), Er⇠ |

pXqs P L1 p⌦, pXq, H2 q and thus there exists a

sequence of functions fn : p⌦, pXqq Ñ pH2 , BpH2 qq of the form (26), such that fn Ñ Er⇠ |
pXqs a.s. on H2 . Since Ak P

pXq, Ak “ t! : Xp!q P Bk u for some Bk P BpH1 q, we may

transform fn from a function on ⌦ to a function on H1 into H2 :
fn p!q “

mn
ÿ

k“1

gk Ak p!q “

mn
ÿ

k“1

gk Bk pXp!qq :“ hn pXp!qq.

This defines a sequence of measurable functions hn : pH1 , BpH1 qq Ñ pH2 , BpH2 qq with hpXq “
limn hn pXq “ Er⇠ | pXqs a.s., proving the result.
2

We again note that all equalities technically only hold a.s.
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We first show (C5) for simple functions and then extend this to L2 p⌦, pXq, H1 q, using the

fact at the beginning of the proof. Let thus fn be of the form (26). Then for all F P pXq,
ErxEr fn | Xs, ⇠2 yH F s “
“
“

mn
ÿ

k“1
mn
ÿ
k“1
mn
ÿ
k“1

ErxErAk | Xsgk , ⇠2 yH F s
ErErAk | Xsxgk , ⇠2 yH F s
ErErAk xgk , ⇠2 yH F | Xss

“ Erx fn , ⇠2 yH F s,
from the properties of real-valued conditional expectation. As additionally xEr fn | Xs, ⇠2 yH is
clearly pXq measurable, (C1) and (C2) are met for this candidate. Since conditional expecta-

tion is (a.s.) uniquely defined by (C1) and (C2), (C5) holds true for the special case of simple
functions. For general ⇠1 P L2 p⌦, A, H1 q, let fn have } fn ´ ⇠1 }L2 pHq Ñ 0. The goal is to show
that

|ErxEr fn | Xs, ⇠2 yH F s ´ ErxEr⇠1 | Xs, ⇠2 yH F s| Ñ 0,
|Erx fn , ⇠2 yH F s ´ Erx⇠1 , ⇠2 yH F s| Ñ 0.

(27)
(28)

We can bound both terms by the same quantity, using CauchyâSchwarz:
|ErxEr fn | Xs, ⇠2 yH F s ´ ErxEr⇠1 | Xs, ⇠2 yH F s| “ |ErxEr fn ´ ⇠1 | Xs, ⇠2 yH F s|

6 ErEr} fn ´ ⇠1 }H F }⇠2 }H | Xss
“ Er} fn ´ ⇠1 }H F }⇠2 }H s,

as the random variable F }⇠2 }H is pXq measurable by assumption and
|Erx fn , ⇠2 yH F s ´ Erx⇠1 , ⇠2 yH F s| “ |Erx fn ´ ⇠1 , ⇠2 yH F s|

6 Er} fn ´ ⇠1 }H }⇠2 }H F s.

The result thus follows from the HÃPlder inequality,
Er} fn ´ ⇠1 }H }⇠2 }H F s 6 } fn ´ ⇠1 }L2 pHq ¨ }⇠2 }L2 pHq Ñ 0.
Finally (C6) and (C7) is easily proven with the technique of “scalarization” [183, Chapter
1]. We do the full argument for (C6), (C7) can be shown analogously. That is, we show that for
any F : FpEr⇠ | X1 , X2 sp!qq “ FpEr⇠ | X1 sp!qq.
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for almost all ! and some representation of Er⇠ | X1 , X2 s. This then immediately implies the
result. Now, using the property of real-valued conditional expectations
FpEr⇠ | X1 , X2 sq “ ErFp⇠q | X1 , X2 s
“ ErFp⇠q | X1 s,

since Fp⇠q is real-valued and independent of X2 . Since ErFp⇠q | X1 s “ FpEr⇠ | X1 sq, we obtain
(2.4.0.1).

⇤

(C4) in particular allows to see Er⇠ |

pXqs as a function in X and thus justifies the nota-

tion Er⇠ | Xs and all the subsequent derivations. We may also define conditional independence

through conditional expectation: With the notation of Proposition 2.1, ⇠ and X1 are conditionally independent given X2 , if Er f p⇠q | X1 , X2 s “ Er f p⇠q | X1 s for all f : pH2 , BpH2 qq Ñ

p , Bp qq bounded and measurable, see e.g., [51, Proposition 2.3]. This leads to two further
important properties:

Proposition 2.2. Let pH1 , x¨, ¨y1 q, pH2 , x¨, ¨y2 q be two separable Hilbert spaces, X, X1 , X2 P
L1 p⌦, A, H1 q and ⇠1 , ⇠2 , ⇠ P L1 p⌦, A, H2 q.

(C8) If ⇠ and X2 are conditionally independent given X1 , then Er⇠ | X1 , X2 s “ Er⇠ | X1 s,
(C9) If ⇠1 , ⇠2 are conditionally independent given X, Erx⇠1 , ⇠2 y | Xs “ xEr⇠1 | Xs, Er⇠2 | Xsy.
Proof. We prove (C8) again using the scalarization trick: For any F : H2 Ñ

continuous and

linear, it holds that

Fn p f q :“ Fp f qt|Fp f q| 6 nu @ f P H2 ,
is a bounded and measurable function. Thus by assumption,
ErFn p⇠q | X1 , X2 s “ ErFn p⇠q | X1 s.
We now show that ErFn p⇠q | X1 , X2 s Ñ ErFp⇠q | X1 , X2 s and ErFn p⇠q | X1 s Ñ ErFp⇠q | X1 s
a.s. Let F stand for either pX1 , X2 q or pX1 q. Then, as Fp f q “ Fn p f q ` Fp f qt|Fp f q| ° nu,
|ErFn p⇠q | F s ´ ErFp⇠q | F s| 6 Er|Fn p⇠q ´ Fp⇠q| | F s

“ Er|Fp f q|t|Fp f q| ° nu | F s.

Now, since for all n, |Fp f q|t|Fp f q| ° nu > 0 and Er|Fp f q|t|Fp f q| ° nu | F s 6 Er|Fp f q| |
F s † 8 a.s. an application of Fatou’s Lemma for (real-valued) conditional expectation (see
e.g., [66, Problem 10.7]) to |Fp f q| ´ |Fp f q|t|Fp f q| ° nu implies

lim sup |ErFn p⇠q | F s ´ ErFp⇠q | F s| 6 Erlim sup |Fp f q|t|Fp f q| ° nu | F s “ 0.
n

n
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Thus, we have shown that for all F : H2 Ñ
FpEr⇠ | X1 sq, proving the claim.

continuous and linear, FpEr⇠ | X1 , X2 sq “

Finally, combining (C5), (C7) and (C8), we obtain for ⇠1 , ⇠2 conditionally independent given

X
Erx⇠1 , ⇠2 y | Xs “ ErErx⇠1 , ⇠2 y | X, ⇠2 s | Xs
“ ErxEr⇠1 | X, ⇠2 s, ⇠2 y | Xs
“ ErxEr⇠1 | Xs, ⇠2 y | Xs

“ xEr⇠1 | Xs, Er⇠2 | Xsy.
⇤
Let for x P X, Px be the conditional distribution of Y given x on

d

and similarly with PX

(i.e. the regular conditional probability measure). Note that Px P H, while PX is a random
element mapping into H.

As in [232], we define for f , g two functions, with lim inf sÑ8 gpsq ° 0, f psq “ Opgpsqq if
lim sup
sÑ8

| f psq|
6 C,
gpsq

for some C ° 0. If C “ 1, then we write f psq - gpsq. For a sequence of random variables
Xn : ⌦ Ñ

, and an P p0, `8q, n P N, we write as usual Xn “ Ø p pan q, if
lim sup Ppa´1
n |Xn | ° Mq “ 0,

MÑ8

n

i.e. if Xn is bounded in probability. We write Xn “ o p pan q, if a´1
n Xn converges in probability
to zero. Similarly, for pS , dq a separable metric space, Xn : p⌦, Aq Ñ pS , BpS qq, n P N and
p

X : p⌦, Aq Ñ pS , BpS qq measurable, we write Xn Ñ X, if dpXn , Xq “ o p p1q.

Finally let X P L2 p⌦, A, H1 q, ⇠ P L2 p⌦, A, H2 q and assume that A Ä ⌦ depends on X,

A “ ApXq. Thus for X fixed to a certain value, A is a fixed set. If PpA | Xq ° 0 almost

everywhere, we define

Er⇠ | As “ Er⇠ | X, As :“

Er⇠A | Xs
P L2 p⌦, pXq, H2 q.
PpA | Xq

It then holds by construction that
Er⇠A | Xs “ Er⇠ | X, As ¨ PpA | Xq.

(29)

Let again µpxq :“ µpPx q be the embedding of the true conditional distribution into H. We

first state 3 preliminary results:

Lemma 2.1. It holds that Erµp Y q | Xxs “ µpPx q.
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Proof. We first note that Px exists and is a probability measure on

d

. Since k is bounded

µpPx q P H exists and is uniquely defined by the relation
x f, µpPx qyH “ Er f pYq | Xxs @ f P H.
On the other hand, by the above Erµp Y q | Xs P L2 p⌦, A, Hq exists and for all f P H,
xErµp Y q | Xs, f yH “ Erxµp Y q, f yH | Xs “ Er f pYq | Xs,
since F : H Ñ
f P H,

, Fpgq “ xg, f yH defines a continuous linear function. In particular, for all
xErµp Y q | Xxs, f yH “ Er f pYq | Xxs,

or Erµp Y q | Xxs “ µpPx q.

⇤

For a more compact notation in the following Lemma, let N “ t1, . . . , nu and let for A Ä N

and k 6 |A|, Ck pAq be the set of all subsets of size k drawn from A without replacement, with

C0 :“ H.

Lemma 2.2 (H-Decomposition of a Hilbert-space valued Kernel). Let pH1 , x¨, ¨y1 q, pH2 , x¨, ¨y2 q
be two separable Hilbert spaces, X1 , . . . , Xn be i.i.d. copies of a random element X : p⌦, Aq Ñ

pH1 , BpH1 qq. Write Xn “ pX1 , . . . , Xn q and let T : pH1n , BpH1n qq Ñ pH2 , BpH2 qq measurable
with Er}T pXn q}2H2 s † 8. If T is symmetric, there exists functions T j , j “ 1, . . . , n, such that
T pXn q “ ErT pXqs `
and it holds that

n
ÿ
i“1

T 1 pXi q `

ÿ

i1 †i2

T 2 pXi1 , Xi2 q ` . . . T n pXn q,

n ˆ ˙
ÿ
n
VpT pXn qq “
VpT i pX1 , . . . , Xi qq
i
i“1

and

(30)

(31)

T 1 pXi q “ ErT pXn q | Xi s ´ ErT pXn qs.
Proof. Composition (30) was proven in a range of di↵erent ways for real-valued T , see e.g.
[103], [67], [69], or [229]. We consider and slightly extend the elegant proof of [67] to also
prove (31). See also [229]. Let
T 1 pXi q “ ErT pXn q | Xi s ´ ErT pXn qs

T 2 pXi , X j q “ ErT pXn q | Xi , X j s ´ ErT pXn q | Xi s ´ ErT pXn q | X j s ` ErT pXn qs
..
.
T ` p⇡NA` pXn qq “

`´1
ÿ

p´1q`´k

k“0

ÿ

BPCk pA` q

ErT pXn q | ⇡NB pXn qs.
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We note that T ` does not depend on the exact indices in A` thanks to the assumed symmetry of
T . Since ErT pXn q | X1 , . . . , Xn s “ T pXn q is part of T n pXn q, this leads to a telescoping sum,
already proving (30).

Adapting the approach of [67], consider now L2 p⌦, pXn q, Hq and let Qi be the projection

operator into L2 p⌦, pX1 , . . . , Xi´1 , Xi`1 , . . . , Xn q, Hq. That is

pQi T qpX1 , . . . , Xi´1 , Xi`1 , . . . , Xn q “ ErT pXn q | X1 , . . . , Xi´1 , Xi`1 , . . . , Xn s,
by (C3). Now as in [229],
(I) the Qi commute,
(II) For A` “ ti1 , . . . , i` u Ä N,
pQi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Qi` T qp⇡NAc` pXn qq “ ErT pXn q | ⇡NAc` pXn qs.
In particular,
pQ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Q` T qpX``1 , . . . , Xn q “ ErT pXn q | X``1 , . . . , Xn s
Moreover, it holds that
T ` pXi1 , . . . , Xi` q “ prI ´ Qi1 srI ´ Qi2 s . . . rI ´ Qi` sQi` `1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Qin T qpXi1 , . . . , Xi` q.
Expanding the identity
T pXn q “ pI n T qpXn q “ prpI ´ Q1 q ` Q1 srpI ´ Q2 q ` Q2 s ¨ ¨ ¨ rpI ´ Qn q ` Qn sT qpXn q
as in [229] and using Qi p1 ´ Qi q “ 0, proves (30). Furthermore the above implies that for
any subset Al Ä N that intersects with A` “ ti1 , . . . , i` u, we must have ErT ` pXi1 , . . . , Xi` q |

⇡NAl pXn qs “ 0. Indeed assume Al X A` “ ti2 , . . . , i` u, then since the elements of Xn are independent, by (C6),

ErT ` p⇡NA` pXn qq|⇡NAl pXn qs “ ErT ` p⇡NA` pXn qq | ⇡NpAl XA` q pXn qs,
i.e. all elements outside the intersection are irrelevant. Moreover,
ErT ` p⇡NA` pXn qq | ⇡NpAl XA` q pXn qs “ pQi1 rI ´ Qi1 srI ´ Qi2 s . . . rI ´ Qi` sQi` `1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Qin T qp⇡NpAl XA` q pXn qq
and clearly this projection can only be 0. The same argument can be made for any other intersection set Al X A` , even if it is the empty set.

Thus combining the above with (C5), for A` , Al , it holds that
ErxT ` p⇡NA` pXn qq, T l p⇡NAl pXn qqyH s “ ErErxT ` p⇡NA` pXn qq, T l p⇡NAl pXn qqyH | ⇡NAl pXn qss
“ ErxErT ` p⇡NA` pXn qq | ⇡NAl pXn qs, T l p⇡NAl pXn qqyH s
“ 0.
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In other words, the covariance between any two elements in the decomposition of T pXn q ´
ErT pXqs in (30) is uncorrelated. Finally then

n ˆ ˙
ÿ
n
VpT pX1 , . . . , Xn qq “ ErxT pXn q ´ ErT pXn qs, T pXn q ´ ErT pXn qsys “
VpT i pX1 , . . . , Xi qq.
i
i“1

(32)

⇤
In order to proceed, we first prove Theorem 3, which is somewhat separate from the remainder
of this section:
*
Proof. The first part of the Theorem is shown analogously to the proof in Section 2.3 of the
appendix, but where we replace the standard dot product in

with the inner product x ¨, ¨yH

associated with pH, kq and use the induced RKHS norm ˚¨H . Also, since k is bounded, the
embedding µpDq into RKHS H exists for any distribution D, so everything is well-defined.

For the second statement of the Theorem 1, note that nP „ Binomialp⇡, nq, where ⇡ :“

PpX P Pq ° 0. Let P̂x “ P̂pY | X “ xq be a fixed conditional distribution estimator and recall
that Px “ PpY | X “ xq. We now write
ÿ

xi PP

˚µp

yi q

´

2
µpP̂xi qH

“

n
ÿ
i“1

˚µp

yi q

2

´ µpP̂xi qH txi P Pu.

Then it holds that
”
ı
” ”
ı
ı
2
2
E ˚µp Y i q ´ µpP̂Xi qH tXi P Pu “ E E ˚µp Y q ´ µpP̂X qH | X tX P Pu
and

”
ı
”
ı
2
2
E ˚µp Y q ´ µpP̂X qH | X “ E E ˚ µp Y q ´ µpPX q2H ` E ˚ µpPX q ´ µpP̂X qH | X
“
‰
` 2E xµp Y q ´ µpPX q, µpPX q ´ µpP̂X qyH | X .

It follows with Lemma 2.1 and (C5) that,

“
‰
E xµp Y q ´ µpPX q, µpPX q ´ µpP̂X qyH | X “ xE rµp Y q ´ µpPX q | Xs , µpPX q ´ µpP̂X qyH “ 0.

Combining the three equations, this means
”
ı
”
ı
2
2
2
E ˚µp Y i q ´ µpP̂Xi qH tXi P Pu “ E ˚µp Y q ´ µpPX qH tX P Pu ` ˚µpPX q ´ µpP̂X qH tX P Pu
´
”
ı¯
2
“ ⇡ VP ` E ˚µpPX q ´ µpP̂X qH | X P P ,
(33)

using that ErgpXq | X P Ps “ ErgpXqtX P Pus{PpX P Pq. We now show that the di↵erence
∞
2
between n1P xi PP ˚µp yi q ´ µpP̂pY | Xxi qqH and the expectation on the left of Equation (33) is
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O p pn´1{2 q, using standard CLT arguments. Define K “ supz,z1 | kpz, z1 q |† 8, as we have
assumed that k is bounded. For any two distributions D1 , D2 we now obtain

˚µpD1 q ´ µpD2 q2H “ ErkpZ1 , Z11 qs ´ 2ErkpZ1 , Z2 qs ` ErkpZ2 , Z12 qs 6 4K,
where Z1 , Z11 „ D1 and Z2 , Z12 „ D2 are independent random variables. Thus,
”
ı
”
ı
2
4
E ˚µp Y q ´ µpP̂X qH 6 4K, E ˚µp Y q ´ µpP̂X qH 6 16K 2

2

implying that both first and second moments of the random variable ˚µp Y q ´ µpP̂X qH tX P Pu
are finite. Moreover, since ˚µp

yi q

2

´ µpP̂xi qH txi P Pu for i “ 1, . . . , n are its i.i.d. realizations,

it follows directly from the CLT that:
˜
n
”
?
1ÿ
2
n
˚µp yi q ´ µpP̂xi qH txi P Pu ´ E ˚µp
n i“1

Yi q

´

2
µpP̂Xi qH tXi

P Pu

¸
ı

“ Ø p p1q .

By multiplying the above equation with n{nP “ p1{⇡ ` o p p1qq “ Ø p p1q, it also holds that
˜
¸
”
ı
ÿ
?
1
n
2
2
n
˚µp yi q ´ µpP̂xi qH ´ E ˚µp Y i q ´ µpP̂Xi qH tXi P Pu
“ Ø p p1q .
(34)
nP x PP
nP
i

Thus,
¸
”
ı
ÿ
1
1
2
2
˚µp yi q ´ µpP̂xi qH ´ E ˚µp Y i q ´ µpP̂Xi qH tXi P Pu
nP x PP
⇡
˜i
¸
ı
?
1 ÿ
n ”
2
2
“ n
˚µp yi q ´ µpP̂xi qH ´ E ˚µp Y i q ´ µpP̂Xi qH tXi P Pu
nP x PP
nP
i
ˆ
˙
ı
?
n⇡ 1 ”
2
´ n 1´
E ˚µp Y i q ´ µpP̂Xi qH tXi P Pu .
nP ⇡

?
n

˜

(35)

Now both terms ”in (35) are Ø p p1q: For
ı the first term this follows from (34). For the second term
2

it holds, since E ˚µp Y q ´ µpP̂X qH 6 4K and

ˆ
˙
?
n⇡
n 1´
“ Ø p p1q,
nP

which in turn is true by another application of the CLT on random variables tXi P Pu and the
fact that n{nP “ Ø p p1q:

ˆ
˙
?
? nP ´ n⇡
n⇡
n nP ´ n⇡
?
n 1´
“ n
“
“ Ø p p1q.
nP
nP
nP
n

Combining the fact that the expression in (35) is Ø p p1q with (33) gives the result.

⇤
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Let µ̂n pxq be defined as in (15):

ˆ ˙´1
ÿ
“
‰
n
µ̂n pxq “
E" T px, "; Zi1 , . . . , Zisn q ,
sn
i †i †...†i
1

where the sum is taken over all

`n˘
sn

2

(36)

sn

possible subsamples Zi1 , . . . , Zisn of Z1 , . . . Zn and sn Ñ 8

with n. Moreover, a single tree is given as

T px; ✏k , Zk1 , . . . Zksn q “

sn
ÿ
pXk j P Lk pxqq
µp
|L
pxq|
k
j“1

Yk j q.

(37)

Given these preliminary results, the proofs we use are for the most part analogous to the ones
in [232]. Thus the proofs are given mostly for completeness and sometimes omitted altogether.
We introduce the following additional notation, similar to Section 3: Let Z s “ pZ1 , . . . , Z s q
collect s i.i.d. copies of Z and define for j “ 1, . . . , sn ,
VpT q “ VpT px, "; Z sn qq

VpT j q “ VpErT px, "; Z sn q|Z1 , . . . , Z j sq
The index s will take the role of sn or n, depending on the situation. We note that, due to i.i.d.
sampling, it doesn’t matter for variance or expectation what kind of subset Zi1 , . . . , Zis we are
considering. In particular, we might just take Z s each time.

Before going on to the main proofs, we repeat here the assumed properties of the trees for

completeness:
(P1) (Data sampling) The bootstrap sampling with replacement, usually used in forest-based
methods, is replaced by a subsampling step, where for each tree we choose a random
subset of size sn out of n training data points. We consider sn going to infinity with n,
with the rate specified below.
(P2) (Honesty) An observation Z “ pX, µp Y qq is either used to place the splits in a tree or to
estimate the response, but never both.

(P3) (↵-regularity) Each split leaves at least a fraction ↵ 6 0.2 of the available training sample
on each side. Moreover, the trees are grown until every leaf contains between  and 2 ´1
observations, for some fixed tuning parameter  P N.

(P4) (Symmetry) The (randomized) output of a tree does not depend on the ordering of the
training samples.
(P5) (Random-split) At every split point, the probability that the split occurs along the feature
X j is bounded below by ⇡{p, for some ⇡ ° 0 and for all j “ 1, . . . , p.
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Note that assumption (P2) di↵erentiates from assumption (P2) in the main text. We refer to
it as
(P2’) (Double Sampling) The data used for constructing each tree is split into two parts; the
first is used for determining the splits and the second for populating the leaves and thus
for estimating the response.
(P2) will allow us to assume that all sn observations of the tree are used to estimate the
response, as in (37) and the trees are built with some auxiliary data. This is done for simplicity
of exposition, the results can be extended to hold in case of (P2’) as well. In fact, since the
(random) division into the two datasets can be seen as part of "k , the adaptation simply involves
changing sn to sn {2.

Now, we may directly apply Lemma (2.2) to the U-statistics µ̂n pxq:

Lemma 2.3. Let µ̂n pxq be as in (36) and assume T satisfies (P4) and
VpT q † 8.
Then
s2n
s2
VpT 1 q ` n2 VpT q
ˆn
˙n
2
s
sn
6
` n2 VpT q
n
n

Vpµ̂n pxqq 6

(38)
(39)

Proof. Using the composition in (30) on T pZi1 , . . . , Zis q :“ E" rT px, "; Zi1 , . . . , Zis qs, we have
for A Ä N “ t1, . . . , nu, |A| “ sn ,

T p⇡NA pZn qq “ ErT p⇡NA pZn qqs `

s
ÿ
ÿ

`“1 BPC` pAq

T ` p⇡NB pZn qq,

(40)

Moreover, it holds by symmetry and i.i.d. sampling, that for A1 “ A2 Ä N, |A1 | “ |A2 | “ `,
T ` p⇡A1 pZn qq “ T ` p⇡A2 pZn qq. Thus we obtain, as in Wager,
ˆ ˙´1 ´ˆ
˙ n
ˆ
˙
n
n´1 ÿ
n´2 ÿ
µ̂n pxq “ ErT pZ sn qs `
T 1 pZi q `
T 2 pZi1 , Zi2 q
sn
sn ´ 1 i“1
sn ´ 2 i †i
1
2
¯
ÿ
` ... `
T s pZi1 , . . . , Zisn q
i1 †i2 †...†i sn

Now

ˆ ˙´1 ˆ
˙
n
n´ j
sn ! pn ´ jq!
“
sn
sn ´ j
n! psn ´ jq!
sn ¨ psn ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ psn ´ j ` 1q
“
n ¨ pn ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pn ´ j ` 1q
psn q j
“
,
pnq j
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where psn q j “ sn psn ´ 1q ¨ psn ´ p j ´ 1qq “ sn !{psn ´ jq!. In particular
ˆ ˙´1 ˆ
˙
n
n´1
sn
“ .
sn
sn ´ 1
n
Consequently,

n
psn q2 ÿ
psn q3
sn ÿ
µ̂n pxq “
T 1 pZi q `
T 2 pZi1 , Zi2 q `
n i“1
pnq2 i †i
pnq3
1
2
ÿ
psn q sn
... `
T sn pZi1 , . . . , Zisn q,
pnq sn i †i †...†i
1

2

ÿ

i1 †i2 †i3

T 3 pZi1 , Zi2 , Zi3 q`

sn

with covariances between terms equal to 0, as in Lemma 2.2. Thus
˙ ˆ ˙
sn ˆ
ÿ
s2n
psn qi 2 n
VpT i q
Vpµ̂n pxqq “ 2 nVpT 1 q `
n
i
pnqi
i“2
˙ˆ ˙
sn ˆ
ÿ
s2n
psn qi
sn
“ VpT 1 q `
VpT i q
n
i
pnqi
i“2
sn ˆ ˙
s2n
psn q2 ÿ
sn
6 VpT 1 q `
VpT i q
n
pnq2 i“2 i
s2n
s2n
6 VpT 1 q ` 2 VpT q,
n
n

where the last step followed from (31). This proves the first inequality. On the other hand, we
have from Lemma 2.2 that
sn ˆ ˙
ÿ
sn
VpT q “
VpT i q > sn VpT 1 q,
i
i“1

leading to the second inequality.

⇤

Lemma 2.4. [ Lemma 2 from [232]] Let T is a tree satisfying (P3), (P5) trained on Z s “

p⇠1 , X1 q, . . . p⇠ s , X s q and let Lpx, Z s q be the leaf containing x. Suppose that X1 , . . . , X s are i.i.d.
on r0, 1s p independently with a density f bounded away from 0 and infinity. Then,
¨
˛
´1 q
´1 q
⇡
⇡
ˆ
˙´0.51 logpp1´↵q
ˆ
˙´1{2 logpp1´↵q
´1 q
´1 q
p
p
?
logp↵
logp↵
s
s
‚6 d
P ˝diampLpx, Z s qq > d
.
2k ´ 1
2k ´ 1

(41)

Lemma 2.5. Let T be a tree satisfying (P1), (P2) and Lpx, Z s q be the leaf containing x. Then
ErT pZ s qs “ ErEr⇠1 | X1 P Lpx, Z s qss

(42)

VpT pZ s qq 6 sup Er}⇠1 }2H | X “ xs.

(43)

and
xPr0,1s p
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Proof. We want to prove
ErT pZ s qs “ ErErT pZ s q | Lpx, Z s qss “ ErEr⇠1 | X1 P Lpx, Z s q, Lpx, Z s qss.
∞s
Let for the following Nx “ i“1
tXi P Lpx, Z s qu. Then due to i.i.d. sampling:
ErErT pZ s q | Lpx, Z s qss “ ErEr

The last expression can be broken into

s
ÿ
i“1

(44)

S i ⇠i | Lpx, Z s qss “ sErS 1 ⇠1 | Lpx, Z s qs.

sErErS 1 ⇠1 | Lpx, Z s qss “ sE rErErS 1 ⇠1 | Nx , Lpx, Z s qs | Lpx, Z s qss
„ „
⇢⇢
s
“E E
ErtX1 P Lpx, Z s qu⇠1 | Nx , Lpx, Z s qs | Lpx, Z s q
Nx
” ” s
“E E
Er⇠1 | Nx , Lpx, Z s q, X1 P Lpx, Z s qs
Nx
ıı
P pX1 P Lpx, Z s q | Nx , Lpx, Z s qq | Lpx, Z s q
(45)

Now, by honesty, given the knowledge that X1 P Lpx, Z s q, ⇠1 is independent of Nx , thus:
„
„
s
sErS 1 ⇠1 | Lpx, Z s qs “ E Er⇠1 | Lpx, Z s q, X1 P Lpx, Z s qsE
P pX1 P Lpx, Z s q | Nx , Lpx, Z s qq | Lpx, Z s q
Nx
“ E rEr⇠1 | Lpx, Z s q, X1 P Lpx, Z s qssE rS 1 | Lpx, Z s qss

Now it holds by i.i.d. sampling that,
sE rS 1 | Lpx, Z s qs “
as

∞s

i“1

S i “ 1 by definition.

s
ÿ
i“1

E rS i | Lpx, Z s qs “ E

«
s
ÿ
i“1

ff

S i | Lpx, Z s q “ 1,

For (43), we write
»›
›2 fi
s
›ÿ
›
›
›
–
VpT pZ s qq 6 E › S i ⇠i › fl “
›i“1
›
H
«
ff
«
ff
s
s ÿ
ÿ
1 ÿ
1
E
tXi P Lpx, Z s qu}⇠i }2H ` E
tX j P Lpx, Z s qutXi P Lpx, Z s qux⇠i , ⇠ j yH .
2
Nx i“1
Nx2 i“1 j,i

We focus on the second term. For the first, the bound follows by analogous arguments. Similar
as before,

«

ff
s
1 ÿÿ
E
tX j P Lpx, Z s qutXi P Lpx, Z s qux⇠i , ⇠ j yH “
Nx2 i“1 j,i
„
⇢
1
sps ´ 1qE
tX1 P Lpx, Z s qutX2 P Lpx, Z s qux⇠1 , ⇠2 yH
Nx2
„
⇢
1
sps ´ 1qE
E rtX1 P Lpx, Z s qutX2 P Lpx, Z s qux⇠1 , ⇠2 yH | Nx s .
Nx2

(46)
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By the same argument as above
PpX1 P Lpx, Z s q, X2 P Lpx, Z s q | Nx , Lpx, Z s qq “
«
ff
s ÿ
ÿ
1
E
tXi P Lpx, Z s qutX j P Lpx, Z s qu | Nx , Lpx, Z s q
sps ´ 1q
i“1 j,i
1
E rNx pNx ´ 1q | Nx , Lpx, Z s qs
sps ´ 1q
Nx pNx ´ 1q
“
sps ´ 1q
“

and

E rtX1 P Lpx, Z s qutX2 P Lpx, Z s qux⇠1 , ⇠2 yH | Nx s “

E rE rtX1 P Lpx, Z s qutX2 P Lpx, Z s qux⇠1 , ⇠2 yH | Nx , Lpx, Z s qs | Nx s “

E rE rx⇠1 , ⇠2 yH | Nx , A, X1 P Lpx, Z s q, X2 P Lpx, Z s qs PpX1 P Lpx, Z s q, X2 P Lpx, Z s q | Nx , Lpx, Z s qq | Nx s
E rE rx⇠1 , ⇠2 yH | X1 P Lpx, Z s q, X2 P Lpx, Z s q, Lpx, Z s qs | Nx s

Nx pNx ´ 1q
.
sps ´ 1q

(47)

Thus combining (46) and (47),
«
ff
s
1 ÿÿ
E
tX j P Lpx, Z s qutXi P Lpx, Z s qux⇠i , ⇠ j yH “
Nx2 i“1 j,i
” N pN ´ 1q
ı
x
x
rE
rx⇠
s
“E
E
,
⇠
y
|
X
P
Lpx,
Z
q,
X
P
Lpx,
Z
q,
Lpx,
Z
qs
|
N
1 2 H
1
s
2
s
s
x
Nx2
6 E rE rx⇠1 , ⇠2 yH | X1 P Lpx, Z s q, X2 P Lpx, Z s q, Lpx, Z s qss
“ E rxEr⇠1 | X1 P Lpx, Z s qs, Er⇠2 | X2 P Lpx, Z s qsyH s ,

where in the last step we used independence of p⇠1 , tX1 P Lpx, Z s quq, p⇠2 , tX2 P Lpx, Z s quq
conditionally on Lpx, Z s q and (C9). Finally,

E rxEr⇠1 | X1 P Lpx, Z s qs, Er⇠2 | X2 P Lpx, Z s qsyH s 6 sup }Er⇠1 | X “ xs}2H
xPr0,1s p

6 sup Er}⇠1 }2H | X “ xs,
xPr0,1s p

proving the claim.
⇤
Under the conditions of Lemma 2.4, assume
x ﬁÑ µpxq “ Er⇠ | X “ xs P H,
is Lipschitz and that the trees T in the forest satisfy (P2) and (P3). Then
ˆ
˙
logpp1´↵q´1 q ⇡
´1{2
´1 q
p
logp↵
}Erµ̂n pxqs ´ µpxq}H “ O s
,

(48)
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and
p

}Er⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs}H Ñ }Er⇠ | X “ xs}H .

(49)

If moreover,
x ﬁÑ Er}⇠}2H | X “ xs P

,

is Lipschitz, then:
p

Er}⇠}2H | X P Lpx, Z s qs Ñ Er}⇠}2H | X “ xs.

(50)

Proof. By (42), it holds as in [232]
}ErT px, Zqs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xs}H “ }ErEr⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xss}H .
Let
s˚1

?
“ d

ˆ

s
2k ´ 1

´1 q
⇡
˙´0.51 logpp1´↵q
´1
p
logp↵

q

,

s˚2

ˆ

“d

Then it follows from Lemma 2.4 that

s
2k ´ 1

´1 q
⇡
˙´0.5 logpp1´↵q
´1
p
q

logp↵

PpLpx, Z s q > s˚1 q 6 s˚2 ,
while by Lipschitz continuity: Er}Er⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs´Er⇠ | X “ xs}H s 6 LErdiampLpx, Z s qqs,
where L is the Lipschitz constant. Thus,

}ErEr⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xss}H

6 }ErpEr⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xsq tdiampLpx, Z s qq > s˚1 us}H

` }ErpEr⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xsq tdiampLpx, Z s qq † s˚1 us}H
6 Er}Er⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xs}H tdiampLpx, Z s qq > s˚1 us

` Er}Er⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xs}H tdiampLpx, Z s qq † s˚1 us
˜
¸
sup

6
6
-

˜
˜

x1 ,x2 Pr0,1s p

sup

x1 ,x2 Pr0,1s p

sup

x1 ,x2 Pr0,1s p

}Er⇠ | X “ x1 s ´ Er⇠ | X “ x2 s}H
}Er⇠ | X “ x1 s ´ Er⇠ | X “ x2 s}H
}Er⇠ | X “ x1 s ´ Er⇠ | X “ x2 s}H

¸
¸

PpdiampLpx, Z s qq > s˚1 q ` Ls˚1
s˚2 ` Ls˚1
s˚2 ,

since s˚1 {s˚2 Ñ 0. Due to the Lipschitz condition
sup

x1 ,x2 Pr0,1s p

}Er⇠ | X “ x1 s ´ Er⇠ | X “ x2 s}H 6 L

sup

x1 ,x2 Pr0,1s p

}x1 ´ x2 }

d

“ Op1q.
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Finally by the reverse triangle inequality
|}Er⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs}H ´ }Er⇠ | X “ xs}H | 6 }Er⇠ | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er⇠ | X “ xs}H
6 LdiampLpx, Z s qq,

and if x ﬁÑ Er}⇠}2H | X “ xs is Lipschitz as well, also
|Er}⇠}2H | X P Lpx, Z s qs ´ Er}⇠}2H | X “ xs| 6 CdiampLpx, Z s qq.
p

Since diampLpx, Z s qq Ñ 0, as s Ñ 8, (49), respectively (50) hold true.
As the expectation of the forest is the same as that of one tree:

“
‰
Erµ̂n pxqs “ E T px, "; Zi1 , . . . , Zisn q ,

the result follows.

⇤

This leads us to the proof of of Theorem 3 in the main text.
*
Proof. We first note that supxPr0,1s p Er}µp Y q}2H | Xxs † 8 together with (43) implies VpT q †
8. Thus, from Markov’s inequality and Lemma 2.3,
P pn ||µ̂n pxq ´ Erµ̂n pxqs||H ° "q 6
This goes to zero, if

n2
ps{n ` s2 {n2 qVpT q “ Opn2
"2

` ´1

q.

† p1 ´ q{2. Since,

n }µ̂n pxq ´ µpxq}H 6 n }µ̂n pxq ´ Erµ̂pxqs} ` n }Erµ̂pxqs ´ µpxq}H ,
the result follows as soon as the second expression goes to zero. Now from Theorem 3.2, with
C↵ “

logpp1´↵q´1 q
,
logp↵´1 q

´ ´1{2C ⇡ ¯
´
↵p
}Erµ̂n pxqs ´ µpxq}H “ O sn
“ O n´1{2

C↵ ⇡p

This goes to zero provided that,

1{2 C↵

¯

.

⇡
° .
p
⇤

To prove Corollaries 3 and 3, we first need another auxiliary result:
Lemma 2.6. Let pS , dq be a separable metric space and Xn : p⌦, Aq Ñ pS , BpS qq, n P N and
p

X : p⌦, Aq Ñ pS , BpS qq be measurable. Then Xn Ñ X if and only if for every subsequence
npkq there exists a further subsequence npkplqq such that
Xnpkplqq Ñ X a.s.

(51)
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p

Proof. If Xn Ñ X, then so does any subsequence Xnpkq . By well-known results, see e.g. [228,

Chapter 2], this implies that there exists a further subsequence Xnpkplqq such that a.s. convergence
holds.
p

As is well known, there exists a metric ⇢ on PpS q such that ⇢pXn , Xq Ñ 0 i↵ Xn Ñ X, see

e.g., [66, Chapter 11]. Now assume that for any subsequence we can find a further subsequence
such that (51) holds, but the overall sequence does not converge in probability. Then we can
build a subsequence such that for some " ° 0,
⇢pXnpkq , Xq > "
for all elements of that subsequence. Thus any further subsequence will also not convergence
in probability and consequently cannot converge a.s. This proves the claim.

⇤

We note that the set A with PpAq “ 1 on which (51) holds is allowed to depend on the

subsequence. Corollary 3 and 3 are finally proven jointly in the following Corollary. The proof
is motivated by the tools used in [26].
Assume that one of the following two sets of conditions holds:
(a) The kernel k is bounded, (jointly) continuous and has
ª ª
kpx, yqdPpxqdPpyq ° 0 @P P Mb p
Moreover, y ﬁÑ kpy0 , yq is vanishing at infinity, for all y0 P

d

d

qzt0u.

(52)

.

(b) The kernel k is bounded, shift-invariant, (jointly) continuous and ⌫ in the Bochner representation in (11) is supported on all of
a closed and bounded subset of

d

d

. Moreover, Y takes its values almost surely in

.

Then, under the conditions of Theorem 3, we have for any bounded and continuous function
f :

d

Ñ

that DRF consistently estimates the target ⌧pxq “ Er f pYq | Xxs for any x P r0, 1s p :
n
ÿ
i“1

p

wx pxi q f pyi q Ñ Er f pYq | Xxs.

Moreover,
p

F̂Y|Xx ptq Ñ FY|Xx ptq
p

F̂Y´1
ptq Ñ FY´1
ptq
i |Xx
i |Xx
for all points of continuity t P

d

and t P

of FY|Xx p¨q and FY´1
p¨q respectively.
i |Xx
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Proof. As shown in [212, Theorem 3.2], (a) implies that k metrizes weak convergence. Similarly, from Theorem 9 in [214], it follows that k is characteristic on the compact subspace
d

of

in which Y takes its value almost surely. Thus, ignoring the Null set, Theorem 23 in

[214] implies that k metrizes the weak convergence in this case as well. Thus in both cases
}µ̂npkplqq pxq ´ µpxq}H Ñ 0 implies weak convergence of µ̂npkplqq pxq to µpxq.

From Theorem 2.6, for any subsequence, we can choose a further subsequence, such that
}µ̂npkplqq pxq ´ µpxq}H Ñ 0 , a.s.

and since it is assumed that } ¨ }H metrizes weak convergence, µ̂npkplqq pxq converges weakly to
µpxq on a set A, depending on the subsequence, with PpAq “ 1. Let Cb p
of all bounded continuous functions on

d

d

q denote the space

. By the Portmanteau theorem (see e.g. [66]), this

implies that on A
(I)

≥

f dP̂pY | X “ xq Ñ

≥

f dPpY | X “ xq for all f P Cb p

(II) F̂Y|Xx ptq Ñ FY|Xx ptq for all continuity points t P

d

d

q

of FY|Xx p¨q,

where we omitted the dependence on the subsequence. But, since the subsequence npkq was
arbitrary, this immediately implies
(I’)

≥

p

f dP̂pY | X “ xq Ñ
p

≥

f dPpY | X “ xq for all f P Cb p

d

q

(II’) F̂Y|Xx ptq Ñ FY|Xx ptq for all continuity points t of FY|Xx p¨q,
for the overall sequence.
On the other hand, (II) implies that on A, for the given subsequence npkplqq, F̂Yi |Xx ptq Ñ

FYi |Xx ptq for all t P

at which FYi |Xx p¨q is continuous. Using for each ! P A the arguments in

[228, Chapter 21], this implies that

F̂Y´1
ptq Ñ FY´1
ptq, for all continuity points t of FY´1
ptq
i |Xx
i |Xx
i |Xx
on A for the given subsequence. Again, as the subsequence npkq was arbitrary, this implies the
result.

3

⇤

Simulation Details

In this section we describe in detail all our simulations shown in the main paper, together with
the data used in the analysis. The data sets are available in the R-package drf as well.
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3.1 Air quality data
3.1.0.1

Data. This data is obtained from the website of the Environmental Protection Agency

website (https://aqs.epa.gov/aqsweb/airdata/download_files.html). We have daily
measurements for 5 years of data (2015-2019) for 6 ’criteria’ pollutants that form the Air Quality Index (AQI):
• O3 - ground ozone (8 hours’ average, expressed in pieces per million (ppm))
• SO2 - sulfur dioxide (1 hour average, expressed in pieces per billion (ppb))
• CO - carbon monoxide (8 hours’ average, expressed in pieces per million (ppm))
• NO2 - nitrogen dioxide (1 hour average, expressed in pieces per billion (ppb))
• PM2.5 - fine particulate matter smaller than 2.5 micrometers (24 hours’ average, expressed in ⌫g{m3 )
• PM10 - large particulate matter, smaller than 10 micrometers (24 hours’ average, expressed in µg{m3 )
For the above quantities, we have the maximal and mean value within the same day. In our
analysis we have used only the maximal intraday values.
The pollutants are measured at di↵erent measurement sites. For each site we have information about
• site address (street, city, county, state, zip code)
• site coordinates (longitude and latitude)
• site elevation
• location setting (rural, urban, suburban)
• how the land is used within a 1{4 mile radius (agricultural, forest, desert, industrial,
commercial, residential, blighted area, military reservation, mobile)
• date when the measurement site was put in operation
• date when the measurement site was decommissioned (NA if the site is still operational)
We have information about 191 739 sites, much more than the number of 21 419 sites from which
we have measurements in years 2015-2019, since many sites were only operating in the past
and are decommissioned.
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In total there is 51 3051 859 pollutant measurements. Many pollutants are measured at the
same site, but it is important to note that not every site measures every pollutant, so there is a
lot of ’missing’ measurements. It can also occur that there are several measuring devices for
the same pollutant at the same site, in which case we just average the measurements across the
devices and do not report those measurements separately.
3.1.0.2

Analysis. Since we have a lot of missing data, we use only the data points (identified

by the measurement date and the measurement site) for which we have measurements of all
the pollutants chosen as the responses. For that reason we also do not train DRF with all 6
pollutants as the responses, but only those that we are interested in, since only 64 sites measure
all pollutants. For computational feasibility, we only use 501 000 of the available measurements
for the training step. We also omit the states Alaska and Hawaii and the US territories for
plotting purposes.
To obtain results displayed in Figure 2, we train the DRF with the measurements (intraday maximum) of the two pollutants PM2.5 and NO2 as the responses, and the site longitude,
latitude, elevation, land use and location settings as the predictors. We manually choose two
decommissioned measurement sites (for which we have no measurements in years 2015-2019)
as the test points. For each test point we obtain the weights to all training measurements. We
further combine the weights for all measurements corresponding to the same site, which is represented by the symbol size in the top row. The bottom row shows the estimated distribution
of the response, where the transparency (alpha) each training point corresponds to the assigned
weight. We also add some estimated contours.
For all plots in Figures 2 and 5, we train the single DRF with the same set of predictor
variables and take the three pollutants O3 , SO2 and PM2.5 as the responses. In this way we
still have training data from many di↵erent sites (see the above discussion on missing data)
and moreover, those are the 3 pollutants that most likely cross the threshold for the ”Good”
AQI category set by the EPA. Carbon monoxide (CO), for example, almost never crosses this
threshold.
In left plot of Figure 6, we compare the estimated CDF value with the standard classification
forest which has the indicator pO3 † 0.055ppm, SO2 † 36ppb, PM2.5 † 12.1µg{m3 q as the

univariate response. In the right plot, we obtain the estimated CDF by fitting for each threshold
a separate classification forest with an indicator pO3 6 thresholdq. We pick a test point such that

the classification performs bad, just to illustrate that its estimated CDF need not be monotone,
which cannot happen with DRF. In most of the cases, the estimated CDFs are very similar, as
can also be seen from the left plot in Figure 6.
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3.2 Benchmark analysis
In this part we compare the resulting distributional estimates of DRF with several benchmark
methods on a number of data sets. Because our target of estimation is now the whole conditional distribution, and there is no canonical choice in the literature, one needs to use a special
distributional loss. Furthermore, for any test point xi we only have one observation yi from
PpY | X “ xq, which makes performance evaluation of our estimator P̂pY | X “ xq very hard.
We use the following perfomance measure:

• (NLPD loss) For a fixed conditional distribution estimator P̂pY | X “ xi q, we sample a set

of m “ 500 observations from which we estimate the conditional density via a Gaussian

kernel estimator, using the L2 loss with scale components and the median heuristic for the
choice of the bandwidth parameter. We then evaluate the negative log-likelihood of the
test observation yi implied by the kernel estimate of the distribution and average over the
test set (consisting of multiple pairs pxi , yi q). To reduce the dependence of these results

on single large values of the log-likelihood, we use an 0.05´trimmed mean to average
the losses over the training set.
This loss definition provides a fair way to compare the ability to estimate conditional distribution
since most of the candidate methods only allow for sampling from the estimated conditional
distribution P̂pY | Xxi q.
Competing methods
We compare DRF that uses the MMD splitting criterion with many existing methods that can
be used for estimation of the conditional distribution.
• Nearest Neighbor (k-NN): The standard k-nearest neighbors algorithm with the Euclidean metric. An estimated conditional distribution P̂pY|X “ xq at a test point x is
defined by a uniform distribution over the k nearest observations in the training set. k is
chosen to be the square root of the training set size.
• Gaussian kernel (kernel): The estimate of the conditional distribution P̂pY|X “ xq at a

test point x is obtained by assigning to each training observation pxi , yi q the weight proportional to the Gaussian kernel kpx, xi q, analogously to usual kernel estimation methods.
Median heuristic is used for bandwidth selection.

• Homogeneous distribution models: This method makes the homogeneity assumption
that the residuals have constant distribution and only the conditional mean changes. The
estimate of the conditional distribution P̂pY|X “ xq is obtained by first fitting a regression
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method of choice, computing the residuals, assigning the same weight to every residual
and then adding those residuals to the predicted mean. We chose three di↵erent methods
for the mean estimation:
1. Random Forests (RF), a classical univariate regression forest is fitted independently for each response component;
2. Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), a tree gradient boosting model (as described in [44]) is fitted independently for each response;
3. Deep Neural Network (DNN), a single deep neural network is fitted to predict the
conditional mean of each response.

• Conditional Generative Adversarial Neural Network (CGAN): The estimated conditional distribution P̂pY|X “ xq is obtained through sampling from the discriminator with
conditional feature x. The implementation of the CGAN is taken from [3]. The architecture of the neural networks was taken to be the best one for the considered data sets
among a set of candidates.
• Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CVAE): The estimated conditional distribution
P̂pY|X “ xq is obtained through sampling from the decoder of the CVAE with conditional
feature x. The implementation of the CVAE follows the one in [210]. The architecture of
the neural networks was taken to be the best one for the considered data sets among a set
of candidates.
• Masked Autoregressive Flow (MAF): The estimated conditional distribution P̂pY|X “

xq is obtained through sampling from the normalizing flow model with conditional feature
X. The implementation of the model follows the one presented in [179]. The number of
layers is chosen to be the best value from a set t5, 10u for the considered data set.

Benchmark datasets
Many benchmark data sets used come from the multiple target regression literature, where only
the conditional means of the multivariate response is considered. We have used the data sets:
jura, slump, wq, enb, atp1d, atp7d, scpf, sf1 and sf2 collected in the Mulan mtr library.
Description about the dimensionality of the datasets, together with the descriptions of the outcomes and the regressors can be found in mtr with links to the relevant papers introducing these
datasets. In each data set categorical variables have been represented by the one-hot dummy
encoding, the observations with missing data were removed together with constant regressors.
We additionally added 5 data sets obtained from the datasets used in the main paper:
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• copula: Simulated Gaussian copula example where the response Y is bivariate and whose
marginal distribution is Np0, 1q, but the correlation between Y1 and Y2 depends on X1 .
• birth1: This data set is created from the CDC natality data and contains many covariates
as predictors and the pregnancy length and birthweights as the responses.
• birth2: This data set is similar as the above one, but we take pregnancy length as the
predictor and add 3 more measures of baby’s health as the response: APGAR score measured 5 minutes after birth and indicators whether there were any abnormal conditions
and congenital anomalies.
• wage: This data set is created from the 2018 American Community Survey. We take
the logarithmic hourly wage and gender as the response, as it was done in the fairness
example in the main paper.
• air: This data set is obtained from the EPA air quality data. All six pollutants were taken
as the response and we add both the information about the measuring site (location, which
setting it is in, etc.), as well as the temporal information when the measurement has taken
place (month, day of the week).

3.3 Births data
3.3.0.1

Data. This data set is obtained from the CDC Vital Statistics Data Online Portal

(https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data_access/vitalstatsonline.htm) and contains the information about the « 3.8 million births in 2018. However, as we do not need this many data
points, we subsample 3001 000 of them. Even though the original data contains a lot of variables,
we have taken only the following variables from the source data:
• mother’s age, height, weight before the pregnancy and BMI before pregnancy
• mother’s race (black, white, asian, NHOPI, AIAN or mixed), marital status (married or
unmarried) and the level of education (in total 8 levels)
• father’s age, race and education level
• month and year of birth
• plurality of the birth (how many babies were born at once)
• whether and when the prenatal care started
• length of the pregnancy
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• delivery method (vaginal or C-section)
• birth order - the total number of babies born by the same mother (including the current
one)
• birth interval - number of months passed since last birth (NA if this is the first child)
• number of cigarettes smoked per day on average during the pregnancy
• birthweight (in grams) and gender of the baby
• APGAR score (taken after 5min and 10min)
• indicators whether baby had any abnormal condition or some congenital anomalies
3.3.0.2

Analysis. After removing the data points with any missing entries and taking only

the data points where the race of both parents is either black, white or Asian (for nicer plotting),
we are left with 1831 881 data points. We use randomly chosen 1001 000 data points for training
the DRF. We take the birthweight and the pregnancy length as the bivariate response and for
the predictors we take: mother’s age, race, education, marital status, height, BMI; father’s age,
race and education level; birth plurality, birth order, delivery method, baby’s gender, number of
cigarettes and indicator whether prenatal care took place.
For arbitrary test points from the data we can get the estimated weights by the fitted DRF,
thus estimating the joint distribution of birthweight and pregnancy length conditional on all
other variables mentioned above. Two such distributions are shown in Figure 10. In addition
we use the weights to fit a parametric model for the mean and 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles. This is
done as follows:
• We slightly upweight the data points where the pregnancy length is significantly above
or below the usual range. This is to avoid the bulk of the data points to dominate the fit
obtained for very long or short pregnancies.
• We apply the transformation f p¨q “ logplogp¨qq on both the pregnancy length and the
birthweight since then the scatterplots look much nicer.

• We estimate the mean with smoothing splines with a small manually chosen number of
degrees of freedom.
• The fitted mean is subtracted from the response (birthweight). The residuals seem well
behaved with maybe slight, seemingly linear trend in standard deviation.
• We fit the 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles as the best linear functions that minimize the sum of
quantile losses, by using the quantreg package koenker2012package.
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• The data is transformed back on the original scale by using the function f ´1 p¨q “ exppexpp¨qq.
For the right plot in Figure 10, we have the following causal graph, as mentioned in the main
paper:
Z
T

B
L

We want to determine the direct e↵ect (indicated in bold) of the twin pregnancy T on the
birthweight B that is due to sharing of resources by the babies (space, food etc.) and is not
due to the fact that twin pregnancy causes shorter pregnancy length L, which in turn causes
the smaller birthweight. Another big issue is that we have confounding factors Z which can
directly a↵ect B, L and T . For example, the number of twin pregnancies significantly depends
on the parents’ race, but so do the pregnancy length and the birthweight, e.g. black people have
more twins, shorter pregnancies and smaller babies. We take all other variables as the potential
confounders Z and adjust for all of them (mother’s age, race, education, marital status, height,
BMI; father’s age, race and education level; birth plurality, birth order, baby’s gender, number of
cigarettes and indicator whether prenatal care took place). In order to do it, we fit the same DRF
as before, where Z and T are the predictors and (B, L) is the bivariate response for which we
can fit the parametric model described above. We compute then the interventional distribution
PpB | dopT “ t, L “ lqq for all values of t and l, by using the do-calculus to adjust the

confounding Z via the backdoor criterion pearl2009causality, where we also use the obtained
parametric regression fit. In this way we can generalize the fit well, which is important when
doing the do-calculus, since we are interested in some hypothetical combinations of covariates
which might not occur frequently in the observed data, such as very long twin pregnancies.

3.4

Wage data

3.4.0.1

Data. The PUMS (Public Use Microdata Area) data from the 2018 1-Year Ameri-

can Community Survey is obtained from the US Census Bureau API (https://www.census.
gov/content/dam/Census/data/developers/api-user-guide/api-guide.pdf). The
survey is sent to « 3.5 million people annually and aims to give more up to date data than the
official census that is carried out every decade. The 2018 dataset has 31 2141 539 anonymized
data points for the 51 states and District of Columbia. Even though the original survey contains
many questions, we have retrieved only the subset of variables that might be relevant for the
salaries:
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• person’s gender, age, race (AIAN, black, white, asian, mix, NHOPI, other), indicator of
hispanic origin, state of residence, US citizenship indicator (5 ordered levels), indicator
whether the person is foreign-born
• person’s marital status, number of own children in the same household and the number of
family members in the same household
• person’s education level (24 ordered levels) and level of English knowledge (5 ordered
levels)
• person’s employment status (employed, not at work, not in workforce, unemployed)
• for employed people we have annual salary earnings, number of weeks worked in a year
and average number of hours worked per week
• for employed people we have employer type (government, non-profit company, for-profit
company, self-employed), occupation (530 levels), industry where the person works (271
levels) and the geographical unit where the person works (59 levels)
• statistical weight determined by the US Census Bureau which aims to correct sampling
bias
For our purposes, since we want to analyze the unfairness of the gender pay gap, we consider
only employed people that are at least 17 years of age, have worked full-time (at least 48 weeks
in a year) and have worked at least 16 hours a week on average. We also omit the self-employed
persons, since they often report zero annual salary and the pay gap there, if exists, cannot be
called unfair as the salary is not determined by any employer. Since there are no missing data
which would need to be omitted, we finally end up with 11 0711 866 data points.
3.4.0.2

Analysis. We scale the salary with the amount of time spent working (determined

from the number of weeks worked and average hours worked per week) to compute the logarithm of the hourly wages. The scaling with the time spent working is necessary, since full-time
employed men spend on average 11% more time working than women. The logarithmic transformation is used since the salaries are very skewed (positively) and logarithmic wages show
nice behavior.
We also reduce the large number of levels of some of the categorical variables: for the occupation we use the group of 530 jobs into 20 categories provided in the SOC system (https:
//www.bls.gov/soc/); for the industry information we group the 271 possibilities in 23 categories as is done in the NIACS classification (https://www.bls.gov/bls/naics.htm);
for the work place we group the 59 US states and foreign territories into 9 economic regions
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(including the ”abroad” category), as determined by the Bureau of the Economic Analysis
(https://apps.bea.gov/regional/docs/regions.cfm).
We want to investigate how the logarithmic hourly wage W is a↵ected by the gender G,
depending on the other factors Z: age, race, hispanic origin, citizenship, being foreign-born,
marital status, family size, number of children, education level, knowledge of English, occupation, industry type and place of work. To do this, we train DRF with bivariate response pW, Gq

and predictors Z on a subsample of 3001 000 data points. With it we can answer the following: For fixed values of the covariates Z “ z, what are the distributions of salaries of men

and women. In addition, we can determine the ”propensities”, i.e. the proportion of men and
women corresponding to Z “ z. This information is displayed in the top row of Figure 11 for a
combination of covariates corresponding to some person in the left-out data. It illustrates how
the distribution of salaries and their relationship can vary with di↵erent covariates Z.
We do not only want to determine how di↵erent covariates Z a↵ect the salary distribution,
but we want to quantify the overall fairness of the pay, after appropriate adjustments. In Figure
11, we can see that the observed salaries of men and women di↵er noticeably, and this di↵erence
in the logarithmic wages means that an average woman has 17% smaller salary than an average
men. However, the question is how much of this di↵erence is ”fair”. For example, the e↵ect
of the gender on the salary can be mediated through some variables such as, for example, the
occupation, workplace or the level of education and we are only interested in the direct e↵ect.
This is illustrated in the following causal graph:
Z
G

W

If we assume that people have the freedom to choose such variables themselves, the pay
gap which arises from such di↵erent choices for men and women is fair and those variables are
resolving variables kilbertus2017avoiding. Another way that the pay gap can be explained is
that some of the variables are not statistically independent of the gender in the population of
full-time employed people (e.g. the race or the age), but they themselves have an e↵ect on the
salary.
In order to address those issues, we compute the distribution of the nested counterfactual
Wpmale, Zpfemaleqq, corresponding to the wages of a person that has characteristics Z as a
woman, but which was treated as a man for obtaining the salary. Such distribution can be
computed from the DRF, as described in the main paper: we randomly draw a female person
and for its characteristics z we obtain the conditional distribution of wages of men with those
characteristics PpW | G “ male, Z “ zq via the weights. Those distributions are averaged over
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random draw of 11 000 women (that were not used in the training step of the DRF). In case that
the di↵erence in salary is fair, the distribution of the counterfactual salary Wpmale, Zpfemaleqq
should be exactly the same as the observed distribution of women’s wages. However, we can see
that this is not the case and that the median salaries of the two distributions di↵er by 11%. Even
though this is smaller than the 17% we obtain by comparing only the observational distributions,
it still shows that women are paid less compared to men.

4

Additional Synthetic Examples

4.1

Univariate distributional regression.

The univariate response (case d “ 1) is by far the most studied case in the regression literature.

However, at the level of the whole conditional distribution and compared to the multivariate
case, the range of practically interesting targets ⌧pxq is quite reduced, e.g. conditional mean
of some functional Ep f pYq | Xq or conditional quantiles Q↵ pY | Xq. In Figure 4, we have
compared the performance of DRF (which uses the MMD splitting criterion) with 3 di↵erent

tree-based univariate methods that can estimate the conditional quantiles in the univariate case:
• QRF: the quantile regression forest introduced in meinshausen2006quantile, which is
equivalent to DRFCART in the univariate case and uses the standard forest construction
breiman2001random to get the weights.
• GRF: the quantile forest proposed in athey2019generalized based on the generalized random forest algorithm.
• TRF: the transformation forest, a model-based recursive partitioning approach, introduced in hothorn2017transformation.
Additionally to the visual inspection of the performance given in Figure 4, we present here
a formal performance comparison for the three simulation scenarios also described in the main
paper. The first two scenarios correspond exactly to the examples given in athey2019generalized
for the quantile version of the GRF, which serve to illustrate its advantage compared to the conventional quantile regression forest (QRF) meinshausen2006quantile. Scenario 3, in addition,
aims at assessing the ability to detect a change of distribution that does not relate to a change in
the first two moments.
The performance of each method is evaluated as follows: We consider the quantile (pinball)
loss for the resulting quantile estimates provided by each candidate method for the di↵erent percentiles ↵ P t0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9u. The losses are presented and computed based on repeated

(10 times) out-of-sample validation (with a 70 ´ 30% ratio between the training and testing
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method 0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

method 0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

DRF 0.180 0.353 0.402 0.349 0.177

DRF 0.267 0.518 0.589 0.514 0.264

DRF 0.140 0.298 0.371 0.351 0.198

QRF 0.182 0.357 0.482 0.351 0.179

QRF 0.285 0.526 0.592 0.521 0.281

QRF 0.144 0.299 0.376 0.357 0.204

GRF 0.183 0.359 0.409 0.354 0.180

GRF 0.278 0.522 0.590 0.517 0.274

GRF 0.139 0.299 0.371 0.351 0.200

TRF 0.183 0.358 0.408 0.353 0.180

TRF 0.272 0.519 0.590 0.516 0.268

TRF 0.145 0.300 0.373 0.351 0.200

5-NN 0.232 0.402 0.452 0.404 0.239

5-NN 0.354 0.587 0.657 0.584 0.340

5-NN 0.187 0.348 .424 0.406 0.260

20-NN 0.192 0.368 0.418 0.366 0.192

20-NN 0.290 0.535 0.606 0.533 0.283

20-NN 0.146 0.310 0.382 0.365 0.211

40-NN 0.187 0.364 0.413 0.360 0.185

40-NN 0.283 0.528 0.596 0.522 0.273

40-NN 0.141 0.303 0.376 0.357 0.204

Table 2: Average quantile losses for scenarios 1 (left), 2 (middle), 3 (right) over the repeated out-of-sample validations.

sets sizes). The results are presented respectively for each scenario in Table 2. We additionally
include the estimates obtained by k-nearest neighbor algorithm for several di↵erent values of k.
Table 3: Average mean squared errors (MSE) for the three scenarios described above over 10 repeated out-ofsample validations for estimating the conditional mean.

method SC1
RF

SC2

SC3

1.0545 2.4940 0.9624

DRF 1.0412 2.4561 0.9340
Furthermore, Table 3 shows non-inferiority of DRF compared to the standard Random Forest for the classical task of estimating the conditional mean. We observe that DRF has a good
relative performance that makes it on par with existing algorithms, some of which specially
designed for the problem of estimating conditional quantiles. Furthermore, it seems that the
MMD splitting criterion improves the CART criterion for distributional regression in a general
heterogeneous case (see e.g. scenarios 2 and 3), since the CART criterion is suitable only for
detecting the change in the conditional mean, unlike MMD.
Dependence of the estimated quantiles on X1 for each method (except the k-nearest neighbors) is displayed in the main paper in Figure 4. In addition, the estimates of 2-Wasserstein
distance to the true conditional distribution, quantifying the di↵erence in the estimated CDFs,
are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Scatter plot of discrete estimates of the 2-Wasserstein distance between the estimated and true conditional distribution against X1 for a grid of test points of the form px1 , 0, . . . , 0q. The 2-Wasserstein distance is
estimated over a grid of 100 quantiles with levels equally spaced on r0, 1s. Di↵erent colors corresponds to di↵erent
methods: DRF (red), GRF (green), QRF (blue), TRF (purple).

4.2

Heterogeneous regression and causal e↵ects

We explore here the performance of DRF on the synthetic data for the setup of heterogeneous
regression, where we want to obtain the regression fit of Y on the explanatory (or treatment)
variables W, but where this fit might change depending on values of X. This can be done
by DRF by using X as predictors and pW, Yq as the response and then using some standard

regression method for regressing Y on W in the second step, having already obtained the weights
that describe the conditional distribution PppW, Yq | X “ xq.

The most important such setup is when the data come from the following causal graph:
X
W

Y

In the case of such a causal graph, X are confounding variables, which we need to adjust for to
understand the causal e↵ect of W on Y. Not only can the marginal distributions of Y and W be
a↵ected by X, but also the regression fit (e.g. the regression coefficients).
4.2.1

CATE and ATE

One special case of this setup that is intensively studied in the causal literature is when W is a
(univariate) binary treatment variable. In this case we are interested in the distribution of the
potential outcomes YpW “ 0q and YpW “ 1q and especially in their di↵erence. It is commonly
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measured by using the Conditional Average Treatment E↵ect
CATEpxq “ ErYpW “ 1q ´ YpW “ 0q | X “ xs
and the Average Treatment E↵ect
ATE “ ErYpW “ 1q ´ YpW “ 0qs “ ErCATEpXqs.
4.2.1.1

Competing methods. We will compare the performance of the DRF with the fol-

lowing methods, specially designed for estimation of the CATE (or ATE)
• Double Machine Learning (DML) of chernozhukov2018double, which assumes the model
Y “ mpXq`W✓`✏ with constant treatment e↵ect and can thus only be used for estimating
ATE and not CATE.

• X-learner (XL) introduced in kunzel2019metalearners (the version with RF learners)
• Causal Forest (CF) introduced in wager2018estimation, athey2019generalized (we use
the GRF version athey2019generalized with local centering that substantially improves
on the version in wager2018estimation)
In order to make the comparison fair, we use the local centering approach for DRF as well.
4.2.1.2

Data. We will use the following data models for our simulations, where the first

three are taken directly from athey2019generalized:
1. In this model X3 is a confounder a↵ecting both W and Y:
ˆ
˙
1
p
X „ Up0, 1q , W | X „ Bernoulli
p1 ` 2,4 pX3 qq ,
4
where

a , bpxq

ˆ

˙
1
Y | X, W „ 2 X3 ´
`Np0, 1q,
2

is the density of the beta random variable with parameters a and b.

2. In this model the treatment e↵ect is heterogeneous, i.e. how W a↵ects Y changes with X1
and X2 :
p

X „ Up0, 1q ,

W | X „ Bernoullip0.5q,

ˆ
˙´1
1
´20px´ q
3
where ⌘pxq “ 1 ` 1 ` e
.

ˆ
˙
1
Y | X, W „ W ´
⌘pX1 q⌘pX2 q`Np0, 1q,
2

3. This model is a combination of the previous two, so the treatment e↵ect is heterogeneous
and we have confounding:
p

ˆ

1
p1 `
4

˙
2,4 pX3 qq ,

X „ Up0, 1q , W | X „ Bernoulli
ˆ
˙ ˆ
˙
1
1
Y | X, W „ 2 X3 ´
` W´
⌘pX1 q⌘pX2 q ` Np0, 1q.
2
2
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4. The following model is similar to above, with slightly di↵erent structure, where X2 induces the confounding e↵ects and X1 makes the treatment heterogeneous:
X „ Up0, 1q p ,

W | X „ Bernoulli pexpitp4X2 ´ 2qq ,
ˆ
˙
1
2
Y | X, W „ 100X2 ` W ´
sinp3X1 q ` Np0, 1q.
2
4.2.1.3

Results. For every model we generate n data points pX1 , . . . , X p , W, Yqi“1,...,n . We run

all methods and compute the root mean squared error of the obtained CATE estimate on a randomly generated test set Xtest containing 1000 data points. CATE corresponds to the coefficient
of W in the data generating mechanism of Y. We repeat the same procedure 100 times and
report the average result. For methods other than the DML, we estimate ATE by averaging the
CATE estimates over the randomly generated test set. The results can be seen in Table 4 and
Figure 13. Even though DRF is performing less well in general compared to the methods that
are specially designed for the task of estimating CATE, we can still see that its estimates are
fairly good.

Figure 13: Estimates of the CATE for DRF (left), Causal Forest (middle), and X-learner (right) for the model 3
with n “ 1600, p “ 20.

4.2.2

Continuous W, linear treatment e↵ect

When the treatment variable W is continuous, many methods designed for binary treatments,
such as the X-learner kunzel2019metalearners cannot be used. However, many important realword examples fall within this framework. As an example, we might be interested in how
the amount of medicine W a↵ects some biological parameter of interest Y (conditionally on
X). When W a↵ects Y linearly conditionally on X, one can still use the Causal Forest (CF)
athey2019generalized, wager2018estimation method, which makes the splits based on the slope
of the conditional linear fit Y „ W. Due to its generality and versatility, DRF can trivially be
used in such setting as well.

To illustrate this, we consider the Model 3, as described in the previous section, which is also
taken from athey2019generalized, but where we change the distribution of the binary treatment
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Table 4: RMSE for the CATE, averaged over
1000 test points and 100 overall repetitions.
model

n

p

DRF

CF

XL

1

800 10

0.140 0.109 0.149

1

1600 10

0.119 0.085 0.122

1

800 20

0.125 0.094 0.128

1

1600 20

0.105 0.076 0.107

2

800 10

0.452 0.319 0.288

2

1600 10

0.285 0.234 0.228

2

800 20

0.568 0.336 0.306

2

1600 20

0.341 0.254 0.241

3

800 10

0.621 0.328 0.319

3

1600 10

0.453 0.243 0.237

3

800 20

0.708 0.343 0.346

3

1600 20

0.533 0.257 0.256

4

800 10

0.320 0.273 0.682

4

1600 10

0.285 0.228 0.389

4

800 20

0.316 0.289 0.722

4

1600 20

0.291 0.248 0.412

Table 5: RMSE for the ATE, averaged over
100 repetitions.

model

n

p

DRF

CF

XL

DML

1

800 10

0.0841 0.0806 0.0858 0.0843

1

1600 10

0.0526 0.0517 0.0523 0.0538

1

800 20

0.0786 0.0762 0.0802 0.0785

1

1600 20

0.0585 0.0588 0.0609 0.0625

2

800 10

0.0844 0.0880 0.0877 0.0891

2

1600 10

0.0567 0.0587 0.0593 0.0584

2

800 20

0.0783 0.0767 0.0788 0.0872

2

1600 20

0.0645 0.0657 0.0665 0.0656

3

800 10

0.0914 0.0916 0.0932 0.1116

3

1600 10

0.0573 0.0581 0.0599 0.0778

3

800 20

0.0858 0.0917 0.0922 0.1114

3

1600 20

0.0623 0.0673 0.0599 0.0925

4

800 10

0.1061 0.1075 0.2554 0.9734

4

1600 10

0.0677 0.0665 0.1028 0.5542

4

800 20

0.1008 0.1046 0.2308 2.7805

4

1600 20

0.0655 0.0660 0.0947 1.834

variable so that it is continuous and it has a normal distribution with the same mean and variance,
which depend on X. In this model W a↵ects Y linearly, which is a crucial assumption for the CF
approach to work. We take n “ 10000 and p “ 10. The concept of CATE does not exist in this

form in such setup and therefore we consider how the forest obtained by each method estimates
both the intercept and the slope of the fit Y „ W, conditionally on X. The results can be seen

in Figure 14. We see that the estimate of the slope for DRF is slightly worse than for the CF,
whose forest construction is specially designed for estimating the conditional slope. However,
DRF estimates the intercept significantly better than the CF, especially in combination the local
p
p
centering approach, which uses the centered data Y ´ YpXq
and W ´ WpXq
instead. In this
example the slope depends only on X2 , whereas the intercept depends on both X1 and X2 . Since

CF targets only the slope for forest construction, it will split mostly on X2 and not on X1 , which
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leads to poor estimate of the intercept term. On the other hand, DRF splits both on X1 and X2 ,
depending on the size of their e↵ect on the joint distribution of pW, Yq. For many applications,

especially in causality (see also the example in next section), it is essential to know the whole
conditional distribution PpY | W, Xq so the DRF approach might be more beneficial than the CF.

Figure 14: The estimates of the intercept (top row) and the slope (bottom row) for the linear fit conditional on X,
obtained for the plain DRF (left), DRF with local centering as in athey2019generalized (middle) and CF (right),
which uses the local centering approach. The data is generated from Model 3 described in the previous section,
with continuous treatment variable W with the same mean and variance conditionally on X.

4.2.3

Nonlinear treatment e↵ect

There are very few methods that can estimate the treatment e↵ect when the treatment variable
W is continuous and a↵ects Y non-linearly, as it is commonly the case in real world settings.
Here we demonstrate that DRF can be easily used in such setup as well, as opposed to the CF,
which assumes a linear, though heterogeneous, treatment e↵ect of W on Y. We further show
how the obtained regression fits Y „ W conditional on X can be used to estimate the causal
e↵ect ErY | dopW “ wqs, as it is done in the main paper in the birth data example:
ª
ErY | dopW “ wqs “ ErY | W “ w, X “ xsPpX “ xqdx.

We compare the performance of DRF with the straightforward and commonly used approach,
where we first regress Y on pW, Xq and use this regression fit which estimates ErY | W “ w, X “
xs together with the above formula to estimate the causal e↵ect.
4.2.3.1

Data We consider the following example, similar to the previous examples:
ˆ
˙
1
1
p
X „ Up0, 1q , W | X „ |1 ` 4X3 ` Np0, 1q| , Y | X, W „ 3 X3 ´
`3X1 sinp3Wq`X2 Np0, 1q.
2
2
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Therefore, W a↵ects Y highly nonlinearly through a sine function. X3 is a confounding variable
that a↵ects the marginal distributions of Y and W. X2 regulates the error level for Y, whereas X1
makes the treatment e↵ect heterogeneous. This is illustrated in the following plot:

Figure 15: Visualization how X1 , X2 , X3 a↵ect the conditional nonlinear regression fit Y „ W. X1 changes the
e↵ect size, X2 changes the noise level, whereas X3 is a confounding variable which a↵ects the means of W and Y.

Figure 16: For a grid of values for the test point x, the scatterplot illustrates the estimated joint distribution pY, Wq

by DRF. The subsequent regression fit using smoothing splines is denoted in blue, whereas the true conditional
mean ErY | Ww, Xxs is denoted with red dashed line. Green line shows the estimate of the conditional mean
ErY | Ww, Xxs with plain random forest.

4.2.3.2

Results In Figure 16 we can see the estimated joint distribution of pY, Wq condition-

ally on Xx, where the values of X1 and X3 vary, while the rest are fixed (even though X2 also
a↵ects the conditional distribution, the e↵ect is much weaker than for X1 of X3 , see Figure 16).
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Figure 17: The estimated causal e↵ect ErY | dopWwqs with DRF (blue) and with conventional method which
regresses Y on pW, Xq using plain Random Forest (green). The true value is denoted by a red dashed line.

We see that the estimated distribution matches the true regression line, denoted in red, very
well. The estimated distribution induced by the DRF weights enables us to fit some specialised
regression method for regressing Y on W for every fixed value of X. The blue line indicates the
fit obtained by using smoothing splines. Compared to the green line, which shows the predicted
values for regression Y „ pW, Xq, it is nicer looking and also is able to extrapolate much better
to values of W which have low probability conditionally on X.

This extrapolation is crucial for causal applications, since for computing ErY | dopWwqs

we are interested in what would happen with Y when our treatment variable W is fixed to be
w, regardless of which values are achieved by X. However, it can easily happen that for this
specific combination of X and W there are very few observed data points, which makes the
estimation hard pearl2009causality. In this example, W tends to be small for small values of X3
and vice-versa and thus is hard to say what would happen with Y when X3 is large and W is set
to a small value by an outside intervention.
In Figure 17, we indeed see that the estimates of the causal e↵ect ErY | dopWwqs by DRF

are much better. One can still see that the error increases for the border values of W, which have

small probability for some values of X, since the estimation there is much harder, but this error
is much less pronounced for DRF than for the standard regression approach.
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Abstract
Given the prevalence of missing data in modern statistical research, a broad range of
methods is available for any given imputation task. How does one choose the ‘best’
method in a given application? The standard approach is to select some observations,
set their status to missing, and compare prediction accuracy of the methods under
consideration for these observations. Besides having to somewhat artificially mask
(additional) observations, a shortcoming of this approach is that the optimal imputation
in this scheme chooses the conditional mean if predictive accuracy is measured with
RMSE. In contrast, we would like to rank highest methods that can sample from the
true conditional distribution. In this paper, we develop a principled and easy-to-use
evaluation method for missing value imputation under the missing completely at random
(MCAR) assumption. The approach is applicable for discrete and continuous data and
works on incomplete data sets, without having to leave out (additional) observations
for evaluation. Moreover, it favors imputation methods that reproduce the original data
distribution. We show empirically on a range of data sets and imputation methods that
our score consistently ranks true data high(est) and is able to avoid pitfalls usually
associated with performance measures such as RMSE. Finally, we provide an R-package
with an implementation of our method.
Keywords.

Ranking, Random Projections, Tree Ensembles, Random Forest, KL-

Divergence.

1

Introduction

Missing data is a widespread problem in both research and practice. In the words of [166], “imputing incomplete observations is becoming an indispensable intermediate phase between the
191
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two traditional phases [...] of collecting data and analyzing data”. With the increasing dimensionality and size of modern data sets, the problem of missing data only gets more pronounced.
One reason for this is that even for moderate dimensionality and overall fraction of missing
entries, the set of complete observations tends to be small if not zero. As such, one would often
have to discard a substantial part of the data when keeping only complete observations.
Consequently, there is a large body of literature on imputation methods, filling in the missing
entries in a given data set, see e.g., [150]. Such methods include the very general Multivariate
Imputation by Chained Equations (mice) approach [41, 56], missForest [216], and multiple
imputation in principal component analysis (mipca) [124]. In more recent work, methods based
on non-parametric Bayesian strategies [173], generative adversarial networks [241] and optimal
transport [174] were developed. These are just a few examples. The ‘R-miss-tastic’ platform,
developed in an e↵ort to collect knowledge and methods to streamline the task of handling
missing data, lists over 150 packages [159].
Despite the broad range of imputation methods, not a lot of attention has been paid in the
literature to the question on how to evaluate and choose an imputation method for a given data
set. If the true data underlying the missing entries are available, one often simply compares the
imputed values to the true ones through the mean-squared error (RMSE) or mean absolute error
(MAE) (see e.g., [216], [233], [241], [174] and many others). For categorical variables, the
percentage of correct predictions (PCP) can be used [146]. To select an imputation method, the
one with the lowest overall error value is chosen. This simple method is common, despite having major drawbacks. In particular, it favors methods that impute with the conditional means,
instead of samples from the true conditional distributions. As outlined in [226, Chapter 2.5.1],
this may lead to a choice of “nonsensical” imputation methods. In particular, they tend to artificially strengthen the association between variables, which can lead to invalid inference. A
motivating example of such a case is given in Section 2.1.
Another approach is to fix a target quantity, calculated once on the full data and once on the
imputed data and use suitable distances between them for a quality assessment of the imputation. The target quantity can be an expectation, a regression or correlation coefficient, a variance
[106, 65, 14, 83, 240] or more involved estimands such as treatment e↵ects using propensity
scores [47]. While this approach is sensible if (one) target quantity can clearly be defined, this
may be not ideal in many applications. Often it is not even clear beforehand what the target of
interest is, or one deals with several targets of interests, each of which might lead to a di↵erent
choice of imputation methods [226, Chapter 2.3.4].
As such, there are situations where one might prefer to have a tool that is able to identify
a good imputation method for a wide range of targets. A way to achieve this is to simply
define the notion of target measure more broadly. As noted in [174]: “A desirable property
of imputation methods is that they should preserve the joint and marginal distributions”. That
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is if x˚ is a complete observation and x̃ an observation with imputed values, we want them to
be realizations of the same distribution. This can be seen as a special case of the above target
quantity approach, with the target being the underlying joint distribution from which the data
was generated.
With this goal in mind, more elaborate distributional metrics, such as -divergences [53]
or integral probability metrics (see e.g., [213]) are necessary, even when simply comparing an
imputed data set to the true one. This was utilized in [174] with the Wasserstein Distance (WD),
but seems otherwise uncommon, despite the drawbacks of measures like RMSE and MAE.
In applications, another layer of difficulty is added since, obviously, the true data underlying
the missing values is not available. While there are some ad-hoc methods of dealing with this,
say by masking additional observed values, impute those and compare the observed values to the
imputations via RMSE, we would like to assess the quality of an imputation method directly.
This is exactly the setting of this work: We develop an easy-to-use evaluation of imputation
methods when the target measure is the true data distribution and when there is no access to the
true data underlying the missing values. To achieve this, we use the discriminative abilities of a
classifier to construct a distance metric between two empirical distributions, an approach used
famously in the General Adversarial Network (GAN) [89]. However, the closest connection
to our work was developed much earlier in an e↵ort to adapt Random Forest to unsupervised
learning in [36] and in particular in [203]. We adapt this approach to work with incomplete
observations to develop a score, whose induced ranking allows for a selection of imputation
methods for a given incomplete data set.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The next two subsections list our contributions and related work. Section 2 introduces notation and showcases a motivating example.
Section 3 defines the notion of Imputation Scores (I-Scores), which present a way of evaluating
imputation methods in the presence of missing values. Section 4 then details a possible way of
estimating I-Scores and describes the algorithm used. Finally, Section 5 empirically validates
the resulting estimated scores on a range of data sets.

1.1

Contributions

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
Proper Imputation Scores: We propose the flexible framework of proper Imputation
Scores (I-Scores) for missing completely at random (MCAR) data, a tool that evaluates
the performance of imputed data sets without access to the true underlying data and without randomly masking observed data. The I-Scores favor imputations that are close in
distribution to the true data. The notion of properness is defined in analogy to [86]. To
overcome the difficulty of only observing incomplete data, we utilize projections in the
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variable space on which we evaluate our chosen distance metric.
Estimation of I-Scores: We propose an estimator of the I-Scores that is usable in practice
to evaluate an imputed data set. We showcase an approach with the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KL I-Score) based on density ratio estimation through classification, in which
the imputed data set is seen as an “adversarial” distribution, while the classifier acts as
a discriminator between observed and imputed distribution. As classifier we choose the
Random Forest.
Empirical study: We conduct an empirical analysis of the performance of our estimated
KL I-Score under varying overall probability of missingness. We score the imputed data
sets of several single and multiple imputation methods applied to various real data sets,
covering a broad range of di↵erent sample sizes, number of covariates as well as distributional properties. We demonstrate the properness of the score by the defining property
that no imputation method should be ranked significantly higher than the true data itself.
Moreover, we confirm the relevancy of the score by checking that highly scored imputation methods do indeed have the favorable property of high average coverage and small
average width of confidence intervals built around imputed values.
Software: We provide an implementation of the estimated KL I-Scores in the R-package
Iscores, available on CRAN and GitHub (https://github.com/missValTeam/Iscores).
Information about the replication code of the empirical analysis section can also be found
under the same link.

1.2

Related Work

There are essentially two strains of literature connecting to our paper. The first concerns efforts to score imputation methods, as we do in this work. To the best of our knowledge, the
research area of scoring and selecting imputation methods has not gained a lot of attention, especially under the more realistic assumption that the true data, or even a simulated ground truth,
is not available for comparison. In [62] the authors state that the performance of an imputation
should “preserve the natural relationship between variables in a multivariate data set (...)”. The
methods they use to assess these properties include comparing densities before and after imputation and in the classification case comparing ROC curves. The authors of [154] consider the
scoring of imputation methods with respect to classification tasks. They build a scoring rule
based on pairwise comparisons of classification performances of two imputation methods using
Wilcoxon Tests. Again, this procedure requires the knowledge of the underlying true values.
The second line of literature concerns methods that have very di↵erent goals, but are methodologically similar to what we propose: we make use of a classifier able to handle missing values
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to discriminate between imputed and real data. The key idea is to use projections in the variable
space together with a Random Forest (RF) [34] classifier. As such, our method is probably
most closely related to the unsupervised Random Forest approach originally proposed in [36]
and further developed in [203]. The latter is using an adversarial distribution and a RF classification to achieve a clustering in an unsupervised learning setting. We take the same approach
in a di↵erent context, whereby our adversarial distribution is the imputation distribution. The
classifier approach also has some connections to [241], who extend the GAN approach to obtain an imputation method. Aside from the fact that instead of imputation we are concerned
about evaluation, there are further di↵erences: First, their discriminator is trained to predict the
missingness pattern, while we directly compare imputed and real data. Second, compared to
a fully-fledged optimized GAN, our approach based on Random Forest is simple and does not
require any backpropagation or tuning.
As we use projections in the variable space as a way of adapting a Random Forest to work
with missing values, our approach is also connected to the literature of CART and Random
Forest algorithms that can handle missing values. We cite and briefly summarize some of the
di↵erent approaches in the literature. [24] propose an adapted CART algorithm, called Branch
Exclusive Splits Trees (BEST), where some predictors are available to split upon only within
some regions of the predictor space defined according to other predictors. This structure on
the variables needs to exist and be imposed by the researcher. If blind to such a structure, an
easy cure is distribution-based imputation (DBI) by [187]. When selecting a predictor and split
point, only observations with no missing value in this predictor are considered. An observation
with a missing value in the variable of the split is randomized to left and right according to the
distribution of the observations that have no missing value in this variable. [33] proposed the
approach of so-called surrogate variables. Again, only observations with no missing value are
considered when choosing a predictor and split point. After choosing a best (primary) predictor
and split point, a list of surrogate predictors and split points is formed. The first surrogate
mimics best the split of the primary split, the second surrogate is second best and so on. This
approach makes use of the correlation between the variables. There are also approaches that
require fully observed training data, but are able to deal with missing values in prediction, such
as [199] or [163], but these are less relevant in our context.

2

Setting and Problem Formulation

We assume an underlying probability space p⌦, A, Pq on which all random elements are defined.
Along the lines of [174] we introduce the following notation: let X˚ P Rnˆp be a matrix of n
samples from a distribution P˚ on

p

. We denote by X the corresponding incomplete data set

that is actually observed. Alongside X we observe M P t0, 1unˆp , of which an entry mi j P t0, 1u
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is 1, if entry xi˚j is missing, and 0, if it is observed. The observed data set X may be written in
terms of X˚ and M as
X “ X˚ ‚ p1nˆp ´ Mq ` NA ‚ M,

(1)

where ‚ denotes element-wise multiplication, 1nˆp is the n ˆ p matrix of ones, and NA is the
placeholder for a missing value. We assume that each row xi (xi˚ ) of X (X˚ ) is a realization

of an i.i.d. copy of the random vector X (X ˚ ) with distribution P (P˚ ). Similarly, M is the
random vector in t0, 1u p encoding the missingness pattern of X. Furthermore we assume that
P (P˚ ) has a density f ( f ˚ ). For a random vector X or an observation x in

p

and subset

A Ñ t1, . . . , pu, we denote as XA (xA ) the projection onto that subset of indices. For instance if
p “ 3 and A “ t1, 2u, then XA “ pX1 , X2 q (xA “ px1 , x2 q). For a given incomplete observation

x P tNA [

u p , let O Ñ t1, . . . , pu be the indices of the coordinates with observed values, such

that xO is observed and xOc is a vector of NA. For any set C Ñ t1, . . . , pu, we denote by X‚C

the matrix of n observations projected onto C, so that X‚C is of dimension n ˆ |C|. Similarly,

for R Ñ t1, . . . , nu, XR‚ denotes the matrix of observations in R, over all dimensions, i.e., the
dimension of XR‚ is given by |R| ˆ p. Finally, if X has a density f on

p

, we denote by fA the

density of the projection XA . A quick overview of the notation is given in Table 1.
For our method to work we need to assume that for all A Ñ t1, . . . , pu, with A X Oc , H,
PpXA | MA q “ PpXA | MA “ 0q “ PpXA˚ q.

(2)

Put in words, the distribution of the projected random vector XA must not depend on the missingness pattern. A sufficient condition for this is independence of X and M: PpX | Mq “ PpX ˚ q,

more commonly phrased as the missing completely at random (MCAR) missingness mechanism, or PpM | X ˚ q “ PpMq [150].
Notation

partial full

Distribution

P

P˚

Data Matrix

X

X˚

xi

xi˚

Random Vector

X

X˚

Density

f

f˚

Observation in

p

Table 1: Notation: Summary of the notation used throughout the paper, with (“partial”) and without (“full”)
considering the missing values.
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2.1 Motivating Example
As a toy motivating example we consider a noisy version of the spiral in two dimensions from
the R-package mlbench [141]. The concepts and tools introduced here will be detailed and
used in the remainder of the paper. We generated 1000 observations of the noisy spiral, each
entry having a probability of being missing of pmiss “ 0.3. Already in this low dimensional
example, we would face an average of around p1 ´ p1 ´ 0.3q2 q ˚ 1000 « 500 observations
with at least one missing value, which is half the sample size. As such we might decide to
impute the missing values and do so with three methods: 1) simply estimating the conditional
expectation ErX1 |X2 s and ErX2 |X1 s on the complete cases using a local regression approach
(“loess”), and filling in the missing values by predicting from X1 (if X2 is missing) or from X2

(if X1 is missing), 2) random sampling an observed value for each missing entry (“sample”),
and 3) mice [41] combined with a single tree in each iteration (“mice-cart”). See Section 5.1
for more explanation on sample and mice-cart.
Though a very artificial example, it highlights some interesting features of di↵erent evaluation methods of the imputations. As mentioned in the introduction, our target is P˚ , the full
distribution of the data. In this two dimensional example, a visual evaluation is possible. Figure 1 shows the resulting imputations. While mice-cart and the true underlying data are hard
to distinguish, it is readily apparent that sample is worse than either and loess in turn is much
worse than sample.
We may now try to quantify this visually obtained ordering. For the three imputations as
well as the true underlying data we compute the KL I-Score and a “naive” score based on the
Wasserstein Distance (naiveWDS). The latter is constructed by comparing the approximately
500 complete cases with the set of observations that have at least one value imputed, as detailed
in Section 3. This is a rather naive score that will not be applicable for any “reasonable” dimension, since in that case there will be no, or very few, fully observed data points, even if pmiss is
quite low. The KL I-Score and naiveWDS are both scores that do not have access to the true
data underlying the NAs. Both of them are positively oriented: A higher value indicates a better
performance. We additionally compute the negative of RMSE (“-RMSE”), where the negative
sign assures the same orientation of higher values indicating better performance. We emphasize that RMSE is computed using the unobserved full data set, as commonly done in research
papers introducing new methods of imputation. Approximated two-sided 95%-confidence intervals (CI) of the scores are added in brackets, calculated as detailed in Section 4. The results
are given in Table 2.
Maybe unsurprisingly, -RMSE appears to poorly measure the distributional di↵erence between imputed and real data set. In particular, its value is highest for the loess imputation, and
significantly so, based on the approximated CI. This is despite the fact, that -RMSE is allowed
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to use full data. Without access to the unseen data, the naiveWDS identifies sample, true data
and mice-cart as the best methods, without really being able to di↵erentiate between the three.
The loess imputation is placed clearly last with the naiveWDS. While this seems to go into the
right direction, this naive score appears unable to significantly distinguish 3 out of 4 methods,
even in this favorable example.
Finally, our proposed KL I-score puts true data clearly first, with mice-cart as a close second,
followed by sample and loess. The changes between mice-cart, sample and loess are significant,
according to the approximate CIs, though the di↵erence between true data and mice-cart is not.
This can be seen more clearly in the left plot of Figure 2 where the approximate two-sided
95%-CIs of the scores are shown. The score of the true data was subtracted from the scores in
the plot, to vizualize the comparison to the true data impuation. Consequently, the overlap of
the CI from mice-cart with the line at 0, shows that the two are not significantly di↵erent in the
eyes of our score, which nicely corresponds to the visual impression in Figure 1. On the right
of Figure 2, the -RMSE values with CIs are plotted. Since this evaluation method is allowed to
use the missing data and will be 0 by definition for the true data imputation, the reference to 0
is meaningless in this plot. Still, it can again be seen that the -RMSE values loess significantly
better than mice-cart and true data.
Thus, without using the unobserved samples, our score manages to give a sensible ranking
in this example that is in line with the visual impression. It does so in a way that appears more
sample efficient than naiveWDS. As will be seen, it is also applicable to p much larger than
two, contrary to naiveWDS, that relies on the existence of enough complete cases.
Finally we illustrate the relevancy of the chosen target in this example: if the target quantity
is no longer P˚ , but say the mean ErX ˚ s, and we measure the di↵erence of the mean calculated

from the true data and the mean calculated from imputed data with the RMSE, then the ordering
reverses. In particular, mice-cart performs worse than the loess imputation. But, contrary to the
loess imputation, mice-cart will have a good performance on a wide range of targets, compared
to a stellar performance on just one target.
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method/score

KL I-Score

naiveWDS

-RMSE

truth

1.63

-0.06

-

(1.04,2.21)

(-0.11,-0.01)

-

1.14

-0.06

-0.71

mice-cart

(0.43,1.85)
sample

-0.69
(-1.27,-0.11)

loess

-9.35

(-0.12,-0.01) (-0.78,-0.64)
-0.05

-0.69

(-0.09,-0.01) (-0.74,-0.64)
-0.28

-0.49

(-10.65,-8.04) (-0.31,-0.24) (-0.52,-0.47)
Table 2: Spiral: Estimation of KL I-Score in the spiral example (n “ 1000, p “ 2): Each value in the data
set is missing with probability pmiss “ 0.3. In the rows we list the imputation methods “mice-cart”, “sample”

and “loess”. With “truth” we mean the true underlying data. In brackets, we give the confidence intervals of the
scores, obtained by subsampling as described in Section 4. In the columns we list the two scores KL I-Score and
naiveWDS and -RMSE as comparison.

Figure 1: Imputations for the spiral example pn “ 1000, p “ 2q. Top row: True data (left) and mice-cart

(right), bottom row: sample (left) and loess (right). The complete observations are plotted in gray and the imputed
observations in blue.
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Figure 2: Confidence Intervals of Table 2 for the proposed KL I-Score (left) and the negative RMSE (right). On
the left, the value of the score of the true data was subtracted and thus the line at 0 represents the true data score.

3

Definition of an Imputation Score

A score assesses whether a probabilistic forecast is close to the true distribution. A general score
for a predicted probability distribution P and any other distribution Q is denoted by S pP, Qq.

Since scores are usually oriented to be maximized, the defining properties of a proper score are
positivity and S pQ, Qq > S pP, Qq @P , Q. A strictly proper score satisfies S pQ, Qq ° S pP, Qq
@P , Q [86].

In the missing data context, scoring an imputation distribution H based on a score S p¨, Hq

would ideally require having access to S pP˚ , Hq. However, in practice we only have access to

P. Therefore, we define a specific notion of score adapted to partially observed data to rank

imputation distributions.
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Definition 3.1. Imputation Score (I-Score)
Let P and P˚ be defined as in Section 2. S NA pP, ¨q is a proper I-Score i↵
S NA pP, Hq 6 S NA pP, P˚ q.
for any imputation distribution H. It is a strictly proper I-Score, if
S NA pP, Hq † S NA pP, P˚ q,
for any imputation distribution H.
Clearly, any score S NA that could obtain S NA pP, Hq “ ´dpP˚ , Hq for a distributional metric

d and an imputation distribution H is a (strictly) proper I-Score. The negative sign assures the
positive orientation, such that S is aimed to be maximized. In practice, a first naive approach
might thus be to just use sample splitting: Given a data matrix X and corresponding missing∞
ness matrix M, let N Ñ t1, . . . , nu be the set of observations i for which pj“1 Mi j ° 0, i.e.,
those observations that contain at least one missing value. Assume that N c is not empty, i.e.,

there are some fully observed samples. Impute all missing values in XN‚ with some impu-

tation method. Then, using a distributional di↵erence d, which can be estimated from data,
compare the empirical distribution of XN‚ , say P̂N , to the distribution of XN c ‚ , P̂N c , to obtain
S NA pP, Hq “ ´dpP̂N c , P̂N q. This was used employing the Wasserstein Distance as d to obtain
the naiveWDS in Section 2.1.

As outlined in the introduction, this approach gets infeasible very quickly for data sets of
even moderate dimensionality and small probability of missingness, simply because the set of
fully observed units will be small or even empty. In the following, we try to circumvent the
problem of not observing P˚ in a more data efficient way, employing random projections in the
variable space. Considering observations that are projected into a lower-dimensional space allows us to recover more complete cases. As an example, x “ pNA, 1, NA, 2q is not complete, however if we project it to the dimensions A “ t2, 4u, xA will be complete in the lower-dimensional

space. In what follows, we average distributional di↵erences between imputed and complete
cases over di↵erent projections. The idea is that complete cases with respect to a projection A
can be treated as observations of fA˚ , i.e., on A it holds that fA˚ “ fA .

The goal of the following sections is to provide a methodological framework to construct

such I-Scores based density ratios. Let A be a subset of the power set 2t1,...pu , that denotes the

set of all possible projections, such that A P A describes the set of variables we project onto.
Assume the projections are chosen randomly according to a distribution K with support A (see
Section 4.1.2 for more details on K). We introduce the -divergence I-Score along the lines of
[126]:
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Definition 3.2. -divergence I-Score
Let

:

Ñ

be convex, with p1q “ 0. We define the imputation score of the imputation

distribution H, as

„

„

ˆ

hA pxq
S NA pP, Hq “ EA„K E x„H ´
fA˚ pxq
where hA is the density of the projected imputation distribution.

˙⇢⇢

(3)

.

We then immediately obtain:
Proposition 3.1. Let the densities of P˚ and H be given as f ˚ and h. Then S NA pP, Hq is a proper
I-Score.

” ´
¯ı
hA pxq
The proof simply follows from the fact that, for any A, E x„H ´
> 0, with equal˚
f pxq
A

ity for H “ P˚ . On a technical note, the densities of P˚ and H could in principle be with
respect to any arbitrary dominating measure, such as P˚ ` H, thus the proposition is also valid
for discrete data.

Definition 3.2 is less general than it could be. In principle, any distributional metric d on
the projected distributions could be used to obtain dpP˚A , HA q. Still the setting is already quite
general, as some classical distributional divergences/distances can be recovered depending on
the choice of . We focus on the negative Kullback-Leibler divergence in the following:
Definition 3.3. KL I-Score
The KL I-Score is given by (3) for pxq “ logpxq:

S log
NA pP, Hq “ ´EA„K DKL pHA || PA q,

where the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence) of two absolutely continuous distributions P and Q is defined by
DKL pP || Qq :“

ª

ppxq log

ˆ

ppxq
qpxq

˙

dx.

We note that in practice, the projections are our main tool to be able to estimate the score
without using the inaccessible true data. Though we show empirically below that our empirical
score indeed appears to be proper, the projection approach naturally incurs a cost. In particular,
it is possible to construct distributions that are di↵erent to P˚ , but which will have the same
score as P˚ . In other words, while the score is proper, it cannot be strictly proper.

4
4.1

Practical Aspects
Estimation of the KL I-Score

In practice, we take several steps to estimate S log
NA pP, Hq. Let Ã be a set of random projections

sampled from A according to K. For each A P Ã we assume that we have an estimator p̂A pxq
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of
pA pxq :“
Thus, an estimation of the density ratio

fA˚ pxq
hA pxq

fA˚ pxq
.
fA˚ pxq ` hA pxq
is given by

p̂A pxq
.
1 ´ p̂A pxq

(4)

Given an imputation method with m > 1 di↵erent imputed values xi1 , . . . , xim of the incomplete
observations xi P N, the estimator of S log
NA pP, Hq is given by
« ˜
¸ff
m
ÿ
ÿ 1 ÿ
p̂A pxij q
1
1
log
Sp NA pP, Hq :“
log
,
r
m j“1 |N| iPN |A|
1 ´ p̂A px j q
r
APA

(5)

i

yielding a score of the imputation performance of H, averaged over m > 1 imputations.
In practice, we estimate the probability pA by using a classifier, such as a decision tree or
small Random Forest [37, 34]. Thus, for each A, the classifier represents a “discriminator”
between the true distribution P˚A (class label Y “ 1) and the imputed one HA (class label Y “

0). We can access pA as the probability of class label 1, given the projected observation, i.e.,
pA pxq “ PpY “ 1|XA “ xq.
4.1.1

Random Forest Classifier

Our classifier of choice is Random Forest and more specifically, the probability forest of [156].
That is, for each of the num.proj many projections in Ã, we fit a Random Forest with a

small number of trees (say between 1 and 10), a parameter called num.trees.per.proj. As
such, the overall approach might be seen as one aggregated Random Forest, which restricts the
variables in each tree or group of trees to a random subset of variables. This seems natural
considering the construction of the RF. In each tree we set mtry to the full dimension of the
projection to not have an additional subsampling e↵ect. Despite the natural fit of our framework
into the Random Forest construction, any other classifier may be chosen to obtain an estimate
of pA 1 .
Moreover, for a given projection A, we split the samples in each projection into a “training”
set, used to obtain the estimate p̂A , and an evaluation set, on which (4) is calculated. We use
both halfs of the sample once for training and once for evaluation, to ensure that every observation contributes to the final score (5). Algorithm 4 in Appendix 1 summarizes the practical
estimation of the KL I-Score with the aim of scoring a single or multiple imputation method.
1

We also experimented with other classifiers such as generalized linear model (glm), but in practice the resulting

score did not have a lot of power discriminating di↵erent imputations.
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Distribution K over projections

The question remains how to choose the set of projections A „ K from which we sample the
subset Ã at random. If t1, . . . , pu is the only set in A, we obtain the “naive” estimator, which
splits the sample into fully observed observations and observation with at least one missing
value. In practice, we adapt A to a missingness pattern. A missingness pattern of a sample
is given by the subset Oc Ñ t1, . . . , pu of indices with missing values. We group the samples

according to their missingness pattern and for each of the groups we sample num.proj many
projections from A.

Given a missingness pattern Oc of a group of samples, we choose A such that for all A P A,

A X Oc , H, i.e., a subset of missing indices has to be part of the projection (A “ AOc ).

In practice, we first subsample r1 from t1, . . . , |Oc |u and r2 from t1, . . . , p ´ r1 u. Then we

obtain A P ÃOc by taking the union of a random projection of size r1 from X‚Oc and a random
projection of size r2 from X‚O .

More implementation details of the algorithm are given in Appendix 1.

4.2

Approximate Confidence Intervals

We estimate the variance of our score, if the data would vary, by a jackknife approach as in
[202]. We divide X randomly into two parts and apply the scoring for a given imputation
method as in Algorithm 4 for each part, obtaining S p1q and S p2q . This is repeated B times to
p1q
p1q
p2q
p2q
p1q
p2q
obtain scores S , . . . , S and S , . . . , S . Let S̄ j “ 1{2pS ` S q and let Sp be the score
1

B

B

1

j

j

of the original data set for a given imputation method. We estimate the variance according to
the formula of [202], as

¨

B
ÿ

x Sp q “ 1 ˝
Varp
B j“1

˜

B
1ÿ
S̄ j ´
S̄ j
B j“1

¸2 ˛

‚.

(6)

The approximate p1 ´ ↵q-Confidence Interval for our score is then given as
b
x Sp q,
Ŝ ˘ q1´↵{2 ¨ Varp

where q1´↵{2 is the p1 ´ ↵{2q-quantile of a standard normal distribution. We choose ↵ “ 0.05

as default level. As the normality of the score is not guaranteed, a more careful approach would
instead try to estimate the quantiles directly in this manner, e.g., using subagging [40]. While
this is possible, it is computationally intense as the number of repetitions has to be high to obtain
an accurate estimate of the quantiles. In contrast, the variance appears easier to approximate
and simulations indicate that the estimate of the variance is reasonable.
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Empirical Validation

This section presents an empirical study of the performance of the KL I-Score. We do not have
the aspiration to perform an extensive comparison of state-of-the-art imputation methods, but
instead employ the di↵erent imputations as a tool to validate the KL I-Score. As such, we chose
commonly used imputation methods that are easily usable in R, to illustrate our methodology.
We check the properness of the KL I-Score as well as the alignment of its induced ranking with
desired distributional properties. We first list the 9 imputation methods and 15 real world data
sets used, covering a range of numbers of observations n as well as numbers of variables p.

5.1 Imputation Methods
We employed the following prevalent single and multiple imputation methods available in R,
that can be divided into mice methods (“mice-cart” , “mice-pmm”, “mice-midastouch”, “micerf”) and others (“mipca”, “sample”, “missForest”, “mean”, “mice-norm.predict”).
All methods have in common that they are applicable to the selected data sets without indication of errors or severe warnings. For each method with prefix “mice” we used the R-package
mice [227]. If a method required specification of parameters, we used the default values. A
more detailed description of the methods used can be found in Appendix 2.

5.2 Data sets
We used the real data sets specified in Table 3 for the assessment of the KL I-Score. They are
available in the UCI machine learning repository2 , except for Boston (accessible in R-package
MASS) and CASchools (accessible in R-package AER). We preprocessed the data by cancelling
factor variables, in order to be able to run all the assessed imputation methods without errors.
However, we kept numerical variables with only few unique values. This preprocessing was
done solely for the imputation methods, our proposed score could be used with factor variables
as well. Finally, in the data set ecoli we deleted two variables because of multicollinearity
issues.

5.3 Properness of KL I-Score
In this section we assess if the KL I-Score is proper, i.e., we check empirically if no imputation
is ranked significantly higher in expectation than the true underlying data itself. In addition, we
can check how well each method performed on each data set with respect to the KL I-Score.
To test empirical properness of the score, that is the non-inferiority of the true data score, we
2

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
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data set

n

p

airfoil

1503

6

Boston

506

14

CASchools

420

10

climate.model.crashes

540

19

concrete.compression

1030

9

concrete.slump

103

10

connectionist.bench.vowel

990

10

ecoli

336

5

ionosphere

351

32

iris

150

4

planning.relax

182

12

seeds

210

7

wine

178

13

yacht

308

7

yeast

1484

8

Table 3: Data sets used for performance assessment of the KL I-Score with number of observations n and number
of variables p.
˚
p log
score the fully observed data set by Sp log
NA pP, P q and the imputed data set by S NA pP, Hq for each
imputation distribution H and consider the di↵erence DH :“ Sp log pP, Hq ´ Sp log pP, P˚ q. We want
NA

NA

to test the following hypotheses for all H:

H0 : DH “ 0 vs HA : DH ° 0.

(7)

We do this by p-value calculation assuming that approximately
H

DH „0 Np0,
where we estimate

2

pDH qq,

(8)

pDH q with the Jackknife variance estimator formula (6) using 30 times

1{2-subsampling. Details of the whole simulation are given in Appendix 3.

As default parameters for the KL I-Score estimation we chose the number of projections
(num.proj) to be 100, the number of trees per projection (num.trees.per.proj) to be 5
(leading to the default of 500 trees per missingness pattern) and the minimal node size in each
tree to be 10 (the default for a probability RF). We set the number of imputations to m “ 5
(the default value in the R-package mice). We fixed the missingness mechanism MCAR and

pmiss “ 0.2 and generated a realization of the NA-mask and then computed for each method/data

set combination the corresponding p-value of testing (7) under assumption (8). Results for
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pmiss “ 0.1 and pmiss “ 0.3 can be found in Appendix 4. All methods were computable on all

data sets, without throwing errors or major warnings. Our findings can be summarized with one
sentence: We found no single significant p-value at level ↵ “ 0.05, strongly indicating that our
KL I-Score is indeed proper.

Reversing the alternative hypothesis we obtain,
H0 : DH “ 0 vs HA : DH † 0,

(9)

whose corresponding test may reveal more information about the performance of the methods
as well as the difficulty for imputation of each data set. We assume (8) and calculate the corresponding p-values for (9). In Figure 3, we discretized each p-value corresponding to a method
applied to a data set into one of 6 batches, which reflect di↵erent significance levels. The larger
the p-value, the lighter the red, the more indication that the respective method imputed well on
the given data set with respect to our score. With a p-value in the batch p0.1, 1s we cannot reject
the null that DH “ 0 even at the level 0.1, i.e., the imputation performed as well as the true

data itself. We sorted the rows and columns to cluster similarly scored methods and data sets
together.
Reading the plot row-wise reveals performance information of the methods, the higher up a
method appears the better it performed according to the KL I-Score. We would like to emphasize the suboptimal performance of methods that predict conditional means, without additional
randomization to impute values, in particular missForest and mean. This may be surprising
given the general nature and popularity of missForest. In fact, missForest is known to perform
very well in the literature, see e.g. [233]. However this impression of good performance is
based on measures of accurary, such as RMSE. As laid out in [226], as a prediction method,
missForest does not account for the uncertainty caused by the missing data. This can be highly
misleading, leading to an invalid analysis of statistical uncertainty, such as too small confidence
intervals etc. Contrary to accuracy measures, our score takes the joint distribution into account
when assessing performance, hence the comparatively weak performance of missForest over
the chosen datasets. The worst method appears to be the mean, a method known to heavily
distort the distribution, which our score found to significantly di↵er from the true data in all
data sets even at the level 0.001. The best method overall is mice-cart, whose imputations were
indistinguishable from the true data in 6 data sets and almost not distinguishable at the level
0.05 in 2 data sets.
Reading the plot column-wise reveals information about how easy or hard the data sets could
be imputed by the methods considered. The further to the right a data set appears, the easier it
was to impute. Naturally, in some cases this might just be a consequence of di↵erent sample
sizes. For instance, the 4 data sets on the very right have n † 200. Nonetheless, there are some
interesting comparisons: For instance, we find that none of the considered methods was able
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Figure 3: Discretized p-values of testing 9 under assumption 8 for the 9 methods applied to the 15 data sets. We
used missingness mechanism MCAR, pmiss “ 0.2, m “ 5 and the default parameter values to compute the KL
I-Scores.
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to find an imputation that recovers the joint distribution well enough for the data set airfoil,
whereas 2 out of the 9 methods did a good job on the data set yeast, which are comparable
in terms of n and p. Similarly, the performance of the methods appears very di↵erent in the
smaller datasets wine and planning-relax. While both are again comparable in terms of n and p,
only 3 methods attained a p-value larger than 0.05 for wine, while 7 methods reached a p-value
larger than 0.1 for planning.relax.

5.4 Relevancy of KL I-Score
In the last section, we validated the properness of the estimated KL I-Score empirically. However, a practitioner might want to select the best method with the score, or at least determine
the worst performing methods to definitely not employ them. Unfortunately, even if one agrees
that the target measure is the true distribution P˚ , and could access dpH, P˚ q, it would not be

clear what the “true rank” would be. Di↵erent metrics d will result in di↵erent orderings, i.e.,
there is no ground truth to compare to. However, one would hope that the methods chosen by
our score perform well on a wide range of targets, even though it was not designed to select
for any of these targets specifically. We focus on a target that presumably will be of interest
in practice when doing multiple imputation: Average coverage and average width of marginal
confidence intervals for each NA value, obtained by the m multiple imputations. More specifi∞
cally, let again N Ñ t1, . . . , nu be the set of i for which pj“1 Mi j ° 0, i.e., those observations
that contain at least one missing value. For each observation xi , let Ni Ä t1, . . . , pu be the
missing coordinates of xi . Given an imputation method H, we obtain for each xi j , i P N, j P Ni ,

m di↵erent imputed values xi1j pHq, . . . , ximj pHq. For m large enough, we compute the empirical
0.025- and 0.975-quantiles xi0.025
pHq and xi0.975
pHq and consider the interval spanned in between
j
j

as the empirical 95%-CI for xi j defined by the method H trough xi1j pHq, . . . , ximj pHq. We denote
it by

CIpxi1j pHq, . . . , ximj pHqq :“ rxi0.025
pHq, xi0.975
pHqs.
j
j
We then check whether the true missing data point xi j lies within the CI or not and obtain an
average marginal coverage for the method H by averaging over all i P N, i.e.,
CoveragepHq :“

1 ÿ 1 ÿ
1txi j P CIpxi1j pHq, . . . , ximj pHqqu.
N iPN Ni jPN
i

A method that has a large enough variation between the m di↵erent imputations will reach
a coverage of 1, however the average width of its corresponding CI is large, indicating very
little power. We use the average width of the confidence intervals as an indicator of statistical
efficiency. A good imputation method will have small average width while still maintaining
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Figure 4: Average coverage plotted against average width for the 9 methods applied to the 15 data sets. The color
indicates the rank induced by the KL I-Score (light green = high rank = good score, dark blue = low rank = bad
score). We used the missingness mechanism MCAR, pmiss “ 0.2, m “ 20 and the default parameter values to
compute the KL I-Scores.

high average coverage. We define the average marginal width for the method H by
WidthpHq :“

˘
1 ÿ 1 ÿ ` 0.975
xi j pHq ´ xi0.025
pHq
.
j
N iPN Ni jPN
i

For better visualization we constrain the WidthpHq for all methods H to the interval r0, 1s: Given
a data set, we normalize WidthpHq for all methods H by the maximal width of all methods.

In Figure 4 we plot CoveragepHq against the normalized WidthpHq for all methods applied
to all data sets, leading to totally 15 ˚ 9 “ 135 points. Not all of them are visible since they

can lie on top of each other. For example the method mean always produces the point p0, 0q
for all 15 data sets, since there is no variation in the m imputed data sets. The color of the

points reflects the induced rank by the KL I-Score, assigning one of the 9 ranks to each method
in a given data set: rank 1 to the best scored method (light green) up to rank 9 to the worst
scored method (dark blue). We set the number of imputations to m “ 20, used missingness
mechanism MCAR and pmiss “ 0.2 and the same default parameter setting as in Section 5.3.

Results for pmiss “ 0.1 and 0.3 can be found in Appendix 4. For easier interpretation, we name
the four quadrants of the square in Figure 4 by the letters I-IV. We observe that quadrant IV,

corresponding to high average width and low average coverage, does not contain any points,
which makes sense. Considering the color gradient, the KL I-Score seems to indeed often rank
points with high average coverage and low average width the best (most green points in quadrant
II). Clearly methods that produce small average width combined with small average coverage
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method/quadrant

I

II

III

mice-cart

0.4

0.6

0

mice-pmm

0.4

0.6

0

mice-midastouch

0.47 0.53

0

mice-rf

0.53 0.47

0

mipca

0.87 0.13

0

sample

0.93 0.07

0

mice-norm.predict

0

0

1

mean

0

0

1

missForest

0

0

1

Table 4: For each method we record the fraction of times it appeared in the quadrants I, II and III in the plot of
average coverage against average width in Figure 4.

as well as high average width combined with high average coverage, are ranked low, which is
highly desirable.
Table 4 shows a clearer picture of the results. We indicate for each method the fraction of
times in the data sets it appeared in the quadrants I, II and III. We observe that all points making
up quadrant III are from the methods mice-norm.predict, mean and missForest, i.e., the methods
that use a sort of mean imputation. From a distributional point of view, these methods are often
not favourable, which is a property nicely captured by the KL I-Score.

6

Discussion

We presented in this paper a convenient method to score a given set of imputation methods for an
incomplete data set. The widespread assessment of imputation methods via RMSE (of masked
observations) favors methods that impute conditional means but do not necessarily reflect the
whole conditional distribution. Our proposed I-Score appears to be able to give high scores to
methods that replicate the data distribution well. An arguable weakness of our method is that
we require the missingness mechanism to be MCAR. Further work might focus on the extension
of our method to the MAR case.
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for estimation of KL I-Score
Inputs: data set X containing missing values to impute, a multiple imputation method applied to
X yielding m imputed data sets X̂i , i=1,. . . , m Result: KL I-Score s for the imputation
method as the average of the m scores tsi umi“1 for each of the m imputed data sets

Hyper-parameters:

number of projections num.proj, number of trees per projection

num.trees.per.proj, standard parameters of the Probability Forests - Group observations
in XNA into J di↵erent groups according to the unique missing value patterns M j , j “ 1, . . . , J.
for i “ 1, . . . , m do

for j “ 1, . . . , J do
- Sample a set of num.proj projections, Ak , k “ 1, . . . , num.proj compatible with the

missingness pattern M j as described in Section 4.1.2 for k “ 1, . . . , num.proj do
- Get the complete observations XAcomp
from the projected data XAk - Get the prok
jected imputed data X̂Ak , and split them in two halves X̂A0 k and X̂A1 k for l “ 0, 1
do
- Fit a Probability Forest with num.trees.per.proj trees and mtry full, dis-

criminating XAcomp
from X̂Al k (ensuring a balance of classes, see Appendix 1 for
k
x
f˚
details) - Get an estimate of the density ratio, hAA , through the Probability Forend

est as in Equation (4) - Compute the partial individual score contributions, si jk ,
x
f˚
as log hAA pxq of the left-out imputations x P X̂A1´l
k

- Every imputed point in X̂Ak received a score in the last step, si jk . We get the full
individual score contribution of each imputed point by averaging si jk over all projections k.
end
- Return the score si j as the average of scores obtained by all contributions of observations fitting missing value pattern M j .
end
- Average the scores si j over all patterns M j to get score si .
end
- Average the score si over all imputations i to get the final score s.
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Algorithm and Implementation Details of KL I-Score Estimation

Projection distribution. In Section 4.1.2 we describe the distribution K over the projections

with restricted support used for the empirical estimation of the KL I-Score. The choice of this
distribution is up to the experimenter and can be adapted to the specific patterns of missinginess
in a given data set.
Numerical truncation. In order to avoid numerical issues when calculating the density ratio
with Expression (4) or the log thereof, if we get predicted probabilities p̂A close to 0 or 1, we
apply the following truncation function to p̂A :
ppxq “ minpmaxpx, 10´9 q, 1 ´ 10´9 q.
Forest estimation. Fitting the probability forest ensuring balance of classes: We attach a class
label variable Y to the joint data set X :“ pXAcomp
, X̂Al k q, where Y “ 1 if the corresponding
k
entry in X is from XAcomp
and Y “ 0 if the corresponding entry in X is from X̂Al k . We fit a
k

probability forest on pX, Yq, discriminating between true complete cases and imputed cases. We

ensure class balance by subsampling at random the imputed cases to obtain the same number as
available complete cases XAcomp
.
k

2

Details of Imputation Methods
1) missForest is a multiple imputation method based on iterative use of RF, allowing for
continuous and categorical data [216]. After an initial mean-imputation, the variables are
sorted according to their amount of missing values, starting with the lowest. For each
variable as response, a RF is fitted based on the observed values. The missing values are
then predicted with the RF. The imputation procedure is repeated until a stopping criterion
is met. We used the R-package missForest [215].
2) mipca is a multiple imputation method with a PCA model [124]. After an initialization
step, an EM algorithm with parametric bootstrap is applied to iteratively update the PCAparameter estimates and draw imputations from the predictive distribution. The algorithm
is implemented in the function MIPCA of the R-package missMDA [123]. We use the function estim ncpPCA to estimate the number of dimensions for the principal component
analysis by cross-validation.
3) mean is the simplest single imputation method considered. It imputes with the mean of
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the observed cases for numerical predictors and the mode of observed cases for categorical predictors. We use the implementation of the package mice.

4) sample is a multiple imputation method sampling at random a value of the observed
observations in each variable to impute missing values. We use the implementation of the
package mice.
5) mice-cart is a multiple imputation method cycling through the following steps multiple
times [65]: After an initial imputation through sampling of the observed values, a classification or regression tree is fitted. For each observation with missing values, the terminal
node they end up according to the fitted tree is determined. A random member in this
node is selected of which the observed value leads the imputation.
6) mice-norm.predict is a multiple imputation method cycling through the same steps as
mice-cart with the adaptation that a linear regression is fitted and its predicted value is
used as imputation.
7) mice-pmm Predictive Mean-Matching is a semi-parametric imputation approach ([149]
and [198]). Based on the complete data, a linear regression model is estimated, followed
by a parameter update step. Each missing value is filled with the observed value of a
donor that is randomly selected among complete observations being close in predicted
values to the predicted value of the case containing the missing value.
8) mice-midastouch is a multiple imputation method using an adaption of classical predictive mean-matching, where candidate donors have di↵erent probabilities to be drawn
[83]. The probability depends on the distance between the donor and the incomplete
observation. A closeness parameter is specified adaptively to the data.
9) mice-rf is a multiple imputation method cycling through the same steps as mice-cart with
the adaptations that one tree is fitted for every bootstrap sample. For each observation with
missing values, the terminal nodes in each tree are determined. A random member of the
union of the terminal nodes is selected of which the observed value leads the imputation.

3

Details on Properness Assessment

We used the following pipeline to obtain the results of Section 5.3:
1. We fix the missingness mechanism to MCAR and consider di↵erent overall probabilities
of missingness (pmiss “ 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3). For each of the pmiss we do:
2. For each fully observed data set X we do:
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(a) We mask X respecting the missingness mechanism as well as pmiss and obtain a fixed
X.NA.
(b) We apply 30 times 1{2-subsampling on X and X.NA and obtain 30 subsampled XS
and X.NAS .
(c) We score X with the KL I-Score.
(d) For each method in methods we do:
i. We impute X.NA m “ 5 times.

ii. We score each of the 5 imputed versions of X.NA with the KL I-Score and get
the final score by averaging.
iii. We compute the di↵erence D of the KL I-Score of the imputation of X.NA and
the KL I-Score of X.
iv. For each of the S “ 1, . . . , 30 X.NAS we do:

A. We apply steps (c) and i. and ii. to XS and X.NAS
B. We compute the di↵erence DS of the KL I-Score of the imputation of
X.NAS and the KL I-Score of XS .

v. We estimate the variance of D,
S

formula (6) based on D .

2

pDq, with the Jackknife variance estimator
H

(e) We compute a p-value by PH0 pX ° Dq, where X „0 Np0,

4

2

pDqq

Empirical Results for pmiss “ 0.1 and pmiss “ 0.3

In this section we present further results for pmiss “ 0.1 and pmiss “ 0.3. We apply the same

procedures as in Section 5.3 and 5.4. The results are largely the same: The score still appears
to be proper in the sense that no p-value of testing (7) under assumption (8) was significant at
↵ “ 0.05 for both pmiss “ 0.1 and 0.3. Mice-midastouch was not computable for all Jackknife
subsamples for pmiss “ 0.3, that is why we do not report its p-value (which results in a grey spot

in Figure 7). Considering the color gradient in Figures 6 and 8 for pmiss “ 0.1 and pmiss “ 0.3

respectively, the KL I-Score seems to indeed often rank points with high average coverage and
low average width the best (points in quadrant II).

5

Detailed Empirical Results for pmiss “ 0.2

For each of the 15 data sets and the 9 methods, we report our KL I-Score (black) with its
corresponding two-sided 95%-CI based on the normal approximation and the Jackknife variance
estimation using 30 repetitions of 1{2-subsampling as detailed in Section 4.2. For each data
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Figure 5: Discretized p-values of testing 9 under assumption 8 for the 9 methods applied to the 15 data sets. We
used missingness mechanism MCAR, pmiss “ 0.1, m “ 5 and the default parameter values to compute the KL
I-Scores.

Figure 6: Average coverage plotted against average width for the 9 methods applied to the 15 data sets. The color
indicates the rank induced by the KL I-Score (light green = high rank = good score, dark blue = low rank = bad
score). We used missingness mechanism MCAR, pmiss “ 0.1, m “ 20 and the default parameter values.
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method/quadrant

I

II

III

mice-cart

0.33 0.67

0

mice-pmm

0.33 0.67

0

0.4

0.6

0

mice-rf

0.47 0.53

0

mipca

0.87 0.13

0

sample

0.93 0.07

0

mice-midastouch

mice-norm.predict

0

0

1

mean

0

0

1

missForest

0

0

1

Table 5: In the case of pmiss “ 0.1, for each method we record the fraction of times it appeared in the quadrants I,
II and III in the plot of average coverage against average width in Figure 6.

Figure 7: Discretized p-values of testing 9 under assumption 8 for the 9 methods applied to the 15 data sets. We
used missingness mechanism MCAR, pmiss “ 0.3, m “ 5 and the default parameter values to compute the KL
I-Scores.
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Figure 8: Average coverage plotted against average width for the 9 methods applied to the 15 data sets. The color
indicates the rank induced by the KL I-Score (light green = high rank = good score, dark blue = low rank = bad
score). We used missingness mechanism MCAR, pmiss “ 0.3, m “ 20 and the default parameter values.

method/quadrant

I

II

III

pmm

0.47 0.53

0

cart

0.53 0.47

0

midastouch

0.53 0.47

0

rf

0.67 0.33

0

norm.predict

0

0.2

0.8

mipca

0.93 0.07

0

sample

0.93 0.07

0

mean

0

0

1

missForest

0

0

1

Table 6: In the case of pmiss “ 0.3, for each method we record the fraction of times it appeared in the quadrants I,
II and III in the plot of average coverage against average width in Figure 8.
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set, we ordered the methods increasingly according to the the KL I-Score. For the missingess
mechanism MCAR and pmiss “ 0.2 the results are reported in figures 9 - 13.

Figure 9: Data sets 1 ´ 3: Missingness mechanism MCAR with a pmiss of 0.2. For each of the 3 data sets and each

of the methods we report the pseudo-oracle full (black) and the KL-score (blue) with the corresponding normal
CIs with the variance estimated by Jackknife using 30 repetitions of 1{2-subsampling.
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Figure 10: Data sets 4 ´ 6: Missingness mechanism MCAR with a pmiss of 0.2. For each of the 3 data sets

and each of the methods we report the pseudo-oracle full (black) and the KL-score (blue) with the corresponding
normal CIs with the variance estimated by Jackknife using 30 repetitions of 1{2-subsampling.
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Figure 11: Data sets 7 ´ 9: Missingness mechanism MCAR with a pmiss of 0.2. For each of the 3 data sets

and each of the methods we report the pseudo-oracle full (black) and the KL-score (blue) with the corresponding
normal CIs with the variance estimated by Jackknife using 30 repetitions of 1{2-subsampling.
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Figure 12: Data sets 10 ´ 12: Missingness mechanism MCAR with a pmiss of 0.2. For each of the 3 data sets

and each of the methods we report the pseudo-oracle full (black) and the KL-score (blue) with the corresponding
normal CIs with the variance estimated by Jackknife using 30 repetitions of 1{2-subsampling.
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Figure 13: Data sets 13 ´ 15: Missingness mechanism MCAR with a pmiss of 0.2. For each of the 3 data sets

and each of the methods we report the pseudo-oracle full (black) and the KL-score (blue) with the corresponding
normal CIs with the variance estimated by Jackknife using 30 repetitions of 1{2-subsampling.
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